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The Evolution of a Patent Evaluation Tool

This paper tells the story ofKodak's experience in developing and

implementing a patent evaluation tool It particularly relates the story ofthe changes in

that tool from its inception to its current form. Although the paper is entitled 'The

Evolution ofa Patent Evaluation Tool" it perhaps would be more appropriately entitled

'The Devolution ofa Patent Evaluation Tool". Normally, when things evolve they

become more complex.' In contrast, Kodak has recently been striving to simplify the

patent evaluation tool originally adopted by the Company only a few years ago. The

simplification process is succeeding in spite ofa countermanding principle ofevolution,

the tendency ofan organism to evolve into different forms in response to a diverse

environment. There has been a tendency within Kodak for the various diverse

organizations to tailor the patent evaluation tool to their own needs. A number ofpeople

involved with the patent system at Kodak have been trying to reconcile the need for

simplicity in the evaluation tool and the need for a tool which can be utiIized by the

diverse technology groups within Kodak.

Kodak decided to create a patent evaluation tool in 1996. The creation of

this tool was a small part ofa major reorganization ofthe way that Kodak manages its

intellectual property. The process ofreorganizing the management Kodak's intellectual

property could itselfbe the subject ofseveral papers and will not be explored in any

detail herein. As an outcome ofthat process, however, it was decided to manage Kodak's

intellectual property by aligning all ofKodak's intellectual property with preexisting

technology clusters. The technology clusters were already being utilized by Kodak's

Research Division to organize and fund research and development projects. As part of

the process ofaligning Kodak's intellectual property with the technology clusters an

Intellectual Property Subcommittee (IP Subcommittee) was assigned to each cluster to

create and implement an !P strategy for the cluster. An Intellectual Property Coordinator

(IP Coordinator) was appointed to each cluster to make day-to-day decisions around the

maintenance ofthe patent portfolio "owned" by the cluster.
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As part ofthe newintellectualpropertymanagelllent.process,it\Vas

decidedthatKodak shouldimplement a.systemforevaluatingtheindividual patents in

the patent portfolio ofeach cluster; • The initial goal ofimplementing such a systemwas .

to move the focus ofthe company from "number ofpatents filed". in the direction of

"value ofpatentsfiled". It was anticipated that a patent evaluation tool would enable

each cluster to obtain the most value from its natentnortfofio and to obtain some

correlation between the value ofthe patent portfolio and research dollars spent. "Ihe

initial proposal was that the performance ofthose individuals involved in intellectual

property management would be determined in part by the performance ofthe various

patent portfolios.

A committee was selected to develop a tool to evaluate individual items in

a cluster's patent portfolio. The committee chosen represented a broad cross-section of

the intellectual property community and included a representative from Kodak's licensing

group, two patent attorneys, representatives from the research community, and an

information management representative. The objective set by the committee was to find

a method for estimating the value ofa potential and existing patent that was 1)

quantitative, 2) applicable across all Kodak businesses, 3) easy to use, and 4) easy.to

administer.

This was one time when it was to Kodak's benefit not to be a pioneer.

Several companies had excellent patent evaluation programs which they had either

published or were willing to share with Kodak. A few companies had evaluation tools

which they were marketing. The types ofsystems in the market were quite varied. Some

systems were very complex and could be utilized to estimate fairly accurate dollar values

on individual patents. The evaluation results ofsuch ystems were suitable for use in the

outlicense or sale ofintellectual property, tax-related transactions, or in-kind

contributions. Other systems were as simple as rating a patent from 1 to 5 on a fairly

subjective basis. The results ofthese types ofsystems could be utilized for different

purposes, such as making renewal decisions.

It was quickly decided that Kodak would not utilize a tool similar to the

more complex models. Given the size ofKodak's patent portfolio, such a tool would

have required substantial additional staffto implement. Furthermore, obtaining detailed
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sales infurmation for individualproducts andrelating those productsto individualpatents

would have been extremelytime consuming. On the other hand, it was determined that

the IP managerswanted more infurmationthan that which wouldhave been available

using one ofthe simplestmodels.

The committee eventually decidedto evaluate two existingmodelsfor use

by Kodak. The modelswere tested on a range ofpatents from differenttechnicalareas.

One ofthe models tested, ahhough it was easyto use and supplied useful information, did

not lend itselfwell to the chemicalside ofKodak's business. It also required a fair

amount ofspecific sales-information. Duringthe testing it became apparentthat Kodak

was somewhatunique in that it leveragesa great deal ofits technologyacross many

product lines. Neither ofthe patent evaluation models reviewed easilytook suchleverage

into account. Eventuallythe committeedecidedthat Kodak would create its own

evaluationtool The Kodaktool would be looselymodeled aroundone described by a

consultantin that it wouldhave separatequestionsaround ''internaluse" and "extemal

use" and around the breadth ofthe claim coverage. Thecommittee decided, however,

that it needed to create an originalset ofquestions that wouldbe tailored to evaluating

Kodak's products. Further,it was decidedthatKodak's evaluation tool would include a

deteetability factor. The assumption was that ifan inventionwas used in a manufacturing

process,the patent on that inventionwas not as valuable as one covering a product

becausethe manufacturingprocess was not easilydetected.

The processused to developthe set ofevaluationquestions was as

follows. It was determined the questionsshould be developedby a small group of

individualsin order to get the project donein a timely fashion. The committee happened

to include a highly experiencedpatent attorneyfmventor team who had worked together

for severalyears and were very familiar with a particular patent portfolio.. Becauseof

their familiaritywith the particularpatent portfolio, these two individualswere able to

patents in the portfolioon a scaleof I to

200. Then, given their combinedexperience in the patent field and their recent studiesof

various evaluation systems, the attorney/inventor team developeda test set ofquestions.

Theythen tested this evaluationtool againstthe patent portfoliothey had alreadyvalued

to determineifthe test set ofquestionsresultedin a similarvalue for each ofthe sample
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patents.Usingthissamplepatentportfolio theywereable.tochangethe wording and the

weighting-ofthe questions untilthey arrived at.a set Qfevaluationquestions.whicb;#en

utilized.witbthe sample patent. portfulio,gavethenrapprQximatelytbe sallievaluations

earlier agreed upon. This team then asked representatives from two other technology

groups toutilize the test set ofquestions against patents in their portfolios with which

a

questions.

The final tool contained two sets ofstatements, one set for the prefiling

evaluation and one set for the post-filing evaluation. The factors to be rated were

"internal use" i.e. use by Kodak; "external use" i.e, use by other.man.ufacturers;

"coverage" i e. breadth ofclaims and geographical coverage; and "detectability" which is

self-evident. The prefiling evaluation contained a set often different statements for

ranking "internal use" from 1 to 10, nine .different statements for ranking "external use"

from 1 to 10, and nine different statements for ranking "coverage". It further provided

eight different statements for ranking "detectability" from 0.5 to 1.0. The postfiling

evaluation contained ten different statements for ranking "internal use" from 1 to 10, ten

different statements for ranking "external use" from 1 to 10 and six different statements

for ranking "coverage". It further provided six different statements for ranking

"detectability" from 0.5 to 1.0. The equation used to arrive at a final evaluation score

was [Internal Use + External Use] x [Coverage] x [Delectability] = Evaluation Score.

Originally it was intended that the evaluation tool would bea

computerized tool, but it eventually became clear that the use ofa computerized

evaluation tool was not well accepted by the research community. The reasons for this

are not quite clear although it may have been difficult to shuttle between so many

documents using the computerized tool It was also rare that one person would evaluate

the patents in a portfolio; rather, numerous parties might be involved in the process and it

may have been easier to do this using a paper format. Additionally often the analysis was

done in venues other than the office.

It was initially proposed that each patent would be evaluated at the time of

filing; after issuance; and at each renewal decision. It was left up to the individual IP

Subcommittees to determine what system they would utilize to value patents which had .
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already issued prior to the institution ofthe evaluation tool A few ofthe smaller

Portfolios took on the project ofevaluating every patent in the Portfolio as soon as the

evaluation tool was made available. Others determined that it was better to evaluate the

patents as they came up for renewal.

Once the evaluation tool was available the Patent Department required that

a pre-filing evaluation be done on every patent before it was :filed. The Patent

Department also requested that each patent be reevaluated upon allowance. Shortly after

the evaluation tool was available the Patent Department ofEastman Kodak replaced its

patent docketing system:' As part ofthe new docketing system, fields were provided for

the evaluation scores assigned to each patent. Fields are provided for all four elements of

the final score and not just the total This was done to capture the valuable information

provided by the elements ofthe equation.

For the two years following the implementation ofthe patent evaluation

tool the tool was utilizedwith varying degrees ofSUCCess. About ten months ago

Kodak's Director ofthe Patent Legal Staffmet with the Intellectual Property Forum (IP

Forum), an infurmal group ofIP Coordinators, to discuss issues ofconcern. The IP

Forum represents approximately halfofthe Patent Portfolios within Kodak. During the

discussion, several ofthe IP Coordinators indicated that they feh that the evaluation tool

did not meet their needs in managing their patent portfolios. This group was invited to

improve the tool to better address the needs ofKodak's operations.

The following is a list ofsome ofthe reasons that the IP Coordinators felt

thatthe original evaluation tool did not meet their needs.

1) It was believed that the original tool did not adequately address the needs

ofnon-media technologies.

2) It was feh that there were too many categories and subcategories and that

it was very difficult to distinguish between some ofthe subcategory divisions.

3) was feh that the definitions used for the category/subcategories were

unclear and led to arguments about interpretation.

4) It was feh that the external use questions focused too much on licensing

opportunities.
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5) Itwas felt that somevafuableinformation.such as the date ofthe

·.evaluatiol1.wasnoton the.current-evaluation.tool,

The IP Forum used the followingprocess to revise the patent evaluation ...

tool, Theyfustsurveyed the members ofthe group to obtain input with regard to the

currenttool and to sOlicit ideas and suggestionsfor a revised evaluation tool.. The IP

membership;to format and test a new tool, and to return recommendationstothe group.

As part ofthe activityofthe subcommittee it again reviewed how other companies

perform evaluations,mainly from published articles on the subject,

It was hoped that the new tool developedwould alleviate all the concerns

aroundthe original evaluationtool, The two maingoals for the revised tool were that it

be simplerto use and that it provide more consistentresults among evaluators. The

general recommendationsfor the new tool were:

I) that the tool could be used by all areas ofKodak (no jargon, no technology

preference, etc;

2) that it provide simple, clear categorydefinitionswhich were obvious in

meaningto all technologies;

3) that it make all definitions quantifiable or measurable(to eliminate arguments

about which level applied);

4) that it reduce the number ofcategory/subcategorylevels to the minimum

number (3 to 4 levels each);

5) that it expandthe external use categoryto broader interpretations;

6) that it be usable throughout the life ofthe patent frompre-filing to

maintenance;and

7) that it contain desired information on dates, etc.

Althoughthe subcommittee looked at the possibility ofcompletely

changingthe format ofthe evaluation tool, it eventuallydecided to retain the general

format, ie. "InternalUse" + ''External Use" x "Coverage" x "Detectability". This was

done so that future evaluationswould be consistentwith the large number ofevaluations

which had already been completed. Further, the new evaluationtool containedthe same

fields ofinformationto be entered into the patent docketing system
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The new tool contains only one set ofstatements to be used for both the

prefiling evaluation and the post-filing evaluation. It provides a set offour different

statements for ranking "internal use" from 1 to 10, four different statements for ranking

"external use" from 1 to 10, and four different statements for ranking "coverage". It

further provides three different staternents for ranking "detectability" from 0.5 to 1.0.

The equation used to arrive at a final evaluation score is the same. A new category of

technical coverage was added which is still in the testing stage.

One factor which was again discussed but not included in the evaluation

tool was the use ofinforination around the sales volume and profits ofproducts covered

by a particular patent. It was again decided that it was too difficult to obtain this

information and that it would discourage the use ofthe evaluation tool Additionally, it

was decided that it was very hard to put a value on certain patents because so much ofthe

technology ofKodak is leveraged across numerous products. In making such a decision,

the committee, once again, has determined that the evaluation tool can basically be

utilized ouly as a partial valuation tool rather than as a tool to place a dollar value on the

portfolio for use in licensing-out, asset sales, etc.

Several groups also tested the new evaluation tool across a range of

technologies. It was found that at least one stated goal, greater consistency among

evaluators, was met by the new form.

The new evaluation tool was then sent to the management ofthe Patent

Legal Stafffor review and implementation. Patent management reviewed the form, made

some suggestions to modify some ofthe language and then approved the form. This was

a recent development and the new evaluation form is still being implemented by the

Patent Legal Staff It will then take some months to determine whether the new

evaluation tool is utilized more widely and whether it is considered to adequately

evaluate Kodak's Patent Portfolio.

Not all ofthe Patent Portfolios have agreed to use the new evaluation tool,

only the members ofthe IP Forum. Input was solicited from the IF Coordinators ofthe

other Patent Portfolios but not all commented on the revision process. At this point it is

not absolutely necessary that every Portfolio choose the same evaluation tool since the
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new tool has been designedto result in consistentratings with the old tool, however, as .

discussedbelow, that may change.

The reason this paper was entitled "The EvolutionofiI Patent Tool" was

to indicatethe continuouschangein such an evaluationtool AlthoughKodakhas within

the last six months revised its patent evaluation tool, there is still an active committee

the 1PForum to further refinethe tool

implementedbeforediscussion started aroundrevising it once again.

The issues still being discussed range from the philosophicalto the

nmndane. At the highest level there are still discussions concerning the reason for having

an evaluationtool As noted earlier, evaluation tools can range-from a simple internal

number to be used for renewaldecisions to a very complex evaluation which can be used

when evaluatingthe assets ofthe company. Another issues being discussed is whether

the evaluation tool shouldbe normalizedto 100. There is also a move afoot to changethe

current equationwhich is being utilized. As noted, it has been proposedto have a.

technical coverage factor in the equation. There is also a great dealofdiscussionaround

the value ofthe "internaluse" factor utilizedin the tool Onethoughthas been to

multiplythe "externaluse" factor by two or three to increaseits importance; another

thought has been to totally eliminatethe "internaluse" factor. The authorpersonally

feels that an internal evaluationfactor is still important becauseone measureofthe value

ofa technology is whetherKodak itselfuses that technology. One proposedvariation on

the equation is going to be pilotedin one ofthe Patent Portfoliosover the next few

months.

1D. additionto the evaluation tool being utilized by Kodak as a whole,

certainportfolioshave determined that no tool which is utilized acrossall technologies

can :fully evaluate the individualpatents in their portfolios. Therefore, some ofthe Patent

Portfoliosare utilizing tailor made evaluation tools in additionto the Kodak evaluation

tool Thereis no concernregarding this practice as long as these portfoliosare also

utilizingthe sanctionedevaluation tool

One last item which shouldbe noted is that the rest ofthe companydoes

not remain staticwhile the evaluation tool is being revised. Computer systems are

constantly evolvingwithin Kodak and may changethe way the evaluation tool is being
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used. The focus ofcertain technologies may change, technology clusters may change,

research and development groups may be reorganized, and even the patenting philosophy

ofthe company could change over the next few years.

It is hoped that it can be seen from Kodak's experience that developing

and adopting an evaluation tool for intellectualproperty is not for the faint ofheart. Like

most things in today's business world, the onlything that can be depended on with regard

to anyvinble evaluation tool is that it must evolve over time to meet the needs ofthe

company and the users ofthe system. Although developing the evaluation tool has not

been an easy task, it has-alreadypartly served its original purpose. Rather then just

concentratingon "number ofpatents", the research community has become more aware

ofand has discussed in some detail the value oftheir patents. This change in awareness

is a giant step towards achievingthe goal ofthe original project.
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L Identification and Receiving Notification ofan Invention

There are numerous methods and processes for identifYing an invention. These
usually involve some form ofinteraction with scientists and engineers. For example, this
may involve preventative or informative law tutorials, presentations or classes provided
to the technical and commercial groups occasionally or periodically. The primary
objective ofthese activities being to train the technical staffto be able to identify an idea
that should be brought to the attention ofa patent practitioner. The following are some
examples offactors provided to the technical stafffor determining whether to bring the
idea to the attention ofa patent practitioner:

• Differentiates the product
• Helps sell more ofa product
• Significantly reduces costs
• Increases productivity
• Simplifies assembly
• Simplifies maintenance time/costs
• Provides significant new features
• Has licensing potential

Some companies may provide training as part ofa structured orientation for new
or recently promoted employees. The training may be focused toward first level
supervisors and above, thereby limiting the expense oftraining andallowing a majority
ofthe technical staffto focus on their technical activities. Once there is buy-in from
management ofthe technical staff reminders and reportingrequirements can be buihinto
project plans such that the project or research leader must report on intellectual property
issues as well as other aspects ofthe project in a formalized manner and on a periodic
basis.

Another approach is to periodically meet with members ofthe technical staff
individually or in small groups and discuss any recent project .developments and
activities. This approach may be the most comprehensive. However, it also carries the
greatest cost in terms ofthe patent practitioner's and technical staff's time, and it may
interfere with important technical activities.

Most ofthe processes utilizedrequire interaction between the patent practitioner
and the technical staff The technical staffis generally focused on many other issues (e.g.

~~~...~~.~.'~"~~fil:rding'a'S(j'luti()lft()'lrpllitiwljjrprOblem:toaayr'They:niay Ii.onmderstmd·oraPPreciite~·~~~~· .....
the importance and value ofintellectual property. Moreover, they may not appreciate the
value oftheir idea or may be modest in that regard. However, the technical staffare
generally the ones in the best position to initially identify an idea that should be
considered for protection. Once these issues are recognized and addressed, notification to
the patent practitioner is more readily accomplished.



Once the technical staff'recognizes the appropriatenessofn.(ltifyingthepatent
practitioner ofan idea, any number ofprocesses and.technologiescan.be uti1izedto get
the information or notice to the patent practitioner.....Moreover,~efficienciesca.nbe
attained ifprocesses and mechanisms are utilizedto ensure that .alhelevantand necessary
in.formation is provided in the initial notification. However, requiring allinformation ..
requested on a list before providing notification to the patent practitionermay have the
adverse affectofdiscouraging notification and should probably be scrutinized closely
before implementation. The following is a listing ofsome ioformation that is

staffat the time ofnotification:

• Date ofInvention;
• Drawings, Flow Charts, Control Diagrams & Equations;
• Description OfInvention, Including How Invention Functions;
• Best Way To Make And Use the Invention;
• Problem Solved;
• Advantages Over Existing SystemslDesigns;
• Closest Known TechnologylDesigns (Prior Art);
• Important (Critical) Dates (e.g. field tests, disclosures,

suppliers, consultants, customers, technical
papers/presentations, sales, offers for sale); and

• Signed and dated by two witnesses who are not inventors.

n. Stewardship of Corporate Technology

Technology is an asset to the company and should be managed properly--witb an
eye toward opportunity, return on investment and costs. It is important to closely
cooperate withbusiness management. An understanding ofthe business' products,
direction, goals, competitors, markets, manufacturing (both corporate and competitors')
and opportunities are critical to proper technology stewardship. These are also
imperative for providing a foundation for evaluating an idea and "out-o:t:the-box"
thinking that may provide the next great opportunity.

There are at least three possible determinations that can result from receiving
notification ofan idea. First, a patent application can be filed, and hopefully, a right to
exclude will eventually be obtained. Second, the company's right to use the technology
can be preserved by publicly disclosing the idea. Third, the idea can be maintained as a
trade secret. Each ofthese possibilities provides certain benefits and carry widely
varying costs and risks. However, each creates an asset for the company and should be
considered as such.

Like any other asset, ideas and technology should be evaluated based upon its
value. Value is a function ofthe estimated return the asset can provide to the company
and marketable price. The return may be in terms ofproduct differentiarion; increased
sales ofproduct(s), reduced maintenance/service requirements, increased manufacturing
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efficiencies, improved responsivenessor customer service,barriers to entry into the
market, perceived leadership by customers,marketing advantages, and the like.
Marketable price may include the money, goods or services other parties would pay in a
particular instance or over a longer period (assignment & licensing), would trade for
access to the technology (cross-licensing), or would contribute in lieu ofsuch technology
in order to participate in a joint activity(joint research, development, simulation,
commercializationand production agreements). The foregoing are not by any means
exhaustive and are provided as being illustrative ofthe types ofattributes that shouldbe
consideredwhen estimating the value oftechnology.

There are many different approachesto determining whether to file a patent
application. However, a commonaspect ofsuccessful and efficient managementof
intellectual property is a-framework whereinvalue guides every step ofthe decision
process. Another common aspect ofsuccessfuland efficient management ofintellectual
property is re-evaluating prior decisionswhenever action is required.

Value Should Be the Guide in DeterminingWhether to File a Patent ApJllication.

Once a patent practitioner is notified ofan idea, the idea should be evaluatedto
determinethe value to the company. There are many different approachesto making and
documentingthis determination. The more methodicalmanagers and those desiring a
written record, statistical analysis, consistencyor control ofthe number ofpatent filings
may elect to utilize an invention rating sheet. However, there are drawbacksto
documentingthese decisions, and those issues should be carefully consideredprior to
establishing such a document.

Invention rating sheetsvary greatly from company to company,but usuallyhave
some common features. Generally, there is a section where a numerical value is assigned
for any or a combinationofthe following aspects:

• Corporate use ofthe technology;
• Licensing opportunitylBlocking capability;
• Potential scope ofcoverage ofanypotential claims;
• Whether the technology can be easily discovered from the product (reverse

engineering);and
• Amount ofinvestment requiredto make the invention.

~:;';~
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can be manipulated accordingto a formula such that a final mlmerical score results, Ii

Often, the resulting numerical score is comparedto a hurdle number established
by the manager to ensure quality and value in the portfolio. Additionally, several
different break point numericalvalues can be provided. This allows for additional



interpretationfor those ideas that may fallwithin a particular range ofvalues, or allows
for a means ofreadily evaluating the filing decisions.

The establishmentofhurdle numbersshouldinclude an aspect ofcost-benefit
analysis. Somedeterminationthat ifan idea. has a certain level ofpotential, then a patent
shouldbe pursued. For example, there may be categories(Highly Strategic, Moderately.
Strategic, Important, Supporting,and the like) in which different ideas are dividedbased
upon the score.

The patent practitioner shoulduse hislher understanding ofthe business to
determineappropriatedefault filing strategiesfor ideas in each category. However, once
an idea has been scored and categorized,then an evaluationby the practitioner should
occur. The default shouldnot alwaysbe followed, but shouldprovide a guide. Deviation
shouldbe encouragedwhen supportable. However, ifdeviations are frequent, the
inventionrating sheet, weighting factors, hurdlenumbers, break points or the formula
used shouldbe reconsidered.

Severalexamples ofinvention rating sheetshave been published and are readily
availablefrom knowledgeableUS law firms. However, in order for the sheet to be
reasonablyuseful, an organizationneeds to go through the process ofdeveloping its own
sheet. Other sheets can provide guidance, but is no substitute for the knowledge and
understandingthat comesfrom working through the issuesposed during the development
ofthe rating sheet. Development ofthe sheet forces an organizationto focus on its
particular characteristicsand needs.

Whether combined into one rating sheet or separatedinto multiple forms, the
rating sheet concept can be readily expanded to assist with foreign filing decisions. A
patent practitionershould consider the enforceabilityofa patent in a particular country,
the potentialrecoverable damages, the translation costs, the local counsel fees and the
governmentfees when establishing the default filing decisions for different categoriesof
ideas. For example, ifprimary products are consumergoods or low price'high volume, a
companymay value foreign filings in a much different way than a companywith other
types ofproducts. Some companies may use a shotgunapproach that results in filing in a
large number ofcountries. Other companiesmay take a regional approach that results in
filing in only a few select countries in any given region ofthe world. Finally, others will
take a surgicalapproachthat results in rarely filing in more than two to five countries.
Whatever the approachto foreign filings, ifprotection is sought in countries that are
relativelymore expensive,then the costs andbenefits offiling in these countries should
be accountedfor in the rating sheet.

Additionally, efficient and sound intellectualproperty management acknowledges
andutilizes publications. In many instances an idea may be ofmarginal value as a patent,
but the companyneeds the ability to use it or would not want a competitorto obtain a
patent coveringthe idea. Therefore, at least one categoryshould provide for public
disclosure. Generally, public disclosures can be accomplishedat nominal expense.



As a resuh, a table ofcategories and default filing decisions similarto the
following may be developed:

CATEGORY SCORE DOMESTIC
DECISION

File
File

Flie
Public Disclosure

FOREIGN
DECISION

File in all licable countries
File in regionally significant
countries
Minimal filin
None

A sophisticatedmanagement systemwill recognize the value and provide for only
filing patent applicationsin certain foreign jurisdictions. Such a systemrequires
significant planing and often employs a two tier formula. Obviously, situations arise
where only filing in one foreignjurisdiction may provide the most value to the company.

R&-evalliating Decisions Whenever Action is Required

Another attribute ofefficient intellectual property management is re-evaluating
the filing decisions at any time during the patenting process and providing:flexibilityto
change decisions or abandonan applicationwhen appropriate. Unlessprotection must be
obtained quickly, use oftime deferringpractices like PCT filings and deferred
examination can be advantageous. An organization that files large numbers ofpatents
every year may benefit from attrition. The following are some opportunitiesfor r&
evaluation (whether in domestic or foreign jurisdictions):

• Receipt ofoffice actions;
• Receipt ofnotices ofallowance;
• Paris Conventionfiling deadlines;
• PCT filing deadlines; and
• Translation deadlines.

Tips For Time & Cost Saving In Obtaining A Patent

There are three key factors that should be consideredwhen efficiently managing
time and costs in obtaining a patent:

Om OoM •• 0 0·..0 ....m~__m __ o•• _ ••o••••o,.o_•••~._.'--. __,, 0·0 ""_ __ ••0_0 .00 __ 0_.. --------f'!!,,---:.

• Relationship with counsel;
~ Preparation; and
• Prosecution, aunuities, etc.

The following discussion also assumes an organization has a reasonablevolume ofcases
and values a long-term relationship.



Jt is advantageous to buildapartnership.with counselthat focuses on mutual.trust
and respect. There are numerous ways to accomplish this including the following:

• Visiting each others offices and facilities;
• Reviewing and discussing patent drafting, claimphilosophies, and office practices

and procedures;
• Identifying costs, then looking for savings and allocatina the benefit ofthese

• Identifying improvements in efficiency and share the savings.

Companies should expect counsel to make a profit. However, the company should be
advised and agree to where the profit is being earned and the magnitude. As long as this
is accomplished and the rewards ofcost reduction are shared, the relationship will grow
into a strong, balanced and objective relationship.

Additionally, companies should routinely verify conflicts with counsel

Preparation is critical to efficient patent preparation when working with outside
counsel Due to the significance ofthis single factor, a section directed specifically to
preparation ofan international patent application has been included.

However, it is also advantageous for counsel and the examiner to understand the
invention. The better counsel and the examiner understand the invention--the quicker,
stronger and easier the prosecution will be! Therefore, the following practices are
recommended:

• Educate counsel on the technology, invention and application ofthe technology;
• Advise counsel as to whether the invention is on a product and how such a

product operates or is used (help them visualize the environment and operation);
• Identify the problems overcome and the advantages;
• Distinguish the invention from the closest known priorart;
• Interview cases with an examiner (telephone); and
• Take a firm, but fair approach with examiners.

Finally, with respect to prosecution, annuities, and the like, control these to the
extent possible. Many annuities can be paid directly by the company and payment
services are available for minimal additional cost. Other issues and needs can often be
resolved in a similar manner. Always respond quickly to requests from counsel and
office actions. Attempt to provide counsel as much latitude in preparing a formal
response as practical

Prosecution should be closely controlled. The quality and expense ofprosecution
can quickly disrupt many prudent intellectual property management decisions and destroy



asset value. Quality and expense may often seem opposed to one another. However,
when value is imposed as the guide, the proper decisions quickly become apparent.

Notably, prosecution in one jurisdiction may well impact on the patent rights in
another jurisdiction. For this reason alone, some coordination and consistency is
necessary in the prosecution ofcorresponding patents.

m.Preparation of an International Patent Application

Once it has been determined that a patent application should be filed, it is
important that an international patent application be prepared ifthe company has a
pattern or intent to file for patent protection in more than one country. This provides
consistency and allows for changes to the filing decisions and streamlined procedures.

For many patent practitioners preparation ofan international patent application
may be seen as a daunting task rife with opportunities for mistakes, miscommunication,
confusion, inefficiency, delays, and exorbitant costs. The following is a briefdiscussion
ofissues a practitioner should consider during the preparation ofan international
application. This is not an exhaustive collection. Rather, it is primarily intended to
address many ofthe major issues with others sprinkled therebetween. However, it is
intended to be a briefguide and reference for the practitioner as he/she prepares an
international application. Therefore, this paper has been arranged using headings similar
to those included in a typical patent application. Comments, considerations and
suggestions are included under headings to which they most readily apply.

Title ofthe Invention

The Title ofthe Invention should be descriptive ofthe invention and consistent
with the preamble ofthe broadest claim(s). Ifthe application contains more than one
type ofclaim (E.g. both apparatus and method claims) this generally should be indicated.
PCT Rules suggest two to seven English words. A practitioner should recognize that this
is a searchable field in many databases and may also be used to quickly categorize an
invention.

Cross-reference to Related Applications

this is required forDS applications, it should be deleted when
preparing an application for filing in other countries. In a US parent or priority case, this
may be used to serve as a reminder to review the preceding case(s) to determine ifthese
cases were filed in foreign patent offices and for the scope ofdisclosure and obtainable
claims. Upon completion ofthe review, an evaluation ofwhether there is an opportunity
to save time and costs by claiming the subject matter within the previously filed case can
be made. (E.g. Ifthe present case is a divisional, it may be prudent to pursue claims from
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the divisionalcase ifit is now moWn thatthe obtainable claims in the previously filed
case are narrow and ofa lesservaluethaaonginellyexpected.)

Technical Field ofthe Invention

This should be a very generic.statement about the invention. Generally, this
section is the same for applications in most countries;

Background ofthe Invention

To the extent possible, the Background ofthe Invention section should state the
field ofart to which the invention generally pertains, identify the reference(s) believed to
be the closest prior art, disclose the problems or deficiencies ofthe reference(s) and
Identify any ofthese solved by the invention. Identification ofthe reference(s) should
include the patent number or identification ofthe publication, the filing or publication
date, the country ofpublication and inventor's or author's name(s) (including any middle
initial).

Any ''incorporation by reference" should be deleted, and the information needed
for support should be inserted into the application. Additionally, US practitioners often
include some boilerplate language in this section. In foreign jurisdictions the value ofthe
typical boilerplate phrases is often less than the costs associated withthe translation.
Therefore, the practitioner should consider deleting boilerplate language.

Summary or Disclosure ofthe Invention

As is common in US practice, the broadest independent claim ofeach type may
be paraphrased. Generally, this section is the same for applications in most countries.

BriefDescription ofthe Drawings

Generally, this section is the same for applications in most countries.

However, it is important to consider the format, necessity and content ofthe
drawings. A practitioner should critically evaluate the need for each drawing, consider
ways to combine features shown in several figures into one figure and consider whether
multiple figures may be presented on a single sheet. Except for flow charts, the
practitioner should consider eliminating text from the drawings; Including text in
drawings significantly increases translation, foreign counsel and other costs but generally
provides little value. peT rules discourage text in the drawings. When text is included,
like in flow charts, it may be more economical to initially obtain two copies ofthe



drawings--one including text and one excluding text. Providing drawings with and
without text may assist foreign counsel in some countries.

Detailed Descrjption ofthe Invention

There are numerous philosophies on drafting the Detailed Description ofthe
Invention. Any chosen approach should at least meet the Best Mode and Written
Description requirements in the US. lfthese requirements are met, the description is
generally sufficient for filing in foreign countries.

However, there are a few issues ofnotable concern when filing applications in
foreign countries that should be particularly evaluated in this section. Other
considerations are listed below in the General Considerations section ofthis paper.

It is extremely important to keep the Detailed Description ofthe Invention as
short as possible while adequately describing the invention. Because this section is
typically the longest section ofthe application it also provides the greatest opportunity to
reduce translation and filing costs. Carefully consider all opportunities to shorten the
description when aspects ofthe invention are conventional and widely known in the field
and are not necessary for the understanding and use ofthe invention by one skilled in the
art. Again, the value ofboilerplate language should be considered and weighed against
its value in the foreign jurisdictions, ifany.

Additionally, verify that consistent terminology and nomenclature is used
throughout the description and the rest ofthe application. The terminology should be
short, jargon-free and readily translatable. Every attempt should be made to use accepted
terms set forth in international or professional standards for as many features as possible.
It is important that complete sentences are used and that compound, complex and
compound-complex sentences are avoided. These can severely effect the quality,
timeliness and accuracy ofa translation, increase the workload on foreign counsel, and
add to confusion or delays in prosecution and enforcement. A practitioner should
recognize that some languages are not technically oriented and directtranslations can be
difficult. Obviously, these can significantly increase costs in terms ofboth time and
money.
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In an international application it is preferable that all units in the application are
metric units ofmeasure. Imperial or other units ofmeasure may be placed in parenthesis

..... ~.. •.....•._.. ~.after.the.metric.units. ...However,.careshould.be.taken.to.'Yerify.that.JDu1tiple.quantities- .•.- ~""'-"""" <c ...

are equivalent.

As discussed above in the Background ofthe Invention section ofthis paper, any
identification ofreference(s) should include the patent number or identification ofthe
publication, the filing or publication date, the country ofpublication and inventor's or
author's name(s) (including any middle initial). Incorporation by reference should be
avoided. Instead, insert the necessary information into the application.



Some words or phrasesoften used in Us practice. should be recottsiderea/~e••••
practitioner.should consider eliminating use of"about," "approximately,""substantililly'
and the like when used preceding a numerical value..However, these may.be.leftdn any .
specific examples included in the description. Often, foreign patent examiners willobject
to this type of'Ianguage-c-resulting.in increasedtime and costs.

Similarly, practitioners should evaluate the use ofwords like "critical;"

ifit does not form part ofthe broadest claim. These can cause problems during
prosecution with some foreign examiners. Instead, consider using words like
"advantageously," "preferable" and "preferably' in these situations.

The practitioner should consider including a briefsection setting forth how the
invention functions and may be used in practice or by industry. It may teach the broader
commercial use, need and value. Aspects ofadvantages that might be used to support an
argument to overcome obviousness (lack ofinventive step) should be included, This
section is often useful during interviews with examiners. The practitioner may consider
including this section under a separate title like "Industrial Applicability" at the end of
the Description or may choose to incorporate it into the Summary and/or Description.
Notably, all ofthe same arguments typically advocated in the US to overcome
anticipatory and obviousness rejections are valid and useful arguments in foreign
prosecution.

As discussed below in the Claims section ofthis paper, it is advisable to reduce
the number ofclaims when filing an international application. However, it is advisable to
include the non-elected claims in the Description. Often, the non-elected claims are
placed in a section at the end ofthe Description titled something like "Other Features of
the Invention" or "Additional Embodiments ofthe Invention." This approach retains the
disclosure in the application during prosecution and allows for readily using one ofthe
non-elected claims should an elected claim fail to make it through prosecution. Once the
application evolves toward an allowable condition, this section should often be deleted
from the application.

Claims

It is acceptable in the US to merely title this section ofthe application
''ClAIMS.'' This is something suggested for doing in all applications. It relieves a
practitioner from remembering to change it when it comes time to file certain
applications.

It is generally advisable to leave the claims in their original form when filing the
initial foreign application (except for including reference numerals). In most
applications, there is little justification for changing claims to two-part form
("characterizing") unless the examiner requires it. However, the foreign examiners
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require it often enough that it is generally advisable to consider at the time ofdrafting the
application whether the claims are readily convertible to two-part form. lfnot, it may be
advisable to take a few minutes at the time ofdrafting to prepare two-part claims while
the case is current. It is generally advisable to prepare a copy ofthe independent claims
including reference numerals and a parts list at the time ofdrafting the application. A
parts list merely lists the parts called out in the drawings and indicates the corresponding
reference number. Parts lists are not filed and are primarily useful for the draftsmen,
clerical staff; foreign associates and sometimes the practitioner. Later, it may be more
difficult, time consuming and costly for the client to produce these. Also, another
practitioner may manage the case during foreign prosecution.

The practitioner should consider reducing the number claims when filing foreign
applications. Generally; many ofthe claims in a US application are duplicative to a
certain extent or provide narrower protection than other claims. The value ofthese
claims often can not justify the increased fees, translation costs, prosecution time and the
like. For example, a practitioner should consider filing only independent claims and
should critically consider filing any more than three claims in Japan. In Europe, similar
considerations should be undertaken. However, in Europe it may often be justifiable to
file more claims than three but fewer than ten. Fees can significantly increase in Japan
and Europe beyond the three and ten claim cutoffs. Also, a practitioner should make use
ofmultiple dependent claims in Europe and Japan when possible. Similarly, many other
countries do not discourage use ofmultiple dependent claims through increased patent
office fees. As mentioned above, it is advisable to consider including the non-elected
claims in a section at the end ofthe Description. Then, the subject matter ofthe non
elected claims is disclosed and they areavailable ifneeded during prosecution.

In Europe, a practitioner should consider including one very broad claim in the
application. This may be helpful and necessary ifthe practitioner later needs or desires to
make a broadening amendment to the claims. The one very broad claim is usually
cancelled at the end ofprosecution.

Abstract

The Abstract often merely provides a general description ofa broad embodiment
ofthe invention. There are many philosophies about how the Abstract should be drafted.
However, the practitioner should recognize that this is searchable text in many databases
and may also be used to quickly categorize an invention. It may be advisable to include

~,~,_~~~,~.~,.~~~ti!!!<J~f1h~L~Pltq~j!li!~~l!UJ.tlLtopJ~L~~L!!ID!!ta£t,JJ~!l,~y,Jhis~~O!l.i!!.th~J!!!mldoL,...,~~~.~j;C.,
foreign applications as for US applications.

General Considerations

Prior to filing a foreign application the priority application (often the US
application)should be reviewed for any amendments, particularly to the drawings or

\
\



claims. The practitioner should consider includillgthese changes i!i the fOl:eigh
application, Ifchanges are made in light ofamendments, the chain ofclaim dependency
should be verified and corrected ifnecessary,

The format for all datesprovided in an international applicatiori. shouldbe similar
and follow international customs (E.g. 23 April 1999).

beA well

References to pending US applicationsshould generally not be included when
drafting an international application. However, ifthese are present in the application, the
practitioner should consider deletingthem or replacing them with referencesto
correspondillg applicationspending in the foreignjurisdiction in which the applicationis
being filed when these foreign applicationsexist.

and reduce costs when working with foreign associates in the People's Republic of
China. A well drafted applicationfor filing in Japan can be used for SouthKorea. In
summary, a well draftedinterllationalapplication suitable for filing in Japan andlorthe
EPO will generally be suitable for filing in other countries, includillgAsian, South
American and African coontries.

StandardApj>lication Format

This paper has been divided accordingto headings commonlyfound in US patent
applications in order to assist the US practitioner. However, it is recommendedand
prudent in interllationalapplicationsto use the PeT headings after the title (ie.
"Technical Field", "BackgroundArt", "Disclosure ofInvention", ''BriefDescription of
Drawings", ''Best Mode for CarryingOut the Invention" or "Mode(s) for CarryingOut
the Invention", "Industrial Applicability", "Sequence Listing", "SequenceFree Text",
"Claims" and "Abstract"). Notably,the USPTO does accept applicationswith these same
headings,
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A well drafted international application can readily and easily be prepared by an
informed patent practitioner. The comments, considerations and suggestions contained
herein serve to inform arid provide a reference. Although foreign prosecution may
potentially impact a US pateut, it is not necessary that the US case be compromised in a
substantive manner in order to provide a well drafted intemational application. In fact,
well drafted intemational applications tum into valuable and enforceable US patents all
the time. Further, by prudently drafting the intemational application a patent practitioner
can help minimize prosecution in other countries, opportunities for mistakes,
miscommunication, confusion, inefficiency, delays, and exorbitant costs. It seems that a
pateut practitioner's responsibility to the client and the profession requires such action.
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Evaluation of Inventions

not fully utilized. Since we have to bear costs in connection

than 30, 000 domestic applications and more than 10, 000 foreign

applications,(includinginventionspatentingwith

1. Introduction

applications, it must be admitted that these applications are

applications' per year. In spite of the large number of patent
J

registration and maintenance), it is desirable for a company

The number of patent applications by the Japanese nationals

to increase the number of patents put into actual use as much

as possible from the point of view of cost performance.

While Japan has been facing extremely severe economical

conditions these years, we are urged to realize the so-called

globalization and the so-called "pro-patent" handling of

patents. Legislative actions have been in progress, including

some enacted laws aiming at the implementing of the "pro-patent"

policy. In particular, the amendment to Japanese Patent Law

to "shorten the period for request for examination" effective

'.from January 1, 2001 will greatly affect the method of

evaluating inventions, and thus it gives us a good occasion for

reconsidering the method of invention evaluation. Considering

these circumstances, it would be worthwhile for us to review

our method of evaluation, aiming for its improvement.

Therefore, first we would like to clarify the present condition

;;
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of patent application by the Japanese and the problems involved,

and then we would like to make a proposal of a new method of

evaluation, keeping in mind "the utilization of patents" in line

with the present patent globalization and "pro-patent" trend.

2. Present Condi.tion and Problems of Japanese Patent

Applications

2.1 Trend of Japanese applications

The number of annual applications both domestic and in foreign

countries by persons of the leading countries in 1995 is as

follows:

Japan: about 320, 000 domestic applications and about

150,000 foreign applications

U. S .A.: about 100, 000 domestic applications and about

800,000 foreign applications

Germany: about 50, 000 domestic applications and about

200,000 foreign applications

(from the Japanese Patent Office's home page,

http://www.jpo-miti.go.jp/tousi/nenzi98s/1/1-1-2.htm) .

As shown above, as far as domestic applications are
., .

concerned (apart from foreign applications), Japan ranks

and GDP, Japanese domestic applications are considerably

larger in number than other countries.

Among this large number of domestic applications, the

ratio of applications requested for examination to the total



applications is about 50%, the ratio of registered

applications to the ones requested for examination is about

60%, further, among existing total registered patents of

domant (from the Japanese Patent Office's home page,

use.

and only 10% of total applications were applied to practical

words, only 30% of total applications were issued as patents

In otherhttp://www.jpo-mitLgo.jp/tousi/ki6_1.htm) .

The above figures show that many patented inventions are

not actually utilized. The reasons for these results are

commonly pointed out as follows:

I} Research & development with stress on improvement

Japanese industry started wi th efforts to catch up with

American and European technology, and tried to develop its

products in a manner so as to improve the technology

introduced from abroad. Since we are still accustomed to

this practice even now, very few basic inventions are made

while a large number of improved inventions are made. This
.,
is the reason why only a small portion of the patented

inventions is actually applied to practical use.

2) Laying stress on quantities instead of qualities in

applications

There is a strong tendency that we .try to maintain a leading

position by increasing inventions in quantity instead of

:!
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promoting inventions in quality. In order to grasp the

results of patent promotion activities in a company,

quantitative results are easier for appraisers to visualize,

and thus quantitative evaluation is preferred to qualitative

evaluation, and stress is apt to be laid on the number of patent

applications made.

3) Defensive applications

Although the main purpose for companies to make patent

applications is either to use the patent exclusively for the

company or to grant licenses expecting revenue from the

license fee, companies often file patent applications for the

purpose of defense. For example, patent applications are

sometimes made to prevent others from developing similar

products to their own by obtaining patents for the improvement

of their own inventions and products, without intention to

applications are strategically very important, but in fact

actually serve the purpose of defense, and in reality such

Such defensive patent

it. is not easy to judge properly whether the applications

use the improvement patent.

examinat i.on is thought to encourage this practice. This period

addition, the current 7 years period of the request for

., .
defensive applications are made quite often without

leads us to make the initial application as a temporary measure,

thinking that we may make a final judgement as to whether to



requestforexamination 7 years from thefiJ.ingdate. Further,

in some cases, a patent application is filed only for fear

that other companies may obtain a patent on the invention

weak. According to a survey conducted by the Japanese Patent

Office on "corporate trends concerning intellectual

property" ,Japanese companies make more defensive patent

applications than foreign companies do (http://www. jpo-

miti.go.jp Itousi/nenzi98s/l/l.l-2.htm).

Considering the above-mentioned present situation (50%

ratio of examined applications to total applications, 30%

ratio of issuance as patent to total applications, and many

domant patents) , we cannot deny the fact that we tend to make

applications and obtain patents for inventions which are not

worth patenting. Under these circumstances, companies face

the following problems:

(1) bad cost performance such that the costs incurred by patent

applications and maintenance cannot be recovered,

(2) a large number of applications with low patent value are
., .

examined at the Patent Office, and as a result the issuance

as patent of applications with high patent value is delayed,

(3) since human resources in companies' intellectual property

division though they are quite limited, must be assigned

even to applications with low patent value, the care that

can be taken with applications of high patent value is

Q
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lessened.

In order to solve these problems and obtain many

industrially useful patents, conducting an appropriate

evaluation as to whether a patent application or the issuance

of each patent should be sought with respect to an individual

invention while it is important for us to change the

fundamental corporate policy of patenting so as to shift to

the basic technology development type from the improved

technology development type, and also to switch over to

quality oriented practice from quantity oriented practice.

2.2 Effect of shortened period of request for examination

For patent applications from effective.date of October 1,

2001, the period of request for examination is scheduled to be

shortened from 7 years to 3 years. with this amendment,

"evaluation of inventions" will become more important than

before. The effect of this amendment is discussed below.

As mentioned above, the ratio of application requested for

examination was 50% in Japan. The statistics show that half

of these examined applications requested for examination in the
., .

6th or 7th year from the filing dates of the applications, under

the Japanese Patent Office's home page, http://www.jpo-

miti. go. jp!tousi! ki6_2 .htm). The fact that the request for

examination is usually made just in time before the expiration

of the request period, raises the following transitional and

i



permanent problems involved in this amendment of the abridged

examination request period from 7 years .to 3.

1) Transitional Droblem

or more is now taken up for discussion. As for a company which

makes it ¥ strategy to request for examination just in time

before the expiration of the request period, patent

applications subject to review as to the request for

examination will increase in number temporally for the

transitional period. Taking the year of 2004 for an extreme

example, there will be in that year requests for examination

r.elating to applications filed in 2001, three years prior to

2004 and applications filed in 1997, 7 years prior to 2004.

Assuming the applications filed in 1997 and the applications

in 2001 are equal in number, the applications to be requested

for examination in 2004 would be doubled in number. This

situation would continue for about 4 years from 2004.

This transitional increase of the request for examination

will not only cause increased costs, but also will have an
-.
adverse effect on intellectual property jobs as a whole due

to the suddenly increased work. We cannot easily handle the

increase in requests for examination, due· to budgetary

restriction. In order to preclude the cost increase, we have

to decrease the number of requests for examination by an

appropriate evaluation of inventions. Under the present

s
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circumstances, it is a difficult management problem for us

to increase manpower to solve the problem of the

extraordinarily increased work.

On the other hand, the Patent Office will be thrown into

confusion in handling the extremely increased requests for

examinati9n. We are wondering whether standards for

examining procedures will be maintained in such 'a situation.

Under these circumstances, we will have to equalize the

requests for examination evenly over the request period, but

a temporary increase in the request for examination in the

transitional period will still be inevitable. Therefore, it

will be necessary for us to decrease the number of patent

applications to some extent through an appropriate evaluation

and selection of inventions.

2) Permanent problem

The system of the request for examination means that

examiners are obliged to examine only the patent applications

that are requested for examination within a stipulated period.

Under this system, applicants can postpone t he i r decision to
-, '

seek the issuance of their applications up until the

the meantime, companies can make a strict and careful

selection of the applications for the request for examination,

and as a result companies can keep low the cost related to

the acquisition of patents. As mentioned above, the Japanese

2



companies make half of their requests for applications for

examination in the 6th and 7th year from the filing dates of

the applications, taking advantage of the current system.

to requesting for examination just in time befOre the

expiratioJ;l of the request period, will face the following

problems:

(I) The rate of applications requested for examination is

anticipated to increase. Since the production of the

applicability of inventions will be difficult within such a

shortened request period, it will not be easy for us to

properly determine whether reque.st for examination should be

made. Therefore, some of the inventions that would not. have

been requested for examination under the old law may well be

'f

number of requests for examination will have unfavorable

In particular, if we judge whether to request for

The increasedrequested for examination in the future.

more applications not worthy of patenting will be requested

examination by the same evaluation method as the present one,,

effect on cost performance.

for examination, and it is most likely that the increased

applications requested for examination will not be utilized

effectively even if they are issued as patent. Therefore,

it is not advisable to allow the requests for examination to

increase. Though the efforts to decrease unnecessary

l.Q
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requests for examination as much as possible is important,

fundamentally speaking, it would be more important to improve

our quality of judgement regarding the examination requests,

keeping fully in mind the significance of the issuance of the

patent.

(2 ) The shortened period of the request for examination will
J

also affect the timing of evaluation. We will have to decide

whether to request for examination at latest two years or two

years and half from the date of filing of the application,

therefore the timing for judging whether to make a domestic

application or whether to file a foreign application, or

whether to request for examination will be much earlier than

at present. If a company makes the above three jUdgements

separately, it means the company conducts similar judgements

repeatedly in a short time, and it is not efficient to do so.

Therefore, in order to increase efficiency, it is necessary

to conduct at least two jUdgements simultaneously. In other

words, it would be advisable to make each of these judgements

by adopting a stricter method of evaluation of the invention
,-, -

instead of mere increase of efficiency of the present method.

of examination requests will have a great effect on the costs

and management of patenting work, improving the method of

evaluating inventions will become very important in order that

the above problems confronting us be solved.

11



3. Evaluation of Inventions

3.1 .. Purpose of evaluation. of inventi.ons

The question ito disC\1Sshere is what is a goOd method of

involved in the patent applications in Japan as mentioned in

the preceging Section 2. We will not be able to solve those

problems by merely making the evaluation standards stricter.

It would be better for a company to review and consolidate

its business operations and R&D area.s first, before placing

a mere limitation on the number of patent applications.

However, if a company files an application for every

invention, the expenses and manpower necessary to handle these

applications would be enormous and this will impose a heavy

burden on the company. We are accustomed to making a large

number of patent applications, but properly speaking, the

patent application is a kind of investment, thus if no return

is obtained on the investment, it is nothing but a loss. In

order to minimize the risk of loss, we should select and make

an application for only inventions that wili contribute to
..
our company profit. We would like to propose that it is most

important to evaluate inventions comprehensively from many

viewpoints with respect to what benefits the invention will

bring about to the company. Through such evaluation we could

expect to improve the quality of patent applications and to

decrease total applications and requests for examination as

12
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a result.

The main points of our proposal are as follows:

1) to shift from the present standardized method of invention

evaluation to the method of invention evaluation according

to its fulfillment of the "Utilization Objective" set for

the invention. Under such new method of evaluation, the

inventions which can be used by the company to its exclusive

profit or are expected to gain license fees under its patent,

will be highly evaluated,

2) to unify evaluation factors (standards) at all stages

from the patent application through the expiration of a

patent tem,

3) to shift evaluation of inventions from patentability

oriented standard to business oriented standard. Under

this standard, an invention with high business value is

evaluated highly, even if its patentability is low.

3.2 Uti1ization Objectives of patent app1ication

Utilization Objectives are divided into the following 4

categories from a viewpoint of whether the invention is
-, -

utilized exclusively by the company or whether it is licensed

A. In the case in which the company desires to utilize the

invention exclusively, that is, the company desires to

operate its business to its advantage by monopolizing the

product embodying the invention in the related market.



B. In the case in which the company desires to utilize the

invention and to license to use it to other companies for

license fee or under a. cross-license. arrangement -~-- an

falls into this category,

c. In the case in which the company neither intends to utilize
J

the invention nor to license to use it to other companies

-~-- at the stage of patent application, many of the

applications are aiming at possible industrial application

in future, thus practical applications of the patent may

be few; an invention comprising merely improvement

techniques that is not used by the company but for which

a patent is applied for a defensive purpose falls into this

category,

D. In the case in which the utilization of the invention by

the company is undecided, but there is a possibility that

the invention will be licensed to use to other companies.

This category includes the patent applications of which

objective is not clear and do not fall uhder the above
.,
categories of A-B, and also inventions related to a subject

of which a feasibility study was canceled after the patent

application on the inventions.

3.3 Eva1uation Factors

In order to determine whether an invention conforms to the

above classified Utilization

H

Objectives of patent
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application, the following five evaluation factors were

established as a measure of evaluation:

technical evaluation, business evaluation, strength

of patent right (patent utilization) evaluation,

patentability evaluation and cost evaluation.

We consjder it advisable that the intellectual property

department of the company is responsible for the evaluation

as a final evaluator, taking account of the opinion of the

departments and divisions concerned.

1) Technical evaluation

This is the evaluation of an invention on the basis of

technical value. The following subdivided factors. can be

considered:

Originality: Judgement of whether an invention is a

basic invention or an improvement invention. A basic

invention without any substitutable technique is highly

evaluated.

Degree of technical completion: Judgement of to what

extent additional study is needed for its completion .
.. .

Effects of invention: Judgement of the degree of the

r

quality and the saving of manufacturing costs.

Life of technique: Judgement of how long the technique

will be in use.

2) Business Evaluation



This is the evaluation of an invention on the basis of

contribution to the company's profit. The following

subdivided factors can be considered:

comprehensively with respect to the company's products

the company, the rnOre profit· accrues to the company.

incorporating the invention, the scale of related market,

Evaluation is rnadeMarket size of product:,

the estimated market share of the products, estimated

quantity of production and sales volume of the product.

Relation to R&D areas: Judgement is made with respect

to the status of the invention in the company business

on the basis of the importance of area of the invention,

whether it is one of the company's designated important

concerns or one of the R&D areas.

3) Strength of Patent Right (patent utilization) Evaluation:

This is the evaluation of an invention on the basis of the

effect of the invention issued as patent on other companies.

The following subdivided factors can be considered:
., .

Design around: If design around of the invention is

technically difficult, it is effective in preventing

other companies' imitations. The rnore an invention is

of general-purpose nature, the more it will be difficult

to design around.

Ease of ascertain meat of infringement: Generally it is

lQ
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easier for us to find infringement of a product invention,

and to assent our rights over it than to a process

invention.

Possibility of becoming the standard: When the invented

technique is expected to become a de facto standard or

to b: a formally established as the standard technique,

we can expect with certainty that other companies will

seek a license on the invention, and we can obtain a large

amount of income from the license, and such an invention

is highly rated.

Situation of Other Companies' Use: A technique that other

companies will desire more highly to use is more highly

evaluated.

4) Patentabi] ity

The patentability of an invention is evaluated according

to the standard requirements such as "novelty" and "inventive

step". Properly speaking, the determination of the

evaluation factor, although we have to suspend a patent

application for a clearly unpatentable invention.

5) Cost Evaluation

11
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This is the evaluation of an invention on the basis of

estimated costs necessary. for issuance as a patent. For

instance, an invention that we cannot expect a 'favorable

would be negatively rated.

3.4 Eva1uation Process
J

The evaluation of inventions involves judging the

necessity of patent application, request for examination and

maintenance of the patent. We would like to explain our

proposed method of the evaluation of inventions by a flow chart

(Chart 1) below which illustrates a total evaluation p roce s s ,

detemining whether to file an patent application and whether

to request for examination based on our evaluation method.

Since to predict the feasibility of inventions involving

basic research is difficult, it does not fit this method of

evaluation, which lays stress on the business side.

Therefore, under this method of evaluation, we handle

inventions other than those related to basic research.

Whether the evaluation is done for judging the propriety of
-,
a patent application or a request for examination, we first

select appropriate one category of Utilization Objectives out

of four Utilization Objective Categories (A-D) for an invention

to be evaluated, judging for which objective the invention

will be utilized after the issuance as a patent. Then the

invention is rated according to one of four types of evaluation

lJ!
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sheets that are prepared for the respective Objectives (A-D),

and on the basis of this rating, determination is made as to

whether to make a patent application or whether to request

for examination. With respect to an invention related to

basic research, we consider that a separate method of

evaluatiolJ is preferable, but this is not referred to in this

paper.

The evaluation sheets are divided into 4 types in accordance

wi th 4 Utilization Obj ectives (A-D), and as a maximum

aggregate point (a full mark) rating, 100 points are assigned

to the evaluation Sheets of A and B, 60 points are assigned

to Sheet C, and 4apoints are assigned to Sheet D. The passing

mark is set at 35 points for all inventions both for the

evaluation regarding the patent application and the request

for examination. By adopting this method, we are aiming at

such a drastic change in our patent application behavior that

the inventions with the objectives A and B may increase in

terms of the ratio of patent application, and the inventions

in the objectives C and D may decrease in terms of the ratio.
-f -

of patent application.



Chart 1 "Flow chart of total evaluation process regarding

patent application arid request for examination"
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* File an · Application "a'" (Objective A) 80 points
application or · Application
request for

"btl (Obj ective A) 70 points
examination

· Application

"c"{Objective B) 70 points

· Application
.' "d"(Objective B 60 points

· Application

"e"(Objective C) 50 points

*Do not file an · Application "f"(Objective C) 30 points
application or · Application "g" (Objective D) 25 points
do not request

· Application "h" (Objective D) 20 points
for examination

1

We intend to maintain consistent standards in our

evaluation through both the patent application and the request

for examination by unifying the evaluation factors applicable

to inventions, in order to secure the most appropriate patents

for application, acquisition, and maintenance after issuance,

always for the purpose of effective utilization.

For example, suppose there are 8 applications "a"-"h" as
" .

shown in the above chart. For each application one of the

is rated according to the evaluation sheet corresponding to

the objective. The applications "a"-"e" scored higher than

35 points and thus are eligible for patent application or

examination request, and the applications "f"-"h", which



scored lower than 35 points, are excluded from patent

application or examination request •.

3.5 Eva1uation Sheet

Table 1 shows an example of the format of the evaluation

sheets th~t are used for the evaluation of patent applications

and examination requests. 4 types of sheets in a similar

format are prepared according to the Utilization Objectives

A-D.

In the column of "Coefficient", one of coefficients from

a1 to a12 is assigned beforehand to each of the 12 evaluation

. factors other than "Cost Evaluation". The values of the

coefficients represent the weight given to those evaluation

factors, and vary.with the Utilization Objectives. In this

paper, more details are explained later in the trials showing

actual figures of these coefficients corresponding to the

Objectives A-D. The same values are given to the coefficients

of the evaluation factors for both patent applications and

examination requests, in order to keep consistency in the
.,
judgements of evaluation all through the stages of the

evaluation process.

An evaluator in charge of the evaluation of inventions

selects one of the rating points 1 through 5 shown in the "Five

Level Rating " column of each evaluation factor and enters

it in the column of "Rating Points". A three level rating

22
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of 1, 3 and 5 is adopted for "Difficulty of Design Around",

"Ease in Ascertaining infringement" and "Patentability". In

the "Score" column of each evaluation factor, an amount

obtained by multiplying rated points under "Five Level Rating

" by the "Coefficient" of the evaluation factor is to be

entered. The aggregate rating points of each score for the

12 evaluation factors constitute an "Overall Score" of the

invention. The definition of each of the five levels or three

levels for each evaluation factor is shown in Table 2

"Definition of Five Level Rating "".

The scores may vary between those rated at the stage of

patent application and those rated at the stage of examination

request, since the .applicability to business may change with

the lapse of time. Therefore ,Overall Scores obtained at the

stage of examination request could be higher or lower,

compared with those evaluated at the stage of a patent

application. "Score" in the column of "Cumulative Procedure

Costs" shows "0" for the stage of patent application and "-1"

for the stage of examination request. In other words, "-.., .

l"must be added to "Score" if an examination is requested.

as a negative factor in evaluating benefits to the company

brought about by the inventor, because cumulative costs of

handling an invention grows as the process of patenting

progresses, from an application, a request for examination,



registration and maintenance (the latter two are not reflected

in the Tables). This means a stricter rating is required for

an advanced procedure such as a request for examination than

is assigned to the score fOr a examination request in this

paper, th~s figure should be adjusted according to the size

of the related market to the products concerned, for instance,

if "Cumulative Procedure Costs" are negligibly small

considering the scale of the prospective market, the score

could be changed to "0", on the other hand, if the prospective

market is not big enough to justify the costs, the negative

number could be increased.

If the Overall Score of an invention is higher than 35 points,

we decide to proceed to a patent application or a request for

examination, while if the Overall Score of an invention is

lower than 35 points, we decide not to continue with further

procedures.

3.5.2 Weighting of Evaluation ~actors

Tables 3-6 illustrate four evaluation sheets, each
.,
corresponding to Utilization Objective s A~D. In each sheet,

a weighted value based on our proposal in this paper is

assigned to each "Coefficient" of each evaluation factor.

As stated above, maximum total points of rating (full marks)

are established in such a manner that 100 points are assigned

to Evaluation Sheets of A and B, 60 points are assigned to

24
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Sheet C, and 40 points are assigned to Sheet D. In order to

afford you a better understanding of this method, in each of

the tables 3-6, a highest rating of 5 points (a full mark)

examination.

In establishing the "Coefficient", we considered the

is entered in each "Rating Points " column of all the

However, anevaluation factors only for convenience.

aggregate,maximum points minus one point is set as a full mark

of the overall score for the rating relating to a request for

weighting of the coefficients for each evaluation factor, so

as to reflect the maximum benefit obtainable through the

utilization of the invention towards the selected obj ective.

We will explain below the grounds for the weighting of each

evaluation factor in each case of the utilization objectives

A-D as shown in tables 3-6.

(1) Objective A (Exclusive use by the company)

Since objective A is to make a profit for the company by

utilizing the invention exclusivelyby the company, the amount

of the increased profit of the company attributable to the
" '

application of the invention can be ,the basis of evaluation.

is considered to be the additional profit after the

application of the invention over the profit before the use

of the invention. The profi t can be estimated by the following

simplified formula: (scale of product market) x (company's



share) x (rate of profit), provided that necessary expenses

for the working of the inventioh is t o.bees t rmated separately

and must be deducted from the increased profit.

License fee payable required to work the invention

New investment necessary for the working of the
J

invention

Additional costs of Research & Development

Therefore, the basis of the evaluation of a patent with

Objective A can be simplified as the increased profit obtained

as above, less expenses required to utilize the invention.

Each evaluation factor is explained below.

"Scale of Product Market" is itself an evaluation factor

and one can easily understand that it has much effect on the

profit to be created by the invention by a mere comparison

between a 100 million yen market and 1 trillion yen market.

Therefore, the highest maximum score of 20 (coefficient: 4)

is assigned to this factor of "Scale of Product Market".

Both "Company's share" and "the rate of profit" reflect
.,
"the effect of an invention", for instance, an improvement

of a product's special qualities could increase market share

from a few percent to several tens of percent and also increase

an amount of profit largely. In addition, a reduction of costs

by an invention contributes greatly to the rate of profit.

Therefore, like "Scale of Product Market ", the highest

26
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maximum score of 20 (coefficient: 4) was assigned to this

factor of "Effects of Invention".

Market share has much to do with whether other companies

have technique substitutable for the invention, that is, the

possibility of "design around". If other companies do not

have substitute technique, the company can enjoy a monopoly

and can license other companies to use the invention.

c;enerally speaking, the application of substitute technique

is considered with cost and benefit. Thus, a maximum score

of 15 (coefficient: 3), second to that of "Scale of Product

Market" in weight is assigned to this factor of "Difficulty

of Design Around".

If profit is considered in terms of time, "Period of

Utilization" of the invention is important, because it

directly relates to the amount of profit. "Period of

Utilization" is related to "Life of Technique". Therefore,

a maximum score of 7.5 (coefficient: 1. 5) is assigned

respectively to the factors of "Period of Utilization" and

"Life of Technique" with total maximum score of 15.
-, -

The next point is costs required for a working invention,

is related to outside prior patents to.be utilized to work

the invention (hereafter called "prior patents to be

utilized"), and is handled here in relation to the

"Originality" evaluation factor. Therefore, the



"Originality" factor here is established to check to what

extent the utilization of. other companies' patents is

necessary for the utilization of the invention in question.

,

works as a negative factor against the company profit. We

assumed the profit decreases roughly by a few percent due to
J

(coefficient: 2) is assigned to this "Originality" evaluation

actuality the percentage varies with the rate of royalty and

A maximum score of 10 pointsthe volume of sales.

the payment of license fee per license, but of course in

factor. In this evaluation, although we assume the necessary

license from other companies is available, this availability

must be checked separately.

An additional investment for the utilization of the

invention has much to do with whether the invention is related

to the company business. If the invention falls in the

company's R&D areas, the required additional investment

would be kept to a minimum. Although this evaluation could

vary with the actual investment in additionalR & D required,..
in this paper a maximum score of 10 points (coefficient: 2)

is assigned to the "Match with R&D Areas" evaluation factor.

This additional investment with additional funds is also

related to the factor of "Degree of Technical Completion".

A maximum score of 5 points (coefficient: 1) is assigned to

this "Degree of Technical Completion" factor here.
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"Ease in Ascertaining Infringement" is a factor to judge

whether other companies will penetrate the market related to

the invention by attempting to sell infringing products. If

such penetration occurs, of course the company suffers a

decrease in profit, but considering the recent amendment to

the Japanese patent law that makes a patent infringement more

Infringement" factor here.

difficult, the effect to the company of this factor would

(coefficient: 1) is assigned to this "Ease in Ascertaining

Thus, a maximum score of 5 points

"Patentability " factor is needed for the patent, but large

diminish in future.

weighting is not necessary. Since patentability, though it

is excellent, has nothing to do with an expected profit created

by the invention. Therefore, a maximum score of zero

(coefficient: 0) is assigned to this "Patentability" factor.

Patentability is reviewed when what to do with an invention

is decided, and an invention found unpatentable is eliminated.

"Situation of Other Companies' Use" factor has nothing to

do with the objective of the exclusive use of the invention
,-. -

by the company, thus a maximum score of zero (coefficient:

<Final judgement of the exclusive use of the invention by the

company>

As stated above, in order to make exclusive use of the

invention, it is prerequisite that there is no related "prior



patent to be utilized", or that it is available if necessary.

It is also true that an invention without any patentability

is of no value. Furthermore,an invention that is not related

Therefore, in evaluating benefits brought about by the

invention, the following minimum requirements must be jUdged:

• Rating of "Originality" is not 1 (viz. should be more than)

· Rating of "Patentability" is not 1

• Rating of "Match with R&D Areas" is not 1.

If the above requirements are not met, we should decide

not to continue with the further procedure of a patent

application or a request for examination, even if the overall

score is 35 points and above.

2. Objective B ( in the case where the invention is used by

the company and licensed to other company)

The patent application of an invention which can be used

by the company as well as by other companies include an

application for patent for the purpose of cross-license,

licensing and the establishment of a de fact standard, each
-,

of which is aiming to obtain money, licenses and a common

market in compensation for the license on the invention.

Therefore, in this evaluation, different weighting of the

evaluation factors as compared with the case of objective

A is required for such factors as "Other Companies' Present

Use", "Possibility that Invention will become a Standard",
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"Originality" and "Match with R&D".

The possibility of the use of the invention by other

companies and the expected benefit (licensing fee) from the

invention heavily depend on the operation of other companies

in the field of similar products. Therefore, a maximum score

of 10 poi~ts (coefficient: 2) is assigned to this "Other

Companies' Present Use" factor.

If the contents of the invention are likely to become a

standard in the industry, the company can expect to enter a

huge market related to the standard produced. Thus, a maximum

score of 10 points (coefficient: 2) is assigned to the

"Possibility of the Invention becoming a Standard" factor.

"Originality" is a factor to measure the degree of necessity

of using outside prior patents to be utilized as mentioned

above, but the weight of this factor in evaluation is

comparatively small, because we need not confine patents only

to the company, and the objective B itself is aiming at the

wide utilization of patents through mutual use as much as

possible by cross-license and standardization and so on ..-..
Thus, only a maximum of 5 points (coefficient: 1) are assigned

"Match with R&D Areas" is an important factor for the

utilization by the company of the invention but has nothing

to do with other companies', on the contrary, an invention

which has no relationship with the company business may be



important to other companies. Therefore; only 5 points

":~

(coefficient: 1) are assLqried to this factor as a maximum

score.

important factors in the case of obj ective B to the same extent

as in the case of objective A, therefore a maximum score of

20 points (coefficient: 4) is assigned to these two factors

respectively as well.

< Judgement of the possibility to gain profit through the use

of an invention both by the company and other companies>

As discussed in the case of objective A, in addition to

the estimate of the company profit from the utilization of

the invention in this manner we have to judge whether the

invention can actually be so utilized.

When the use of another company's prior patent is necessary

to utilize the invention in question, if the other company

intends to use the invention in question at the same time,

there is a good possibility that a good arrangement could be

made for mutual use of these patents through a cross-license
-,
agreement. Therefore, the existence of other companies'

prior patents to be utilized would not be an unavoidable

obstacle. However, an invention without any patentability

is outside the scope of the evaluation.

Therefore, before evaluating the benefits of the invention,

the following minimum requirements must be jUdged:

'ry
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• Rating of "Patentability" is not ~ -:iz. should be above1)

• Rating of "Match with R&D Areas" is not i t .

If the above requirements are nc~ ~et, we should decide

not to continue with the further ;:::ocedure of a patent

application or a request for axaminacc cn , even if the overall

score is 35 points and above.

(3) Objective C (No intention to use the i~_vention in the company

and no intention to license to othe:: companies)

The inventions falling under this c::jective group are only

aiming at such indirect effects o~ ~he company profit as

preventing other companies from uti~izing the invention and

making profi t s . In this sense, those i::ventions in this group

are comparatively low in importance ~~ the company compared

with those in the groups of Objective A and B. Therefore,

a maximum Overall Score of only 60 pci::ts (when given a full

mark in each factor) is assigned tc Objective C evaluation

as against 100 points to Objective ~ andB evaluation.

Since the main objective of this g::~up of invention is to

preclude other companies from using ~he invention, a high
., '

maximum score is assigned to t~e factors preventing

serving this defensive purpose. On ~::e other hand, a maximum

score assigned to "patentability" was ::aised in order to set

a higher hurdle to go over to the nex; procedure than those

of objectives A and B, in view of the c:::-.paratively low weight



of Obj ective C. Therefore, if the possibility of obtaining

a registration of patent is found weak, further procedures

are given up,

to exclude other company, there are two factors, "Difficulty

of Design Around" and "Ease in Ascertaining Infringement"

under the control factor of "(other companies') Patent

Utilization Evaluation". Comparatively high maximum score

is assigned to these two factors respectively. By contrast,

a maximum score of "0" point is assigned to "Possibility of

the Invention becoming a new Standard" and "Other Companies'

Present Use", because these factors are incompatible with the

objective itself of preventing other companies from the using

of the invention.

On the other hand, only 10% of maximum overall core is

assigned to "Business Evaluation" factor, because this factor

is not relevant where there is no intention to use the

invention for the company.

Since the invention falling under this group has so need
.,
to be appraised based on the value of the invention for the

company use, it is not necessary to evaluate those inventions

under each factor in the "Technical Evaluation" category, as

far as internal utilization is concerned. Therefore, only

one fourth of overall maximum score are assigned to "Technical

Evaluation" as a whole, but some weight is assigned to "Degree
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of Technical Completion", "Effects of Invention" and "Life

of Technique" under "Technical Evaluation", because the

higher the rating score under these factors, the more other

companies would seek to use the invention, and also the more

the invention is expected to act as an effective barrier

against the using of the invention by other companies.

Further, if the invention is found unpatentable, proceeding

to the next step is meaningless, however high scores the

invention get under other factors. Therefore, in such a case,

taking further action is given up.

(4) Objective D (Utilization by the company is undecided, and

utilization by other companies is allowed)

The invention in this objective group cannot be expected

to have a contribution to the company business at the time

of evaluation. Therefore, judging from the primary purpose

of obtaining profit through its issuance as a patent, this

kind of invention should not be selected for a further

procedure such as patent application. Therefore weighting

of the evaluation factors in this fom was made 'so as to abandon
., .
most of those inventions in this category, while saving only

The maximum overall score obtained when the invention

receives a full mark in each evaluation category is set at

40 points, only a little above the boundary point in deciding

whether to proceed further. Under this assignment of maximum



rating podn t s , most of the inventi.ons inthi.s objective group

15 points and assigned to "Technical Evaluation" and

portion of the points assigned to "Technical Evaluation" is

of rating points, only inventions with excellent effects and

The greater"Patentability Evaluation" respectively.

are automatically eliminated from selection forgoing further

allocated to "Effects of Invention". Under this assignment

overall maximum score of 40 points, is divided equally into

A total of 30 points, equal to three fourths of the above

in the patenting process, with the exception . of a few

strong possibility of patenting could be selected for further

procedure.

The remaining 10 points are assigned to the subdivided

factor of "Match with R&D" under the factor "Business

Evaluation", because the inventi.ons in this group would have

better possibility of utilization in the future if they are

in important R&D areas of the company, compared with the

inventions in other areas. Needless to say, "the inventions

".without any patentability are omitted from the selection in

the same way as in the case of Objective C.

4. ConcJ.usion

As mentioned above, in our proposed method of evaluation

of inventions, stress is laid on the business side of

evaluation, and this method makes a clear distinction from
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the various methods of evaluation hitherto proposed in that

uniform evaluation factors and evaluation method, according

to the different obj ectives, are adopted to apply to all stages

of patenting process, from a patent application through the

expiration of a patent term.

How to evaluate adequately inventions, as results of

research and development, is a permanent sub j act; in the

handling of intellectual property, and our proposed method

of evaluation in this paper can not necessarily be said to

be an ideal one. But we believe that we can conduct evaluation

of inventions in close relation to the company business, by

means of such evaluation method that gives a higher evaluation

to inventions that would contribute to the profit of the

company. Specifically, under this evaluation system, a

higher rating is given to an invention that is expected to

be utilized by the company and other companies as well, and

a lower rating is given to an invention that is excellent in

technical idea or conception but is not valuable for business

application purpose. As a result of such kind of evaluation,
-, .

it would be possible for a company to eliminate unnecessary

course, we do not believe that this method can be applied as

it is unifomly to companies that vary in the size of

organization, the type of industry (or the type of technique) ,

the in policy of intellectual property and so on, but we would



be glad if this patent evaluation-method would be utilized

in some way, necessary adjustment for matching it to

thE! actual circumstances of the individual company.

of inventions employed by companies in the future" will be

encouraged and developed further, asa result at this paper.

-,
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Example of the Format of Evaluation Sheet
Evaluation Factors PatentApplication Phase Request for Examination Phase Five Level

Ratina
Coefficient Rating Score Coefficient Rating Score

Points Points
Technical Evaluation Originality a1 3 a1 *3 a1 3 at *3 1,2,3,4,5

Degreeof Technical Completion a2 2 a2*2 02 4 02*4 1.2.3.4,5
. Effects of Invention a3 2 a3*2 a3 2 a3*2 1,2,3,4.5

Life of Technique a4 4 a4*4 a4 3 a4*3 1.2,3,4,5
Business Evaluation Utilization Period a5 2 a5*2 a5 3 a5*3 1,2,3,4,5

Scaleof Product Market a6 2 a6*2 a6 4 a6*4 1,2,3,4,5
Matchwith R&D Areas a7 3 a7*3 a7 3 a7*3 1.2,3.4,5

Evaluation of Patent Difficulty of Design Around a8 3 a8*3 a8 3 a8*3 1, 3, 5
Utilization (by Other Ease inAscertaining Infringement a9 5 a9*5 a9 5 a9*5 1, 3, 5
Companies) Possibility of the Invention a10 1 al0*1 a10 1 a10*1 1,2,3,4,5

becomina a Standard
OtherCompanies' PresentUse a11 3 al1 *3 all 4 a11*4 1,2,3,4,5

Patentability Patentability a12 3 a12*3 a12 3 a11*3 I, 3, 5
Evaluation
Costevaluation Cumulative Procedure Cost 0 -1

Total Overall Score Overall Score

., .

*Total of all scores is the "Overall Score" .



TabJ.e2 Definition 6fFive LElveJ. Ra.ting
Evaluation Rating Definition
Factor Points .
Originality 1 Improvement of basic patent of 'othercompany; there are prcretpeterts (impossibleto monopolize). I·

2 Reduction to practice requires 3-5 priorpatentsto be lJtiUted(avaUablf'rty of license isweak).
.

3 Reduction to practice.requir~1-2 prior patents to be utilized.
4 Improvement of basic patent of the company, dependent patent. I
S Basic patent (no infringementof prior art involved).

~ "DIOgre1F" 9jf'.,~~'Thlfrl!">lflO'lI1allYl!r<lbllOnr!Ftil'IW"SllIVlOa~ff611ltmllMf!fJll'l!1lm:r~alfllim~narrigffiuc~manpower .na
Technical time.
Completion 2 With progress of technology, there is good possibirrtyofutilization 10years from now.

3 To solve problems, investmentand time about the same as that hitherto spent is needed;
4 Only easy problems remain unsolved.utilization is possible in near future.
S Ready to utilize.

Ufe of 1 Beecme obsoletewithin2-3 years.
Technique 2 Become obsoletewithin 5 years

3 Become obsoletewithin 10 years.
4 Become obsoletewithin 15 years.
S No substitute techniaueanticioatedfor the comina 20 Years.

Effects of A. Reduction of manufacturingcost B. Improvement of C. Creationof market (Increase of share)
Invention *1 (% against present manufacturing performance (I~\crease of sales

cost) , bv oerformance
1 Less than 10% reduction Less than 10% increase Less than 10% of the present relevant market
2 10-20% reduction 10-20% increase 10%-20% of 1hepresent relevantmarket
3 20-30% reduction 20-30% increase 20%-40% of the present relevantmarket
4 30-40% reduction 3~%increase 40%-60% of the present relevant market
S over 40% reduction over 400/0 increase Over SOOIo of the present relevantmarket

Utilization 1 Totalutilizationperiod of under 3 years
Period 2 Total utilizationperiod of over 3 years and under 6 years

3 Totalutilizationperiod of over 6 years and under 9 years
4 Total utiHzation period of over 9 years and under tzyears

, S Totalutilizationneriod of over 12 veers

I
Scale of 1 10 million yen
Product Market 2 100 million yen
*2 3 1 billion yen

4 10 biUion yen
I 5 100 billion ven

Match with R & 1 No relation
CAreas 2 General R&D subject

3 Unked with next generationimportantarea
4 Peripheral technique of a major businessstrategic area
S Kev techniQue of a maier businessstratenic area

Difficulty of 1 Substitute means are available,therefore other companies will not use this invention.
DesignAround 3 Substitute means are available,but other companieswill desire to use this invention.

S Slbstilute means are not avaiable therefore other comnanies wi! be forced to use thi$: invention.
~'Ease in 1 Cannot ascertaininfringementwhatever measures are taken.
Ascertaining 3 Can ascertain infringementbut a huge cost is required.
Infrinaement S Ea~ to ascertain infrinaement.
Possibilityof the 1 Undecided or no possibilityof becoming a standard.
Invention 2 Discussionof becoming a standardcommenced.
becoming a 3 Becoming a standard is underdiscussionbut adoption is still pending.
Standard ... 4 Becoming a standard is underdiscussion, and adoption is promising.

S Becomina a standard is determined.
Other 1 0-20% of market
Companies' 2 20-40% of market
Present Use * 3 40-60% of market
3 4 S0-80% of market

S 80-100% of market
Patentability 1 None

2 Unknown
3 Patentable

*1 Each of A-C is rated separately and the highest score among three is

~
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regarded as the rating for the factor "Effects ?f Invention".

*2 If the growth of the market is anticipated, the average scale of the

market Qverthe remainder at the patent term is to be used.

*3 Those percentages show the other companies' present use of the technique

prior to the invention .

., .
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Table 3 Evaluation Sheet for Utilization Objective A

Utilization Objective A (exclusive use intended for the

company)

;
Evaluation Factors PatentApplication Phase Request forExamination Phase FIVe Level

Ratina
Coefficient Rating Score Coefficient Rating Score

Points Points

, •• -
Technical Orioinalilv 2 5 10 42.5 2 5 10 42.5 1.2.3.4.5
Evaluation Dearee of Technical Comoletion 1 5 5 1 5 5 1.2.3.4.5

~
Effects of Invention 4 5 20 4 5 20 1.2.3,4,5
Ufe of TeChniaue 1.5 5 7.5 1.5 5 7.5 1,2,3,4,5

Business Utilization Period 1.5 5 7.5 37.5 1.5 5 7.5 37.5 1,2.3,4,5
Evaluation Scaleof Product Market 4 5 20 4 5 20 1,2,3,4,5

Match with R&D Areas 2 5 10 2 5 10 1,2.3,4.5
Evaluation of DifficultY of Desian Around 3 5 15 20 3 5 15 20 1, 3. 5
Patent Utilization EaseinAscertainina Infrinaement 1 5 5 1 5 5 1. 3, 5
(by Other Possibility of .the Invention 0 5 0 0 5 0 1,2,3,4,5
Companies) becominna Standard

OtherComoanies' PresentUse 0 5 0 0 5 0 1,2.3,4,5
Patentability Patentability 0 5 0 0 0 5 0 0 1, 3, 5

I Evaluation
CostEvaluation Cumulative Procedure Cost 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1

I Total 100 99
I

j Overall Score Overall Score

I Note: If a rating is "1" for "Originality", "Match with R&D Areas" or

"Patentability" I further procedures are nottobe taken, regardless of

the Overall Score.
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TabJ.e 4 EvaJ.uation Sheet for OtiJ.ization Objective B

OtiJ.ization Objective B (In the case where an

invention is both used by the company and licensed to other ..•...

companies for a fee) I"~

Evaluation Factors PatentApplication Phase Request for Examination Phase Five Level i
Ratina

.r Coefficient Rating Score Coefficient Rating Score /.. Points Points
Technical Oriainalitv 1 5 5 37.5 1 5 5 37.5 1,2,3,4,5
Evaluation Dearee of Technical Completion 1 5 5 1 5 5 1,2,3,4,5

Effects of Invention 4 5 20 4 5 20 1,2,3,4,5 ·o!.

ute of Techniaue 1.5 5 7.5 1.5 5 7.5 1,2,3,4,5 !/
Business Utilization Period 1.5 5 7.5 32.5 1.5 5 7.5 . 32.5 1,2,3,4,5 2\Evaluation Scale of Product Markel 4 5 20 4 5 20 1,2,3,4,5

Match with R&D Areas 1 5 5
.

1 5 5 1,2,3,4,5 ¥;Evaluation of DifficultY of Oesian Around 1 5 5 30 1 . 5 5 30 1, 3, 5
Patent Utilization Easein Ascertainino lnfrinaement 1 5 5 1 5 5 1, 3, 5
(by Other PosSibUily cf the Invention 2 5 10 2 5 10 1,2,3,4,5,
Companies) becomina a Standard

••OtherCompanies'· Present.Use 2 5 10 2 5 10 1,2,3,4,5 Ie.
Patentability PalentabUily 0 5 0 0 0 5 0 0 1, 3, 5
'Evaluation
CostEvaluation Cumulative Procedure Cost 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1

..

Total 100 99 /
••••••

Overall Score Overall Score
•••••••.-

Note: If a rating is '"'I" for "Match with R&D Areas" or "Patentability", i/...•....

~'" further procedures are not to betaken, regardless of the Overall Score. t/
!

,..
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Table 5 Evaluation Sheet for Utilization Objective C

Utilization Objective C (In the case where there is

no intention of utilization by the company and no intention

Evaluation Factors PatentApplication Phase Request forExa'mination Phase Five level
Ratina

Coefficient Rating Score Coefficient Rating Score
.r Points Points

Technical Oriainarnv 0.4 5 2 14 0.4 5 2 14 1,2,3,4,5
Evaluation Dearee ofTechnical Comcletion 0.8 5 4 0.8 5 4 1,2,3,4,5

Effectsof Invention 0.8 5 4 0.8 5 4 1,2,3,4,5
ute of TechniQue 0.8 5 4 0.8 5 4 1,2,3,4,5

Business Utilization Period 0 5 0 6 0 5 0 6 1,2,3,4,5
Evaluation Scale of Product Market 0.4 5 2 0.4 5 2 1,2,3,4,5

Matchwtth R&D Areas 0.8 5 4 0.8 5 4 1,2,3,4,5
Evaluation of DifficultY of Desion Around 2 5 10 20 2 5 10 20 1, 3, 5
PatentUtiJization EaseinAscertaininQ Infrinoernent 2 5 10 2 5 10 1, 3, 5
(by Other Possibility of the Invention 0 5 0 0 5 0 1,2,3,4,5
Comp~njes) becomina a Standard

Other ComDan°!eS' PresentUse 0 5 0 0 5 0 1,2,3,4,5
Patentability Paten1ability 4 5 20 20 4 5 20 20 1, 3, 5
Evaluation
CostEvaluation Cumulative Procedure Cost 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1

Total 60

Overall Score

59

Overall Score

Note: If a rating is "1" for "Patentability", further procedures are not

to be taken, regardless of the Overall Score .

.,
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1. Introduction

Businesses today are taking outsourcing into greater consideration.

The factors contributing to the growth . in ihterest in this new business

approach include: the possibility of functional decentralization as a

resul t of advanced developments in communication networks, simplification

specialized skills due to the diversification of society, and the

reconsideration of general .organizational setups (concentration on core

competencies and preference towards a compact head office).

An IP department in an organization also faces similar business

concerns. The point here is that the procedural system to obtain

intellectual property rights is likely to be divided into functional

components, some of the tasks of which will be transferred to outsourcing

vendors. As business operations expands globally, processes of obtaining

IP rights (hereinafter referred to as HOIPRH)are necessary respectively

in each target country. While business trends have made international

IPR-process a common practice, significant issues are raised, namely what

to choose and how to use outsource for the purpose of promoting high quality

and cost effective OIPR. This paper discusses such issues from the

viewpoint of efficient use of resources.

2. Parameters for resource evaluation in obtaining rights

When contemplating outsourcing for the purpose of improving

operation efficiency, no consequential deterioration in the quality of IP

should be made. Streamlining OIPR and flexibili ty in the use of resources

does not ensure that the existing process quality will be maintained. An

organization must also evaluate the output returned from outsourcing

objectively and feed the evaluation back to the resource, thereby

maintaining the quality of IP. And IP departments should continue to play

an instrumental role in the organization. Consequently, successful

outsourcing, particularly cost-effective performances by an outside human

resource, will heavily depend on the availability of an objective and

reasonable evaluation parameter within an IP department. The following

are possible parameters that can generally be applied for IP management.

CO Cost

When an organization regards IPR as Ha tool to increase profitsH

2
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it will decide whether or not that tool is necessary by balancing the cost

to obtain it and the profit to be yielded. Accordingly, the comparison

between expenses incurred within an IP department and the outsourcing

expenses such as legal fees for patent attorneys can be regarded as a

representative evaluation parameter.

(2) Strength of IPR (quality of added value in view of the evaluation of

an invention)

Outsourcing, if employed, should enhance the strength of rights,

or at least maintain the existing quality standard. Strengthening of

rights, in thfs context, refers to the quality of added value i.e. the

resulting increase in quality gained by outsourcing. Actually, the

measurement of the true quality of work such as a patent specification

typically is extremely difficult. The number of claims could be a

candidate for an objective evaluation parameter, however, the evaluation

by an objective and absolute parameter alone is not sufficient to measure

the true quality. A comparative evaluation approach may be applied as

well. Comparative evaluation of several draft specifications drafted by

more than two patent firms would be an ideal solution if an organization

could afford to hire them. But, this is not realistic, because the cost

is difficult to justify. A sensible organization will typically hire

a single vendor (patent firm) and revise the obtained draft to suit the

organization's idea. On the other hand, the quality of operation

management and the administration of "due dates" can be evaluated easily,

as it is related to risk management.

(3)Communication (simplicity of communication)

Every OIPR has its objective. In order to achieve the objective every

participant in the OIPR process must share a common understanding. In this

sense, smooth communication among the participants is extremely cri tical.

In.rhe drafting stage of a specification, an essential parameter for

acquiring strong rights is dependant on the participants having extensive

to s

subject-matter, and their ability to reach a mutual understanding of the

technological concerns and the objective of the OIPR, i.e. the OIPR
strategy.

(4) Flexibility

The tasks of an intellectual property department have both routine and

hi ghly variable aspects. Outsourcing enables the flexibly to address the

3



excess of work arising from such variable aspects. And this is indeed one

of the true benefits of outsourcing.

(5) Consistency in the procedure as a whole

Consistency, especially in communication, -, is a vital factor for such an

entangled process as handling OIPR, namely in the application, prosecution

and post-registration processes. Outsourcing always involves at least two

a a

appropriate attention should be paid towards the integration with in-house

resources when considering the efficiency of outsourcing.

(6) Simple checking system (feedback)

All outsourcing must be evaluated. Where an unambiguous evaluation

parameter is established, it is easy to identify what type of outsourcing
is appropriate.

(7) Personnel training

From time to time a personnel training scheme for the purpose of active

in-house resource management is as important as finding a good outsourcing

vendor. Such a scheme will require considerations towards the

harmonization with the career path structure of an organization. When

contemplating outsourcing, the instabili ty of the outsource staff is also

an essential evaluation parameter from a viewpoint of maintaining an

operation's stability and conserving the competitive know-how and skill.

Routine works may be affected by an unstable outsource personnel structure,

therefore, an organization's readiness to reduce such a negative impact

can be measured by the availabili ty of a flow chart and instruction manuals

illustrating the required procedures, which ca.n be incorporated into the

evaluation parameter.

(8) Confidentiality

Strict confidentiality should always carefully be adhered to, especially

bes~use multiple party interface is inevitable once outsourcing is used.
Consequently, information management capability can also be an important

evaluation parameter.

3, Resource evaluation in each work stage

Now based on the concept of the evaluation parameters which have been

explained, we will discuss in this text the details of the operations in

each of the OIPR stages, specifically new applications, prosecution, and

post-OIPR activities, and then address the viability or necessity of

4
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outsourcing as well as its advantages and disadvantages.

(1)New application

1) Extracting (or ~Digging") an inventive subject matter from Inventors

and broadening the idea for better patent (hereinafter called "Extract ing

invention")

An organization should conduct extracting and broadening invention

activities with the full understanding of its development history and the

technological art concerning the invention subject-matter. An

organization is advised to promote its invention based on relevant market

trends, the invention's importance, and the current state of art and overall

operation strategy. In most organizations R&D departments and IP

departments are jointly responsible for extracting and broadening

invention activities. They may sometimes employ a patent attorney in

collaboration with a patent firm, which can take care of the preparation

of specifications and application administration together as a package.

An arrangement like this will achieve greater work consistency and

facilitate communication, thereby enabling the drafting of specifications

more closely in line with operation strategies. Purthermore, multi-party

involvement will add an element of variety and objectivity to an extracting

invention activity, despite the higher expenses which may be incurred.

2) Evaluation of an invention

This application stage evaluates an invention from the viewpoint of

patentability, marketability, the potential for contribution to sales and

a competitive edge against rival companies, and then determines whether

the application for OIPR should be made domestically or internationally.

The evaluation of an invention should be conducted taking into account the

identical factors as those considered for an extracting invention acti vi ty,

again noting that the evaluation is often handled jointly by product

de~~lopment and IPdepartments.

Some of above factors such as market trends, can be investigated by

and consulting firms. Indeed the use of outsourcing will benefit an

organization through providing an objective evaluation report. However,

the use of outsourcing will require a full explanation on the relevant

technology and an OIPR strategy to the contracted vendor, thus being a

foreseeable time-consuming and expensive process.

3) Selection of a domestic or a foreign patent firm
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An IP department .selects a patent firm afterweigh ing the advantages and

disadvantages of In-house docunentation, such as the drafting of a

specification. Theadvantages·and·disadvantagesshould be measured by

evaluating the gravity ofan Invent ion.vthecapabi Lityof a candidate patent

firm, theIP department and the estimated cost: Such evaluation should

be handled within the IPdepartment; further supporting the organization's

one s

core competencies. The evaluation parameter to be applied to measure a

candidate patent firm's capability may vary depending upon the intended

job to be assigned. Therefore, it is difflcul t but critical to carefully

determine which parameter is to be applied. When specification drafting
is of issue, the percentage of patents granted may be viewed as a worthy

evaluation parameter. But, this value is not practical to compare

different types of technology, and tends to be subjective in light of the

scope limi tat ion to particular areas. Thus, it barely serves as a general

parameter to evaluate a patent firm's average success ratio in obtaining

granted patents. The staff size, filing system, and interview results is

sometimes useful, but as a dominant factor for a parameter this often

becomes more subjective rather than objective. As is often the case,

reputation of a patent attorney or equivalent talent established through

previous performance, reliability of application know-how, technological

expertise is taken into consideration.

When contracting with a new patent firm the majori ty of organizations might

like to evaluate it primarily based on a trial-job result. Cost-wise the
patent attorney association's tariff set the standard rate, which leaves

virtually no room for competitive pricing among patent firms.

As far as foreign patent firms are concerned, data analysis for evaluation

may not be sufficient. If an organization often files international

apnlqcations, it could investigate such a foreign office's operational

history and the reliability of their job handling processes. The

availability of Japan-based offices could also be considered. On the other

hand, if there is little international application experience it will be

hard for an organization to obtain the necessary data to evaluate the

previous performance and staffs' reputation. In a situation like this

there is no choice but to trust another evaluator's opinion. (i. e.

third-party Japanese patent firm)

4) Deciding if foreign patent filing is necessary and Selecting countries

6
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where foreign patent should be filed

The necessity of an international application should be considered in

coordination with the development of business operations relevant to a

patent. Therefore, the development and IP departments are responsible for

the decision of whether international application is to be made and, if

so, in which country. If calculated risk has to be taken based on objective

information due to a patent's critical importance and investment value,

an organization should go back to the above invention evaluation stage and

again discuss outsourcing to a market research or consulting firm.

5) Administration of due dates

This will not gain much benefit from outsourcing as it is substantially

subject to other operation stages. Normally, responsibility rests with the

party in charge of a specification (a responsible in-house department or

contracted patent firm).

6) Prior art research (Prior art research &evaluation of patentability

during the promotion of a project)

It is often the case that a development department takes the initiative

of prior art research with the support from an IP department. Recent

development in internet and intranet communications allowed the carrying

out of online research with relative ease. A development engineer can

obtain necessary solutions through a periodical information research.

Research companies or subsidiary companies are useful for systematic and

detailed research, as such work requires a reasonable degree of experience.

A subsidiary where an °former executive familiar with the relevant art is

in employment is particularly useful, as the time and money necessary for

giving instructions regarding the research purpose can be saved to some

extent.

7) Drafting an invention report and a domestic application specification

Essential Ly, an invention report should be prepared by an inventor himself.

However, where a patent attorney is employed or IPmembers are involved

responsibili ty of drafting a report, based on instructions froman inventor,

in order to reduce the workload imposed on the inventor.

A specification can be drafted by IP members to the extent at which the

job can be handled internally, otherwise a contracted patent firm should

take over. The advantage of using in-house resources like this is in

promoting smooth communications with a development department, which

7



enables the reflect of the operation strategy in the specification. On

the other hand, if outsourcing is relied uponfor-handl.mg.tthe entire job

ofdrafting a specificatiolla.nduptofilirig anapplication,cost reduction

may definitely be achieved,however.the operation strategy may not fully

be reflected and the invention will not fully be protected. Wi th the aim

towards protecting internally-developed art one possible solution

attorney on a specification, and then re-check a completed specification.

This will cost more, but the main objectives will be achieved.

8) Drafting a specification for an international application and
translations into local languages

An organization usually lets an IP department or Japanese patent firm

draft a Japanese specification prior to filing an international application.

An IP department can continually revise a draft specification to reflect

fresh data in accordance with ongoing operation development which takes

place after a domestic application. Therefore, a Japanese patent firm can
maintain procedural consistency and perform its service in a cost

effective way, ifit is involved from the drafting stage.

Today, English translation work can be outsourced to a patent specialist

translation agent. Such outsourcing benefits an organization in terms of

cost savings. However, an organization must carefully investigate the

expertise of a translation agent in each area so as not to deteriorate the

quality of the rights, therefore particular attention should be given to
an IP department's final check.

Outsourcing a translation to a Japanese patent firm, as well as Japanese

documentation, will help secure the procedural consistency, which, in turn,

enables to enhance the accuracy in translation. Although their

translation costs more, this could save the cost for an organization's

adm~nistration work required particularly in the case of multiple

international applications, as the Japanese patent firm can operate as an

I iaison with the overseas agents and help sort out the paper work on behalf

of the IP department.

9) Application before the Patent Office

Applications before the Japanese Patent Office can be carried out by agents

specialized in Japanese specifications. However, when applying before a

foreign Patent Office a foreign patent attorney must be employed. An IP

department is responsible for the evaluation of such foreign agents from

8
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the viewpoints of cost, quality of rights and communication. Constant

feedback is essential. The demands on the agents operating in major

markets such as the US or Europe should be exceptionally high. If they

do not establish efficient systems to manage costs and the quality of rights

through close communication with their clients, they may not be strong

candidates for outsourcing. One possible solution to clear this sort of

uncertainty is to employ them on along-- or short term basis so that they

can learn from the client's in-house practice and gain the client's

confidence.

(2)Prosecution

1) Examination requests

This process includes two stages, namely discussion of the necessity to

request examination and preparation of the request letter. Generally an

IP department takes care of the first stage, and the second stage is left
to the party which is handling application work.

2) Countermeasures to take against the office action

The appropriate steps include arranging a translation of the office action,

a discussion of whether to refute or not and of the appropriate argument

approach, and preparation of the argument statement and amendment. These

works are normally assigned to the party which is handling the application.

The translation could be separately left to a translation agent or the

entire work can be contracted to an outside agent as package. However,

the agent must be the one who is fully knowledgeable 'about the operation

strategy and the patent application concerned, otherwise the documentation

could end up as no more than a white elephant. Still worse an IP department

can not stock much technical know-how through this arrangement. Therefore,

an IP department is advised to step in at the decision making stage as an

inte.rmediary; in other words, there should be a discussion as to whether

to refute or not and to establisr the argument approach. In the meantime,

agree with the direction of an overall operation.

(3)Post-registration procedure

1) Retain or disclaim? Proposal for the use of a patent

An organization determines whether they should retain or disclaim a right,

normally, based on its usefulness towards an organization's operation, or

9



anH' department, WhICh IS In an advantageous position to confer with

engineer closely.

2) Retention administration

Annuity payments are the primary part of retention administration.

However, a sound approach is required to do the job properly, therefore

certainty and cost-effectiveness is the most important evaluation

parameter.

3) Litigation on infringement

Most infringement related litigation proceeds in cooperation with a lawyer

or a patent attorney. An organization must take precaution against pushy

lawyers, or so-called "ambulance chasers, H as well as venture businesses

that are attempting to obtain licenses, and understand that there is no

ideal outsourcing to deal with such litigation. Accordingly, a

development department is advised to take the initiative, collaborating

with an IP department, a lawyer and patent attorneys.

Now that the possible choices for resource management have been discussed
with respect to each work stage, the subsequent discussion focuses on the

application stage, which accounts for the biggest portion of OIPR budget

compe t i tor's currentpractice,operativeness competitors could realize and

claims, Use of outsourcing topetformthis task is possible in order to

maintain an objective view in decision making. Itis notable that

engineers are the most knowledgeable about their subject-matter art. In

light of the importance of communication to establish a mutual

understanding with the engineer, it is sensible to leave the decision to

4. Comparative cost analysis; in-house handling vs. outsourcing for new

application preparations

How much does a patent firm cost?

Ca1c'ulations based on "the standard tariff of Japanese Patent Attorney

Association" indicates that an organization spends approximately 350,000

yen per patent application, (assuming an average of 10 claims per

application, the expenses for typing, drawings and miscellaneous services

included). The expenses for services 1ike typing, drawing and preparation

of tables are items which will required outsourcing anyway, even if a

specification is drafted internally. Effectively outsourcing to a patent

firm for the purpose of drafting a specification is deemed to cost

approximately 300,000 yen.

10
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1) Personnel expenses in an IP department

It is very hard indeed to compute the personnel expenses per application

an IP department bears when a speci fication is drafted wi thout outsourcing.

Here, we dare to attempt a rough computation anyway, for the sake of
comparison with the above-mentioned outsourcing to a patent-firm. The

computation is based on the assumption that total personnel expense per

employee, taking fixed expenses into consideration, costs twice more than

the salary expenses. Accordingly, a personnel expense by an employee whose

annual salary is 5,000,000 yen is deemed to be 10,000,000 yen per year.

Let's compute hourly personnel expense per employee by setting provisional
annual working hours as below.

• Annual working days: 365 x 5/7 - 36 = 225 (36 national holidays and annual
leaves, for example)

• Working hours per day: 7.25hours

These values indicate that hourly personnel expenses for an employee with

an annual salary of 5, 000, 000 yen and 10,000,000 yen is approximately 6, 000

yen/hour and 12,000 yen/hour respectively.

What if the hourly personnel expense per patent staff in an IP department

is 10,000 yen? When one support administrator (annual salary 5,000,000

yen and 1,533 yen/hour) takes care of four patent staff members work, an

IP department is supposed to incur personnel expenses of 11,533/hour for

one application. Total personnel expenses vary, depending upon how many

days one patent staff member spends to prepare one patent application.

• Iday: 11,533 x 7.25 = 83,614 yen/application

• 2days: 83,614 x2 = 167,228

• 3days: 83,614 x3 = 250,842

• 4days: 83,614 x 4 = 334,456

• .~tlays : 83,614 x 5 = 418,070

Needless to say, the above valu~s widely vary depending upon the size of

application fees paid to a patent firm. This text is based on the

assumption that an IP department takes more than three days to draft one

specification, and asserts that effectively outsourcing costs less than

in-house handling when drafting a specification, even though this

assumption may be a little far-fetched.
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5. Effective outsourc i ng for newpatent appl i cat ion

In consideration of evaluation parameters' and advantages and

disadvantages of outsourcing for each stage discussedso far," the text will

examine how effiCient useof outsourcing ill theTP indust.ryshould bewith

respect to the following di fferent types Of projects

patenting project for invention having received a low evaluation rank

(b)patenting project for invention having received a medium evaluation rank

(c) patenting project for invention having received a high evaluation rank

The bases for the discussion here is such that an IP department

manpower is a minimum for a given project and an appropriate task for the

patent application filling work can not be carried out without outsourCing.

The following discussion wi 11 focus on the new application stage, because

it has the broadest room for outsourcing.

Definition of symbols in the following evaluation tables:

~:Process performed by a single resource performs

():Process performed by more than two resources perform jointly

()*:Distinctive feature in a new proposal
~: Auxiliary process

(A) patenting project for invention having received a low evaluation rank

• Purpose of outsourcing: Reducing application cost and the number of

processes an inventor and an IP department must cope with.

• :This project assumes that only domestic application will be filed.
• Cost reduction by using a single resource

Multiple resource operation tends to cause an overlap in work,

resulting in an increase in evaluation time and cost per process. It is

advisable to use a single resource, and leave specification drafting and

application work to, for example, a patent firm.

In the meantime, process simplification should be taken into

consideration for the purpose of lightening the workload imposed on an
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inventor who has to handle an extracting and broadening activi ty and prior

art research by himself. To this end preparation of an invention report
could be partially assigned to a patent firm so that the work will be linked

to a preparation of domestic specification.
• Duty of an IP department

An IP department still has to evaluate an invention and outsourcing

service, in other words, a specification drawn by a patent firm. It should

regard these works as its duty to be performed so as to maintain strength
of rights.

Table 1

Extracting Prior art Invention Report of Spec. Spec. Application
Invention research evaluation Invention Drafting Evaluation Filinq

Inventor @ @ 0 0
IPdept. 0 @

Patent finn O' @ @
(domestic) (domestic)

(B) Patenting project for invention having received a medium evaluation

rank

• Purpose of outsourcing: Reducing application cost and, at the same time,

preparing a high quality specification

When an invention gains an above average evaluation use of outsourcing

must be discussed considering the possibili ty of foreign patent application

to the major markets like the US or Europe.

• Increase in manpower for highly evaluated invention

the better the invention is evaluated, the more internal personnel should
.".,

be involved for substantive patent works so as to improve patent quality.

rely solely on the inventor to find the inventive subject matter and

broadening the idea for the better patent. It is pref'erable, to add the

certainty, that an inventor cooperate with an IP department in searching

prior art. In selecting which country to apply, both party should work

together, as it is necessary to take into account the issues including

internal and external trends of technology, market size and the country's

13



IP enforcement legislation status.

• Saving application cost by reducing the number of'workload conducted
in an. IP department.

When dealing with an invention which has received a mediulfievaluati6h,

an IP department's resources should be focused on invention evaluation,

specification drafting and application administration should be assigned
to a patent firm.

This approach will reduce the humber of processes a patent department

has to clear, and save application costs. However, an IP department still

owe the duty to evaluate an invention at the initial stage and also to

evaluate the outcome of the outsourcing, namely the drafted patent
specification by patent firms.

Table 2
Extract- Prior art Invention Reporto! Spec. Trans. Spec. Counlly Application

iog research evaluation invention Drafting evaluation selection Filing
Inventor @ 0 0 0 0
IPdepl O' 0 @ 0

Palentfirm 0 e @ @
(domestic) (domestic)

e @
international I'intemalionall

(C) patenting project for invention having received a high evaluation rank

• Purpose of outsourcing: Elaborating on and improving the quality of a
specification

..
• Improve an invention to the degree of a generic concept by multiple

sourcing and obtain strong rights

Prime concern with this type of invention is to obtain strong patent

rights, therefore it is necessary to discuss from various points of view

by multiple resourcing. It is advisable to have an IP department and,

if necessary, a patent firm involved with an activity to find the inventive

subject matter in their projects and broadening the idea therein in order
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to improve an invention to the degree of a generic concept.

• Drafting a specification by an IP department

An IP department should be involved in drafting a specification for a

domestic patent application in Japanese and also a foreign patent

application in such foreign language, in this type of invention in

cooperation with a patent firm. Taking advantage of easy access to

inventors, an IP department can closely communicate with them so that it

can improve claims and include a variety of embodiments in the
specificat ion.>

The higher the invention is evaluated, the more the IP department should

be involved in drafting the patent application because they are aware of

internal technical trends and business prospects.

• Use of outsourcing for the purpose of prior art research

An organization should employ" a patent research company" and carry

out objective and precise prior art research. By outsourcing the prior art

search work, workload of an IP department--which is already tied up with

an extracting and broadening invention activity and drafting

Spec1fication--will be effectively lightened.

Table 3
Extracting Prior art Invention Report of Spec. Trans- Spec. CountIy Application
Invention research evaluation invention Drafting lation evaluation selection Filing

Inventor 0 0 0 @ 0
iPdept O· 0 0 O· @ 0

Patentftrm O· 0 @ @
(domestic)

@
lintemational)

~arch O·
Finn

(C-l) Patenting project for invention having received a high evaluation

--- 1st Proposal for cost reduction

• Use of "translation agents"
When an IP department has to take care of a broad field of work ranging

from an broadening the idea of inventive subject matter to drafting a
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specification like in the above case (c), application procedure tends to
losecost__effectiveness. It is possible to use outsourcing to recover

cost-effectiveness by leaving the procedural aspect of patent application

filing work arid translation work tooutsource. Outsourcfngvendors like
translation agent could· undertake translation and procedural work

necessary to employ a foreign patent attorneys forthe purpose of foreign

Table 4
Extracting Prior art Invention Report of Spec. Trans- Spec. CounlJy Appiication
Invention. Research evaluation invention Drafting lation evaluation selection Filing

Inventor 0 t;, 0 @ 0
IPdept 0 t;, 0 e @ 0 @

(domestic) (domestic)
@

international
Patentfirm @

(1)@
Ilintemation.)

Resean:h e-
Firm

(1)Requesting procedure to a foreign patent attorney only

(C-2) Patenting project for invention having received a high evaluation
rank: --- 2'd Proposal for cost reduction

• When outsourcing for the purpose of foreign patent application, it is

possible to hire translation agents who exclusively conduct translation

services. This outsourcing requires an IP department an additional

process for proofreading a translation and complete it into a formal

specification for the purpose of foreign patent application. An IP

department or an outside patent attorney could take over this additional

work, or, al ternativeIy, an organization could employ a patent attorney from

an·patent filing target country (e.g. US attorney) or patent engineer on

a full-time basis for such work;

The salary for a patent attorney is a serious concern. The cost reduction

achievable through outsourcing to a translation agent, as above, is

unlikely to set off the high costs entailed wi th the employment of a patent

attorney. An organization must be ready for a considerable amount of

personnel expenses. However, if the patent attorney is used effectively,

not only for the stage of preparing new patent applications but also in
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responding to Office Actions, it is possible to relax tbe impact of the

cost increase and even achieve further cost reduction. That is to say, in

responding to the office action, an inventor, IP members and an in-house

patent attorneys should collaborate to establish the approach to overcome

the rejection and prepare remarks in an appropriate language (e. g English)

thereby bypassing the translation stage. Through this collaboration

communication can run smoother, and accordingly foreign patent prosecution

can be efficiently performed. By improving the efficiency in the combined

area of operation from application to prosecution cost reduction effect

could be generated.

• Staff Training/education considerations

The experience of a cross-functional operation contributes to build-up

and retention of internal know-how regarding the practical skill in patent

prosecution and also in evaluating the outcome of outsourcing. This type

of project, (C-2) as discussed above, involves using an in-house patent

attorney to complete a specification, therefore, it should be an excellent

opportunity to improve the IP department's capability to handle an

international patenting operation.

6, Evaluation of models of efficient outsourcing

Discussion in section 5 presented five possible models of efficient

outsourcing .in different business contexts. The table below shows the

result of the 5-grade evaluation of each model in terms of (a) cost (b)

strength of rights (c) communication (d) flexibility (e) consistency in

the procedure as a whole (f) simple checking system (feedback) (g) personnel

training. Strength of rights is supposed to be defined as the quality of

patent related to the quality of an invention.
.-, .
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ModelA ModelB Modele ModelC-1 ModelC-2
5 '4 1 2 "'1
2 3 5 5 " '.5
1 2 5 4 " 4
5 4 1 1 1

1

1

3

2

5

4

5

4

5

5

This table indicates that model A is evaluated highly in respect of cost

(5 points), whereas the points scored with respect to the strength of rights

is low. In model Aorganization assigns as much specification drafting as

possible to an outsource vendor, consequently the flexibility scored

relatively high (5 points). By converting the fixed cost to variable cost

(cost for outsourcing) the budget allocation becomes flexible in accordance

with increase/decrease in the number of applications. On the contrary,

the quality checking for specifications is more severely evaluated (Ipotnt)

than in other models, as Cl and C2 indicate a tendency contrasting to model

A. Cost points are low, but the quali ty of output (i. e. strength of rights)

is highly evaluated, as it is necessary to mobilize greater manpower for

the application procedure in order to obtain strong rights. Another

notable fact is that flexibility is lost due to expanded fixed costs, which,

on the other hand, enables to check the evaluation of quality of output

to be precise (5 pOInts). It seems that model C is best suited for an

invention received a high evaluation rank and would have an exclusive effect

on competitors. Models C-l and C~2 suggests how to maintain strength of

ri&Thts ( 5 points) reducing the cost burden slightly ( 2 points ). C

2 is highly evaluated from the viewpoint of personnel training.

In actual practice, some organizations may put priority on cost savings,

while others may be seriously concerned about the strength of rights even

to the point of disregarding cost increases. So the table below the

multiplier is applied so as to represent the weight of each evaluation

parameter. The supposed cost, for the sake of evaluation, is weighed 3 and

strength of rights 2.
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Table 6
Evaluation parameter Weiaht Model A ModelS ModelC Model C-1 Model C-2
1) Cost 3 5x3 4x3 1x3 2x3 1x3
2) StrenQth ofriQhts 2 2x2 3x2 5x2 5x2 5x2
3) Communication 1 1 2 5 4 4
4) Flexibilitv 1 5 4 1 1 1

(5) Procedural 1 5 4 3 2 2
Consistencv

(6) Simple checking 1 1 3 5 5 5
System

I(7\ Personnel traininQ 1 1 2 4 4 5
Total point 32 33 31 32 30

Weighting like this does not make much difference in the total points of

each model. This shows that every model has both advantages and

disadvantages that offset each other, thus leaving the total points almost

even. Therefore, weighting the parameters, namely cost, strength of rights

and etc., should be determined by an organization's policy towards the IP,

and it is essential to choose an outsourcing model based on the evaluation

of an invention.
As discussed above, for efficient patent-related administration an

organization must discuss the pros and cons of outsourcing, the evaluation

parameter for outsourcing and the possible choices of the above-mentioned

models, and then establish the evaluation of an invention, based on which

the most appropriate model will be identified. The point is that an

organization must maximize the advantage of single-outsourcing from the

viewpoint of cost savings when an invention is not highly evaluated. On

the contrary, when it is highly evaluated multiple resourcing, ranging from

internal IP and development departments to outside patent firms, can be

used to make a concerted effort to obtain rights by mobilizing as much

manpower as possible for each administration stage such as extracting and
eventually work

to secure both cost-efficiency and the greatest strength of rights.

Use of outsourcing cannot fully replace an IP department. An organization

must retain certain functions in an IP department; it must evaluate an

invention reasonably and evaluate the performance by each member resource

reasonably. In order to maintain these functions an IP department should

internally deal with the extracting and broadening patentable subject
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matter, especially for the invention which has a cri tical signi ficance for

company's business, and drafting .~pecifications for domestic and
international patent applications.

7, Conclusion

This paper has discussed ways of improving efficiency in obta.ining rights

The goal is to achieve the highest level of cost-efficiency possible. A

patent firm can be used as one example of a valuable outsource, It is also

important to r-ecruit such talents among an organization's in~house

resources, and provide the necessary training for them. When employing

a non-Japanese national (e.g. American) resource, other factors should be

considered; the gaps in working ethic, patent attorney's practice, attitude

towards rights (litigation) and etc. Whether using outsourcing or in~

house resources, an organization--particularly, an IP department--will

definitely have to play an important role in evaluating the resources and
the appropriate posting of recruited talents.

The IPR-process used to be simple, but the degree of procedural complexity

has intensified in scale due to the increase in the volume of applications

and multiple international applications. As the use of multiple resources
accelerates the output, i.e. patents, will be a remote existence from the

starting point of an invention. Now that the necessity for the effective

use of the larger-scale and entangled system is pronounced, isn't it time
to review the patenting procedural system including the issues of
outsourcing?

,-..
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I. Introduction

The amendment of the Trademark Law in 1997 introduced three-dimensional
trademarks (3-D TMs), and the 1999 Design Law amendment introduced partial
designs. The goal of these amendments was the expansion of the protective scope
for both trademarks and designs.

Today, we see a forward movement in the trends to "make brands of designs"
and to "make designs of brands." If one considers the above amendments as
"changes (for increased rivalry) in the dimension of designs and trademarks," then
one can imaginethat, in the future, trends in the protection of intellectual creations
will tend to make more ambiguous the border lines separating these two laws.

Meanwhile, the spirit of the Design Law amendment was described in this way:
"Along with the changes in industrial structure, company management has also
come to have a strong recognition of the importance of designs. [ ... JThus, it has
become necessary to establish a new protection system that stimulates the creation
of designs with high creativity, through the appropriate protection of designs
having high creativity." Thus, designs have become increasingly important, which
means that the effective protection of designs has also become more important. In
the actual business arena, we have seen several trends which have spurred
diversification in the types of protection available for creations. Such business
trends include even finer segmentation of markets, and a greater diversification of
products and services, as exemplified by niche products.

In such an environment, how will companies best be able to protect their
creations? Indeed, more can be done than merely protecting 3-D TMs and designs.
Another possible, and effective, means of protecting product-related 3-D marks and
the like would be the establishment of fixed protection periods, through the
regulation of dead copies in the Prevention of Unfair Competition Act.

The present report provides a detailed comparison of, chiefly, 3-D TMs and
designs. This is accomplished through a detailed analysis of everything from the
purpose of the laws, to actual registration requirements. One goal of the report is a
clarification of the borderlines separating these two distinct items.
In addition, this report lists actual cases of creation protection adopted by specific
companies. In sum, this report provides a consideration ofproduct design and
safes activities being performed by various companies. We study how product

"
combination of both the Trademark Law and the Design Law.

Finally, we provide proposals and suggestions regarding application strategies
and policies designed for the effective management of rights. We also summarize
the various conflicts that can occur, both in examinations and in rights enforcement,
when trademarks and designs are closely intertwined and combined. We also study
possible approaches and solutions to such conflicts.
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II. Overview of 3-D TMs and Designs

L Overview of 3-D TMs

(1) Definition of 3-D TMs

combinations, or combinations of characters, graphics, symbols, or three
dimensional shapes with color." (Trademark Law, Section 2(1»

In terms of the use of 3-D TMs, the following uses are assumed:
1) Shape ofa good itself;
2) Shape ofa package (container, etc.) of a good;
3) Shape of an article, etc., used in a service;
4) Shape ofan advertisement (signboard).

(2) Registration conditions
1) Marks without distinctiveness cannot be registered.
The following will not be registered: "Trademarks consisting solely of marks

indicating the ... shape ofgoods ... (including the shape of goods packaging) ... in
the ordinary manner." (Trademark Law, Section 3(1)(iii».

2) However a trademark that acouires distinctiveness through its continuos use
can be registered

"Even trademarks conforming to subparagraphs iii-v ofthe preceding paragraph,
when, as a result of the use ofsuch trademarks, consumers can thereby identify the
source of the goods or services concerned with a certain person's business,
notwithstanding the stipulations of the preceding paragraph, are eligible for
trademark registration." (Trademark Law, Section 3(2»

3) However even marks that have acquired distinctiveness through their use
cannot be registered in a shape that is indispensable for securing the functions of
the goods or its packaging.

"A trademark consisting solely of a three-dimensional shape indispensable to
securing the functions ofgoods or goods packaging, as in the shape of goods or goods
packaging," is not registrable (Section 4(1)(xviii»

(3) Current status of 3-D TM applications and registrations
Since the introduction of 3-D TMs, as of December 1998, a total of 1,700

applications had been made for 3-D TMs, while 420 had been registered. Around
1,000 applications were received at the date of introduction; since then, around 30
50 applications were received each month.

As for applicants, one notes an extreme polarization. That is, for companies in
the same industry, there are some companies which make numerous 3-D TM
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applications, yet there are others that make absolutely no such applications. Thus
one can see here a clear difference in internal company policies.

For example, in April 1997, there were a total of 116 applications for goods
classification 33, "Japanese and Westem liquors, etc." Yet of these, 84 applications
were made by one single company.

3-D TMs may be divided into two major categories: 1) marks consisting only of
the three-dimensional shape, and 2) marks that are combinations of distinctive
characters, symbols, etc., and the three-dimensional shape.

Up to the current date (July 1999), registered trademarks in category 1) have
been only 3-D marks for advertisement and publicity uses; there have been almost
no examples in this category ofregistrations of marks for goods or goods packaging,
containers, etc.

The majority of registrations have been for applications with 3D shapes
combined with distinctive characters, symbols, etc. When 3-D TMs were introduced,
protection was not sought directly for goods themselves, but rather for company
"characters" and mascots and the like. However, a survey of 3-D TM applications
shows an extremely large number of applications for goods and goods packaging,
containers, etc.

The examination standards of the Japanese Patent Office consider trademarks
"recognized solely as not exceeding the scope of the figure itself that is the shape of
the designated good or is used for the provision of the designated good" as
corresponding to trademarks as described in Section 3(1)(iii).

Thus, for example, even if the object has undergone characteristic changes, or
has made to include decorations or the like, in the case of a television which can
still be recognized as a television, or a car as a car, or a perfume bottle as a perfume
bottle-in other words, in the case where the change, etc., can be recognized as
being for the purpose ofmerely improving the aesthetic appearance of that object
then such will be considered as not having exceeded the scope of the figure itself,
and will thus fall under Section 3(1)(iii).

It should be noted that although 3-D shapes that have acquired a sel£'other
distinctiveness as a result of trademark-like usage are stipulated as registrable
under Section 3(2), considering current examination standards, it is still thought
that it will be quite difficult to register 3-D TMs that are comprised solely of the
t~e-dimensionalshape of the product, the package or container, etc.

the reasons stipulated in Section 4(1)(xviii); this is because most such trademarks
have been recognized as falling under Section 3(2).

2. Overview ofDesigns

(1) Definition ofDesigns
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The definition of "design" is "the shape, pactern.orcolon.orany combination
thereof in an article (including a portion of an article) which produces an aesthetic
impression on the sense of sight:' (Section 2(1))

The types of designs that are to receive protection are:
(1) An entire article;

(3) Component parts;
(4) Systems (systemdesigns)

(2) Registration conditions
1) The design must be capable ofbeing used in industrial manufacturing.
2) Novelty (Section 3(1):
Designs cannot be registered if they are:
Publicly known or described in a publication prior to the filing of the design

application.
3) Ease ofcreation (Section 3(2)):
Designs cannot be registered if they can easily be created, by a person with

ordinary skill in the art, or on the basis of a shape, pattern or color or any
combination thereofwidely known.

4) Functionality (Section 5(3):
Designs cannot be registered if they consist only ofa shape that is indispensable

for securing the functions of the article.

(3) Current status ofdesign applications and registrations
Over the past few years, design applications have been steady at around 40,000

cases [??per year]. The large number of applications has continued to be made in
the following fields: civil engineering and construction goods, electrical and
electronic machinery and apparatus, communications machinery and apparatus,
and household equipment. This particular trend has shown no changes over recent
years.

Notably, however, rapid progress has been made in product development of
digital still cameras. This has been spurred by lower prices for charge coupling
deyices (CCDs), liquid crystal devices, etc., as well as the general availability of
convenient image-processing environments, by the result of the widespread
diffusion of the personal computer in Japan. There has been thus a corresponding
rapid rise in the number of design applications in the digital still camera field.

For wristwatches, numerous product developments have been made for an
increasing diversity of users. This increase in unique, "personalized" designs has
led to a corresponding increase in related applications. At the same time, there
were also many imitations in this field. This has led to numerous applications
under the accelerated examination system, which was revised in September 1997.
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(The above information was taken from the Patent Administration Annual
Report.)

Since the promulgation of the amended [Design] Law in 1998, there have been
15,782 applications (as of June 17, [1999]; source: Japanese Patent Office). Thus, at
the current time, no major changes in terms of application quantities have been
seen.

In regards to the new introduction of partial designs and related designs, there
appears to be some confusion on the applicant side as to just what rights would be
the most effective. Especially, the examination and practice standards for partial
designs are stillunclear, It is hoped that instruction and guidance will be provided
as soon as possible in these areas.

In terms of registrations, there have been some year-on-year discrepancies in
terms of registration quantities. In 1998, 36,264 designs were registered, or 1,100
less registrations than in the previous year (source: "Current Status and Future
Trends in Industrial Property Rights Administration", edited by the Patent Office).
It is thought that the number of registrations will continue to decrease in the future,
largely as a result of the raising ofthe "ease of creation" levels.

In terms of Patent Office examination periods, since 1995, there has been a
steady year-on-year reduction of 2 months each in average first action periods.
Thus in 1998, this figure stood at 18 months. The PO is currently pursuing various
policies towards the realization of earlier granting of rights. Its goal is to realize a
12-month period for first actions by the end of the year 2000.

Partial Design Application

@Om.n;
V

Front-:"fac:e diagram

Rat-plane diagram

Left:-:-side diagram

[Electric Pot]

(4) Notable Points regarding the amendment ofthe Design Law
Under the amended Design Law, protection was extended to newly include partial

designs. And in actual practice, the examination standards were made less stringent for
partial designs. The partial designs and
part designs are the essential part of
creation, which is not easily changed.
Therefore this change gives a large scope of
registration and greater strength to the
rights of rightholders.

.•T.he legal model for partial designs was
the protection provided for partial designs

""~~"""._••,,~ ..•'~ •.••:;:~e(::~~:;::a::~n~t~~::::~~~h::""l-'-T;'S'

history of such protection goes back to the ,_.m moo.

1960s, when a court agreed to accept the '
claims of an applicant. The "broken line [in l:..---.. ---,
diagrams] practice" proved to be an effective
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means of providing a.large protection for industrial product designs. It is said, the
ideas underpinningsuch rights granting, as well as the interpretationofthe details
ofsuch rights, have been the objects ofcareful study.

As it is, the U.S. patent design system was origirially established as one specific
category or facet ofthe patent system; namely, the "patenting ofdesign inventions."

by means of claims, In this sense, the U.S. system appears to differ from
the design system of Japan.

Nevertheless, the U.S. model was [finally] introduced-In. Japan due to the
necessity of responding to acts of imitation, whereby although the created portion
with unique characteristics was imitated, irifringementof the entire design was
still avoided by changirig the remairiirig portions. Under the new law, protection is
provided specifically for the created portion of the design having unique
characteristics.

Under the newly adopted partial designs, the portion with unique characteristics
is extracted, and shown iri drawings with solid Iines, Meanwhile, other portions are
shown with broken lines, thus makirig it possible to acquire rights solely for unique
portions.

Compared with entire designs, partial designs have fewer configuration
elements comprising the design. That means that, [for partial designs], unique
poirits/portions can be more accurately depicted and expressed; as a result, these
rights can be iriterpreted as being stronger than those for entire designs.

It should also be noted that the name of the article used at the time of
application for partial designs is recorded as the name of the article as a whole; that
is, those portions of the article depicted in both solid and broken lines. Also, the
scope ofthe portion recognized as the partial design is the scope of portions that are
clearly ascertainable as portions, as designated iri units which have unity and
consistency.

As for the iriterpretation of partial design rights, this is not exactly clear-even
in the United States several theories and hypotheses exist. However, portions
shown with solid lines are interpreted as important elements iri terms of their
arrangement locations vis-a-vis broken lines.
Moreover, the criteria for judgirig "ease of creation" has been raised from "well-., .

known (known to anyone iri Japan)" to "existing iri the international public
domain." This means that rights are granted only for designs having a high degree
of creativity.
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Raising of "Ease of Creation "Level (From W.,II-l(.,own to Public Oomain) ~

Ease of C_ion(by comblnine A+el

F:::::.:.:.::::_.~_~.~~~,.::~f.l~1!!.~;L>:;:~!:
(A~ - _icn I Examplel ~

Ip"w~ o~om'::$::~1
. ~~~.
-, .. .

In other words, in the past, the
ease of creation was judged on the
basis of widely known motifs or
designs. With the amendment,
however, now ease of creation
judgments will be made on the
basis of types in the public domain.

Thus, the end goal [of the
amendment] is an improvement of
the current situation, whereby as a
result of the above-described
environment hitherto, currently
many design rights exist that are
narrow in scope; this was due, in
turn, to the increase in defensive applications made in order to protect designs
having little creativity.

m. Comparison af3-D TMs and Designs

In our daily lives, among the many media available which enable us to
discriminate articles are: 1) article shape; 2) color; 3) graphics ("signs" or designs);
4) characters; 5) sounds; 6) smells, etc. Of these, combinations of 1), 2), 3), and 4)
are used to form marks. The Trademark Law is designed to protect such marks, to
recognize distinctions between differing marks, to protect the reputation of a
business that is physically incorporated in such marks, to prevent recognition
related confusion in the marketplace, and thus to protect the interests of
consumers.

On the other hand, the Design Law has as.its goals the protection of aesthetic
creations as well as the novelty of articles that are combinations of 1) physical
shape, 2) color, and 3) graphics, all in order to spur the development of industry.

Stated in a different way, trademarks. protect the reputation of a business, while
designs exist to protect aesthetic creations. Thus, for trademarks, the main
question is selfi'other distinctiveness, while in the Design Law, what is at question

The present chapter provides a detailed comparison between designs and
trademarks, covering everything from the purposes of their respective laws to their
respective registration conditions, related expenses, effectiveness of rights, etc. An
attempt has been made to provide a clear demarcation between designs and
trademarks; the results are shown in the following Table.

9
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Contrasting 3D Trademarks vs. Design Patents
•

...•.

/. · Designs . . 3D Trademarks I..
'·0 ... Purpose of "The purpose of this law shall be to encourage "The purpose ofthis law shall be to ensure the I

> Law the creation of designs by promoting their maintenance of the business reputation of persons
,p,n>.te_ctio.n_,amlJ,~t,!1j,Utti9.:g.,~q".a,~,J;9~SQntrjpJJ_t.aJq.,u"iIlgJJ:'llde!llad,§,lJy.proteging,trade.!lla.rl>s..am! ... . the development of industry." (Design Law thereby contribute to the development of industry

.S) see.n and to protect the interests of consumers."
. (Trademark Law Sec. 1)

••••••

Objects "Design' in this Law means the shape, pattern "Trademark' in this Law means characters, signs,
Ior color or any combination thereof in an three-dimensional shapes of any combination

article (including a portion of an article) which thereof. or any combination thereof with colors,

<C
produces an aesthetic impression on the sense which are used in respect of goods ... in the course
ofsight: (Design Law, Section 2) of trade: (Trademark Law, Section 2)

< Protected Aesthetic creations related to articles Distinctive marks of goods and services

Objects • Shapes of articles • Goods or their packaging shape

i'J
• Partial shapes of articles • Shapes which symbolize services I• Three-dimensional advertisements

.'; Time 18 months (1998) Approx. 18 months

•••••

Required for

: Reltistration
Continuous 15 year period from registration. 10 year period. May be continued in perpetuity
Rights through renewals
Period

••••••
::0 Distinc- Not required. Required

19. tiveness "Trademarks recognized solely as not exceeding the
.' 0> scope of the fignre itself that is the shape of the.... designated good or is used for the provision of the...

; ll> designated good" are not allowed. (3-]-3,ee-

"-
o' Examination Standards)
:l However, cases are excepted whereby, "as a result
::0
~

of the use ofsuch trademarks, consumers are able
t: to recognize the goods or services as being
1:;' connected with a certainperson's business."

;;~ . cO
S (Trademark Law, Section 3(2)
(l) Novel Required Not required

.:

i· ::s.... However, a 'six-month lack of novelty exception>; 0> Y
Co

exists (Design Law, Sec. 4).

'; Creati Required Not required

>1 -vity,
"lFunc- Exist. Exist.';

-7. tiona! Designs consisting solely of a shape Trademarks consisting solely of a shape

Exclu-
indispensable to securing the functions of the indispensable to securing the functions of goods or

i sions
article. (Design Law, Section 5(3) [sic]) goods packaging; as in the shape of goods or goods
No restrictions regarding effectiveness. packaging. (Trademark Law, Section 4(l)(xviii»

['
Stipulations regarding effectiveness restrictions
exist. (Trademark Law, Section 26)

Aesthe Required Not required

tics
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Designs 3D Trademarks

Applicatio Expenses required to create design sample Almost DD expenses required for

n (figures for application use). trademark sample.

Expenses
Application: for all types: ¥16,000 (entire, partial, "Descriptions .in applications for thi
related) dimensional trademarks must be made wit

drawing or photographs showing one or twc
more differing directions ofthat trademark." ""-''''
Application: (for each 1 class) ¥21,000

Continuat Registration Fees Registration: (for each 1 class) ¥66,000 i

Ion 1st-3rd years: ¥8,500 years)

Expenses 4th-10th years: ¥118,300 Renewal fees: ¥ 151.000 (10 years)
11th-15th years: ¥169,000 20 year total: ¥238.. 000
15 veartotal: ¥311,800 {i'

Non-Use None. Exist. i,

Cancellati Cancellation after three or more years of ~{i>
ons

continuous non-use.
'./i>,

Ease of • 75% of applications were registered (fiscal year * A high hurdle exists in terms

Registrati 1995) distUnetiveness. "* It is thought that the new Design Law * For 3-D applications, it is almost impossible "on amendment will raise the hurdle in terms of "ease receive registration for 3-D marks, other ,i
of creation". "characters" (goods themselves, packaging, et ....

which contain no written characters. .
• Of 1,729 applications, 424 were
585 were rejected, and the remainder are und
examination (through December 1998). i

Scope Scope identical with, or similar to, article. Scope identical with, or similar to, article or

of service. ....
Rights

< Exclusiv Exclusive rights exist to the identical and similar Prohibitive rights for similar scope only. :&a e Rights scope, .,.
a Prohibiti

•••~. veRights

>:.
0..., Simila Similar in visual aesthetic appearance from the Is there any confusion about the origin?

1'ii;>:l rity perspective of consumers,

§.: Do consumers experience confusion in rerognizing -
:=- the article? .......-'" Do the aesthetic feelings engendered by the '<

external appearance of the article fall within the i ••
identical scope?

.........

Compensa Claims for damage compensations can be made. Difficult in cases where there is no usage. J<
.iiQ!L'i.i9J: ~":~:n ir'~~?~~~.~~~~~~~:'.~'=:"-""~"'"V'~~~=NM'~~'~%v"-~~==••~~P.r:Il1:.c;~~."';'L~:~.islS.ilio.zo...§ll.s..iJ££1'~!' :..
Damage .i,:

iii
..•.....

••

•

" \



Survey results revealed various circumstances. In general, companies first
attempt to gain rights for designs. Then, regardless of whether design rights will
continue or expire, companies apply for 3-D TMs for products and "characters"
which appear to have a long-life, in an attempt to gain semipermanent rights for
such items.

Another division is also seen. That is, for 3-D shapes showing creativity, design
rights are applied for; conversely, for 3-D shapes with few unique characteristics,
but which have been used continuously for a long time, a 3-D TM is applied for.

This practice of combining designs and trademarks in order to effectively protect
creations was one that the authors of this report concurred with as they made more
and more detailed comparisons between trademarks and designs. In fact, in
summarizing the present report, the authors will also submit their proposal for
using such means to protect 3-D designs.

Further, the type of organizational system employed by a company has
important effects on application circumstances which cannot be ignored. That is,
cases occur whereby, for protection of a single product design, there is no
communication between personnel in charge of trademarks and. those in charge of
designs; there are even cases where either a trademark supervisor or a design
supervisor does not exist within a company. In both such cases, applications become
one-sided and prejudiced in favor ofone protection type over another.

It has now been just over two years since 3-D TMs were introduced. Yet we still
see so many cases where appeals are pending for only those parts of the
examination which deal solely with the three-dimensional portion at issue. Thus,
one must conclude that we are still in the "trial-and-error" stage in terms of such
applications.

From now on, in tandem with examinations performed under the lO-year Design., .

Law, we should be seeing new developments in terms of the registrability ofdesigns.
Thus, we shall have to continue to closely monitor examination trends for both 3-D
TMs and designs.

For the present report, from among our numerous survey results, the authors
selected 9 companies in differing industries. Herein we will introduce the protection
strategies of these companies for some of their most famous and well-known
products.

IV. Actual Cases Showing Status of Protection Provided for 3-D TMs and Designs,
and Considerations

1-101

Based on a consideration ofthe respective protection purposes for 3-D TMs and
designs, the scope of protection provided under these types was studied. To

.. ascertain this in more detail, a survey of applications filed by companies was
-:;;;'<!%;i.", -",---.",-"."~,,, ..-,-.- -" - _·_···,,",·,'z'.'",c,-,~· '~.,e',,,,._,,._w,~.,,_,_·.,_.·.,_w,.,_,"_,,.,'<._,,,,.,._.,,,··,·.,"·T.·,',·u,,,,·,,·,;,·.·••.',_.,·•.,_,·,·,_,·••-..•••_,..•._." .•.,.,.,.•.' ..-__ ',._..'.,..•..,_...•.•. ' .•__.,_,.·,,·•.,.',·,·,·.v,'_··....-._,·••·.-.·o·•.·.,·•.·._,·.-_,."_.,.,...••." ..,,..'~'. .,,',"_..._..'•.,._,.•....• '._.·n·.·__ '·,···,·._.·.·,,·,_.,·._.,·,·,·,·,_.····,·_-'-'-"_'_"_""'_"'/""",,_,_,_ ,'__"_'_~""__ , ,',',"--",'

>'f$ performed to see exactly how they apply for 3-D TMs and designs
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· For the 3-D TM,
application was also made
for the article without the
"Yakult" logo; this was
rejected, and is currently
under appeal.

90.7

Actual Examples Showing Protection Status

=========:::f TMl__A_P_97_.4 ~.98j~~
DP®'I5.9

" Yakult "/Yakult Designated good: Lactic add beverage Article name: Packaging container

3-D TM/Registration No. 4182141 Design/Registration No. 409380 Comments

"Kurifu"/Meiji Seika Designated good: Confectionery Article name: Packaging box

3-D TM/ No. 101450/1997 Design/Registration No. 1011959 Comments

• Design application was
made for the package of a
chocolate candy called
"Kurifu", while 3D-TM
application was made for
the chocolate contained
inside the package.

TMlAp97.!........

94.4

TMlAp 97.4 Rejected 98.8

-I::::
DP/Ap 96.8 ®9aS

13

DP/Ap 77.8 ®'I9A

--I

., .

"Kero-chan "/Kowa Designated good: 12 separate classification categories employed,

including pharmaceuticals, clothing, and confectioneries. Article name: Animal toy

3-D TM/ No. 111721/1997 Design/Registration No. 507422 Comments

• For the design, rights
were obtained for 2
patterns.



• Design rights are
possessed for two types: an
individual item, and seven
contiguous items.
• The design includes the

Santen mark, while the 3-D
TM has no mark.

• Currently, it appears
that the logo is not found
on the product. However,
the registered 3-D TM does
include the logo. So where
exactly are the rights
located?

]
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TMlAP 97.4 Rejected 98.10-I:::::
DP/Ap 94.12 @ 96.12

___I I TMlAP97':---:-e

DPiAp 94.6 @96.9

TMlAp 97.1-...,. I~
r I I

• This is a pioneering
bottle for table-top soy
sauce bottles. Yet will it be
recognized as having
distinctiveness as a result
ofltslongCtemftradeillifrkc

like use?

DP®68.8 83.8

.,

Soy sauce bottleJKikkoman Designated good: Seasoning Article name: Packaging bottle

3-D TM/No. 105216/1997 IDesign/Registration No. 288210 [Comments

One-time use eye medicin<1Santen Pharmaceutical Designated good: Phannaceutical

Article name: Packaging container

3-D TM/ No. 102687/1997 IOesign/RegistrationNo. 94642~7 I
Reztstration No. 946421-2 Comments

'Sarasahti''/Kobayashi Pharmaceutical Designated good: Sanitary napkin

Article name: Sanitary napkin

3-D TM/Registration No. 41689401 Design/Registration No. 969554 [Comments
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ShaverjPhiIips Designated good: Shaving blade

Article name: Holder with blades for electrical shaver

• This is thought to be the
only shaver that uses three
rotating blades;
nevertheless, will
trademark functions
actually be recognized for
that portion?

• After obtaining design
rights for this passenger
car, 3D-T11application
was made for a model toy
version; perhaps this was
an attempt to prevent
imitations?

Design/Registration No. 1014039 Comments

TM/Ap gr.4 Rejected 98.8 Trial 99.3

-------1 -~
DP/Ap 95.10 ®984

3-DT11/~o.102731/1997

"Move'j'Daihatsu Designated good: Toy Article name: Passenger vehicle

3-D ru/~o. 102432/1997 Design/Registration ~o. 985998-1 Comments

"G-Shock"/Casio Designated good: Watch Article name: Wristwatch body

designated product and
the article was a watch,
was applying for both

.•..•_.~•. typ.es.an.attempt.to.extend··l· ......_ ..·~··-Wip··
exclusive rights to also
cover advertising uses and
the like?

TMJAp 87.4 Rejected 98.9-b
DP/Ap 96.2 ®87.2

TMJAp 97.4 Rejected 98.8-b:
DP/Ap95.3 @87.4

., .

3-D ru/~o. 101771/1997 Design/Registration ~o. 980970 Comments

• Even though both the
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V. Problems of Conflict between Designs and Trademarks

As described above, the objects ofprotection are similar for both for 3-D TMs and
designs. However, since the respective purposes of protection are different, in the
process from application to execution of rights for 3-D TMs and designs, conflicts
may occur in any ofthe several situations described below.

""",;""),,, ,,,,,,w,,,,""""'" ""","" "",,,' M ,.,,,,,,.,,

1. Applications

3-D TM applications are likely to fall under one of the following types: 1) those
solely for the 3-D shape itself, 2) those for the 3-D shape and symbols; 3) those for
the 3-D shape and written characters; 4) those for the 3-D shape, symbols, and
characters.

Conversely, design applications are likely to fall under one of the following types:
1) those solely for the 3-D shape itself, 2) those for the 3-D shape and patterns.

The Design Law excludes characters and symbols possessing selflother
distinctiveness. If; however, at the time of the design application, the 3-D shape is
displayed together with symbols possessing sel£'other distinctiveness, then such
symbols will become an object ofprotection together with the 3-D shape.

Therefore, one sees two types of applications-ie., trademark and design
applications-s-for a single design; namely, for designs having solely a 3-D shape,
and for designs comprising a 3-shape and symbols (including patterns).

2. Examinations

(1) Examinations to ascertain the seniorljunior application relationship between
trademark and design applications

Registration conditions as stipulated in the Trademark Law chiefly concern
selflother distinctiveness and functionality; novelty is not at issue. Still,
trademarks well known among consumers (Trademark Law, Section 4(1)(x», and
trademarks which are liable to cause confusion with another person's business
(Trademark Law, Section 4(1)(xv», are not registrable.

Further, although separate stipulations exist in both the Trademark Law
(Section 29) and the Design Law (Section 26) regarding the respective relationship
with the patent rights, etc., of others, there are no stipulations concerning the
senior/junior application relationship between trademarks and designs under
application.

Therefore, from a logical standpoint, two separate rights could be obtained for a
single design (this applies whether the applicants for the two separate rights are
the same person or different people).

Thus, in some cases where the rights owner of a design application is not the
same person as the rights owner of a trademark application, even if the creation of

16
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the design application was prior, one can imagine that protection is not truly
provided for that prior creation.

Therefore, we can predict that in the future, it will become necessary to stipulate
the senior/junior application relationship between and among the Trademark Law
and the Design Law.

(2) Novelty as a registration condition
Subsections 3(1)(ii) and (iii) of the Design Law stipulate that designs described

in a publication prior to filing, and also similar or identical designs, cannot be
registered. .

As described above in 2.(1) of this report, no senior/junior application
relationship exists between Trademark Law and the Design Law. However, the
application abstracts of trademark applications are usually published
approximately three months after application; and, ofcourse, another person or the
applicant herself cannot obtain design rights as a result of making a trademark
application (with the exception, however, of cases where the applicant is the same
person, and where a lack of novelty exception within the Design Law is applied).

Even when the designated good and the article of the 3-D TM are non-analogous,
the corresponding shape of the 3-D TM will be rejected as a design which can easily
be created, in those cases where the design is widely known prior to the filing ofthe
design application, by a person with ordinary skill in the art to which the design
pertains (Design Law, Section 3(2».

To summarize the above, one can say that a desie:n application should be made
prior to a trademark application except in those cases where a request is made to
apply a lack ofnoveltv exception.

3. Protected Objects and Rights Infringement

For trademark rights, an act ofinfringement is defined as the use ofa trademark
similar to the registered trademark in respect ofthe designated goods or designated
services (Trademark Law, Section 37).

For design rights, an act of infringement is defined as the use of a registered
design or a design similar thereto in respect of an identical or similar article
(Design Law, Section 38).

important element oftrademark rights, while the article is the important element
of design rights.

Thus, one can summarize the above by stating that although the rights of 3D
TMs and designs are for protecting the same three-dimensional shape, the scope of
the protection may differ according to the methods used to obtain rights.

17
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Let us examine, for example, Fig. 1.
Here, the scope of the article covered
by the design right for a bottle for
containing toiletry water is the entire
container; thus, even if the item
contained within the bottle is not
iOlletrywater,fheart.iCle"""ca:iiC£"'"TC
protected.

However, when the designated
portion of the Jrademark rights is
solely the toiletry water, when
anything other than toiletry water is
contained within the bottle, such will
be excluded as an object ofprotection.

In sum, a design right is for
protecting the external (aesthetic)
appearance of the article, and a 3-D
TM that is being subjected to
trademark-like use will be excluded
from protection.

In Fig. 2, the hypothesis is that a 3·
D TM is being infringed, both in terms
of its use in a good that is a toiletry
water container, and also in terms of
its trademark-like use within signs,
advertising posts, etc.

In this case, there is an
infringement of the design rights in
terms of the article that is the
container, but its working in signs,
advertising posts, etc., is excluded
[from protection].

Ope should take important note of the following in regards to trademark rights
Where, to a 3·D shape lacking self/other distinctiveness, symbols and characters
having self/other distinctiveness are added to comprise the mark. That is, such
rights are being interpreted, in some cases, as not being infringed by an act of
working the 3-D shape alone.

Therefore, prior to the active use of a 3-D TM comprised ofdistinctive characters,
symbols, etc., one must first erisure that suflicientstudy is made in regards to the
above-described issue.



4. The relationship between 3-D TMs and Partial Designs

Partial designs were introduced with the goal of granting broader and stronger
rights. A partial design may be considered as a means of obtaining rights by
designating the article, and then by "spotlighting" only the essential portions of the
creation-i.e., portions which are the unique characteristic of the designated
article.

In terms of the relationship between partial and entire designs, partial designs
which have been shown in a portion ofthe senior application will not be registered
(Design Law, Section 3(2)). However, when the partial design is the junior
application, an e'ntire design that includes the prior partial design is registrable. At
this time, a use relationship is interpreted to exist between the partial design and
the entire design. Further, the rights of a partial design extend to the entire design
which includes the partial design.

For these reasons, it is thus thought that no special conflicts will occur between a
partial design and a 3-D TM, other than those relationships with 3-D TMs as
described above for entire designs.

Nevertheless, as described below, prior to obtaining rights, one must first make
some adjustments concerning the relationship between a partial design and a
plane-figure trademark.

Consider, for example, a case where one wants to protect a figure (pattern)
provided on a shirt. Thus, when creating the. diagram, the shirt will be outlined
using a broken line, while the figure will be displayed using solid lines. The result is
as shown on the accompanying figure.

Here, if the figure displayed on the shirt has self/other distinctiveness at the
time of application, and when the design is one that may cause confusion with the
articles related to another person's business (Design Law, Section 5(2)), then the
design will not be registered. It will be registered, however, if it has no self/other
distinctiveness.

Thus, one must always pay special consideration to these factors. That is, in the
case where the figure does not originally possess self/other distinctiveness, first, a

design application should be filed. Then, at the point and time where the mark does I·..·.·...•.•..•.·.
possess self/other distinctiveness, trademark application should be performed. ;;

The scope of protection of partial designs has still not been made crystal clear. ;

""-~-~-~=;:~~;=~~~=~:~'"-.<~_~~:,M __-t
In other words, even if the shirt outline shown in ! i

broken lines is changed somewhat, so long as. the : !
impression made by the shirt is maintained, the ~.n. h;
scope of protection can be considered as covering
designs where the figure and the arrangement location of the figure are identical,
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or have an analogous relationship. Stated another way, these can be called rights
for the figure itself, as is.

Thus, as described above, in terms of partial designs, one can expect more
conflicts with plane-figure trademarks than with S-D TMs.

1. Application Strategy Flowchart

The illustration found below is a charting of basic categories which can be used
in studying whether to protect a three-dimensional creation as a design, or as a
trademark.

To use the chart, start in the center circle. Then, proceed in the direction that
matches the characteristics of the creation under consideration. When you've
reached the outer circumference portion of the circle, then you will have a general
idea concerning which type of protection to apply.

Naturally, in actual cases, various unique circumstances will also have to be
taken into consideration. You may first use this chart, however, to get a basic idea
ofwhere to start.

.,
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y'Y,
container.

pp Difficult or
Not Required

Type A Has novelty and creativity, but will not ex. A perfume bottle that has
consider, be used as 1M. novelty and creativity, which is eDesign Application used solely as a container.

.

TypeB Has novelty and creativity, and will be ex. A perfume bottle that has

~
consider, usedaslM. noveltv and creativity.
Design & The ~ttle is going to be used as
1M Application 1M.

TypeC No novelty and creativity. ex. Using a dice "mascot" as 1M
consider; But is distinctiveness as a TMand will be for advertising a medicine.

~1M Application used as a TM
• •

TypeD No novelty and creativity and not ex. A striped can used as 1M of
consider; distinctive as 1M. beverage. Striped in itselfis not

lAJ1M Application However continuous 1M use is intended distinctive enough to be registered
and the mark may become distinctive as a 1M. But it may become
as a result ofcontinuous use. distinctive after continuous use.

TVDeE No novelty and creativity and will not be ex. A container that has no novelty
A lication usee as 1M anc creauvr ', used. solelv as a

·2. A Study ofEffective Application Methods

The authors made a study of effective application methods for protecting 3-D
TMs related to goods containers and goods themselves. As shown in the
accompanying illustration, "Effective Filing", within the three year period from the
launching ofa product, one can obtain protection through a combination of3D-TMs
and designs, as well as under the dead copy restriction ofthe Prevention of Unfair
Competition Act.

There is a high possibility that a design will be registered around 19 months
after its application; yet there is also a high possibility that the 3-D TM filed at the
same time will be rejected due to a lack of distinctiveness. At that point, and during
the time while the design protection remains valid, one must collect evidence
showing a distinctiveness for which Section 3(2) can be applied:

·We ask our readers to pay close attention to one fact: namely, that in order to
obtain a 3-D TM,. the applicant must m,ake. evelY effort towards, and fully

···~-~·~·····_····~··concentrate-on;·~ilc;;eil~funy·a~irie~g·t1~;tg6ariBel~;-is a·;ti~;;;Y6fho;;;;d;~···~·······

just that.]
First, one must maintain the exclusivity of the registered design; and that

means, in part, the avoiding of licensing to other entities in order to avoid
dispersion of distinctiveness.
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Also, in publicity and advertisements, one must emphasize the figure (shape) of
the goods rather than any accompanying written characters or statements. In other
words, one must make sure that the contents of ads enable the recognition of the
goods configuration.

Further,as evidence for acquired distinctiveness, it is important to secure
evidence of any imitations or copies that appear.
······Andfihally;even··if·one·····maKessul'etO·makEr·nO····appeal iii ferms of the ...•...
functionality of the goods configuration, one must also be sure to avoid a rejection
for the reason stated in Section 4(1)(xviii), ie., ofbeing solely ofa 3-D shape that is
indispensable for securing the functions of the goods or their packaging.

In the pursuit'of the above-described strategies for acquiring distinctiveness, it
is especially a wise policy to emphasize Section 3(2) (distinctiveness by use) as one
makes one's responses.

Thus we emphasize that trademark registration be performed in order to protect
the 3-D configurations related to goods containers and goods themselves. By doing
so, even after the expiration of the design rights for those particular 3-D creations,
they will continued to be protected [as trademarks] virtually forever.
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VII. In Conclusion

Is the 3-D TM system, introduced in Japan as part of its international
harmonization efforts, finally beginning to take root in our country? In the current
situation, where--with the exception of company "characters"-registration is only
being made for 3-D [configurations] that accompany a plane-figure trademark, it
will be of great interest and importance to monitor future decisions for
examinations and appeals regarding distinctiveness acquired through use. One will
also have to wait for more examination results to see how high the criteria for
judging "ease ofcreation" is to be set as a result of the latest amendment of the
Design Law.

It is commonly said that, when one wants to obtain protection for a 3-D
[configuration], the best method is to first acquire protection via a design, as
designs are relatively easy to register. Then, after achieving acquired
distinctiveness, one should obtain registration [for the 3-D configuration] as a 3-D
TM. Yet other considerations make it difficult to say that registrations for designs
are only-and always-s-easy. That is, for designs, novelty and creativity are
registration conditions, and especially under the new Design Law, the guidelines
for judging creativity have been effectively raised. Conversely, for trademarks,
novelty and creativity are not registration conditions; only self/other distinctiveness
is at issue. Thus with trademarks there is still some leeway whereby the efforts of
the applicant (e.g., by acquiring obviousness through long-term use, or through
mass communication and other media and publicity efforts) can be decisive.

As described above, designs will not be registered if; prior to application, there
are cases ofidentical or similar designs in the public domain. On the other hand, for
trademarks, the existence of identical or similar marks in the public domain is not
at issue; rather, senior applications will prove an impediment to registration.
Therefore, if a trademark application is not made simultaneously with the design
application, there is a danger that the trademark rights may be acquired by
another party.

Taking all of the above points into consideration, we recommend that the
following application strategy be seriously studied. That is, first, simultaneous
design and trademark applications should be performed for a creation. Then, in

~~~~w~~~~~~.__~~•••••••_.~••~••order.to.gainsemipenn.anentexclusive~rights,~whila.using.in.a~timely..manner.ths.....~w_•••.~.

protections provided in the Design Law and the Prevention of Unfair Competition
Act, and while ensuring that one preserves the exclusive nature of one's mark, one
should strive to acquire distinctiveness through use.

Further, one must be aware that, in those cases where there is a difference
between the rights holders for the design application and the similar trademark,
even if the creation in the design application has priority, there may be cases where
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the creation is not truly protected. It is thus thought that, in the future, policies for
responding to such conflicts will become a necessity.

. .
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1. Introduction

The purpose of the patent law is to "contribute to the
development of industry" (Japanese Patent Law. Sect ion 1) and
to "promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts" (US
Constitution. Article 1. Section 8[8]). In order to achieve
this purpose. the patent system needs to function as an infra
structure to support the development of creative technologies.
While providing a framework to assure quick and appropriate
protection of the results of research and deve.lopnenc . the
patent system has to include a mechanism to adequately recover
from infringers. Private companies have put more weight on the
importance of patents and other forms of intellectual property.
and regarded them as a means for collecting income' for the
mmpensation of past R&D investments and for fund-raising for
further investment. Bearing witness to this. the amount of
li tigation involving any form of intellectual property rights
has constantly'increased both in Japan and the United States
(See Table 1 and Table 2).

However. damages awarded against infringers of intellectual
property rights have been comparatively small in Japan
heretofore. Such small damages have been one of the main
reasons for the criticism that an infringer still gains even if
he/she pays for damages. Some of the reasons for this were
difficulties of proving causation of lost profits and the
provision of an upper limit under the word of I normally. I as
a claimant was limited in their damages collectable to what
they would • normally' be entitled to receive as royalty under
Section 102, para. 2 of the Patent Law. In 1998, the Patent
Law was amended to address these problems. Before the Amended
Law became effective on January 1. 1999, there was a case
decision in which a court awarded a large amount of damages in
1998 (See Table 3). To the contrary. the United States has.
since the Young Report in 1985, been adopting a so-called pro
patent policy under which the doctrine of equivalence and
theories favoring larger damages. including the incremental
damages theory and punitive damages. have been applied. These
theories have allowed the mllection of large amounts of
damages, sufficient for the protection of patentees (See Table
4) .

On the other hand. industrial development cannot be achieved
without the effective use of patented technologies by the
public. The protection of patentees has to be balanced against
with public .interest. This can be assured by disclosing useful
arts to the public in patent publications. There are
increasing concerns that higher damages may bring out higher
royal t y rat.ee . which would adverse1y affect the smooth
development of technologies.

I

This paper discusses overviewsthe outline of the damages award
~ ,.~. ···············"""SYstems·in·J·~p_···_d··t·he-Uni·t"ed·St·~tEl§:~·and·liyp6·tlieti·carcase§··············~······

to illustrate difference of damages award before and after the
law amendment. It further discusses how damages are determined
in Japan and the United States and what would be the desirable
implementation of the damages award system. It also discusses
the critical points of licensing practices under the damages
award system.

2. Outline of the Damages Award System

j,
2
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2.1 Difference between Japan and the United States

1) Nature of Damages
In the award of damages, Japan is significantly different

from the United States in the following respect. In Japan,
law does not allow the award of damages higher than the
actual damages. On the other hand, the US Patent Act,
Section 284 makes it clear that a claimant can seek adequate
damages, "but in no event less than a reasonable royalty."
"The court may increase the damages up to three times the
amount found or assessed." In case

United States, the damages award system tunct10ns as a means
for deterring infringement by way of the introduction of
punitive damages while, in Japan, sanctional judgments can
only be sought under the Criminal Code.

2) Calculation of Damages
There are three types of methods for calculating damages

for patent infringement: lost profit, presumed undue profit
by the infringer and royalty adequate to compensate for the
infringement. In Japan, these types of calculation methods
are available. However, the undue profit calculation is
unavailable in the United States.

3) Burden of Attorney Fees on the Losing Party
In the United States, 35 USC 285 sets forth that the court

in exceptional cases may award reasonable attorney fees to a
winning party. The exceptional cases include intentional
infringement by inf~inger and abuse of rights with frivolous
and sham pleading by a patentee. In Japan, there are no
explicit statutory provisions to support the idea that the
losing party will pick up the attorney fees of the winning
party. The only exception is the case where damages are
established satisfyingwith a statutory required level of
causation of infringement. In this case, the claimant can
claim entitlement to recovery of compensation from the other
party for their attorney fees. The case law shows that the
reasonable range of compensation is around 10% of the actual
damages.

4) Deferred Interest
In Japan, the statutory rate of 5% is applied as is set
forth under the Civil Code, Section 404. In the United
States, banks' prime rates or state statutory rates are
applied in general. They are relatively larger figures
averaging around 10%. In addition, the date of starting
calculation is dif ferent: the date of filing complaint in
Japan and; the date of starting infringement in the United
State.

5) Slight Negligence
One of the features under the Japanese Law, Section 102.
Para. 4 (before amendment, Section 102-3) is a provision for
slight negligence. In cases where a claimant claims damages
larger than adequate license fees under Paragraph 3, the
court has dis=etion to lower the award taking into account
slight negligence. Provided however. this provision has
seldom been applied in actual cases.

6) Procedures for Discovery

3
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In the United States, there are procedures called discovery
in which relevant evidence has to be produced. This system
helps provide proof to patentees. In Japan. there was an
amendment of the Patent Law in 1999 to ease the
establishment of infringing act and the damages amount. The
amended law to become effective in 2000 has the following
features.

• A special provision is introduced for affirmative denial
at the time of denial of infringement. For defense,
Defendant must argue about its own acts in a specific and
concc-ete manner. (Section 104b.is)

• Orders for document production are strengthened to
establish infringement. Judges can review in camera
whether there are reasons for the refusal of production.
(Section 105)

• Damages expert system was introduced. Alleged infringers
have a duty to give explanation to the damages expert.
(Section 105b.is)

• Courts have discretion to determine the amount of damages.
It is now clear that Section 248 of the Civil Procedure
Law (discretionary finding of damages) is applicable to a
patent infringement case. (Section 105 ter)

2.2 Damages Calculation in Japan

1) Lost Profits
The legal basis for lost profit damages has been Section
709 of the Civil Code. Before its amendment in 1998.
there was no explicit provision in the Patent Act.
Before the latest amendment, a patentee was required to
prove: 1) intent or negligence, 2) infringement of a
patent, 3) occurrence of damage, 4) causation between
damage and infringement. and 5) damages. Among those,
the proof of causation. factor 4) above. was difficult.
In addition, the patentee had to prove that. but for
infringement, all customer demand would have gone to the
patented products. Since any court finding was a sort of
all-or-nothing judgement. no lost profit damages were
awarded in the following cases: 1) when the same
features would be available without the use of a patent
at issue; 2) when there were competitive products on the
market or; 3) when the court found the existence of
demand for other characteristics of the infringer's
product.

The amended Patent Law newly includes a provision.
Section 102. Paragraph 1 for the presumption of damages.
When proof is appropriately made to show the
substitution of infringing products by patentee's
prospective product. damages can be calculated by

"M"~""'MMM".'"M••..•.M............ .. ••mult·iplying··a·.profit··marg·in···by····the··patentee's'"product"in"'~'" ...•~~.M"M.
the number of infringing products sold by the infringer.
by the sales capacity of the patentee. In the provision.
there is a reference to the reduction of a damages
amount. The reduction shall be in proportion to the
degree of reasons for unavailability of sale by the
patentee. In this case, however, the alleged infringer
has a burden to prove the inapplicabilitylack of the
presumption. This will reduce the burden of proof of
causation on the part of the patentee. The court will
award lost prof it damages on a case by case basis,

4
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the conventional all....or....nothing' approach.
The gist of Section 102, Para. 1 of the patent law can
be expressed in the equation that follows.

[Damages to Patentee]
=[Sales volume by Infringer]x[Profit Margin to Patentee]

- [Amount which Patentee cannot sell]
< [Utmost Sales Capacity of Patentee]

Generally, the term I profitl allows three types of
interpretation: gross margin, marginal prof it and net
income. The gross margin is obtained by deducting
manufacturing 'costs 'from "the sales 'amount', "'For ,the'w,' "~•.'.'
marginal profit, variable overheads (personnel and sales
expenses) are further deducted in order to determine the
manufacturing cost and the sales amount. The net income
also deducts general administrative and selling expenses.
In recent years, a prevailing interpretation is that the
profit to be used in the above equation is the marginal
profit.

¥ith regard to the limited sales capacity of the
patentee, and the presumed amount successfully
challenged by the infringer, it is unlikely that the
damages to be awarded would be nil. Rather, resultant
damages would be a reasonable royalty under Section 102,
Paragraph 3.

2) Presumption of Profit by Infringer
The amended law sets forth in Section 102, Para. 2
(before amendment, Section 102. Para. 1) that the
prof its gained by the infringer through infringement
shall be presumed to be the aJIlount of damage suffered by
a patentee or an exclusive licensee. . This provision is
included in the Patent Law as a special provision from
the Civil Code, since proof of lost profit is difficult.
In the case law. however, the courts did not award any
damages when the patentee had not exploited its patent.
Their rationale was that presumed damages were nothing.
Substantially, this provision has been functioning as a
right to demand to return undue enrichment under the
condition that the patentee exploits its patent.

3) Reasonable Royalty
The amended law sets forth in Section 102, Para. 3
(Section 102, Para. 2 before amendment) an amount of
money which a patentee would receive for the working its
patent. is the amount of damage caused by the infringer.
In the law before amendment, the provision articulated
this by stating Pan amount of money which a patentee
would normally be entitled to receive for the working of
its patent ." During the legislation of the amended law.
however, the word "normally" was deleted.
Conventionally. "normally" dictated the allowance of the
calculation of damages based on abstract evidence
including the industrial norm and standards for nation
owned patents. Even if a patent at issue were licensed
to a third party at a higher royalty rate, such existing
royal ty rate was of ten disregarded and, instead, more
general standards. such as the public norm were applied.
The amended law will provide the judges with discretion
to weigh special features of an invention and specific
circumstances such as existing licensing policies so as

5
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In many cases, courts awarded damages by multiplying the
infringer's sales volume by the patentee's profit margin.
Like in the marginal profit approach in Japan, only the
variable expenses are deducted from the total sales
amount.

2) Reasonable Royalty
~hen proof of lost profits is unsuccessful, compensation
by award of a reasonable royalty is available. In many
cases. the amount can be determined following the
hypothetical negotiation method established by the
Georgia-Pacific case. Assuming that a willing licensor
sits f= negotiations with a willing licensee. a
reasonable royalty will be determined. There are 15
factors to be observed. ~hen it turned out that a
patentee was in fact unwilling to license its patent.
then. the court has discretion to apply a higher royalty
rate.

1) Lost Profi ts
The rationale f crr lost profi ts is called the "But for"
rule. Prof its which would have been obtained wi thout
the infringement occurring are considered damages.
There are four requirements called the Panduit Tests: 1)
existence of demand for patented products, 2) non
existence of non-infringing substitutes, 3) patentee's
capacity for manufacture and sale to meet demand, and 4)
calculation of lost profits which the patentee would
have obtained but f= the infringement. ~ith regard to
causation between torts and damage, proof of reasonable
probability would be considered sufficient.

are
used
for

2.3 Damages Calculation in the United States

to determine the amount of damages. If there
established policies for licensing, royal ty rates
for such licensing shall usually be relied on
damages calculation.

~en a patentee granted a license and evaluation for the
license is established, the court may apply the rate for
the license. In a case where a rate based on the
hypothetical negotiation approach is higher than an
existing royalty rate. the court applies higher rates
based on the hypothetical negotiation approach.

3) Theories for Enlarged Damages
i) Entire Market Value Rule
Even if a patent cover only some components of an
infringing product, calculation of damages would rely on
the whole product but not limi ted to the infringing
parts. provided that the sale of the whole product is

~"""'~"'-""~"'"~~c····~·attril5uted·t5··t1ie···patentea·-c5mpi:5nenrs:..•..•.•...•.. ....•
ii) Collateral Sales Rule
~en the sale of parts and expendables is attributed to
the sale of an infringing product. the sales amount of
such parts and expendables are to be included into the
basis for calculation of damages. to the extent such
parts and expendables are collateral to the infringed
product _
iii) Accelerated Reentry Rule

6



certain market before the expiration of a patent and
when he/she obtains profits by the early entry into the
market, the difference between the pre-expiration profit
and the post-expiration profit of the infringer can be
subject to damages.
iv) Damages for Non-exploitation of the Patent
The King Instruments case teaches a rule that when
infringement causes the decrease in the sale of non
patented products and such decrease is reasonably
foreseeable, the sales reduction can be recoverable as a
part of lost profits.

3. Hypothetical Infringement Case Study

Having outlined differences between and features of the
damages recovery systems in Japan and the United States, the
authors would like to discuss how damages are calculated
based upon specific hypothetical cases. Such discussion
will hopefully show realities of law enforcement in both
countries.

3.1 Outline of the Cases

1} Patent at Issue
Patented Invention A:

A cart system comprising a golf bag cart and rails
provided on supports to hold said cart and have said cart
run on said rails.
Patented Invention B:

A cart system comprising a golf bag cart and rails
provided in grooves to hold said cart and have said cart run
on said rai I .

2) Defendant's Acts
Defendant manufactures and sells a system according to
invention B.

3) Other Competitors
a. Plaintiff manufactures and sells the system according

to invention A.
b. A third party C (I Party CI ) manufactures and sells a

cart system different from those of inventions A and B.
In party C's system, rails are provided at the height
of 3 m from the ground and carts hang down from the
rails.

4) Sales Volume
The following table shows the sales volume of the system by
Plaintiff, Defendant and Party C. Each year, sales figures
for Plaintiff and Party C remain the same. Defendant
started sales in 1997.

2-7

Plaintiff
Defendant
Party C
Total

1994
60
o

60
120

1995
70
o

70
140

1996
80
o

80
160

1997
70
50
70

190

1998
70
80
70

220

5) Price and Profit for the Parties
Prices and profi t ratios of the products of Plaint i ff and
Defendant are shown in the following table. Profit ratios

7



by reduced sales
tantamount to the

2-8

are divided into three groups for: gross margin. marginal
profit and net income.

Plaintiff Defendant
Price Unit Price: ¥100 mil. Unit Price: ¥80 mil. I

For Invention A: For Invention B: I¥80 mil. ¥60 mil.
For accessorieS*': F= accessories*:

¥20 mil. ¥20 mil. I
Gross marqin 35% 30%
Marginal profit 20% unknown
Net income 10% unknown

* Accessories do not use the invention.

Accessories here mean battery chargers exclusively designed
for the cart in each system. They cannot be marketed
independently from each system.

6) Manufacturing Capacity of Plaintiff
Def endant manufactured and sold its products in 1997 and
1998. In that period, Plaintiff's manufacturing capacity
was 100 sets per year.

7) Plaintiff's Licensing Policy
Plaintiff did not have any place of business in Hokkaido. In
1994 it granted a non-exclusive license to another third
party D (I Party DI ) whose principal office was in Hokkaido.
The agreed royalty rate was 5%.

8) Intentional Infringement by Defendant
It appears that Defendant was aware that the manufacture and
sale of its products would infringe the patent at issue. In
1994. Defendant visited Plaintiff and had a tour ·to learn
about the system. At that time. Defendant was informed of
two relevant patents owned by Plaintiff. There is no
evidence to show that Defendant performed study of the
validity of Plaintiff's patents. Upon knowing the
Defendant's use of its patents, Plaintiff gave a pri=
notice of infringement to Defendant. Defendant did not heed
the notice and did not stop using the patents.

9) Claims by Plaintiff
i) Injunction against manufacture and sale of products by

Defendant.
ii) Damages of lost profits caused

(Defendant's total sales volume 1S

Plaintiff's reduced sales.)
iii) Damages as a preliminary claim assuming infringer's

profits as being lost profits.
iv)Reasonable royalty as a preliminary claim (compensation

f= interruption against Plaintiff's enjoyment of a
_·····-··mol1jjpoly·ul1de:f'··thl~f·p~ftenCroyaltV·ra:te··5r··"8%·wliicn··is··_·············

higher than the statutory rate).

10) Defendant's Argument
i) Defendant admitted the validity and infringement of the

Invention B.
ii) Plaintiff failed in exploiting the Invention B. Party C

(third party) launched competitive products on the market.
There was no proof of causation to establish that without
infringement Plaintiff could have sold the volume that

8
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Defendant hadsbld. Therefore, PlaintiffDefendant had no
standing for the claim of lost profit damages.

iii) The basis for the royalty rate should be 3% ac=rding
to the calculation for the nation-owned patents. In view
of t.he patent use ratio of 0.75 ("'60 mil to "'80 mil), the
resultant rate should be 2.25%.

3. 2 Decisions to be Made

The injunction claim is admissible by the court in view of
Defendant's admission of infringement. It does not matter
!1!~!:I!~!:tl!e... "ppl~c::"J::ll", l"w ...is: ...Ja);lallElSle ..L"w.~IJ§ Law, or
which country's PraCtice is taken irito account.·· ..

The following discusses likely decisions on other claims,
more specifically, damages claims, taking into account,
traditional Japanese practice, enforcement of the amended
Japanese Patent Law and US practice.

3 . 2 . 1 Damages of Lost Profi t Caused by Reduced Sales

1) Traditional Practice in Japan
Conclusion: Dismissal of claimed damages.
Applicable law: Civil Code, Section 709
Reason: Plaintiff did not exploit the patented
invention at issue, Thus, Plaintiff has no lost
profits caused by reduced sales.
Comment: Even if Plaintiff actually exploited the
patented invention, this claim would have been
dismissed for the following reasons. First, there
were non-infringing =mpetitive products on the
market. Second, there was no proof to show what
amount out of Defendant's sales volume would have
gone to Plaintiff.

2) Pract ice under the Amended Law
Conclusion' Award of ¥1100 mil. as lost profit
damages.
Applicable law: Civil Code, Section 709; Patent Law,
Section 102, Paragraph 1
Reason: The equation for calculations in the Patent
Law, Section 102, Paragraph 1 is applicable.

The Section 102, Para. 1 defines the Plaintiff's
products as a basis for calculation of "itemswhich
could have been sold but for infringing acts." This
provision does not necessarily limit the statutory
coverage to the patented product actually infringed.
Like in this case, products using Plaintiff's other
patents can be a basis for calculation of damages.

Accessories sold by Plaintiff do not fall within the
category of the goods utilizing the patented
invention. They are chargers exclusively used for
the cart manufactured and sold by Plaintiff. It is
unlikely that they will be sold independently from
the Plaintiff's system. Taking them all into
=nsideration, the ....hole accessories could be
included into the categorv of prOducts which "could
have been sold· without infringement." Therefore,

9
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the price of ¥20 mil. can be included into the basis
for calculation of Plaintiff's profits.

Defendant sold 50 sets of the system in 1997 and 80
sets in 1998. Section 102, Para. 1 of the Patent
Law provides .for two condi tions: "upper limitation
not to exceed the amount for which a patentee can
comply with" and "deduction of the amount which is
tantamount to sales volume which a patentee cannot
afford to sell." These conditions have to be
considered in connect.Lon with the sales volume by
Defendant.

~ith regard to the first condition, Plaintiff's
manufacturing capacity in 1997 and 1998 was 100 sets
per year. Plaintiff sold 70 sets each year so that
the remaining capaci tv per year was 30 sets for both
years.

~ith regard to the second condition, each of
Plaintiff and Party C occupaed. bef oz-e the
connenceaent of infringement, a 50% share of the
golf bag cart market. Their market share remained
the same even after the COJllJllencement of infringement.
But for infringement. 50% of the demands for
Defendant's products would have directed to
Plaintiff's patented products.

In other words. but for infringement. 50% of the
Defendant's sales volume. more ~ifically. 25 sets
in 1997 and 40 sets in 1998 would have gone to
Plaintiff. In view of the remaining manufacturing
capacity on the part of Plaintiff, 25 sets in 1997
and 30 sets-in 1998 would reasonably be converted to
the re=verable sales volume in favor of Plaintiff.

~ith regard to "Plaintiff's profit margin per unit,"
a percentage of 20% should be employed as the
marginal prof it in view of lost prof i t recovery .
Multiplying a 20% of the marginal profit by the unit
price of 100 million yen would result in 20 million
yen.

To sum up, the amount of damage against Plaintiff
can be calculated as follows.

(25sets + 30sets) x ¥20 mil./set = ¥1100 mil.

3) Practice in the United States
Conclusion: Lost profits of ¥1100 mil. to be awarded.

Pandui t Corp. v. Bros. Fibre ~orks, 575
F.2d 1152

Reasons: Appl icat ion of the Pandui t tests revealed
the same finding which would be anticipated under
the amended Japanese Patent Law.
Comments: In this case, the manufacturing capaci ty
of Plaintiff was found to be 100 sets per year.
However, it is arguable whether increased capacity
should be admitted if Plaintiff had a plan to expand
its manufacturing plans subject to the continuation

10
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exploit the patented
should be no presumed
Para. 2 shall not be

expanded sales. By way of contrast; under the
amended Japanese Patent Law, the upper limit of
Plaintiff's manufacturing capacity is stipulated
explicitly. Inclusion of planned expansion may not
be persuasive.

With regard to the influence of non-infringing
substitution (allocation of the demands for
Defendant"s products to Plaintiff's products and

substitutions, and in what
has a burden of proof in

Plaintiff does in the United States. In

the burden compared with
in the United States.

3.2.2. Damages Based on Infringer's Profit

1) Traditional Practice in Japan
Conclusion: Denial of claimed damages.
Applicable law: Patent Law 102, Para. 2 (Section 102,
Para. 1 before amendment)
Reasons: Plaintiff did not
invention at issue. There
damage so that Section 102,
applicable.
Comments: Even if Plaintiff exploited the patented
invention, a majority of pri= cases support the.
interpretation that infringer's profits are net
income. In this hypothetical case, net income is
unknown while gross margin is established. The
claim would be dismissed due to an absence of proof.

2) Enforcement of the Amended Patent Law
Since the lost prof it award is f ound , the court
would not hear this preliminary claim.

3) Practice in the United States
Infringer's profit was excluded from the basis for
calculation of damages when the Patent Law was
amended in 1946.

3.2.3 Claim for Damages as a Reasonable Royalty

1) Traditional Practice in Japan
Conclusion: 234 million yen to be awarded as a
reasonable royalty.
Applicable Law: Patent Law, Section 102, Para. 3
(old law, Section 102. Para. 2)
Reasons: Defendant sold 50 sets in 1997 and 80 sets
in 1998. Unit price per set is ¥80 mil.
A royalty rate of 3% is employed from the method for
nation-owned patents. This rate is multiplied with
the use ratio which is 0.75 (out of the product
price of ¥80 mil., the patented components are ¥60
mil.) Thus, the royalty rate can be obtained by:

3% x 0.75 = 2.25%

The total amount of reasonable royalty which will be
found is:

11
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(50sets + 80sets) x ¥80 mil. x 0.0225 = ¥324 mil.

2) Enforcement of the Amended Law
Conclusion: Reasonable royalty of 300 million yen
will be found.
Applicable law: Patent Law, Section 102, Para. 3
Reason: Defendant's sales initiallv =nsidered
outside of the calculation of lost profits are in
fact subject to the calculation of a reasonable
rovalty.

Sales volume beyond the manufacturing capacity of
Plaintiff are 25 sets in 1997 and 50 sets in 1998.

Accessories sold by Defendant do not use the
patented invention. However, they are chargers
exclusively designed for Plaintiff's carts and they
are unlikely to be marketed independently from the
Plaintiff's system. They are indispensable for
working the patented invention. Taking these
factors into a=unt, the sale of the accessories by
Defendant can be regarded as being unseverable from
its infringing acts. Therefore. it could be deemed
appropriate to include the entire sales amount of
the accessories into the basis for royalty
calculation. The sales price of the Defendant's set
wi th accessories is ¥80 mil. per set.

As a royalty rate. 5% is applied as agreed upon.

Therefore. the reasonable royalty to be awarded is:

(25 sets + 50 sets) x ¥80 mil. x 0.05 = ¥300 mil.

3) Practice in the United States

Conclusion: ¥480 mil. as reasonable royalty.
Authority: 35 USC 284; Georgia-Pacific Corp. v.
United States Plywood Corp., 318 F. Supp. 1116 (15
Factors) .
Reason: Defendant's sales initially ccneader-ed
irrelevant to lost profit calculation are in fact
subject to the calculation of a reasonable royalty.

Sales volume beyond the manufacturing capacity of
Plaintiff were 25 sets in 1997 and 50 sets in 1998.

2-12

Accessories sold by Defendant do not use the
patented invention. For the same reason as
discussed above. the entire sales amount of the

~""~'-'"-'-"""-"""~~"""~'~""~"~accessories'"'"shou·ld···be··incl'Uded···~nto··t·he··'·basis''"·{or·~·

royalty calculation. The sales price of the
Defendant's set with accessories is ¥80 mil. per set.

The royalty rate is 8% as claimed. Although
Plaintiff has experience in granting a license, such
license was limited to a certain geographical area
(Hokkaido). Apart from that area, Plaintiff kept a
policy to maintain an exclusive right. Therefore,
the rate of 5% as seen in the license agreement

12
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rate. For the compensation of interruption against
Plaintiff, B%, higher than the existing license.
should be appropriate.

For the reasons mentioned above, the reasonable
royalty is:

(25 sets + 50 sets) x ¥BO mil. x O.OB = ¥4BO mil.

3.2.3 Total Amount of Damages

1) Actual Damages
To sum up, actual damages calculated following the
traditional practice in Japan are supposed to be ¥234
mi I . Under the amended Japanese law. they wi 11 be
¥1400 ·mil while they are ¥i5BO mil. in the United
States.

2) Punitive Damages
There are no punitive damages in Japan.
In the United States, punitive damages of up to 3 times
as much as actual damages are available when
infringement is found to be intentional. In this
hypothetical case, intentional infringement can be
found, thus constituting treble damages of ¥4740 mil.

3) Deterred Interest
let us assume that the period from the date of filing a
complaint to the date of decision is 3 years. For
simplicity. the period of 3 years is considered to be
subject to deferred interest. In Japan. the statutory
interest is flatly defined as 5% in· the Civil Code
(Section 404). In the United States. 10% are
frequently employed so that 10% is applied to this
hypothetical case.
Under the traditional practice in Japan. the def ez-red
interest will be ¥35.1 mil. (¥234 mil. x 0.05 x 3 yrs)
Under the amended Japanese law. it would be ¥210 mil.
(¥1400 x 0.05 x 3 yrs).
Under US practice, it would likely be ¥474 mil. (¥i5BO
mil x 0.1 x 3 yrs). In the United States. the period
for deferred interest could commence when infringement
has taken place and accrue through the date of decision.
Therefore, actual amount of deferred interest would be
much higher than the above simulated figure.

4) Attorney Fees
In Japan, att=ney fees cannot be shifted to a losing
party.
In the United States. an exceptional case allows for a
court order against a losing party to pick up attorney
fees for a winning party. In this hypothetical case,
Defendant contmued infringement even though the
patents were valid and infringement was apparent and
such =ntinuation triggered the lawsuit. Therefore.
Defendant should be ordered to pick up attorney fees of
Plaintiff .

5) Total Payment from Defendant to Plaintiff
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The total payment from Defendant to Plaintiff would be
variable depending upon the law and practice applicable.
Under traditional practice. the total amount would be
¥269.1 mil. (¥234 mil. of actual damages plus ¥35.1 mil.
of deferred interest).
Under the amended Japanese Law, the total amount would
be ¥1610 (¥1400 mil. of actual damages plus ¥210 mil. of
deferred interest).
Under US practice, it would be ¥5314 mil. (¥4740 mil.
of punitive damages plus 474 mil. of deferred interest
plus ¥100 mil. of attorney fees).

The chart on the next page compares likely decisions
under the different applicable laws.

3.2.5 Summary of the Likely Decisions

1) There are significant gaps between the amount of
actual damages calculated under traditional
Japanese practice and the amended Japanese Law
(¥234 mil. to the former v. ¥1400 mil. to the
latter). Part of the reasons for this gap is that
lost profits were not usually found under
traditional practice in Japan. Under the amended
Japanese Law. however, lost profit awards will
likely be found more flexibly. taking into account
various factors such as the existence of
=lIlpetitive products. Further. our calculations
yield gaps in royalty rates. Conventionally, an
established rate for nation-owned patents has been
employed. Further, a use ratio was multiplied to
obtain the rate of 2.25~. Under the amended law.
the rate of 5~ employed in existing agreements
would be used. Under certain circumstances, the
inclusion of collateral sales into the royalty
calculation basis would be employed.

2) On .the other hand, the gap between the amounts of
the amended Japanese Law and the US practice is not
large: ¥1400 mil. to the former and ¥I5BO to the
former. Both jurisdictions would have a same
finding on lost profits. In the United States, the
court may put more weight than in Japan on the
interest of Plaintiff to maintain its monopoly
right under patents. Eventually, B~ was awarded.
In our hypothetical case study, this has caused the
gap in actual damages between two countries.

3) Payment from Defendant to Plaintiff is far higher
in the United States than in Japan as a result of
the application of punitive, treble damages which
have not been adopted in Japan.

14
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Claims of Ukely Court Decision
Plaintiff

Traditional Approach Approach under Amended Law Approach inUS
Lost Profit Dismissal Awarded lost profit ¥11 00 mil. Same asJapan
due to Plaintiff did not explOIT the Calculation:
reduced sale patents sothat Plaintiff is Defendanfs sale wtthin Plaintiffs

notentitled to lost profit capacITy 25 sets (1997) +30 sets
due toreduced sale. (1998) x Plaintiffs marginal profit

¥20 mil./set =¥11 00 mil.
, -Damages Dismissal 'No,need"because·lost,profitis No,stalutoryprovision'to·presume······

presumed Plaintiff did not explOIT the found. infiinger's profit as Plaintiffs
from patents sothat Plaintiff is damages.
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Reasonable Awarded reasoflable Awarded reasonable royalty: ¥300 Awarded reasonable royalty; ¥480
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Defendanfs sale 50 sets Calculation: Calculation:
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. .
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4. Recent Development of Case Law in Japan

The 1998 Amendment has introduced the calculation of lost
profits and has eliminated limitations posed under the term of
"n=mally" in connection with finding of a reasonable royalty.
Such new provisions could have been realized to some extent
even under the old law through interpretation of laws. The
amendment has made it clear from statutory provisions. Before
the amendment, courts were in a position to introduce the gist
of the amendment in their decisions. In fact. there are
recent court decisions reflecting points of the law amendment.
Here in this paper. we would like to discuss two
representative case decisions. before and after the
enforcement of the amended law, relating to points of the
amendment.

1) "Cimetitline" Case (Tokyo District Court. decided Oct.
12. 1998. Civil Hei 5(wa)11876)
Applying the similar calculations as those in the amended law.
a total amount of 3000 million yen was awarded as damages.
Defendant argued to deny any finding causation between
infringement and lost profits in view of present of non-

.: infringing substitutes being on the market. However, the
court did not accept this argument and found causation between
the entire sale of infringing p~oducts and lost profits.

2) "Package tray" Case (Osaka District Court, decided July
6, 1999, Civil Hei 6(wa)13506)
Defendant argued that a reasonable royalty should be in the
range of 1-3% in view of industrial norms and profit ratios.
However, the court, negating this argument. agreed to the
argument of Plaintiff that the royalty rate should be 0.2 yen
per tray. which amounts to 5. 46%. This rate reflects the
terms of a past settlement.

5. Desirable Enforcement of Damages System for Private
Companies

5.1 Expectations for the Amended Law

Litigation requires allocation of a huge amount of cost and
labor, not only for attorney fees but also internal research
and analysis for the case. Companies in general desire
amicable settlement before the dispute goes to court. Once in
litigation. however, companies hope royalties obtained through
court proceedings willbe higher than that for amicable
settlement. If such royalties are not available, bringing a
case to trial seems unreasonable. In this respect. the
situation has to be improved to prevent a "free ride" on
others' proprietary rights. Under the amended law, the lost

~.....•~ ...••..•..•••~p:rgt:it31.W",-rd.should...J~eiJ:),tAod.J,lc.E',L!!Iore.9cJ;ively .... Eyj:;tPo.iJI.J.he.•........••••••
case of a reasonable royalty. Plaintiff's license policy. if
any. should be reflected in the court-awarded royalty rates.

lifith regard to the enforcement of the amended law. we would
like to see the development of the following points.

broadly defines the
can be a basis for

1) Scope of Patentee's Products
Calculation of Lost Profit
Section 102. Para. 1 of the Patent Law
scope of the Patentee's products which
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of lost profits. It· covers "products which could
have been sold wi thout inf ringelllent . " This def ini t ion llIay
allow interpretation and application of law which is
tantalllount to the increlllental dalllages theories in the United
States. In order to protect a patentee appropriately, a
reasonable scope should be sought in proportion to the value
of a patented invention.

2) Finding of Royalty Rate
In finding royalty rates, the court will possibly respect for
past agreelllents, if any. being free frolll industrial norlll or
established rates for nation-owned patents. However. it is

whet·her··the·court···wi·11--;-·· in·view·····of· ···t·he
value of the invention at issue, be agreeable to a rate higher
than a rate used in a past agreelllent.

In this specific respect. the hypothetical negotiation
approach Should be appreciated in order to find a rate for
reasonable royalties. Given an established royalty. the court
should not hesitate to award a higher rate if there are
reasons to support such higher rate. SOllletillles it is likely
that a royalty rate was set at a sOlllewhat lower level for
various reasons. For eXallIple. it may be reduced because of
package business transactions including non-patented products;
because of cross-licenses with the other party's strong
patents or; because of lilllited license to a lilllited number of
licensees due to the need to spread patented technologies. In
these instances. Patentee's denende for higher rates will be
considered reasonable.

3) Level of Proof
In the United States. there are two types of standards for
evidential proof: preponderance of evidence and clear and
convincing evidence. Depending on a case, either of these two
standards is eJlIpleyed. To the contrary, in Japan. court
practice has required that with regard to illlportant facts,
proof had to be llIade to the extent which can enable the judges
to be convinced without reasonable doubt. This requirelllent
has been the background of the "all or nothing" approach. In
the hended Law. however. discretional finding of dalllages is
introduced into Section 105ter. However, discretional finding
is lilllited to a situation where the proof of facts necessary
for the establishlllent of dalllages is extremely difficult
because of the nature of the facts. If this provision is
applied in a lillli ted nannez-. it would be di ff icult to find
lost profits and reasonable royalty in order to recover the
actual dalllage caused to the Plaintiff. Then, there Should be
no substantial difference frolll the conventional approach taken
by the courts. On the other hand, Defendant llIay find it
difficult to strictly prove the facts to reduce the alllount of
presumed dalllages under Section 102. Para. 1. lJith regard to
the level of proof, balance should be taken into account
thereby to protect the interests of both Plaintiff and
Defendant, adequately and appropriately.

5 . 2 Relllaining Issues

For the increased protection of a patentee and the adequate
protection of a third party, below a few relllaining issues are
discussed.

5.2.1 For Increased Protection of a Patentee
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1) Attorney Fees Being Paid by a Losing Party
For a patentee, attorney fees for litigation should have been
avoided if there were no infringeJllent. The fees can be
=nsidered as arising from the tortuous acts of the Defendant.
Under the Japanese law, there are no provisions setting forth
attorney fees to be borne by a losing party. In a case of
intentional infringement, causation can hopefully be found and
findings should be substantially the same as those in the
United States with regard to attorney fees.

2) Determent of Infringement under Criminal Penalties
The amended Patent Law increased =iminal penalties. However,
effects of these penalties for deterring infringement is
questionable because of the statute of limitations of 3 years.
Even if a patentee sues infringer immediately after the
dismvery of infringeJllent, prosecution offices are not yet
ready for prosecuting patent infringement cases. In actuality,
it may be difficult for them to commence prosecution in time.
Prosecution may theoretically be available using facts
established through civil procedures. However, civil
procedures take a long time to go through so that this may be
impractical in view of the statute of limitations for criminal
prosecution. In order to make this system truly effective,
prosecution authority should be lined up for patent
infringement cases otherwise special arrangements should be
sought to freeze the statute of limitations when a civil
action is filed.

5.2.2 Adequate Protection of a Third Party

In actual infringement cases, there are arguments made in gray
areas, wherein determination of infringement is not apparent.
NevertheleSs, the law is designed to draw a line to make the
matter black or white. This poses a fundamental problem in
practice. The in=ease of damages amounts will have a
patentee expect larger in=me by drawing a line to expand the
black zone, i.e., the area of infringement. This will be an
incentive f= a patentee to enforce his/her patent despite the
matter of infringelllent requiring a gray area argument. 1iJhen
damages in the gray area in=ease. such trend may w=k out to
wither the gray area players, specifically newly alleged
infringers. thereby resulting in consequentialexpansion of the
scope of patent rights substantially. The same thing can be
said about validity in the gray area.

It can easily be predicted that the amount of damages will
increase in Japan. There are in fact already appearing the
symptoms of such increase. With this background. it seems
necessary that some consideration should be made with regard
to drawbacks of increased damages amounts. For that reason.
excepting truly pioneer inventions. the existence of the gray

'~'"~"~"'-'--""~~'"'~a'sli5ula~be'recognizea"sofar'asclaiiiiea~ijivenlions-relat·e··-"·"···~·~·

to improvement. In the gray area. arrangements should be
sought thereby to secure the easier settlement of disputes
between a patentee and potential infringers this will
contribute to the development of industry as proclaimed in the
patent law. In many cases. a reason for the appearance of the
gray area is ambiguity of description in the specification.
Liability for such ambiguity should be placed on the patentee.
the party must be able to prevent ambiguity.
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or whose inventive-step is very low. In this case,
appeal for invalidation may not be successful because
=urt's inclination towards stability and predictability of
law, refusal by the examiners might have been highly likely
during the examination if a good prior art was available. In
such instance, enforcement of such vulnerable patent shall not
be justified to claim strong enforcement rights and a larger
damages amount. Vith these in mind, we would like to propose
the following. .

1) Use of Slight Negligence (Section 102, Para. 4)
So···far·;-·theremare·no··cases····where•. ·....arguments.based .•...on....slight.
negligence were made. However, in the environment where high
damages are awarded, slight negligence will likely be a
valuable basis for lowering damages amounts. In the case
where issues of infringement or validity are argued, the =urt
should not be.reluctant, even if Plaintiff has a strong case,
to find slight negligence when and if arguments of non
infringement by Defendant have a good reason to be believed.
In that case, a normal royalty rate should be used for
awarding damages or in reaching settlement.

2) Refinement of Evaluation of Value of Inventions
For a patent with high value, high damages should be awarded
while for a lower value patent, damages should be in
proportion. For that purpose, methods for evaluation of the
value of inventions should be established.

3) Punitive Damages
The amended law did not include punitive damages. 1I"e, the
authors are against the introduction of punitive damages into
the IP framework of Japan in the future. 1I"e appreciate its
effects of deterring infringement.. However, we cannot see
justification for a system in which only the patentee is
entitled to enjoy its benefit. Rather, we see a =ncern that
punitive damages would invite unnecesSary litigation. As
sanctions against intentional infringement, attorney fees and
=iminal penalties would work' out effectively. Of couz-se.
circumstances related to =iminal penalties should be refined
in order to make it substantially effective as discussed above,

4) Preparation of a Guideline
AccUlllulation of case laws with regard to remaining issues will
require a long period of time. Such time lapse cannot be
justified for industrial development. There should be some
measures which will make the system run without legislation.
They include, for example, factors for fluctuation of royalty
rates, requirements for a losing party to provide the
attorney fees of a winning party, requirements for slight
negligence, and methods for evaluation of the value of
inventions. For these measures, however, the Japanese Patent
Office and the couz-t.e have to cooperate with each other to
prepare a guideline . for the operation of a system which will
enhance the predictabili t y of the system. Such guideline
should reflect the voice of the industrial circle.
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6. Critical Points of Licensing

6.1 For Patentee
1i1hen a patentee prepares its license policy, he/she has to
keep in mind that it can be a basis for claims in litigation
and settlement negotiations. He/she should put the policy for
individual patents into documents. Here are points to be
aware of in preparation of such documents.

1) Make it clear whether the patentee agrees to license.
Example: No license available to others; No exploitation but
no license; Limited license available; and Open license
available. Preferably detailed reasons should be added.

2) Make the terms and policy of a license clear. Example:
Explanation of discriminated royalties and payments, depending
on the initial stance of potential licensees. i.e .. whether
they wanted to set tle amicably or to challenge the patent;
Explanation of. patent policies for specific patents and for
other unspecified patents; Inclusion of expenses for license
negotiations in the initial payment. etc.

6.2 For Licensee
Licensee should keep in mind the following.

1) Patent clearance should be performed as much as
possible in order to avoid the finding of intentional
infringement. If there is a concern about patent infringement.
an opinion should be obtained from patent attorneys. If
concern involves an important. major product of a potential
licensee. se=d or third opinions should be sought. If the
opining attorney sees reasons for possibly finding
infringement. the potential licensee has to quickly decide
whether to avoid the patent or to obtain a license. In the
case of the former. an opinion should be sought from an
attorney considering design around technologies. the same
thing could be said when a potential licensee rec.eives a
warning letter .

2) ~hen a potential licensor and a potential licensee have
conflicting views on infringement and when a dispute between
them seems unavoidable. the potential licensee should analyze
the matter for earlier decision-making with respect to whether
the matter goes to court, whether the case is strong~ how much
cost would be involved. and whether to obtain. a license.
Chances for settlement should always be sought and
economically reasonable settlement should be attempted even
after litigation starts.

3) The framework under the Amended Law is uncertain in

argues about disputes in Japan. he/she should try to asset any
pertinent matters discussed in this paper in order to achieve
inexpensive resolution. It does not matter whether he/she is
a voluntary licensee or a challenger against the validity or
the protective scope of the alleged patent.
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< Table 3> Highest Damages Award inJapan
When &Where Tvoe of IP Damaaes (\miLl

98.10.12 Patent onanti-ulcer 3059
TokyoDistrict Court· chemical (out ofwhich ¥500 mil. are for undue enrichment)
73.5.25

Design for motorcycle 761
TokvoDistrict Court
94.3.25

Patent onVitamin DShizuoka District 729
Court compound

98.6.16
Design for a crane structure 451

TokvoDistrict Court .

<Table 4> Table 4 Highest Damages Award in US
Plaintiff v.

Damages
Jury

Defendant Bench
Year Invention Court Content ofAward

Polaroidv.
$873,158,971

Instant
Royally:$204,467,854

Eastman Kodak Bench 1991
Photography Mass Lost Profit$233,055,432

...... Interest$435,635,685
Harworth Inc. v.

$211,499,731 Bench 1996 Western
Steelcase Wall Panel Mich

Smith Inflv.
$204,809,349

0-ring seals for Central $134,569,161.50
Huahes Tool

Bench 1986
Drill Bits Ca +lnteresI$70,241 ,187.90

Procter &Gamble
v.Paracon Trade Brands $178,000,000 Bench 1997 Diaper Del

3Mv. Orthopedics
Johnson &Johnson $116,797,696 Bench 1992 Casting Minn $53,636,348*2(Willful)

. Orthooaedics Taces
+lnteresI$9525,000

Fonarv.
$103,421,726 Eastern

Royalty:$69,125,000

GE
Jury 1997 MRI Lost Proiit:$27,825,000

NY +Interest
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I. Introduction

In accordance with the restructuring and diversification of
businesses, corporate mergers, divestitures, and acquisitions have also
become active in Japan.

To prevent problems from arising after the conclusion of a
licensing agreement, it is important that a study be made of the impact
on a licensing agreement due to a change in the contracting parties as
a result of such mergers, split-ups (divestitures), and acquisitions;
of what issues will arise; and of what contingencies and solutions should
be employed, particularly when framing the agreement provisions.

The case of protecting the rights of the licensee when the licensor
goes bankrupt as an example of a case where the parties to a licensing
agreement change was previously studied. For this paper the authors
decided to focus on protection of the licensor when the licensee changes.

In this paper-the authors studied the issues that arise, including
avoiding competition, maintaining confidentiality, risk management,
and economic advantages and disadvantages when measures have and have
not been provided in the agreement for both when the liccnoee continues
and does not continue as a corporate entity.

First, in Section II the authors conduct a general consideration
of the legal aspects, and then in Section III discuss the results of
a case study. For the case study the authors addressed the case where
the licensee is merged and the surviving entity succeeds to the rights
and duties of the non-surviving entity. For example, if the licensee
is acquired in a merger with a competitor of the licensor, the competitor
will automatically succeed to the license, which thus has a major impact
on and causing major problems for the licensor. Section IV is the
conclusion for this paper and discusses points of consideration in
regards to the characteristics of intellectual property agreements, such
as patent licensing agreements.

II. General Consideration

1. Contracting Party Exists as a Legal Entity: Divestiture/Sale
1.1 Licensee Divests of Business Covered by License Agreement

In case that a licensee is divided into several companies and
assign the license agreement to a new company which will engaged in
the business covered by the license agreement, the licensee (assignor)
exists as a legal entity after such possible assignment, even if the
contractual licensee itself is not engaged in the business covered by
the license agreement. Therefore, from a viewpoint of legal treatments
and contractual arrangements, it should be considered to determine
whether the license agreement can be assigned or not.
(1) Legal treatment

If a is
, , a licensee cannot license

contractual status to a third party wi thout the consent of the licensor.
(Restraint of assignmentassignment of interests and obligations)
assignment
(2) Contractual Arrangements

As mentioned above, a licensee (possible assiagnor) exists as
a legal entity. Therefore, the provisions that any assignment without
any consent of a licensor shall be invalid can function
effectively. assignment In other words, if the licensor does not consent

3



of the agreement, fofexample, even if the coiitfacfual
licensee is not engaged in the business covered by the license agreement,
the license agreement itself remains in affect between the licensor and
the dormant licensee. The agreement is not automatically assigned to
a new legal entity without consent of the licensor. Running royalties
do not come in because the licensee is no longer manufacturing and selling.
In the case of a spin-out, manufacturing is subcontracted to a SUbsidiary,
so the arrangement is essentially unchanged.

[1] Agreement Restricts Alienation

the former business division of the licensee will be
substantially (not legally) one and the same. This may not present a major
problem for license agreements only for industrial property rights, such
as patents, or only for executable and object code computer program
license agreements,'but for license agreements that include know-how
(including source code), there is a high possibility that a problem will
arise with regards to know-how protection and maintaining
confidentiality. This requires that the disclosing of confidential
information, such as said know-how, to the new legal entity or the
wrongful use of such information by the new legal entity be prevented.
To prevent such actions it is possible to request the strict
confidentiality control of the legal entity that is the contractually
dormant licensee, such as not handing over any materials, inclUding
confidential information, to the new legal entity, or, if the materials
are unnecessary, to request the licensee to completely destroy or return
them to the licensor, and such should be requested by the licensor at
the time it gives notice that it will not consent to assignment. Also,
if the new legal entity is financially weak, it might be difficult to
collect the license fee. This possibility should be considered by the
licensor especially when a deferred payment method is used. Care must
be taken when a new company is established to effect a 100% internal
restructuring because prohibiting assignment of the agreement in this
case might not meet the intendment of restraint on assignment and thus
could give rise to abuse of status or violation of good faith. And even
if assignment is restricted, if a contractual "have made" right has been
framed for the instance where the licensee sells and the new legal entity
manufacturers then in essence the arrangement remains unchanged if
manufacturer is outsourced to the new legal entity.

[2] Assignment of the Agreement is Possible
This includes the case where provisions have made contractual

assignment possible and where assignment is contractually restricted
but where the licensor agrees to assignment, but these cases will be
considered in terms of the assumption of the duties, responsibilities,
and obligations of the former licensee.

a. Duties and Responsibilities of Former Licensee
Even if contractual status has been assigned to the new legal

entity, the former licensee's duty to maintain confidentiality should
continues with the assignment of the license agreementregarding know-how
(inclUding source code) while the licensed rights of the former licensee
should be extinguished.

Consideration also needs to be made of whether the former licensee
is responsible in any way for the actions of the new legal entity. When
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assignment is made to a third party in which the former licensee has
a stake, especially in the case where the former licensee has established
the new legal entity as its own subsidiary, from a viewpoint of the
licensor there is a need for the former licensee to bear joint
responsibility for execution of the agreement by the assignee to assure
execution of the agreement by the assignee, especially the payment of
royalties. For this reason a study must be made of the obligations
assumption problem as discussed hereafter.

b. Form of Obligations Assumption
When the license agreement is assigned to a new legal entity,

the obligations (duties) of the licensee toward the licensor as
prescribed in the license agreement must be transferred to the new legal
entity. In this case, a study must be made of how the transfer will take
place and how the new legal entity will be made to assume the obligations.

There are two types of obligation assumption, exemptionary
obligation assumption and contemporaneous (concurrent) obligation
assumption. Exemptionary obligation assumption is when the licensee's
obligations to the licensor are assumed by the new legal entity making
the licensor the obligor and exempting the former licensee from any
obligations to the licensor. Contemporaneous (concurrent) obligation
assumption is when the licensee's obligations to the licensor are assumed
by the new legal entity but the licensee is not exempted from the
obligations but continues to be obligated to the licensor such that both
the new legal entity and the former licensee are both obligated for the
execution of all obligations to the licensor. And this arrangement has
the options of leaving the former licensee obligated for all or part
of the obligations. A spin-out is a form of contemporaneous obligation
assumption.

When assigning a license agreement, if the party contracting with
the former licensee is not desirable from the standpoint of the licensor,
contemporaneous obligation assumption should be used except for limited
special circumstances. For example, if a dispute concerning royalties
arises after there has been a Succession of contractual status, if the
problem is simply a royalty problem related to execution after succession
of status, the problem is not difficult no matter which form of obligation
assumption is used, but difficulties will arise if there is a question
regarding royalties related to execution by the former licensee.

(3) Other
In addition, if the license agreement prescribes duties to the

licensor, such as the duty of notification of technological improvements
or the duty to avoid competition with the licensee (including the
granting of exclusive rights), a consideration of the assignment,
including the handling of these duties, needs to be made from the

even if there is deemed to be no problem with the granting
of licensing rights itself, it may not be possible to reach agreement
on the providing of improved technology.

1.2 Licensee Sells Business Covered by Agreement (Business Transfer)
Basically this is the same as 1. above.
For the transfer of business, even if in principle the assignment

of agreement is prohibited, the agreements often allow assignment of
the agreement, and the risks in this case are basically the same as those
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aresti:'u(;turing·divestiture,~there Is
a greater risk that the assignee will be a competitor of the licensor.

1.3 Licensee Acquires Business of Non-licensee
When this situation occurs the case where there is an essential

problem from the standpoint of the licensor is when the license
consideration is the lump sum payment and the acquisition causes the
scale of business of the licensee to expand beyond the scope expected
when the lump sum payment was determined.

A measure that can be used in the agreement to deal with this

terms of the agreement in the event that the acquisition of the licensee
by a non-licensee expands the scale of the business by a set percentage
over the scale prior to the acquisition. This percentage should be set
on a case-by-case basis. It is important that arrangements be made to
prevent the license from being extended to any portion of business
outside the scope of the license that was estimated at the time the
agreement was concluded.

1.4 Licensee Acquires a Third Party by Merger
When the licensee acquires a third party by merger, the potential

problems differ depending on what kind of third party is acquired. When
a non-licensee third party is acquired by merger the situation can be
considered to be the same as that for 1.3 above, but if the third party
is a joint owner of industrial property covered by the license agreement
or has already received a license under different conditions than the
acquiring licensee, the problems are complex and this point is considered
in the case study.

2. Contracting Party Ceases to Exist as a Legal Entity
2.1 Licensee Is Acquired through Merger

(1) Assignment of Agreement (Assignment of Contractual Status)
When acquired by merger, the former licensee company is

extinguished. and ceases to exist and the acquiring company succeeds to
all rights and duties of the acquired company, so if a provision of
cancellation in the event of merger is not provided in the agreement,
the acquiring company will succeed to the contractual status of the
licensee. General succession in the event of merger is an imperative
provision, so as long as a cancellation provision does not exist in the
agreement, the licensor cannot oppose the succession of status.

If the business of the licensee has been purchased, it can be
addressed as a type of business assignment issue, but if the licensee
has previously ceased to exist the licensee will no longer be able to
assign contractual status even if there is a provision governing the
assignment of business, so this should probably be considered as an issue
of assumption of obligations and interests. That is, the agreement cannot
be assigned without an agreement to assign between the company that
purchased the former licensee and the licensor.

For a divestiture the former licensee remains as a legal entity,
so this can be considered as a business assignment issue.

(2) Assumption of the Duties and/or Obligations of a Former Licensee
During an acquisition merger the acquiring company succeeds to

all of the obligations and rights of the former licensee, so the duties
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of the former licensee cannot be independently addressed.
When the business of the former licensee is purchased, the

licensor may desire to address the duties of the former licensee, but
this is not possible if the former licensee no longer exists as a legal
entity, so it is desirable that a guarantor be assigned or that collateral
or a mortgage be designated, but this is difficult to accomplish in
practice. Therefore, provisions should be provided allowing the licensor
to cancel the agreement or binding the assignor and/or the assignee in
the event the business of the licensee is purchased or sold. Further,
it is also desirable to provide in the agreement the duty of prior
notification in the event the business will be sold or assigned.

If the business of the former licensee is sold and the former
licensee ceases to exist as a legal entity, the licensor faces the issue
of the assumption of the obligations by the purchasing company. This
will give the licensor the option of whether or not to continue the
license.

(3) Policies to SUbstitute for a Restraint on Alienation
As was discussed above, the position of the licensor oannot be

legally protected using an agreement restraint on assignment in the case
of an acquisition merger. In substitute of this .the policies of [1) making
an acquisition merger a cause for contract cancellation, and [2)
restricting the manufacturing location and/or production amount of the
product covered by the agreement can be considered, and this is
considered in detail in the following case study. If the licensor desires
a guarantee of royalty collection and payment rather than a cancellation
of the agreement then a guarantor can be assigned or a mortgage be
designated, but this is difficult to accomplish in practice.

Company C

[1) Acquisition merger of party with joint ownership rights

III. Case Study and Consideration
This case study only considers the case of a merger.

rAcquisition merger

Joint ownership
't *'Company A I Company B 1M,

. '"'~~.",~,,,"- ..• .._'''~,~ M~%~t;:~~~:~~~;;;~;;';~tl i:A%..~"1i:$~}1.>.1!t,*k$:.....%#£

(4) License Contractual Points that Should'be Considered
If the licensee is acquired by a merger or its business is

purchased, it is conceivable that a state of competition with the
licensee could arise or that it could no longer be practically possible
to observe a duty of confidentiality. And of course there is the
possibility that royalties could no longer be collected.

7
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[2] Licensee is acquired through merger by a party with joint ownership
rights J

ompany A and Company B have j oint ownership of a patent. Company
B is acquired through merger by Company C. What happens to the rights
held by Company B?

They are succeeded toby Company C. What happens if Company A
is opposed to the status being succeed to by Company C?

In Japan the imperative provision of the Commercial Code
proscribes that Company C succeed to the rights of Company B, and Company
A cannot oppose this. (commercial Code Article 103)

It is the same if Company A is the licensor and Company B is the
licensee.

;:X'

Company B ij

Li.censor I
'i!

t.£~':%:M€@:1&-W&f.%:u!wEt

Joint ownership
#
WCompany A

Licensor I
1

L,*.·~••:0.,.·h.·~«.:ox., "'ii,":::<::::":,::;•.-:,"·••;r.s:w';"'",';i::.'::::.~~.k":.•:.t::::":~,lj.~t'

Acquisition merger

'ti
Company C ill

M
Licensee 5

w.
L.,ill:"'W"};,,,,;."t"t.."1'«"%":r"·k"';'~"--;""<>';:;;"..%.:.:"-"-=":.i:"&f"~>:<"};"_;,.BdI~}j

Company A and Company B have j oint ownership of a patent. Company
C received the same patent license from Company A and paid royalties.
Company C is acquired through merger by Company B. What happens to the
royalties paid by Company C?

Does Company B succeed to the status of Company C? Because Company
B is a joint owner with Company A, unless a special clause is prescribed,
Company B will be exempt from paying the fixed past obligations and so
is not required to pay the royalty.

However, even if joint owners, if the executing party is
contractually required to pay the royalty to the other party, Company
B is required to pay the royalty.

8
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[3] Merger of licensees with differing royalty rates

RR 3%

Company B

L:i.censee

Company C

Licensor

Company B

Proprietary Technology
· ....P.ro::luc1:im·and·sales"'jn·~·

Company C

Acqu:i.sition merger

/
RR 2%

Company A

L:i.censee

Company A received a patent license from Company C. Company B
also received a patent license from Company C. Company A's royalty rate
is 2%. Company B's royalty rate is 3%. Company A is acquired through
merger py Company B. What percent will the royalty rate be after the
merger? What happens if no arrangements for this case have been taken?

This issue can only be resolved through negotiation, but one idea
is to pro rate the production quantities of both former companies. A
license contractual measure that could be taken to protect the licensor
is to prescriPe the possibility of canceling the agreement in the event
of a change in status, such as merger. This is benefi.c i a L to the licensor
Pecause it not only provides the aPility to cancel the agreement put
also serves as a trigger for modifying the license agreement. But this
meaning is lost if the royalty rate of Company B is set lower than that
of Company A.

other " measures that can be considered is restricting the
production to specified plant and equipment, etc., or restricting the
production quantity. with these types of provisions there arise no
p.rob.Lems if two types of agreements coexist and the rights of the Licensor
or protected.

[4] Merger of licensees from different licensed manufacturing areas

Acquisition merger

Company A 11
Licensee I··

""''"~'''''''''''~-''''." .•••..,~,." .....••....,.,., ... ,.,.•..•••.•, ....,.,." !I•••..,'
No production and sales in Japan ~

Licensor m
{~:.

'-;;W?;;:_.~::~%.M;;;M%*mm;;:lli,%,»'~;;:·:1m'®~;;:',%wE'>1:t:%,:z&;;;;':illE!~<»fl
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[5J Handling of Paid Lump Sums when Licensee is Acquired through Merger

I , " ~i
Acquisition merger_ %%W-».W&«t:?:«<Ut%««%"«"1k\!§''SAt

-+

:illp:
$.
%

Company B

LicenSee

Company C

(Acquiring company)

.«~

~

'"s
Acquisition merger m

:ii.p::;:'~@<8:.,;~"«:;:;iW::i>h::::::::* -.*,~~~«¢:'--:::1',**~<:;::,.:.:.:&:<::;:.J

License
• :*",

Company A 4
if I

Licensor if
%::;;.:

~iW.w:.::::(.::;:<:!:,t«"ill»~M;»»»M;@»':"u'nw"$:=¥

a llcense trom Company Caridhilsagreed
not to produce or sell in Japan. Company B uses proprietary technology
to produce and sell Company A's product in Japan. Company B acquires
Company A through a merger. Can Company A manufacture and sell Company
A's product in Japan? Company A acquires Company B through a merger.
Can Company A manufacture and sell Company A's product in Japan? If
Company A does not use Company C's technology, then can Company A can
probably use Company B' s technology to manufacture and sell Company A' s
product in Japan, but the license agreement must be modified so that
the duty to avoid competition in Japan is observed.

Company A granted a patent license to Company B. Theconsideration
was a lump sum payment of ¥l million + a royalty of 1. 5%. Company B annually
produced 100 tons of a product. One year Company B was acquired through
merger by Company C. Company C annually produced 5, 000 tons of a product.
In this case, will Company C succeed to the licensee status granted to
Company B? In other words, can Company C license the patent for a royalty
rate of 1.5% and no lump sum payment ? In Japan, a comprehensive succession
in the case of a merger is an imperative provision and cannot be opposed
by Company A, the licensor, as long as the agreement does not contain
a cancellation provision in the event of an (acquisition) merger.

[6J Merger of Licensee with Company that is Infringing on the Rights
of Licensor (1)

(Licensee is acquired by other party company and becomes the
extinguished company)

Right infringement suit

L

Licensor A I! Licensee B Infringer C ~

fE':;..,*::::::::>;:;:wm%~'%::::'::::>'::::~~""$:<.:::;::@~1 fi.<:K::;ffi::&t%VA@t%WH:%:'4tiJ

License agreement Acquisition merger
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Company C f-- Rights infringement period -11---
Year Y

Company B License period

Year X Year Z

Company B concluded a license agreement with Company A ~n Year
x.

Company C infringed on rights of Company A from Year Y.
In response to this, Company A is seeking damages against Company

C.
In Year Z COmpany B is acquired by Company C through merger.
As a result of the merger, Company C succeeds to the license which

results in Company C having acquired the license since Year Z. The
licensee changes from Company B to Company C, but if the production
quantity of Company C is larger than the quantity of production covered
by the scope of the license possessed by Company B, can Company C be
considered to have possessed the license since Year Z? If so, Company
C would obtain a benefit without having to make an initial payment. In
effect, this would eliminate the infringement of rights from Year Z but
the duty of Company C to pay past damages would remain.

After the merger Company A would no longer be able to seek damages
and so would want to cancel the license agreement at the time of the
merger. If the license agreement contains a provision for canceling the
agreement, then the agreement could be canceled.

[7J Merger of Licensee with Company that is Infringing on the Rights
of Licensor (2)

(Licensee acquires other party company and becomes the surviving
company)

Right infringement suit

I

Company C r- Rights infringement period -l
Acquisition mergerLicense agreement

Licensor A [ Licensee B

I· /
Infringer C

".<i

~ m
~~ I ~/

&~"&$;;fG;J}t;W.Wb,..~'Wi*'K&ffii :·····'··:'R'iiffi:.%'%wtgW:i;"%£'i%i.Z@'% **PWj.m:tm:&,,«w't..&:::~.ww.~..,.w.w...'?~.y~.• -= -.•V:< ':>i 3:',.. :=:=::;:;

Year Y

Company B ---------- License period ----------

Year X Year Z

Company B concluded a license agreement with Company A in Year
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Company C infringed on rights of Company A from Year Y.
In response to this, Company A is seeking damages against Company

C.

ss

q
C01llpany C

Agreement 2

/l0

.J..&tE:-""~%,.":::.<

C01llpany B

Agreement 1

ea /
L

c~an:~,:J'---'<'---1

agreement provides that merger is a cause for cancellation,
then the license agreement can be canceled.

In Year Z Company C is acquired through merger by Company B. This
merger does not change the license.

As a result, the infringement of rights from Year Z is eliminated
but the duty to pay Company C's past damages remains.

After the merger Company A would no longer be able to seek damages
and so would want to cancel the license agreement at the time of the

[8] Treatment of Licensee when Licensee is Acquired through Merger
Company A: Licensor, Company B: Licensee, Company C: Sublicensee

that has received a sublicense from Company B, Company D: Acquires
Company B (acquiring company)

Company C pays royalties to Company B, part of whiCh Company B
pays to Company A.

Agreement 1: License agreement between Company A and Company B,
Agreement 2: Sublicense agreement between Company B and Company C

Merger

Company D '~
:;.<,:

""""""""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,dJi-"$;;'v ';;;>&;.'W""'" v:,,-~:;:::::::;~~.; :i>.wm.;lli-

After the merger Company D, the acquiring company, succeeds to
agreements 1 and 2 of Company B. If Company A cancels the Agreement 1
based on a cancellation provision, is Agreement 2 valid? It can be argued
that Agreement 2 would, naturally, be invalid if the principal agreement
is canceled, but there is a question of legal interpretation as to whether
the authority of Company A extends to the cancellation of an agreement
with a third party. The answer depends on the framing of the provisions
in the agreement, so care needs to be taken in the framing of provisions
to deal with this contingency. When the agreement contains no such
provisions, the license can be considered lost because of the removal
of the base for the sublicense, but according to the Article 545 proviso
of the Civil Code the execution of the right to cancel shall not infringe
upon the rights of a third party. And also for a sublease, according
to Article 613, when the appropriate method is used to frame a sublease,
the sub1easee's rights are protected, so a sublicensee's rights can also
be considered to be protected.

If Agreement 2 is valid, Company C will pay royalties, but because
Agreement 1 has been canceled, Company A can only receive the portion
of the royalty paid by Company D. Even if Agreement 1 is canceled, Company

12



D will still receive royalty payments from Company C, but the license
will be eliminated and therefore cannot be exercised. This makes it
difficult for Company A to cancel Agreement 1. Actually, Company C will
cancel the agreement with Company D, conclude a new license agreement
with Company A, and directly pay running royalties to Company A.

IV. Conclusion (Points of Consideration, etc.)

(1) Characteristics of Intellectual Property Agreements
The split up of a company, transfer of a business, or merger will,

of course, affect other contractual relationships, but compared to
regular pecuniary liability agreements or real estate agreements,
agreements for intellectual property, such as patents and know-how, are
greatly affected by the status of the contracting parties. The reason
for this is that because the economic value and scope of use of pecuniary
liabilities and real estate are nearly fixed, the value does not
fl uctuate depending on the owner. In comparison, however, intellectual
property is intangible and is conceptually determined by the
technological scope, so the usage value fluctuates greatly depending
on the user. The use of the technology itself is what increases the added
value. The greater the developmental capability of the licensee the
technological value of the intellectual property. Therefore, the users
of intellectual property must be carefully selected.

(2) status
As this paper has shown, it is very disadvantageous for the

licensor, which is a party to the agreement, if licensee status can be
assigned or succeeded to without any degree of agreement being sought
from the licensor. And unexpected situations could also occur. Sometimes
there are provisions that allow assignment of the agreement without the
prior agreement of the licensor in the case of a transfer of business,
but in principle there should be provisions that require prior agreement
in writing of the licensor to assign the agreement, but this is difficult
to achieve for agreements with multinational companies.

There is the possibility of contractual assignment due to some
circumstance, but in this case there should be provisions to require
notification of agreement or precautionary measures in the assignment
agreement, in other words, provisions that clarify the assumption of
the duties, responsibilities, and obligations of the former licensee
as well as the duties of the licensee after the assignment as a condition
of assignment in this case and when there is agreement to assign when
there is a contractual restriction on assignment. In this way it is
theoretically possible to prescribe the conditions of assignment for
assignable license agreements, but it is not possible to foresee and
set conditions for all possible contingencies. In principle, therefore,

the licensor's
set assignment. Further, a

license agreement is based on a relationship of trust between the
licensor and licensee, so restriction on assignment can also be viewed
as not being unreasonable from the standpoint of the licensee.

Restriction on assignment can be applied in the above case, but
in the case of a merger the succession of status cannot be refused, so
a restriction on assignment provision becomes meaningless. In this case
provisions that require cancellation of the agreement in the event of
sale, divestiture, or merger should be used. Canceling the agreement

13
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occur, but, as
this case study shows, when a party to the agreement changes, there is
a need to detemine if problems will arise from the continuation of the
agreement, such as reviewing fixed royalty amounts, exchange of improved
technology, and exclusivity/non-exclusivity. In this case, having the
licensor hold the right of agreement cancellation places the licensor
in a superior position for negotiating modification of the agreement.
Therefore, when framing the right of agreement cancellation it is
desirable that the provision also be valid for other changes in
contractual status in addition to mergers, and that it is used together

(3) Perfomance of Duty to Maintain Confidentiality
There sometimes occurs the [contamination???] of technical

infomation. This problem occurs when strict infomation control is not
conducted when a license for similar technology is obtained and when
there is a merger between two entities that have been conducting joint
development. This problem cannot be prevented through contractual
measures alone. In this case the researchers can be isolated from each
other. In the case where the company is split up or sells one of its
businesses, provisions are required so that the duty to maintain
confidentiality is succeeded to, but care must be taken so that
confidentiality is not lost due to de facto diffusion.

It is not necessary to make the restriction on assignment and
agreement cancellation provisions cover every possible situation, that
is to say, assignment and merger can contractually be allowed in cases
that are not problematic. For example, even in the case of an acquisition
merger, if the business of the acquired fomer licensee clearly functions
separately from the business of the acquirer, there is essentially no
problem wi th the agreement remaining valid under the condition that the
scope of the license does not extend to the business of the acquirer.

(4) Exchange of Improved Technology

Merger "Company A Company B

ILicensee
.~ ~ Licensee
" s

@if:.%.t.~~%t... .-,,-,,--.& ---@lli"t!4ill@~ .w.:t.<:£itlt.f:.%f.&

Improved technology exchange-- --
I

,~

Company C Company D "l~
<4 u

Licensor. Licensor "~
%.tf<~~<..~~~:m;:M

1
;r-i0«.@t~h.W:mBi:WW~««%M

Company A receives a technology license from Company C. And
Company B receives a technology license from Company D. In both cases
there are provisions exchanging improved technology. The technologies
of Company C and Company D are very similar. Companies A and B merge.

In this case the merged company respectively grants back
technical improvements to the technologies of Company D and Company C,

14



so the improved technologies need to be strictly defined.

(5) Applicable Laws
Generally, the applicable laws in Japan are civil law, commercial

law, industrial property rights law, fair trade law, and contract law.
When a merger will have a major impact on competitiveness in a specific
product market or technical field then anti-trust law also applies. When
the agreement is with a foreign entity, then there arises a problem of
international private law and so the laws based on the selected governing
law apply.

(6) Economic Impact
Mergers, split ups, and sales of an entity's business have a major

impact on the interests of the licensor and licensee. The license income
changes. The licensor and licensee could become competitors. A licensee
with technological development capability could become a major threat
to the licensor. The licensee could loss its ability to pay. Of course,
the agreement should be framed so that it can be canceled due to failure
to pay, bankruptcy, liquidation, dissolution, etc.

One suggestion is to frame provisions so that the involved parties
can in good faith discuss modifying the license agreement provisions
when circumstances change greatly due to a marked change in the merits
obtained from the license and/or an essential loss of value. Inserting
an arbitration provision is also necessary.

15
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L INTRODUCTION

The way in which a patent practitioner should conduct himself/herselfwith the public

and within the legal profession and legal system are set forth under various canons, rules,

codes and considerations within the United States, Japan, Europe and Taiwan.

Within the United States, during the last several years, there has been a steady increase

in the number of disciplinary actions regarding ethical conduct brought against attorneys.

According to the Legal Times, January 19, 1998 edition, the number of grievances filed in

1997 against attorneys in the Washington D.C. area hit an all-time high of 1,612 complaints

representing a steep climbof81% in the last decade.1

The Lawyers in the Office of Bar Council speculate that the increase in the number of

disciplinary actions is due mainly to the overall increase in the number of lawyers as well as

greater public awareness of the disciplinary process itself' Whatever the reason for the

increase in disciplinary activity, the patent practitioner's understanding of and appreciation for

the rules ofprofessional conduct are essentialto hislher successful practice of'law.

The legal systems within the United States of America, Japan, Europe, and Taiwan

each have rules governing a patent practitioner's professional conduct. By comparing these

rules, certain similarities and differences among these systems have been identified. To

facilitate this comparison, these similarities and differences have been separated into three

broad themes, namely, "protection of the client", "protection of the legal system" and

"protection ofthe legal profession". 3

I LegalTimes, January 19, 1998, at page 1.
2 ld. at 1.
3 The threethemesare completely discretiouary and havebeen developed to facilitatethe comparison between
the different systems.
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The special emphasis placed in the United States in protecting a client clearly affects

the conditions under which an attorney representing a licensor (typically in-house counsel) can

negotiate with a prospective licensee and especially when the prospective licensee has retained

outside counsel to assist the latter. Particular care must be must be taken by licensor's in-

house counsel to understand the relationship between the prospective licensee and the

prospective licensee's outside counsel's. Otherwise, the prospective licensee's rights to

counsel can be compromised and place the licensor's in-house counsel in jeopardy of having

violated the rules of professional responsibility.

II. OVERVIEW ~ RULES OF CONDUCT

A United States

Within the United States, the various states have adopted, in whole or in part, portions

of the older American Bar Association (ABA) Model Code of Professional Responsibility"

and/or newer ABA Rules of Professional Conduct.' The rules governing the practice by

attorneys and agents before the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO), entitled

the Code of Professional Responsibility, are based on the ABA Model Code of Professional

Responsibility." For purposes of this paper, the USPTO Code of Professional Responsibility

will serve as the United States' model and as the basis of comparison to the rules from Japan,

Europe and Taiwan.

The USPTO Code of ProfessionalResponsibility includes both canons and disciplinary

rules. The canons "are statements of axiomatic norms, expressing in general terms the

4 American Bar Association Model Code ofProfessional Responsibility (1981).
5 American Bar Association Model Rules ofProfessional Conduct, reprinted as amended (August, 1997).

.637 C.F.R. §10.20- §10.112 (1997).
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standards of professional conduct expected of practitioners in their relationships with the

public, with the legal system and with the legal profession."? The "[d]isciplinary rules are

mandatory in character and state the minimum level of conduct below which no practitioner

can fallwithout being subjectedto disciplinary action.' The USPTO "Commissionermay, after

notice and opportunity for a hearing, (1) reprimand or (2) suspend or exclude, either generally

or in any particular case, any individual, attorney or agent . . . who violates a Disciplinary

.Rule.,,9

B. Japan

The Japanese Patent Attorneys Association ("JPAA"), authorized under the Japanese

Patent Attorney Law'", has established two sets of rules governing the conduct of patent

attorneys, namely, 1) the Articles of Association ("Articles") and 2) the Ethics of Patent

Attorneys ("Ethics"). The Articles impose legal obligations upon members of the JPAA to

conform toa certain conduct, which if violated, may subject the member to sanctions,

disbarment, etc. Ethics, however, are discretionary in nature and urge members to follow their

moral responsibilities and obligations.

All patent attorneys are obligated to become members of the. JPAA and as such, the

Articles apply almost exclusively to patent attorneys. However, if a patent attorney hires a

non-attorney assistant, the assistant may be indirectly bound to conform to the Articles,

737 C.F.R §10.20(a). The canons include §§1O.21, 10.30, 10.46, 10.56, 10.61, 10.76, 10.83, 10.100 and
10.110.
837 e.F.R §10.20(b). The disciplinary rules include §§ 10.22-10.24, 10.31-10.40, 10.47-10.57, 10.62-10.68,
10.77, 10.78, 10.84. 10.85, 10.87-10.89, 10.92, 10.93, 10.101-10.103.
937 e.F.R §10.130(a).
10 Japanese Patent Attorney Law, Law No. 100, Volume VI, Article 16 (1991).
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although the ultimate responsibilityremains upon the patent attorney to comply with the rules.

Non-attorneys, such as patent engineers, are not bound by the requirements of the Articles.

C. Europe

The Council of the Institute of Professional Representatives before the European

Patent Office ("epi") aiIlendedthe Code ofProfessional Conduct at its 43'dmeeting in October

1997 and remitted it to the EU-Commission for approval. This Code includes both mandatory

provisions and ethical considerations.

The Commission's decision was rendered in April 1999,andin May 1999, the

Amended Code ofConduct ("Amended Code") was put into fullforce and effect by the board

of the epi. Articles 2(b) and 5(c) of the Code of Conduct relating to advertisement and

relations with other members, respectively, will be in force until April 23, 2000. Although the

. Amended Code was used in the analysis of this paper, the epi Council in its meeting on 10 May

1999, decided to file an appeal against the EU-Commission's decision at the European Court

of Justice ("ECJ"). Further developments should be carefully monitored to reevaluate the

validity ofthese discussions in the future.

D. Taiwan

The mandatory rules (i.e. violation of rule subjects practitioner to disciplinary action)

and ethical considerations (i.e. axiomatic norms/moral obligations) governing attorneys' and

patent agents ethics in Taiwan are codified under the Rules Governing Attorney Ethics and the

Rules ofPatent Agents, respectively.
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m. COMPARISON OF RULES BY THEME

A. Protection ofClient

This first theme is directed to the relationship between the patent practitioner and the

public. This relationship is multi-faceted and is more easily understood by identifying different

areas/topics of the relationship. These topics, which have been summarized within Table 1,

appended hereto, include i) zealous representation, ii) failing to act competently, iii) preserving

client funds, iv) disagreement with clients, v) method of compensation for legal service, vi)

conflict ofinterest, viii) payment oflegal services, viii) billing amount, ix) client confidences, x)

communication with adverse party represented by counsel, and. xi) advertisements and xii)

withdrawal from representation.

Each of the four systems include provisions addressing zealous representation, conflict

of interest, client confidences, and communication with adverse party represented by counsel.

Within the USPTO, all other topics are addressed except for disagreement with clients. There

are no specific provisions within the Articles of Association or the Ethics of Patent Attorneys

of the JPAA which address failing to act competently, preserving client funds, form of

compensation for legal services or advertisement. The epi does not address the topics of

preserving client fimds, disagreement with clients, billing amounts and withdrawal from

representation. The Taiwanese rules governing attorneys' ethics and patent agent rules do not

include the topics ofdisagreement with clients and form ofcompensation for legal services.

As compared to the other three systems, the USPTO provides the most comprehensive

set of rules governing the patent practitioner' s (attorney and agent) relationship with the
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public. This special emphasis in protecting the client within the USPTO has resulted in far

more disciplinary rules, in number, governing the patent practitioner's relationship with the

client than with the legal system or legal profession.

B. Protection of the Legal System

The second theme is directed to the relationship between the patent practitioner and the

legal system. Topics, summarized within Table 2, appended hereto, include i) admission to

practice, ii) representing a client within the bounds of the law, iii) limitations of practicing law,

iv) lawyer communication with witnesses, v) cooperation with the patent agency, vi) improper

influence upon a govermnent agency, vii) avoiding the appearance of impropriety and viii)

statements regarding public/elected officials and the judiciary.

Each of the four systems include provisions addressing admission to practice. Within

the USPTO, all other topics are also addressed. There are no specific provisions within the

.Articles of Association or the Ethics of Patent Attorneys of the JPAA which address lawyer

communication with witnesses or statements regarding public/elected officials and the

judiciary. The Taiwanese rules governing attorneys' ethics and patent agent rules do not

address the topic regarding limitations ofpracticing law.

Unlike the other three systems, the epi does not address the many different relations

between the patent practitioner and the legal system, including representing a client within the

bounds of the law, limitations of practicing law, lawyer communication with witnesses,

cooperation with the patent agency, improper influence upon a government agency or avoiding

the appearance ofimpropriety.
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C. Protection of the Legal Profession

The third theme is directed to the relationship between the patent practitioner and the

legal profession. Topics, summarized within Table 3, appended hereto, include i) general

ethical considerations, ii) objectives ofthe legal profession, iii) safeguarding the integrity ofthe

legal profession, iv) maintaining conduct within the legal profession, v) unauthorized practice
J

of law, vi) regulating professional standards and discipline, vii) fellowship among attorneys,

vii) business conduct viii) maintaining professional standards.' ix)disciplinary actions; x)

reporting fellow attorney misconduct, xi) fee splitting requirements, and xii) discrimination.

Each of the four systems include provisions for safeguarding the integrity of the legal

profession and reporting fellow attorney misconduct. There are no specific provisions within

the Articles of Association or the Ethics of Patent Attorneys of the JPAA which address the

unauthorized practice of law or discrimination. The Taiwanese system does not specifically

govern regulating professional standards and discipline, fee splitting requirements or

discrimination.

Unlike the other two systems, both the USPTO and the epi address far less topics

within this theme. More particularly, the epi has no specific provisions regarding objectives of

the legal profession, maintaining conduct within the legal profession, business conduct,

maintaining professional standards or disciplinary actions. The USPTO has no specific

provisions regarding objectives of the legal profession, safeguarding the integrity of the legal

profession, fellowship among attorneys, business conduct, maintaining professional standards

or discrimination.
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IV. COMPARISON OF RULES BY SYSTEM

A. United States

Generally speaking, the USPTO has far more canons and disciplinary rules governing

the patent practitioner's relationship with a client than with the legal system or legal

profession. The emphasis placed in the USPTO on protecting the client clearly signals to the

patent practitioner the special care that one needs to attend to in the practitioner's relation with

the public. On the contrary, the USPTO has far less restrictions placed on the patent

practitioner's day-to-day conduct with regard to the legal profession especially compared with

the Japanese, epi, and Taiwanese systems.

B. Japan

Generally speaking, and in comparison with the provisions of the USPTO and

Taiwanese systems, the Japanese requirements for protecting the client are less restrictive and

more comparable with that ofthe epi. With regard to protection ofthe legal system, however,

the Japanese requirements are more restrictive than the epi, but less burdensome than either the

USPTO or Taiwan.•·There appears to be a special emphasis placed in Japan in protecting the

legal profession. The only mandatory rules governing patent practitioners are directed to the

legal profession. There are far more ethical considerations governing the patent practitioner's

relationship with the legal profession than with the client or legal system.
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C. Europe

The epi is the least restrictive of the four systems in safeguarding the client and

protecting the legal system. The epi and the USPTO are relatively comparable in protecting

the legal profession.

D. Taiwan

There appears to be no special emphasis on anyone of the three themes within Taiwan.

Generally speaking and in comparison with the provisions of the USPTO, the Taiwanese

provisions are substantially similar in topic and by number in protecting the client and legal

system.

v. U.S. LICENSING APPLICATION

There are several ethical provisions within each theme, which are particularly relevant

when offering a patent portfolio for license. The special emphasis placed in the United States in

protecting a client clearlyaffects the conditions under which an attorney representing a licensor

(typically in-house counsel) can negotiate with a prospective licensee and especially when the

prospective licensee has retained outside counsel to assist the latter.

In each of the four systems, thereis a variation on this fundamental concept regarding

the limitations placed on a practitioner in communicating directly with an adverse party. In the

USPTO, epi and Taiwan, the provisions are mandatory and can subject a practitioner to

discipline if violated. On the other hand, in Japan, the requirement is imposed merely as a

moral obligation to be followed by the practitioner at hislher own discretion.

Under 37 C.F.R. §lO.87, the USPTO requires that "during the course of representation

of a client, a practitioner shall not communicate or cause another to communicate on the
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subject matter of the representation with a party the practitioner knows to be represented by

another practitioner in that matter, unless the practitioner has the prior consent of the other

practitioner representing such other party or is authorized by law to do so." In addition to the

USPTO, all 50 States and the District ofColumbiahave considered this concept to be critically

important and thus embodied the fundamentalprecept into their respective Model Codes.

In licensing a patent portfolio to a prospective licenseerepresented by counsel, it is

unclear whether the licensor's representative (typically in house counsel) is precluded from

direct contact with the prospective licensee. To determine how to proceed, reference should

be made to the limitations imposed under 37 CPR §1O.87. Under this provision, the "subject

matter of the representation" needs to be fully explored in order to determine whether the

practitioner can contact the represented party.

It is therefore important that the "subject matter ofthe representation" be well defined.

The practitioner should seek to have the subject matter clearly set forth (identified) before

proceeding. As a general guideline, the licensing practitioner should abstain from discussions

with the represented party until such time as the discussions expand to areas outside the scope

ofrepresentation or until the licensee's counsel consents to such discussions.11

Where the subject matter of the representation is general, such that a prospective

licensee indicates only that the licensee's counsel will represent them in "all" matters, then

there is a strong presumption that the subject matter lacks sufficient specificity to trigger the

operation of the rule." Similarly, retaining counsel for "all matters that might arise" may be

construed as too vague to trigger the rule. A represented party or their attorney cannot simply

11 ABA Committee on Ethics and Professional Responsibility - Formal Opinion 95-396 (July, 1995).
12Id
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claimblanket, inchoate representation and expect the prohibition on communication to apply. 13

If there is any question regarding the extent of the scope of the relationship between the

prospective licensee and hislher counsel, or the subject matter of the representation, the

practitioner should direct all correspondence exclusively through the prospective licensee's

counsel to avoid ethic violations.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The legal systems within the United States, Japan, Europe and Taiwan each have rules

governing the patent practitioner's professional conduct. The emphasis placed in the USPTO

on protecting the client clearly signals to the patent practitioner the special care that one needs

to attend to in the practitioner's relation with the public. In contrast thereto, there appears to

be a special emphasis placed in Japan in protecting the legal profession. The epi is the least

restrictive of the four systems in safeguarding the client and protecting the legal system. There

is no special emphasison anyone ofthe three themes within Taiwan.

The special emphasis placed by the USPTO in protecting a client clearly affects the

conditions under which an attorney representing a licensor (typically in-house counsel) can

negotiate with a prospective licensee. As a general guideline, the licensing practitioner should

abstain from discussions with a prospective licensee when the discussions directly relate to the

subject matter that has been clearly defined as the subject matter of the representation between

the prospective licensee and hislher attorney.

13 Id.

11 October, 1999
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COMPAB'SOt:J OF PROVISIONS IAB.L.E.J.1 GOVEB.r~It:JG PAT
I PROIECTI~RACIIOt:JER COtiQUCT

European Taiwan
(Mandatoryrules and ethical considerationsare (Mandatory rules and ethical

governedunder the AmendedCode of Professional considerationsare codified under Rules
Conductof the Instituteof Professional GoverningAttorneyEthics and/or Rules

Representativesbefore the EPO). of PatentAgent).

Topic Area

Zealous Representation

! United States
(Mandatory rulesare codified underTille 37 
Code~ Federal Regulations (37 CFR) and are

~. Identified by Section Number.
Ethfcafcons/deratlons (Itane/zed) are Identified

II by Canon Number).

Sec. 10;84:A practitioner shall not
intenllo~aliy - 1) fail to seekthelawful
objectiv~s of a clientthrough reasonable
avaliable means permitted by lawandthe
Disclpli~ary Rules.
Canon '1: A practitioner should represent a
c/fant Zj"/OUslYwfthln thabounds ofthalaw.

I
I
I
i

Japan
(Mandatory rulesaregoverned byArticleof
Association 19 & 29 of the JPAA. Ethical

considerations (italiCized) aregat/ernul byArticles
ofAssociation andElhics ofPatent Attorney).

CH4 IArf1SJ: A patent attorney must
always proceed withacase soasnot to
impede its progessl andmake thebest effort
tojU!fill thetrustofhis/herctient.
Regarding thecase thepatent attorney
accepts, it is hisfher responsibility tomanage
andtoadminister thecase untilit is closed.

Sec.4a: A member shall atall limesgive
adequate care andattention andapply the
necessary expertise toworkentrusted to him
byclients. A Member shall keep clients
Informed of thestatus of theircases.

'.

CH4fSec.261: Attorneys ought to
dotheirbestto defend theclient's
legal rights according to thelaws
wlih thelegal procedure. Attorneys
ought nottodelay handling cases.
Attorneys ought to inform their
clients about theprogress of the
cases.
CH4fArt181: A patent attorney
mustalways proceed witha caseso
asnotto Impede its progress, and
make thebesteffortto fulfillthe
trustof his/her client.
CH4(Sec.271: Attorneys ought to
tellhonestly theirclients about legal
opinions. Attorneys ought notto
twistlawsordeceive, leading their
clients towrong expectancy or
judgment to theircases.
CH6 (Sec391: Attorneys mustnot
slander theoppositions ordo
anything thatwillhurtthe
oppositions, while theydefend their
clients' legal rights.

---
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TABLE 1 t

COMPARISON OF PROV!§!QNS GOVERNING PAr!i~T PRACTIQNER CONDUcr

i ,

Topic Area United States Japan European '. Taiwan
(Mandatory rulesare codified underTille 37·~ (Mandatory rules aregoverned byArticle of (Mandatory rules andethical consideratlonsiare (Mandatory rules andethical

Codeof FederalRegulations (37 CFR) andare Association 19& 29 of the JPAA. Ethical governed under theAmended CodeofProleeslonal considerations are codified underRules
identified bySeclion Number. considerations (itaIicized)are gaverned byArticles Conduct oftheInstitute ofProfessional ~. Governing Attorney Ethics andlor Rules

Eth/ca/ COIls/claml/on_ (/tal/clzed) amlclan/med ofAssociation Ilnd Ethics a/Patent Attorney). Representatives before theEPO). ~- ofPatent Agent).
by Canon Number). ,

Failing to ActCompetently Sec.10.77: A practitioner shall not:handle a Noapplicable prevision. Sec.6d: Where a member isInstructed bY, a CH2 (Sec151: Employees of thelaw
legal matter Which the practitioner knows or client to takeover thehandling of a case ~om office ought to bewellbehaved. i
should know thatthepractitioner Isnot another member, the member soinstruct~ Is Attorneys ought tosupervise anc;l
competent to handle, without associating with free toaccept such Instructl()n but then shall gUide theiremployees toobey laws,
thepractilioner another practitioner whoIs ensure that theother member isInformed;' and actproperly.
competent to handle tt,handle a legal matler Such other member shallwithout delay, lobn or
wtthout preparation adequate Inthe transfer all documents necessary forthej
circumstances, orneglect a legal matter handling ofthe case orprovide caples at :
entrusted to thepractilioner. reasonable expense to the new represent~tlve.

Canon8: A praclllloner shouldrepresenf a Sec4b:Inprinciple, a Member does notn~ed
clienfcompefenlly. toserve theInterests ofa client Inmattersinot

connected wIth professional work entrust~ to
him bytheclient.

•Preserving Client Funds Sec.10.112: All funds of clients paid to a Noapplicable provision. Noapplicable provision. CH4 (Sec34): Attomeys ought to
practitioner's firm, other than advances for passImmediately themoney to t,helr
costs andexpenses, shall bedeposited In clients, which isentrusted tocollect
one or more Identifiable bank accounts. A bytheir clients. Atlorneys ought to
practilioner shall promptly nolilya client of return allstuffsrelated to thecase
the receipt oftheclient's funds, securitles, or totheir clients after the case is :
ather properties, identify & label securities, accomplished. Attorneys must not
maintaIn complete records ofall funds, postpone orrefuse toreturn them.
promptly payordeliver tothe client as
requested bytheclient all funds, seourltles,
or ether properties.
Canon9: A pracl/I/oner should avoideven
theappearance ofprofessiona/lmpropriety.

.
,
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! TABLE 1
COMet1BISON OF PROVISLQNS GOVERNING PATEtf! ERACIIQNER CQNPUCI

I PROTECIIQhI OF TI::IE CLIENI
i

Sec4e:A member mustnotacquire a financial INoapplicable provision.

European Taiwan
(Mandatory rules andethicalconsiderations ere (Mandatory rulesand ethical

governedunderthe AmendedCode of Professional considerationsare codified under Rules
Conductof the Instituteof Professional GoverningAUomey Ethics and/or Rules

Representatives beforethe EPO). of PatentAgent).

Topic Area

Disagreement withClients

Method of Compensation for

i United States
(Man1atory rulesare oodified underTitle37 ~

CodeqfFederalRegulations(37CFR) and are
! identified bySection Number.

Ethlcalconsl":;~;::n(~::;= am ldentlfled

Noappl.icable provision.

I
I
I:
!
!,
!

Japan
(Mandatory rulesaregoverned byArticleof
Association19 & 29 of the JPAA. Ethical

considerations (italicized) afeguuerned byArticles
ofAssociation andEthics a/Patent Attorney).

CH4(Art25): _When a disagreement comes
about between apatent attorney and hisjher
client, theattorney mustmake aneffort to
come toanagreement withhisjher client by
usingthemediation committee ofthepatent
attorney association.

Noapplicable provision.

'.

Noapplicable provision.

Legal Services inlerestin anyindustrial rightin such
circumstances as to giveriseto a conflict
between professional dUty and interest. He
mustnotcharge a feedirecllyrelated to the
outcome of the services he prOVides.

'"IU1..,.
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TABLE 1
COMPABlSO~ DE EROVI§!Q~s GOYEB~I~G PATENT PBACIIQ~!iR CQNDUCI
.~.

_._-_.---~--~._--~--.~~-.-~-~;.;;.; ------I-·~---~-·

European Taiwan
(Mandatoryrules and ethical conslderatlona are (Mandatoryrules and ethical

governedunder the Amended Code of Protesslonet considerations are codified under Rules
Conduct of the Institute of Professional GoverningAttorney EthIcsand/or ~ules

Representativesbefore the EPO). of Patent Agent).

Japan
(Mandatoryrules are governedby Article of
Association 19 & 29 of the JPAA. Ethical

considerations (italicized) sregaverned byArticles
ofAssociation andEthics ofPatent AUorneyJ

United States
(Mandatoryrules are codified underTitle 37

Code of Federal RegUlations(37 CFR) and are
identified bySection Number.

Ethical conslderatfons (Itaf/clzed) 8191dentffled
by Canon Number).

Topic Area

Conflict of Interest Sec.10.66a: A practitioner shalldecline CH4 (Arl21l: A patent attorney mustnot Sec.1d:A Member shalltakemeasures to CH 6 (Sec.38): Attorneys mustnot
proffered employment or continue take a case withwhich hehasdealt asa safeguard his client's Interests Inthe event he workfor bothparties Inonecase.
representation.if the exercise ofthe representative oftheother party. Ifan would beprevented fromexercising his Eventhough theydiscontinue the
practitioner's Independent professiOnal attorney hastaken a case asrepresentative of profession, Sec4d: A member shalldecllri,e an job withtheircllents"theymustnot
judgment in behalfof a cient will be or Is anapplicant or person with patent rights, orderwhich Is In conflict withhis owninter.ests. accepttheappointmentfrom
likelyto be adversely~ffected by.the theattorney mustnot take thiscase asa In allsuch cases, if the ordercannot be, another partyInonecase,except
acceptance of the proffered employment, or if representative ofthepartywhich takes postponed without possible damage to the, working onarbitrating or mediat!ng,
itwould be likelyto Involve the practitioner in offensive action against theapplicant or client, a member shallaccept andperform, the entrusted by bothpartieswith
representing differing Inleresls,exceplif lhe person withpatent rights. Also, apatent orderso far as immedialely necessary to avoid certificale of appoinlment. ,
practRioner can.adequately represent the attorney mustnottake any action similar to such possible damage: thereafter he shal~, CH4 (Sec.32): Attorneys working in
Interest of eachandIf eachconsent afterfull theafore described. resign fromthe case. Sec.1c: The baslc,task the samelawoffice, mustnot plead
disclosure, CH4(Art2O): A patent attorney mustnot of a member Is to serve as a reliable adviser to for bothpartiesInonecase.
Sec. 10.62a:Except withthe consent of a take acase which mightcause a conflict of persons Interested ,In patent matters. He Attorneys oughtto Inform theirclient
clientafterfull disclosure, a practitioner shall interest with thecase heisworking onat the should aetas an independent counsellor by anddealwith It properly when they
not acceptemployment If the exercise of the moment unless theperson concerned serving the Interests of his clients Inan findout thebelowCircumstance's
practitioner's professional jUdgment on behalfconsents toit. unbiased manner without regard to his happen.
of the clientwill be or reasonably maybe personal feelings or Interest.
affected bythepractitioner's ownfinancial, Sec.4f: A member shallnottakeanyacti~
business. property, or personal Interests. against a particular matter whichIs being
Canon 5: A practitioner shouldexercise handled or hasbeen handled bytheMem~er
Independent professionaljudgmenton or another person In his office, unlessthe'!
behalfof a client. client in the matter agrees to this action.

I

Payment of Legal Services 5ec.l0.68: EKcepl wilh the consent of the ~H4 (Arl22): A patenf attorney mustnot INoapplicable prevlslon.
practitioner's clientafterfull disclosure, a accept money, entertainment, or other benefit
practitioner shallnot: 1) acceptcompensation om anyconcernedparties,
fromoneotherlhan lhe practltloner's cll~nt

for lhe practltlone(sl~gal services 10or tor
lhe clienl2) acceptfromoneotherthanlhe
pracmion~(s clientanylhingof value related
to lhe praclillone(srepresenlation of or lhe
practltloner's employment bytheclient,
Canon 6: A practitionershouldexercise
ind~p~nd""f professionalJUdgm~nton
behalf of e c/ienf.

CH4ISec361: Attorneys must npt
gainmoney for lhe lenderfor lh.
casethat is beinghandled and i
accept anything related withthe!
tenderfor the casebefore the case
is finished.
CH 6 ISec40):Atiorneys mustnot
discusswtththe oppositions wilhout
theirclients' appointment or .
agreement. Attorneys oughtnot: to
acceptopposition's remuneratio!'l or
gin. .

I
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CQMPAiRIsoI~ OE.fRQV1Q· TABLE 1SGOV
eRO~~ COtIDUCI

Topic Area ! United States
(Man~atorv'rUles are codlped underTitle 37

Codedf Federal Regulations (37CFR)andare
i identified bySectIon Number.

Ethlca~con8lderat/ons (ItaHclzed)·a1'9 Identified
I~Y; Canon Number).

Japan
(Mandatory rulesaregoverned byArticleof
Association 19 & 29 of the JPAA. Ethical

considerations (ilallcized) are gwerned byArticles
ofAssociation andEthics o/Patent AHarney).

European Taiwan
(Mandatoryrules and ethical considerationsare (MandatorY rules and ethical

governed underthe Amended Codeof Professional ccnslderetlcns are codifiedunderRules
Conductof the Instituteof Professional GoverningAttorneyEthIcsand/or Rules

Representatives before the EPO). of PatentAgent).

Sec. 111;36: A practitioner shall notenterInto CH4(Art 24): As a rule, a patent attorney
anagre~ment for,charge, or collectan Illegal musthave acontract to includefees before
orclearlY excessive fee. A feeis excessive thecase is begun. It is preferableforapatent
when, aftera review of the facts;a attorney to take a case asaservice when the
practitiol,er of ordinary prudence would be applicant hasnomeans.
leftwith!a definite andfinm conViction thatthe
feeIs Iniexcess of a reasonable fee.
Canon.~: A practitioner should assistthe
legal pr1fesslon in fulfilling Itsdulyto make
legal co~nsel available.

~
~
I
1

I
!

Billing Amount

Cllent confidences Sec.10.57b: Except when permitted, a
practitioner shallnotknowingly 1) reveal a
conflde~ce orsecretof a client2) usea
confidence or secretof a clientto the
disadVa?tage of theclient3) usea
confidelfe,orsecret of a client for the
advant"lle of the practitioner or of a third
person, ~nless theclientconsents afterfull
disclosure. A practitioner mayreveal 1)
conflden~_es or secrets withtheconsent of
the. clientaffected butonlyaftera full
disclosure to thec1len! 2) confidences or

~:~:t~~~~I~:~~i:u".:'~f~~I;~~I~nary
intentionlofthe clientto commit a crime4)
conflden,ces or secrets necessary to
establis~ or collect thepractKlone(s feeor to
defend t~e practKloner oremployees against
accusatlpnofwrongful conduct.
canon 4: )l pracliUonershouldpreserve fhe
eonfidenresandsecretsof ae/ient.

I

I
~

CH4(Arl19): All business andtechnical
infonnation anattorney haslearned about

[from hisjher clientfrom thecase mustbe
kept confidential. An attorney mustnottake
anyaction which mayraise adoubt.

I

Noapplicable provision.

'.

Sec.4g:A member is automatically released
from hissecrecy obligations if thesecret
infonmatlon becomes published.

CH4 'Sec361: Attorneys ought to
conVince theirclients clesrlyabout
theremuneration andcalculation
ways, Attorneys mustnotsel the
furtherremuneration according to
theresult of thecases.

Rules of PatentAgent fRule 81:
Thepatent agent mustnotreveal or
steal his client·s invention or
creation.
CH4 fSec.331: Attorneys must
keep secrets about thecases,
except theirclients' intention and
planof crime, or thecontinuation of
crime thatmaydamage otherlifeor
health.
CH6 fSec481: Attorney ought not
havetheirclients ofhis previous
company change to entrust him
afterhe leaves thecompany.

I
N

. I
U1
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IABLE1 \
COMPA~SGOV~CO~UCI

~RQIECmQE IHE CLIEMI

,~-_._-.-------,

Topic Area

Communication withAdverse
Party Represented by Counsel

United States
(Mandatory rulesare codilled underTitle 37 •

Codeof FederalRegulations (37 CFR) and are
identified bySection Number.

Ethical considerations (Italicized) are Identified
by Canon Number).

Sec.10.87: During thecourse of
representation ofa client, a practitioner shall
not: a) communicate orcause another to
communicate onthesubject ofthe
representation with a party thepractfioner
knows toberepresented byanother
practitioner Inthatmatter unless the
practitioner hasthepriorconsent of theother
practitioner representing suchotherparty or
Isauthorized bylawto doso. It Is not
improper, however, for a practitioner to
encourage a client tomeet with anopposing
party forsettlement negotiations. b) give
advice toa person who Isnotrepresented by
a practitlonerotherthan the advice tosecure
counsel, If the Interests ofsuch person areto
have a reasonable posslbil~ of being In
connlct with theInteresta of thepraotltloner's
client.

Japan
(Mandatory rulesare governed byArticleof
Association 19 & 29 of the JPAA.: Ethical

considerations (italicized) are governed byArticles
0/Association andEthics a/PatentAttorney).

eRS (Art17): A patent attorney mustnot
directly negotiate withanadversarial party
who has retained anattorney, unless the
patent attorney has a validreason why this
rule should notapply.

European, Taiwan
(Mandatory rulesandethicalconslderatlcnejare (Mandatory rulesand ethical

governed underthe Amended Codeof Profes$ional considerations are codified underRules
Conduct of the Institute of Professional I Governing Attorney Ethicsand/orRules

Representatives beforethe EPO). of PatentAgenl).

Sec.5c: A member mustavoid anyexchapge CH5 ISec.411: Attorneys oughtnot
ofviews about a specific case, whIch he :i tocontact directly with the
knows orsuspects Isbeing handledby ari~other oppositions without theagreement
member, with the client ofthe case, unles~ the oftheoppositions' attorneys, after
client declares hiswishto have an independent theattorneys know theoppos~ion

view ortochange his representallva, The; have attorneys. '
member may inlorm theother member onlyil
theclient agrees. .

- - -
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Sec, 10123; Practioner mayadvertise INo applicable provision.
servlce~through publicmedia (I.e., telephone
directory, legal directory, newspaper, or other
perlodic~l, radio, T.V.). Nothing of value may
begivenfor the person recommending the
practlon~r's service, except thatpractioner
maypa~ reasonable cost of advertising.
Sec,10,33: A practltloner maynotsolicit
professlpnal employment froma prospective
clientwithwhom the praotitioner hasno
family o~ priorprofessional relationship, by
mall, ln-person, orotherwise, when a
s1gnifica\1t motive forthe practitioner's doing
sols th~practltloner'spec'unlarygaln under
the ciro~mstances evidencing undue
il1fluel1c~, intimidation, or overreaching.
canon:2: Apractftlonershouldassistthe
legalprdtession in fulliJ//ng Its duly to make
legalcotnsel available.

Topic Area

Advertisements

I United States
(Man~toryrules are codified under Tille 37 •

Code of Federal Regulations (37 CFR) and are
; identified bySectionNumber.

Ethfcal!ponsfderatfons (/taflcIZed) 819 /dentffled
I' by CanonNUinbef}.,

Japan
(Mandatoryrules are governedbyArticle of
Association 19 & 29of the JPAA. Ethical

considerations (italicized) are gcroerned byArticles
ofAssociation andEthics afPatent Attorney).

European Taiwan
(Mandatoryrules and ethical considerationsare (Mandatoryrules and ethical

governedunderthe AmendedCode of Professional considerationsare codified underRules
Conductof the Instituteof Professional GoverningAttorneyEthics and/orRules

Representatives beforethe EPO). of PatentAgent).

Sec.2; Generally permitted provided trueand CH2(Sec121; Attorneys mustnot
objective andconforms withthebasic promote theirbusiness by
prlnlciples of Integrity andprofessional exaggerated advertising, paying
secrecy. NOTallowed are:1) comparison of commission to introducers, hiring
professional serv/cesofonemember with sales or in other inappropriate ways.
lhoseof another; 2) identification of a client CH2fSec131: Attorneys mustnot
without express authorl~tion of thatclient; 3) gainbusiness byanyways that
mention of thename of another professional violating social order andgeneral
entityuiessthere is a written cooperation standards of behaviors, ordamage
agreement between themember andtheentity; attorneys' reputation.
4) advertisement, announcement or publishing
of offer. to bUj', sellor negotiate Industrial
property rights, except upontheInstruction of a
client.
Sec.3b;A member shallnotgiveany
indication onofficepremises, stationery or
otherwise whichIs misleading to thepublic.

I
I
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COMPARISON OF PROVISIONS TABLE 1 iGOVERNING PAI~ . 1
PROIECIION OF IHECLlEJIPRACIIONER CONDUCI

Topic Area United States Japan European Taiwan
(Mandatory rulesarecodified underTille 37 • (Mandatory rulesaregoverned byArticleof (Mandatory rules and ethicalconsideratlon~ are (Mandatory rules and ethical

Code of Federal Regulations (37 CFR) and are Association 19 & 29 of the JPAA. Ethical governedunder the AmendedCode of Prctesslcnal considerations are codIfied under Rules
Idenllfled by Section Number. considerations (italicized) areglWemed byArticles Conductof the Instituteof profassionalf Governing Anorney Ethics andlor Rules

Ethlca' consfderatfons (Itaflclzed) ate ldentffled ofAssociation and Ethics afPatentAttorney). Representatives beforethe EPO). of PatentAgent).
by Canon Number).

Withdrawl from employment Sec. 10.40a:A practitioner shall not . CH4(Art23): A patent attorney must Noapplicable provision. eH4 (5ec31): Attorneys ought to
withdraw from employment Ina proceeding report matters about acase, clear the discontinue the casewith their
before theOffice without permission from the account, andreturn items in hisjher custody clients when thefollowing
Office. A practitioner shall notwithdraw from withoutdelay. clrcumslances happen. 1) the.
employment until thepractliioner hastaken attorney finds outwhat thepurpose
reasonable steps to avoid foreseeable of their clients Isto threaten orharm
prejudice totherights of theclient, Including '" others2) theattorney is 8lNare ~f the
givingdue noticeto his or her client, allowing casewill.breakthe Rulesof
time for employment of another practitioner, Governing Attorneys' Ethics If they
delivering totheclient allpapers andproperty continue to handle thecase 3) the
towhich theclient Isentllled, and complying attorney's health is notgoodenough
with applicable laws and rules. A praotltloner tocontinue coping with thecase.
who withdraws from employment shall refund When the attorney discontinues the
promptly anypart of a fee paid in advance case, they ought to adopt legal '
thathas notbeenearned. procedures avoiding their clients'

legitimate rightsaredamaged.
Attomeys also ought to return part
of the remuneration.

•

•
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TABLE 2
PROTECTION OF THE LEGAL SYSTEM
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TABLE 2 ,
COMPABISO~ OF BULES GOVEB~I~G PATE~T PBACTIONEB CONIDUCT

PBOTECTION OF LEGAL SYSTEM

Topic Area United States
(Mandatory rules are codified under Title37 

CodeofFederal Regulations (37CFR) andare
Identified bySection Number.

Ethical conslderatfons (Ilanelzed) areldentlfled
byCanon Number).

Japan
(Mandatory rules are governed byArticle of
Associalion 19 & 29 ofthe JPAA. Ethical

considerations (italicized) are governed,by Articles
ofAssociatum andEthics ofPatent Attorney).

European i
(Mandatory rules andethical considerations are

governed under theAmended Codeof >

Professional Conduct oftheInslilute of
Professional Representatives before theEP9).

Taiwan
(Mandatory rules andethical

considerations are codified under Rules
Governing Attorney Ethics and/or Rules of

Patent Agent).

Admission to Practice Sec.10.22: A practlonerls subject to CH3 (Art36): A member has topay
discipline If thepractitioner hasmade a membership of20,OOOYen, by theend of
materially false statement In, orifthe everymonth, This amount isdueforaslong
practitioner hasdeliberately failed to disclose ashdshebelongs tothe AssociaHon,
a materia' "fact requested Inconnection with, CH3CArla7>: When amember neglects
thepractitioner's application for registration payment ofmembership dues formore than
ormembership inthe barofany U.S. ·court sixmonths, adirector mustgivehimjher
oranyState courtor hisor herauthority to warning that hdshe has towithdraw from
otherwise practice before the Office in the Association ifhe/she does notcomplete
trademark and other non-patent cases. payment within30 days.
Canon 1: A practitioner should assist in
maintainIng theintegrity andcompetence of
th.elegal prOfessIon.

Sec3a:A member shalluphold public Rules of PatentAgent (Rule 3):
reputation of this Institute, of Its Members ~nd People whohave residence Inthe
of thepractice of representation before the' Republic of China andmatch oneof
European Patent Office. the following conditions, mayregister
Sec.7b:Members mustp~y in accordance wllh the Patent Organization afterthelr
with arrangements laid doWn and notified by credentIals areexamined. 1) Judicial
the Council theannual subscription requlr~d Officers, Attorneys or Accountant 2)
byArticle 6 of the RegUlation onthe • Registered Technicians 3) People
establishment of the Institute. If a membet; graduated fromcollege andwork~d In
falls topay thesubscriptlon as required byithe the patent organizations, responsible
arrangements, thematter may bereferred ~y for examination for two years.
theTreasurer totheDisciplinary Committe,e.,

Representing a Client within the
bounds ofthelaw

Sec. 10.85a:lnrepresentationof a client, a CH4(Arl1S): A patent attorney must
practitioner shallnot1) Initiate or defend any always proceed withacase so asnotto
proceedl,ng before theOffice, assert a impeded its progress, and make the best
position, conduct.a defense, ~elay a trialor effort tofuljill taetrustofhis/herciieni.
proceeding before: the Office, ortake other
action on behalf ofthe practltloner's client
when thepractitionerknows or when itis
obvious that such actionwould serve merely
to harass or maliciously Injure another,
Canon 7: Apractitionershould represent a
clienfzealously wfthln theboundsof the
law.

Noapplicable provislon, CH3 fSec22): Attorneys must not
refuse ordelay thecasesthatare
assigned bytheJudicial Department,
and getremuneration from the
defendant orother related person'ot
thecases.
cm (Sec261: Attorneys oughtto
assisttheJUdicial Department to .
handle thecasesthatarelnqulred,
entrusted or assigned bytheJudicial
Department.
em ISec231: Attorneys mustnot
deceive andcheatwhen theyfulfill
their roles. Att6rneys·must not forge
orinstigate otherstoforego the !
evidences, aswell ashinder othets
fromrevealing thetruth,
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! !ABLE 2
~SOfi..QERULES GOVERNINGPAIENTPRACIl.QNER COrmUCI

, PROIECIIQfi.QE.LEGAL SYSTEM-

Japan
(Mandatory rulesare governed byArticle of
Association 19 & 29 of the JPAA. Ethical

considerations (italic/zed) aregoverned byArtietes
ofAssociation andEthics a/Patent Attorney).

Topic Area

limitationsof Practicing Law

Lawyer Communication with
Witnesses

! United States
(Mandatory rulesare codified underTitle37 •
Code~f FederalRegulations (37 CFR) andare

I identified bySection Number.
Ethlca(conslderatlons (Ital/clzed) areldenrlfled

}. byCanon Number).

Sec.10h01:A practitioner whoholds public Iem (Arl2~); A member can nothold an
office Shall not: 1)u~e the practitioner's. official position which concurrently pays
PUbllc~ositiontoobtain, orattempt 10obtain, him/her addiHonal salary.
a ,SP~CI~I, advantage Inlegislative matters far CH2 (Art25): When a member, whohimself
thepractitioner orfor ,a client under, .' . runs a business pursuing profit, is employed
circumJ.tances where. the. practitioner knows bya person whoman.ages abusiness, joins

'. .. "".".... .", "-" ." . . ....
or it Isqbylous thatsuch~ction is.netin the thestafforbecomes adirector ofa body
pUblic inte,est 2) usethe practitione~s public corporafe, thememberhas fa report the
positlorl:tolnfluence, orattempt tainfluence, matter to thepatent attorney association
a tribunl.1 to acl in favor of thepractnloner or beforehand,
ofacliaht3) accept anythingofvalue from
anyperl.ol1 when thepractitioner knows or it
Is obvioLs thattheofferis for thepurpose of,
InfluenCJng the practitioner's action asa
pUblic official. Apractitionerwha isan
officerdremployee ofIhe U.S. shall not
practlc~before the. Office, inpatent cases
exceptWhere,so provlded. .". ..':
Canon .: Apractitionershould assist in
Improvihg the/egalsystain.

lu__ _
Sec.10.92: A practitioner shall notsUppress INoapplicable provision.
anyeVietence thai thepractitioner or the
practitiohe~s client hasa legal obligation to
reveal 01 produce. A practitioner shall not
advise o~ cause a person tobesecreted or
to leave theJurisdiction forIhepurpose of
making 'heperson unavailable.
canon 7: Apractitioner should represent a
:~~t zerloustywithin thebounds of the,

European
(Mandatory rules andethical considerations are

governed under theAmended Codeof
Professional Conduct ofIhe Institute of

Professional Representatives before the EPO).

Noapplicable provision.

'.

Noapplicable provision.

Taiwan
(Mandatory rules andethical

considerations are codified under Rules
Governing Attorney Ethics andfor Rulesof

Patent Agent).

Noapplicable provision.

CH2 rSec161: Attorneys can inquire
thewitness for thetruthoutside the
court, but inquires shOUld belimited to
information related to the case. They
ought notto Induce thewitness to lie.

Page 2 of 4 'I'
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TABLE 2 i
COMPARISON OF RULES GOVEBNlNG PATf;t!f PBACIIQNER CQt,lmUCT

PRQIECTIQN QE LEGAL SYSTI;M

Topic Area United States Japan European Taiwan
(Mandatotyrules are codfled under Title 37 - (Mandatoryrules are governedbyArticle of (Mandatoryrules and ethical considerations~re (Mandatory rules andethical

Code of Federal Regulalfons (37 CFR) and are Association 19 & 29 of the JPAA. Bthical governed undertheAmended Codeof f considerations arecodified underRules
identified bySection Number. consideraUons (italicized) are guvtmled l7y Articles ProfessionalConductof the Instituteor;: Governing AttorneyEthicsandlorRulesof

Ethicalcons/daraffons (ItaNe/zed) BI9!dentlUed ofAssociation and Ethicsa/Patent Attorney). Professional Representallves beforethe EPC?). PatentAgent).
by Canon Numbsrj. ,

(.

Cooperation withthe Patent Sec 10,131: Practttioners shall report and em CArt11): A patent attorney has to Noapplicable provision. CH3 fSec201: Attorneys oughtto
Agency reveal to the Director anyknowledge or cooperate with thePatent Agencyand the assistcourtto defend JUdicature '

evidence required underthedisclosure of court regarding theprocess offilingan dignityandjustice. Attorneys are'alsc
information toauthorities requirement, which appUcationl judging aease, and proceeding responsible for prompting thesoqlety
require thata practitioner possessing withalawsuit. He/She mustnottake any to nile by lawtogether wttht the ,
unprivileged knowledge of a violation of a action toextend a lawsuit. '.

Judicial Department.
Disciplinary Rule shall report It to the CH2 (Art12): A patent attorney has to
Director. Any non-practitioner possessing cooperate in regard toamatter assigned by

knowledge or Informatlon concerning a government ormunicipal offices.
vlolalion of a Disciplinary Rulebya
practitioner mayreport the vioiatlon to the
Director.
Canon 9: A practffloner shouldavoideven
the appearance ofprofessional Impropriety.

Improper Influence UponA Sec.10.111b: A practitioner shallnotaccept CH2 (Art13h A patent attorney mustnot Noapplicable provisicn. CH2(Sec141: Attorneys mustnot
Government Agency private employment Ina matter Inwhichhe accept a case with which he/she has dealt asa have Inappropriately soclai

or shehadpersonal responsibility while a government employer. engagement wtththeJudicial staffsIn
pUblic employee. orderto facilitate casesandgainmore
Sec.10.93b: In anadversary proceeding, business.
Including anyInterpartes proceeding before
the Office,a practltloner shellnot
communicate, or cause another to
communicate, as to themeritsof thecause
With a jUdge, o!flcial, or O!flceemployee
before whom theproceeding Is pending,
expect If official proceeding, inwriting,
adequate notice toopposing counselorto
adverse party.
canon 7: A practitioner should represent a
clientzealously within thebounds a/the
law. ,

Page 3 of '"I
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Taiwan
(Mandatory rulesand ethical

considerationsare codifiedunder Rules
Governing AttorneyEthicsand/orRulesof

PatentAgent).

CH215ee181; Judiclal slaffs mustnot
work asanattomey Inthesame courts
orthe same procurator department
w~hln 3 years, where theyworked In
thepast3 years.

'.

European
(Mandatory rules and ethicalconsiderationsare

governed underthe Amended Codeof
Professional Ccnductof the Instituteof

ProfessionalRepresentatives beforethe EPO).

Noapplicable provlslon,

See.3a: A member shall uphold public CH3(5ee211; Attorneys oughtto
reputation of this Inslitute, of lis Members and attend aotlvely theassessment to
of thepractice of representation before the judgesandpublic procurators, which
European Patent Of;;oe. arerunbytheAttorneys Assoolation

or othergovernment department.
CH3(Sec241: Attomeys mustnot
slander judicial staffsor theJudicial
Department. Attomeys oughtto
inform police when theygetevidence
about judicial staff corruption.

Japan
(Mandatory rulesare governed byAl1iele of
Association 19 & 29 aftha JPAA. Ethical

considerations (italicized) are gtwerned byArticles
ofAssociation andEthics afPatentAttorney).

Noapplicable provision.

United States
;

(Mandatory rules are codified underTille 37 -
Codeof Fed4ral Regulatlons(37 CFR)andare

Ide~lfied bVSection Number.
ethlca' conslfleratfons (Itaffclzed) 819 ldentlfled

IbyCanon Numbel).

See.10.102a&b: A practitioner shallnot
knowingly ",~ke falsestatements of fact
concerning tile qualifications of a candldale
for election 01 appointment to ajudlclal office
or to a posltloh In the Office. A practitioner
shallnot knoWingly make falseaccusations
against aJUdge, otheradjudicatory officer, or
employeeoflhe Offlce,
canon 8: A p,actii!one,shouldassist/n
improving thel/egal systam.

I
f
!

Sec. 10.1118; A praclnloner shallnot acoept CH2 (Arl14): A patent attorney mustnot
private empldyment Inamatter upon the either privately interview ornegotiate with
merits ofWhlbh he or shehasacted In a theperson dealing with o.f.fidal business in

s
JUdicial capa¢Ity. '. ..... '.'.. " .... . order togain anadvantage in a case in
5ee.10.93;Apractitioner shallnolglve or whichhe/she is involved.
lendanythind of value to a jUd~e, official, or
employee Of&tribunal underolreumslances
whichmightgivetheappearance thatthegift
or loanIsma&e to Influence officialaction.
Canon 9: A pracUlionershouldavoideven
theappeamiee of professional impropriety.

i
i

!

I TABLE 2AIEIlIl'IlIICIIlltIEB.J::QIlllUCI
~ABlSQtY OF B6UBJLE;;[JSI!G;,Q°IlmlQEBtiING..f~1\If"I}=IC~=G=A=L::S~Y~S:T=E=M; fBOIEC~

Topic Area

Statements Regarding
Public/Elected Officials & the
Judiciary

Avoiding the Appearanoe of
Impropriety
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TABl.E 3 CIKlliEB CO~DUCI' SGOV~G eAmIT.£RA~SON OE.BULE SSIQN
' ERQ~I

Topic Area I United States
(Mand~tory rules are codified under Title37 

Code o~Federal Regulations (37 CFR) andare
lldentifled bySectfan Number.

Ethical ~n8lderatlons (Italicized) areldent/fled
I byCanon Number).,

Japan
(Mandatory rules are governed byArticle of
Association 19 &29 artha JPAA. Ethical

considerations (italicized) aregooerned byArticlesof
Association and Ethics ofPatent Attorney).

European
(Mandatory rules andelhical considerations are

governed under theAmended Codeof ProfessIonal
Conduct oftheInstitute of Professional

Representatives before theEPO).

Taiwan
(Mandatory rules andethical

considerations are codIfied under Rules
GovernIng Attorney Ethics andlor Rules

of Patent Agent).

General Ethical Considerations Sec.10"9: A practitioner shall not disregard A patent attorney mustfoster and protect
oradvise a client todisregard any provision originality and creativity in theindustrial field,
oftheCdde ora decision ofthe Office, but andcontribute to sound useanddevelopment of,
thepracUtiona,' may take appropriate steps In theawnership system ofindustry. Through
good faith totest thevalidIty ofsuch this, a patent attorney will contribute to the
provlsiort ordecision. progress and development ofsociety,
canonl: Apractitionershould rapresont 0 CH2lAr!191: anattorney mustvalue his/her
cllont zealously wfthin thebounds of the law. personal integrity, do busineas honestly,

I following allcodes of conduct andlaws
I pertaining to attomeys.
t em CAft1):A patent attorney should value

honor, cultivate sound reason.be assiduous in
raising integrity and maintaining trust,
CHt fArl31: A patent attorney should keep
abreast ofcurrent lawandscience, study
technical advancement, befamiliar with
business case lawand perform hisduties
sincerely andfairly,

Noappllcable provision,

'.

Noapplicable provision.

Objectives of Legal Profession Noappli<iable provision.
;
i

A patent attorney mustfoster andprotect INoapplicable provision.
originality and creativity in the industrialfield,
and contribute to sound useanddevelopment of
theownership ofindustry. Through this, a
patent attorney will contribute to the progress
and development ofsociety,

Themissions of theattorneys areto
protect human right, to ensure
justice, aswell astoenhance
democracy. Allattorneys ought to
self-government and defend the
dignity andreputation of attorneys
basing onthe consciousness of
attorneys' Ethics. All attorneys
ought to obey theRules of
Governing Attorneys' Ethics.

Page 1 of7
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COMPABISON OF RULES GOVI;BNING PATEt;jI ERAGIIONEB COt;j~UCI
PROIECTlClli QE.IJjE LEGAL EROFI;SSION

Topic Area

Safeguarding the Integrity of the
Legal Profession

Maintaining Conduct Within the
Legal Profession

United States
(Mandatory rules are codified under Titre 37 

Code of Federal Regulations (37 CFR) and are
Identified by Section Number.

Ethical considerations (ItalicIzed) aTe Identified
by Canon Number).

Noapplicable provision.

I

Sec. 10.23a: A practitioner shallnotengage
in disreputable or grossmisconduct
Canon 1: Apractitioner should ass/sUn
maintaining theIntegrity andcompetence of
thelegalprofession.

-

Japan
(Mandatory rules are governed by Article of
Association 19 & 29 of the JPAA. Ethical

considerations (italicized) lire grroerned byArticles of
Association andEthics ofPatent Attorney).

em fArl4l, A patent attorney should
maintain his/her integrity, carry outbusiness
based upon his/her beliefs. When dealing with
acase, a patent uttorneyrenders judgments or
anopinion, apatent attorney, should be
independent.tmd perform matters with legal
andtechnical confidence.

CR1 (Art1): A patent attorney should value
honor, cultivate sound reason, beassidous in
raising integrity andmaintaining trust.
CH2IArt 191: An attorney mustvalue his/her
personal Integrity, dobusiness honestly
following allcodesof conduct andlaws
pertaining to attorneys.
CR1 (Arl6): A patent attorney mustnotdo
anybusiness which mighthannhisjher
integrity ofthepatent attorney.
CR1 (ArlS): A patent attorney mustnotlet
others usehisname. CR1
(An9): A patent attorney mustnotunfairly
bring about acase.

European 1
(Mandatory rules and ethical considerations are

governed under the Amended Code of Profe~slonal
Conduct of the Institute of Prcfeeetcnal

Representatives before the EPO).

Sec.3c: A member shallnotgiveany::
commission to others for theIntroductlori, of
business, but this doesnotextend to thei
acquisition in partor whole of another paient
agency practice. I. .

Noapplicable provision.

Taiwan
(Mandatory rules and ethical

considerations are codified under Rules
Governing Attorney Ethics and/or Rules

of Patent Agent).

CH1ISec.31: Attorneys oughtto
delendthedignity andreputation 01
attorneys.

CHl /Art6): Attorneys oughtto be
prudent in theirspeech and
behaviors, andto rectify badtrends
In thesociety as a good model In the
society.
CH1 IArtSI: Attorneys' Jobs oughtto
bebased onhonest, Justice, reason
andconscience.

Page 2 of 7
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I TABLE 3

.coMf8BJSQ~ O~ULES GOVEB.t:Ut:LG..PATI;fi1,PRACTIQ.NER COt:illUCI
~SSIml

Topic Area ! United States
(MandaJory rules arecodifiedunderTitle 37 •

Code ofFedeml RegulatIons(37 CFR) and are
~denllned by Section Number.

EthIcalcipnsJderatlons (italicized) are IdentJOed
I bJ'Canon Number).

Japan
(Mandatory rules are governed byArticle of
Association 19 &29 of the JPAA. Ethical

considerations (italicized) areg(Jf)/!17led byArticlesof
Association andEthics a/Patent AUorney).

European
(Mandatoryrules and ethical considerationsare

governedunderthe AmendedCode of professional
Conduct of the Institute of Professional

Representatives before the EPO).

Taiwan
(Mandatory rules andethical

considerations are codified under Rules
GoverningAttorneyEthics andler Rules

of PatentAgent).

Unauthorized Practice of law Sec.10.47: A pracmloner shallnotaida non-INo applicable provision.
pracm/orier Inthe unauthorized pracl/ce of
law, nor~hall a practitloner,ald a suspended
or exclud~d pralctltloner In the practIce of law
before the om"e. A practitioner shallnotaid
a non.lal'jyer in the unauthorized practiceof
law. I
Canon 31 Apractitfonar should assistIn
preventing the unauthorized practice of law.

I

Sec.3d: A member shallnotpermitwithout CH2/Sec.171: Attorneys mustnot
adequate supervision, professional aclivities assistpeople, whodo nothave
related to the European Patent Officeunderhis Licenses In theRepublic of China,
name or the name of th~s association by a to practice law by forming
person who Is nota member. partnership oranyother ways,

except approved by law.

Regulating Professional
Standards & Discipline

Sec. 10.23b:A practitioner shallnot 1) ICH1 (ArtS): A patent attorney mustconform 18ec.1f&g: Eachmember shouldknowof the INoapplicable provision.

Dan~ 3 nf7
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TABLE 3
COMPARISQfj QE.BULES GQVERfjlNG PATEfjI EBACTIQNEB CQND>UCI

f,RQIECllilllQ.E.llif,J.,EGALffiQEESSION

Topic Area United States
(Mandatory rulesare codifiedunderTitre37 

Codeof FederalRegulations (37CFR) andare
ldenllfied bySeotionNumber.

EthIcalconsiderations (ItalicIzed) am ldentlfled
by Canon Numberj.

Japan
(Mandalory rulesare governed byArticleof
Association19& 29 of the JPAA. Ethical

considerations (italictzed) Me gooerned byArticles of
Association and Ethics o/Patent Atlorney).

European,
(Mandatory rulesandethical conslderatlo~s are

governed undertheAmendedCodeof Professlcnal
Conductof the Instituteof Professlon~1

Representatives beforethe EPO). I

Taiwan
(Mandatory rules andethical

considerations are codified underRules
Governing AttorneyEthicsand/orRules

of PatentAgent).

Fellowship Among Attorneys Noapplicable provision.

I

CR3 (Arl15): Patent attorneys musthelp each
other, respect each other, mustnottake any
action toharm ortrouble other attorneys.

Sec.ie: Good fellowship among members Isa CH 8 (Se0421: Attomeys oughtto
necessity forpreserving thereputation of: the respect each other, andconcern the

a
profession andshould beexercised Irrespective properbenefit of lawfield.
of personal feelings. . f Attorneys oughtto respond topther
Sec.5a:A member mustobserve good ~ attorneys' inquire or give themithe
fellowship toward othermembers, andthis reason thattheycan'trespond.
Includes courtesy andthe factthata member CUB (Sec43): Attorneys oughtnot
maynotspeakof another member ini slander otherattorneys, as We'!1 as
discourteous or offensive terms. Grleva~ces in instigate or Indulge theirclientsto
respect of another member should first b:e slander otherattorneys.
discussed Inprivate withtheothermemqer,
eitherdirectly orthrough a thirdmemberjand
thenif necessary through theofficial chijmels
prescribed bythe Inst~ute andInthe I
disciplinary Regulation. :

Business Conduct Noapplicable provision. CR3 (Arl16J: A patent attorney mustnot try INoapplicable provision.
togetinvolved in acase 'Which other attorneys
have already received.

CHG fArt471: Attorneys oughtto askl
the Attorneys Association to l11adlatel
when theyhave controversy wi~h
each otherbecause ota case.'

Maintaining Professional
Standards

Noapplicable provision. CR1 (Art2): A patent attorney considers the INoapplicable provision.
internationality ofindustrial ownership,
undertakes business withabroad vision, and
makes aiteffort tocontribute tosociety in
conformity with international trust.
CR1 (Arl3): A patent attorney should keep
abreast ofcurrent lawandscience, study
technical advancement, befamiliar with
business case lawandperform hisduties
sincerely andfairly.

CHi ISec91: Attorneys oughtto
attend publiclawservices orsocial
activiites soas to spread law·'!
services. '
CHi ISec51: Attorneys oughtto be
proficient In.laws, enrich
professional knowledge, absorb
update Information andkeep
improving theirservices.
CH4ISec281: Attorneys oughtnot
to assure theirclientsthatthey,
couldhave favorable results When
theattorneys try to getthecases.
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coMee.!3IS0fiQEB!.LLfSGQY~QIlQNER COIWUCI
PRCITEcrJONOEItGA!..EBOEESSIQN

Japan
(MandatolYrules aregoverned byArticleof
Association 19 & 29 of theJPAA. Ethical

considerations (italicized) aregcwerned byArticles of
Association andBthics o/Patent AUorney).

Topic Area

Disciplinary Actions

I United States
(Mandatory rulesarecodifiedunderTitle 37 •

Codeof.federal Regulations (37CFR)andare
lIdentlfled bySection Number.

EthicalCpnslderatlons (italic/zed) are IdentIfIed
I by Canon Number).

Sec..10.~9: ~ pract~.I.oner shallnotdisregard ICH2/Art29): A member willbepunished

European
(Mandatory rulesandethicalconsiderations are

governedunderthe AmendedCode of Professional
Conductaftha Instituteof Professional

Representatives beforethe EPO).

Noapplicable provision.

Taiwan
(Mandatof)'rules and ethical

considerationsare codified underRules
GoverningAttorneyEthics and/or Rules

of PatentAgent).

Rules of PatentAaents (Rule 10):
If thepatent agent reVeals or steals
hisclient's Invention or creation,
theywould bepunished w~h the
following Issues bythepatent
organization: 1) warn 2) stoptheir
license from6 months to 2 years or
3) cancel theirqualifications.
CH2 (Sec191: Attorneys mustnot
break the Rules Governing
Attorneys' EthicseventhoughtheIr
clients require.

tv
I....,

o
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TABLE 3
COMPARISON Of.EUbES GOVERf)lING PAI~f)lT eRAcIIQNER CQf)lmUCI

fROIECIlQf)I QE.IHE.l.EGA!.PBOE..ES.S.I.QN

Topic Area United States Japan European 1 Taiwan
(Mandatory rules arecodified under Title37- (Mandatory rules aregoverned byArticle of (Mandatory rules and ethical considerallo~s are (Mandatory rules and ethical

Code of Federal Regulations (37CFR) and are Association 19& 29oftheJPAA. Ethical governed under theAmended Code ofProfe,ssional considerations arecodified under Rules
identified bySection Number. considerations (italicized) Me gqvemed byArticles of Conduct oftheInslilule ofProfessional GovernIng Attorney Ethics and/or Rules

Ethicalconsldemtions (italiciZed) 819/dentlfled Association and Ethics ofPalmi Attorney). Representatives before theEPO). ~ ofPatent Agent).
by Canon Numberj.

Reporting fellow attorney 8ecl0.22b: A practitioner shall notfurther CH2 (Arl30): When it is believed thatthere is Sec.3e:As far as the exercise of his CH8fArt44l: Attorneys oughUo
misconduct theapplication for registration or membership acase ofviolation oftherules, it should be profession Is concerned, a member Is reportto the attorneys AssocIation

in thebarof anyU.8. court, State court, or referred toadirector. responsible for the acts of non-member about other attorneys breaking the
administrative agencyof another person assistants. RUles of Governing Attorneys) when
known bythepractitioner to beunqualified in '. theygetevidence, besides keeping
respectto character, educatlon, or other secrets.
relative attribute. CH8(8e0451: Attorneys must'not
Canon 1: A praotitionershouldassistin hinderotherattorneys fromtheir
malnfalnlng fhelnfegrity andcompefence of cases,or leadthe clients
thelegatprofession. discontinue the appointment wIth

their currentattorneys.
CH6t8e0481: Attorneys ought to
informthe Attorneys Association
before theyaccuseotherattorneys,
because of theirownreaeons.: If It
is a ciVIl caseabout dispute, t~e
attorney oUght to lettheAttom~ys

i Association mediate thecase first.

Fee Splitting Requirements Sec. 10.37: A practitioner shall notdivide a CH2(Art 21.2): A member cannot share with Sec.l0.37: A practitioner shall notdivlde,a fee Noapplicable provision.
fee for legalservices withanother practitioner a specificforeign lawattorney remuneration for legalservices with another practitioner who
who is nota partnerin or assoclateofthe from income receivedforbusiness secured Is nota partner
practitioner's law firm or lawoffice, unless under contract with thePatent Attorney

j
full disclosure andclientconsent, proportion Association, orfrom income received from
division. doing business in themanner described under
Sec. 10.48: A practitioner or a firmof therules oftheAssociation. -~

practitioners shall notshare legal feeswitha ,
non-practltloner except: by agreement, to 1
complete unfinished business, non-
practitioner compensation or relirement plan.

I
Canon 2: A practitionershould assistthe 1
lega'profession in fulfilling Ns dUty tomake ~:

legalcounsel available.

}
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CO~PABISON OF RULES GOVERNING PAlENI eRAQ]]ONIiB COf;fpUGI

I ERQIfCIlQN OE.TIjEJ..EGALf.BQEESSIQN

Topic Area

Discrimination

! United States
(Mandatory rulesare codified underTitle 37 M

Code Off-ederalRegulations(37 CFR)and are
(identified bySection Number.

Elhlcal6onsld9ratlons (Itaffclzed) are Identified! by Canon Number).

Noapplicable provision.

1 .

..

Japan
(Mandatoryrules are governedbyArticle of
Association 19 & 29 orths JPAA, Ethical

considerations (itaticized) are guuerned byArticles of
A5SQciation andEthics ofPatent Atlomey).

Noapplicable provision.

European
(Mandatory rulesandelhlcalconsiderations are

governed undertheAmended Codeof Professional
Conduct of the Institute of Professional

Representatives before the EPO).

Sec.5b;Since a prime Interest of the Institute
is to maintain a unified profession, no member
mustexercise or promote discrimination
between members, for~xample ongrounds of
language ornationality. '.

Taiwan
(Mandatory rules and ethical

considerationsare codified underRules
Governing Attorney EfhicsandlorRules

of Patent Agent).

Noapplicable provision.

'"I
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2-74

PATENT RULES § 10.23

States court, State court, or administrative agency of
another person known by the practitioner to be unquali
fied in respect to character, education, or other relative
attribute.

[Added50 FR 5175. Feb. 6.1985, effective Mar. 8, 1985]

I'ATENT AND TRADEMARK OmCE CODE OF
PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBIUTY

(3) To the best of practitioner's knowledge, infor
mation, and belief, there is good ground to support the
correspondence, including any allegations of improper
conduct contained or alleged therein; and

(4) The correspondence is not interposed for delay.
(b) Any practitioner knowingly violating the provi

sions of this section is subject to disciplinary action. See

§ 1O.23(c)(15).
[Added 50 FR 5175, Feb. 6, 1985, effective Mar, 8, 1985;

para. (a)amended,58FR54494, Oct.22,1993, effective Nov. 22,
1993J

§ 10.19 [Reserved]

§ 10.20 Canons and Disciplinary Rules.
(a) Canons are set out in §§ 10.21, 10.30, 10.46,

10.56,10.61,10.76,10.83,10.100, and 10.110. Canons are
statements of axiomatic norms, expressing in general
terms the standards of professional conduct expected of
practitioners in their relationships with the public, with
the legal system, and with the legal profession.

(b) Disciplinary Rules areset out in §§ 10.22-10.24,
10.31-10.40, 10.47-10.57, 10.62-10.68, 10.77, 10.78,
10.84, ]0.85, 10.87-10.89, ]0.92,10.93,10.]01-]0.103,
10.111, and 10.112. Disciplinary Rules are mandatory in
character and state the minimum level of conduct below
which no practitioner can fall without being subjected to
disciplinary action.

{Added 50 FR 5175, Feb. 6, 1985, effective Mar. 8, 1985]

§ ] 0.21 Canon 1.

A practitioner should assist in maintaining the
integrity and competence of the legal profession.

[Added50 FR 5175,Feb.6, 1985, effective Mar. 8, 1985]

§ 10.23 Misconduct.

(a) A practitioner shall not engage in disreputable
or gross misconduct.

(b) A practitioner shall not:
(1) Violate a Disciplinary Rule.
(2) Circumvent a Disciplinary Rule through actions

of another.
(3) Engage in illegal conduct involving moral turpi

tude.
(4) Engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud,

deceit, or misrepresentation.
(5) Engage in conduct that is prejudicial to the

administration of justice.
(6) Engage in any other conduct that adversely

reflects on the practitioner's fitness to practice before the
Office.

(c) Conduct which constitutesa violationof paragraphs
(a) and (b) of thissection includes, but is not limited to:

(1) Conviction ofa criminal offense involving moral
turpitude, dishonesty, or breach of trust.

(2) Knowingly giving false or misleading informa
tion or knowingly participating in a material way in
giving false or misleading information, to:

(i) A client in connection with any immediate,
prospective, or pending business before the Office.

(ii) The Officeor any employee of the Office.
(3) Misappropriation of, or failure to properly or

timely remit, funds received by a practitioner or the
practitioner's firm from a client to pay a fee which the

§ 10.22'Maintaining integrity and competence of the client is required by law to pay to the Office.
legal profession. (4) Directly or indirectly improperly influencing,

(a) A practitioner is subject to discipline if the attempting to improperly influence. offering or agreeing
practitioner has made a materially false statement in. or to improperly influence, or attempting to offer or agree

'--·-'·-'·---ihhe·practitionerlfanlelmeiateJy'riiIfedTo·aIsClos'c';t"!o'imprope"iIy'mflucnce'an"'offiCiaT'action"oTany'e';;;:-'-"-~

, material fact requested in connection With, the practi- ployee of the Office by:
tioncr's application for registration or membership in (i) Use of threats, false accusations, duress. or
the bar of any United States court or any Stale court or coercion,

his or her authority to otherwise practice before the (ii) An offer of any special inducement or promise
Office in trademark and other non-patent cases. of advantage, or

(b~ A p.ractitioner shall not further the application (iii) Improperly bestowing of any gift, favor, or
for registrauon or membership in the bar of any United thing of value.

R -197 Re\'. 3, July 1997



R - 198

MANUAL OF PATENTEXAMINING PROCEDURE§lO.23

(5) Suspension or disbarment from practice as an
attorney or agent on ethical grounds by any duly
constituted authority of a State or the United States or,
in the case of a practitioner who resides in a foreign
country or is registered under § 10.6(c), by any duly
constituted authority of:

(i) A State,
(ii) The United States, or
(;;iV!'hp countryinwhich

(6) Knowingly aiding or abetting a practitioner
suspended or excluded from practice before the Office in
engaging in unauthorized practice before the Office
under § 10.158.

(7) Knowingly withholding from the Office infor
mation identifying a patent or patent application of
another from which one or more claims have been
copied. See §§ 1.604(b) and 1.607(c) of this subchapter.

(8) Failing to inform a client or former client or
failing to timely notify the Office of an inability to notify
a client or former client of correspondence received
from the Office or the client's or former client's
opponent in an interpartesproceeding before the Office
when the correspondence (i) could have a significant
effect on a matter pending before the Office, (ii) is
received by the practitioner on behalf of a client or
former client and (iii) is correspondence of which a
reasonable practitioner would believe under the circum
stances the client or former client should be notified.

(9) Knowingly misusing a "Certificate of Mail
ing or Transmission" under § 1.8 of thischapter .

(10) Knowingly violating or causing to be violated
the requirements of § 1.56 or § 1.555of this subchapter.

(11) Knowingly filing or causing to be filed an
application containing any material alteration made in
the application papers after the signing of the accompa
nying oath or declaration without identifying the alter
ation at the time of filing the application papers.

(12) Knowingly filing, or causing to be filed, a
frivolous complaint alleging a violation by a practitioner
of the Patent and Trademark Office Code of Profession
al Responsibility.

(13) Knowinglypreparing or prosecuting or provid
ing assistance in the preparation or prosecution of a
patent application in violation of an undertaking signed
under § 10.10(b).

(14) Knowingly failing to advise the Director in writing
of any change which would preclude continued
registration under § 10.6.

Rev. 3. July 1997
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(15) Knowinglysigning a paper filed in the Office in
violation of the provisions of § 10.18 or making a
scandalous or indecent statement in a paper filed in the
Office.

(16) Willfully refusing to reveal or report knowl
edge or evidence to the Director contrary to § 10.24or
paragraph (b) of § 10.131.

(17) Representing before the Office in a patent

invention developer or an inventor referred to the
registered practitioner by an invention developer when
(i) the registered practitioner knows, or has been advised
by the Office, that a formal complaint filed by a federal
or state agency,based on any violation of any lawrelating
to securities, unfair methods of competition, unfair or
deceptive acts or practices, mail fraud, or other civil or
criminal conduct, is pending before a federal or state
court or federal or state agency, or has been resolved
unfavorably by such court or agency, against the inven
tion developer in connection with invention develop
ment services and (ii) the registered practitioner fails to
fully advise the inventor of the existence of the pending
complaint or unfavorable resolution thereof prior to
undertaking or continuing representation of the joint
venture or inventor. "Invention developer" means any
person, and any agent, employee, officer, partner, Or
independent contractor thereof, who is not a registered
practitioner and who advertises invention development
services in media of general circulation or who enters
into contracts for invention development services with
customers as a result of such advertisement."Invention
development services" means acts of invention develop
ment required or promised to be performed, or actually
performed, or both, by an invention developer fora
customer. "Invention development" means the evalua
tion, perfection, marketing, brokering, or promotion of
an invention on behalf of a customer by an invention
developer, including a patent search, preparation of a
patent application, or any other act done by an invention
developer for consideration toward the end of procuring
or attempting to procure a license, buyer, or patent for
an invention. "Customer" means any individual who has
made an invention and who enters into a contract for
invention development services with an invention dcvcl
oper with respect to the invention by which the inventor
becomes obligated 10 pay the invention developer less
than $5,000 (not to include any additional sums which
the invention developer is to receive as a result of
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successful development of the invention). "Contract for
invention development services" means a contract for
invention development services with an invention devel
opcr with respect to an invention made by a customer by
which the inventor becomes obligated to pay the
invention developer less than $5.000 (not to include any
additional sums which the invention developer is to
receive as a result of successful development of the

invention).
(18) In the absence of information sufficient to

establish a reasonable belief that fraud or inequitable
conduct has occurred, alleging before a tribunal that
anyone has committed a fraud on the Office or engaged
in inequitable conduct in a proceeding before the Office.

(19) Action by an employee of the Office contrary
to the provisions set forth in § 10.1O(c).

(20) Knowing practice by a Government employee
contrary to applicable Federal conflict ofinterest laws, or
regulations of the Department, agency, or commission
employing said individual.

(d) A practitioner who acts with reckless indiffer
ence to whether a representation is true or false is
chargeable with knowledge of its falsity. Deceitful
statements of half-truths or concealment of material
facts shall be deemed actuai fraud within the meaning of
this part.

[Added 50 FR 5175,Feb. 6, 1985,effective Mar. 8, 1985;
amcndcd 50 FR25073, June 17, 1985; 50 FR 25980, June 24,
1985; paras. (c)(13), (19) & (20), 53 FR 33950, Oct. 4, 1988,
effective Nov. 4, 1988;corrected 53 FR 41278, Oct. 20, 1988;
paras. (c)(10) & (c)(11),57FR2021,Jan.17, 1992,effectiveMar.
16, 1992; para. (c)(a) amended, 58 FR 54494, Oct. 2, 1993,
effective Nov.22, 1993; para. (c)(9)amended,61 FR56439,Nov.
I, 1996,effective Dec 2,1996]

§ 10.24 Disclosure of infonnation to authorities.

(a) A practitioner possessing unprivileged knowl
edge of a violation of a Disciplinary Rule shall report
such knowledge to the Director.

(h) A practitioner possessing unprivileged knowl
edge or evidence concerning another practitioner,

of

or evidence upon proper request ofa tribunal
or other authority empowered to investigate or act upon
the conduct of practitioners, employees of the Office, or
judges.

[Addcd 50 FR 5176,Feb. 6.1985, effective Mar. 8, 1985J

§ 10.25 - 10.29 IReservedI

§ 10.30 Canon 2.

A practitioner should assist the legal profession in

fulfilling its duty to make legal counsel available,
[Added 50 FR 5177, Feb. 6, 1985, effective Mar. 8. 1985]

§ 10.31 Communications concerning a
practitioner's services.

(a) No practitioner shall with respect to any pro

spective business before the Office, by word, circular,

letter, or advertising, with intent to defraud in any
manner, deceive, mislead, or threaten any prospective
applicant or other person having immediate or prospec

tive business before the Office.

(b) A practitioner may not use the name of a

Member of either House of Congress or of an individual

in the service of the United States in advertising the

practitioner's practice before the Office.

(c) Unless authorized under § 10.14(b), a non

lawyer practitioner shall not hold himself or herself out

as authorized to practice before the Office in trademark

cases.

(d) Unless a practitioner is an attorney, the practi

tioner shall not hold himself or herself out:

(1) To be an attorney or lawyer or

(2) As authorized to practice before the Office in

non-patent and trademark cases.
[Added 50 FR 5177, Feb. 6, 1985,effective Mar. 8, 1985]

§ 10.32 Advertising.

(a) Subject to § 10.31, a practitioner may advertise

services through public media, including a telephone

directory, legal directory, newspaper, or other periodi

cal, radio, or television, or through wrinen communica

tions not invoiving solicitation as defined by § 10.33.

(b) A practitioner shall not give anything ofvalue to

a person for· recommending the practitioner's services,

except that a practitioner may pay the reasonable cost of

written ·communication this

may pay the usual charges of a not-for

profit lawyer referral service or other legal service
organization.

(c) Any communication made pursuant to this

section shall include the name of at least one practitioner

responsible for its content.
[Added 50 FR 5177. Feb. 6, 1985, effective Mar. 8, 1985J

lap:; c.... . ..
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(b) A fcc is clearly excessive when, after a review of
the facts, a practitioner of ordinary prudence would be
left with a definite and firm conviction that the fee is in
excess of a reasonable fee. Factors to be considered as
guides in determining the reasonableness of a fee
include the following:

(J ) The time and labor required, the novelty and

§ 10.38 Agreements restricting the practice of a

practitioner.
(a) A practitioner shall not be a party to or

participate in a partnership or employment agreement
with another practitioner that restricts the right of a
practitioner to practice before the Office after the

§ 10.37 Division of fees among practitioners.
(a) A practitioner shall not divide a fee for legal

serviceswith another practitionerwho is not a partner in
or associate of the practitioner's law firm or law office,
unless:

(I) The client consents to employment of the other
practitioner after a full disclosure that a division of fees
will be made.

(2) The division is made in proportion to the
services performed and responsibility assumed by each.

(3) The total fee of the practitioners does not
clearly exceed reasonable compensation for all legal
services rendered to the client.

(b) This section does not prohibit payment to a
former partner or associate pursuant to a separation or
retirement agreement.

[Added 50FR 5177, Feb. 6, 1985, effective Mar. 8, 1985]

ie or site to perform the legal service properly.
(2) The likelihood, if apparent to the client, that the

acceptance of the particular employment will preclude
other employment by the practitioner.

(3) The fee customarily charged for similar legal
services.

(4) The amount involved and the results obtained.
(5) The time limitations imposed by the client or by

the circumstances.
(6) The nature and length of the professional

relationship with the client.
(7) The experience, reputation, and ability of the

practitioner or practitioners performing the services.
(8) Whether the fee is fixed or contingent.

[Added 50FR 5177, Feb.6, 1985, effective Mar.8, 1985]

§ 10.36Fees for legal services.
(a) A practitioner shall not enter into an agreement

for, charge, or collect an illegal or clearly excessive fee.

§ 10.35 Finn names and letterheads.
(a) A practitioner shall not use a firm name,

letterhead, or other professional designation that vio
lates § 10.31.A trade name may be used by a practitioner
in private practice if it does not imply a current
connection with a government agency or with a public or
charitable legal services organization and is not other
wise in violation of § 10.31.

(b) Practitioners may state or imply that they
practice in a partnership or other organization only when
that is the fact.

[Added 50FR 5177, Feb.6, 1985, effective Mar.8, 1985J

§ 10.34 Communications of fields of practice.
A registered practitioner may state or implythat the

practitioner is a specialist as follows:
(a) A registered practitionerwho isan attorney may

use the designation "Patents," "Patent Attorney," "Pat
ent Lawyer," "Registered Patent Attorney," or a sub
stantially similar designation.

(b) A registered practitioner who is not an attorney
may use the designation "Patents," "Patent Agent,"
"Registered Patent Agent," or a substantially similar
designation, except that any practitioner who was
registered prior to November 15, 1938, may refer to
himself or herself as a "patent attorney."

[Added 50 FR 5177, Feb.6, 1985, effective Mar.8, 1985]
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termination of a relationship created by the agreement,
except as a condition to payment of retirement benefits.
. (b) In connection with the settlement of a centro
vcrsv or suit. a practitioner shall not enter into an
agreement that restricis the practitioner's right to
practice before thc Office.

[Added 50 FR 5177, Feb. 6,1985, effective Mar. 8,1985]

§ 10.39 Acceptance of employment.
/\. practitioner shall not accept employment on

bchalf of a person if the practitioner knows or it is
obvious that such person wishes to:

(a) Bring a Icgal action, commence a proceeding
before thc Office, conduct a defense, assert a position in
any proceeding pending before the Office, or otherwise
have steps taken for the person, merely for the purpose
of harassing or maliciously injuring any other person,

(b) Present a claim or defense in litigation or any
proceeding before the Office that it is not warranted
under existing law, unless it can be supported by good
faith argument for an extension, modification, or
reversal of existing law.

[Added 50 FR 5177, Feb. 6, 1985, effective MaT. 8, 1985]

§ 10.40 Withdrawal from employment.
(a) A practitioner shall not withdraw from employ

ment in a procccding before the Office without permis
sion from the Officc (see §§ 1.36 and 2.19 of this
subchapter), In any event, a practitioner shall not
withdraw from employment until the practitioner has
takcn reasonable steps to avoid foreseeable prejudice to
the rights of thc client, including giving due notice to his
or hcr client, allowing time for employment of another
practitioner, delivcring to the client all papers and
property to which the client is entitled and complying

, . .. 0

with applicable laws and rules. A practitioner who
withdraws from cmploymcnt shall refund promptly any
part of a fce paid in advance that has not been earned.

(b) Mandatory withdrawal. A practitioner repre
scnting a client before the Office shall withdraw from
cmploymcnt if:

client is bringing a legal action, commencing a proceed.

ing bc~orc .the ?ffi~e, conducting a defense, or asserting
a posinon III htl~atlonor any procecding pending before
thc Officc, or IS otherwise having steps taken for the
client, merely for the purpose of harassing or maliciously
injuring any person;

(2) The practitioner knows or it is obvious that the
practitioner's continued employment will result in viola

tion of a Disciplinary Rule;

(3) The practitioner's mental or physical condition
renders it unreasonably difficult for the practitioner to
carry out the employment effectively; or

(4) The practitioner is discharged by the client.
(c) Permissive withdrawal. If paragraph (b) of this

section is not applicable, a practitioner may not request
permission to withdraw in matters pending before the
Office unless such request or such withdrawal is because:

(1) The petitioner's client:
(i) Insists upon presenting a claim or defense that

is not warranted under existing law and cannot be
supported by good faith argument for an extension,
modification, Or reversal of existing law;

(ii) Personally seeks to pursue an illegal course of
conduct;

(iii) insists that the practitioner pursue a course of
conduct that is illegal or that is prohibited under a
Disciplinary Rule;

(iv)By other conduct renders it unreasonably
difficult for the practitioner to carry out the employment
effectively;

(v) Insists, in a matter not pending before a
tribunal, that the practitioner engage in conduct that is
contrary to the judgment and advice of the practitioner
but not prohibited under the Disciplinary Rule; or

(vi) Has failed to pay one or more bills rendered
by the practitionerfor an unreasonable period oftime or
has failed to honor an agreement to pay a retainer in
advance of the performance of legal services.

(2) The practitioner's continued employment is,
likely to result in a violation of a Disciplinary Rule;

(3) The practitioner's inability to work with co
counsel indicates that the best interests of the client
likely will be served by withdrawal;

(4) The practitioner's mental or physical condition
renders it difficult for the practitioner to carry out the
employment effectively;

assents to termination of the employment; or
(6) The practitioner believes in good faith. in a

proceeding pending before the Office, that the Office
will find the existence of other good cause for
withdrawal.

[Added 50 FR 5178. Feb.6, 1985, effective Mar. 8. [985J
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§ 10.57 Preservation of confidences and secrets of a
client.

(a) "Confidence" refers to information protected by

T- - •• law. "Secret" refers to the other information
gained in the professional relationship that the client has
requested be held inviolate or the disclosure of which
would be embarrassing orwould be likely to be detrimen
tal to the client.

(b) Except when permitted under paragraph (c) of this
section, a practitioner shall not knowingly:

(1) Reveal a confidence or secret of a client
(2) Use a confidence or secret of a client to the dis

advantage of the client
(3) Use a confidence or secret of a client for the

advantage of the practitioner or of a third person,
unless the client consents after full disclosure.

(c) A practitioner mayreveal:
(1) Confidences or secrets with the consent of the

client affected but only after a full disclosure to the
client.

(2) Confidences or secrets when permitted under
Disciplinary Rules or required by law or court order.

(3) The intention of a client to commit a crime and
the information necessary to prevent the crime.

(4) Confidences or secrets necessary to establish or
collect the practitioner's fee or to defend the practition
er or the practitioner's employees or associates against
an accusation of wrongful conduct.

(d) A practitioner shall exercise reasonable care to
prevent the practitioner's employees, associates, and
others whose services are utilized by the practitioncr
from disclosing or using confidences or secrets of a
client, except that a practitioner may reveal the informa
tion allowed by paragraph (c) of this section through an
cmployee.

[Added 50 FR 5178, Feb. 6, 1985, effective Mar.8, 1985]

§§ 10.58 - 10.60 (Reserved]

§ 10.61 Canon 5.
A practitioner should exercise independent profcs

sional judgment on behalf of a client.
(Added 50 FR 5179,Feb. 6, 1985, effective Mar. 8, 1985]

MANUALOFPATE!>:rE.X.~INING PROCEDURE

§ 10.56 Canon 4.

A practitioner should preserve the confidences and
secrets of a client

[Added 50 FR 5178, Feb. 6, 1985, effective Mar.8, 1985]

§§ 10.41 - 10.45 [Reserved]

§ 10.46 Canon 3.
A practitioner should assist in preventing the

unauthorized practice of law.
[Added 50 FR 5178, Feb. 6, 1985,effectiveMar. 8, 1985]

in the unauthorized practice of law before u,e Office.
(b) A practitioner shall not aid a suspended or

excluded practitioner in the practice of law before the

Office.
(c) A practitioner shall not aid a non-lawyer in the

unauthorized practice of law.
[Added 50 FR 5178, Feb. 6, 1985,effective Mar. 8, 1985]

§ 10.48 Sharing legal fees.
A practitioner or a firm of practitioners shall not

share legal fees with a non-practitioner except that:
(a) An agreement by a practitioncr with the practi

tioner's firm, partner, or associate may provide for the
payment of money, over a rcasonable period of time
after the practitioner's death, to the practitioner's estate

or to one or more specified persons,
(b) A practitioner who undertakes to complete

unfinished legal business of a deceased practitioner may
pay to the estate of the deceased practitioner that
proportion of the total compensation which fairly
represents the services rendered hy the deccased practi

tioner.
(c) A practitioner or firm of practitioners may

include non-practitioner employees in a compensation
or retirement plan, even though the plan is based in
whole or in part on a profit-sharing arrangement,
providing such plan does not cireumvenl another Disci
plinary Rule.

[Added50 FR 5178,Feb. 6, 1'185. effective Mar. 8, 19~5]

§·10.49 Forming a partnership wilh a
non -practitioner.

A practitioner shall not form a partnership with a
non-practitioner if any of the aetivilies of the partner
ship consist of the practice of patent, I",demark, orother
law before the Office.

(Added 50 FR 5178, Feb.6, 19/t). efleetive Mar.8, 1'P.5]

§§ 10.50 - 10.55 [Reserved]
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§ 10.65

§ 10.62 Refusing employment when the interest
oflhe practitionermay impair the practitioner's

independent professional judgment,
(a) Except with the consent ofa client after full dis

closure, a practitioner shall not accept employment if the
exercise of the practitioner's professional judgment on

behalf of the client will be or reasonably may be affected
by the practitioner's own financial, business, property, or

personal interests.,
(b) A practitioner shall not accept employment in a

proceeding before the Office if the practitioner knows or
it is obvious that the practitioner or another practitioner
in the practitioner's firm ought to sign an affidavit to be
filcd in the Office or be called as a witness, except that
the practitioner may undertake the employment and the
practitioner or another practitioner in the practitioner's
firm may testify:

(I) If the testimony will relate solely to an uncon
tested matter.

(2) If the testimony will relate solely to a matter of
formality and there is no reason to believe that substan
tial evidence will be offered in opposition to the
testimony.

(3) If the testimony will relate solely to the nature
and value of legal services rendered in the case by the
practitioner or the practitioner's firm to the client.

(4) As to any matter, if refusal would work a
substantial hardship on the client because of the
distinctive value of the practitioner or the practitioner's
firm as counsel in the particular case.

[Added 50 FR 5179, Feb.6, 1985, effective Mar. 8, 1985]

§ 10.63 Withdrawal when the practitioner becomes
a witness.

(a) If, after undertaking employment in a proceed
ing in the Office, a practitioner learns or it isobvious that
the practitioner or another practitioner in the practi
tioncr's firm ought to sign an affidavit to be filed in the

Office or be called as a witness on behalf of a

from the conduct of the proceeding and the practition
er's firm, if any, shall not continue representation in the

proceeding, except that the practitioner may continue
the representation and the practitioner or another
practitioner in the practitioner's firm may testify in the

circumstances enumerated in paragraphs (1) through (4)
of § 1O.62(b).

(b) If, after undertaking employment in a proceed
ing before the Office, a practitioner learns or it is obvious
that the practitioner or another practitioner in the
practitioner's firm may be asked to sign an affidavit to be
filed in the Office or be called as a witness other than on
behalf of the practitioner's client, the practitioner may
continue the representation until it is apparent that the
practitioner's affidavit or testimony is or may be
prejudicial to the practitioner's client.

[Added 50 FR 5179, Feb.6, 1985, effective Mar. 8, 1985J

§ 10.64 Avoidingacquisition of interest in litigation or

proceeding before the Office.
(a) A practitioner shall not acquire a proprietaIy

interest in the subject matter of a proceeding before the
Office which the practitioner isconducting for a client,except
that the practitioner may:

(1) Acquire a lien granted by law to secure the
practitioner's fee or expenses; or

(2) Contract with a client for a reasonable
contingent fee; or

(3) In a patent case, take an interest in the
patent as part or all ofhis or her fee.

(b) While representing a client in connection with a
contemplated or pending proceeding before the Office,
a practitioner shall not advance or guarantee financial
assistance to a client, except that a practitioner may
advance or guarantee the expenses ofgoing forward in a
proceeding before the Office including fees required by
law to be paid to the Office, expenses of investigation,
expenses of medical examination, and costs of obtaining
and presenting evidence, provided the client remains
ultimately liable for such expenses. A practitioner may.
however, advance any fee required to prevent or remedy
an abandonment of a client's application by reason of an
act or omission attributable to the practitioner and not to

the client, whether or not the client is ultimately liable
for such fee.

[Added 50 FR 5179, Feb. 6, 1985, effective Mar. 8, 1985J

§ 10.65 Limiting business relations with a client,

A practitioner shall not enter into a business
transaction with a client if they have differing interests
therein and if the client expects the practitioner (0

exercise professional judgment therein for the protec
tion of the client, unless the client has consented after
full disclosure.

[Added 50 FR 5179, Feb. 6, 1985, effective Mar. 8. 19851
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§ 10.68 Avoiding influence by others than the client.
(a) Except with the consent of the practitioner's

client after full disclosure, a practitioner shall not:
(1) Accept compensation from one other than the

practitioner's client for the practitioner's legal services
to or for the client.

from one

ly.
A practitioner should represent a client competent-

to the practitioner's
representation of or the practitioner's employment by
the client.

(b) A practitioner shall not permit a person who
recommends, employs, or pays the practitioner to render
legal services for another, to direct or regulate the
practitioner's professional judgment in rendering such
legal services.

(c) A practitioner shall not practice with or in the
form of a professional corporation or association autho
rized to practice law for a profit, if a non-practitioner
has the right to direct or control the professional
judgment of a practitioner.

[Added 50 FR 5180,Feb.6, 1985,effective Mar.8, 1985]

§§ 10.69 - 10.75 [Reserved]

§ 10.76 Canon 6.

§§ 10.79 - 10.82 [Reserved]

[Added 50 FR 5180,Feb.6, 1985,effective Mar.8, 1985]

§ 10.77 Failing to act competently.
A practitioner shall not:
(a) Handle a legal matter which the practitioner

knows or should know that the practitioner is not
competent to handle, without associating with the
practitioner another practitioner who is competent to
handle it.

(b) Handle a legal matter without preparation
adequate in the circumstances.

(c) Neglect a legal matter entrusted to the practi
tioner.

[Added 50 FR 5180,Feb.6, 1985,effective Mar.8, 1985]

§ 10.78 Limiting liability to client.
A practitioner shall not attempt to exonerate

himself or herself from, or limit his or her liability to, a
client for his or her personal malpractice.

[Added 50 FR 5180, Feb.6, 1985,effective Mar.S. 1985]

proffered employment, or if it would be likely to involve
the practitioner in representing differing interests,
except to the extent permitted under paragraph (c) of
this section.

(b) A practitioner shall not continue multiple
employment if the exercise of the practitioner's indepen
dent professionaljudgrnent in behalf of a client will be or
is likely to be adversely affected by the practitioner's
representationof another client, or ifit would be likely to
involve the practitioner in representing differing inter
ests, except to the extent permitted under paragraph (c)
of this section.

(c) In the situations covered by paragraphs (a) and
(b) of this section, a practitioner may represent multiple
clients if it is obvious that the practitioner canadequate
ly represent the interest of each and if each consents to
the representation after full disclosure of the possible
effect of such representation on the exercise of the
practitioner's independent professional judgment on
behalf of each.

(d) IT a practitioner is required to decline employ
ment or to withdraw from employment under a Disci
plinary Rule, no partner, or associate, or any other
practitioner affiliated with the practitioner or the
practitioner's firm, may accept or continue such employ
ment unless otherwise ordered by the Director or
Commissioner.

[Added 50 FR 5179, Feb. 6, 1985, effective Mar. 8, 1985]

§ 10.67 Settling similar claims of clients.
A practitioner who represents two or more clients

shall not make or participate in the making of an
aggregate settlement of the claims of or against the
practitioner's clients, unless each client has consented to
the settlement after being advised of the existence and
nature of all the claims involved in the proposed
settlement, of the total amount of the settlement, and of
the participation of each person in the settlement.

[Added 50 FR 5179,Feb. 6, 1985, effective Mar. 8, 1985J

•

§ 10.66 Refusing to accept or continue employment
ifthe interests of another client may impair
the independent professional judgment of
the practitioner.

(a) A practitioner shall decline proffered employ
ment if the exercise of the practitioner's independent
professional judgment in behalf of a client will be or is

.·.. ""1·· .... ····I:"~,,,."""'adverseIyaffeCfg(jbylii,racceplanCeofH;e
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(3) Conceal or knowingly fail to disclose that which

the practitioner is required by law to reveal.
(4) Knowingly use pcrjurcd testimony or false

evidence.
(5) Knowingly make a false st'llernent of law ~r fact.
(6) Participate in the crcation or pre~e~';iI1o~ of

evidence when the practitioner knows or It 1$ obvious

that the evidence is false.
(7) Counselor assist a client in conduct that the

practitioner knows to be Illegalor fr:mdulent.
(8) Knowingly engage in other illegal conduct or

conduct contrary to a Disciplinary Rule.
(b) A practitioner who receives information clearly

establishing that:
(1) A client has, in the course of the representation,

perpetrated a fraud upon a person or tribunal sha~l

promptly call upon the client to rectify the same',and If
the client refuses or is unable to do so the pra,'utlOner
shall reveal the fraud to thc affccled person or tribunal.

(2) A person other than a client has perp"~rated a
fraud upon a tribunal shall promptly reveal the Iraud to

the tribunal.
[Added 50 FR 5180,Feb. 6. 1985. effective Mar. s,1985]

§ 10.86 [Reserved]

§ 10.84 Representing a client zealously.
(a) A practitioner shall not intentionally:
(1) Fail to seek the lawful objectives of a client

through reasonable available means permitted by law
and the Disciplinary Rules, except as provided by
paragraph (b) of this section. A practitioner does not
violate the provisions of this section. however, by
acceding to reasonable requests of opposing counsel
which do not prejudice the rights of the client, by being
punctual in fulfilling all professional commitments, by
avoiding offensive tactics, or by treating with courtesy
and consideration all persons involved in the legal
process.

(2) Fail to carry out a contract. of employment
entered into with a client for professional services, but a
practitioner may withdraw as permitted under §§ 10.40,
10.63, and 10.66.

(3) Prejudice or damage a client during the course
of a professional relationship, except as required under
this part.

(b) In representation of a client, a practitioner may:
(1) Where permissible, exercise professional judg

ment to waive or fail to assert a right or position of the
client.

(2) Refuse to aid or participate in conduct that the
practitioner believes to be unlawful, even though there is
some support for an argument that the conduct is legal.

[Added 50 FR 5180.Feb.6, 1985,effectiveMar. 8, 1985]

§ 10.83 Canon 7.
A practitioner should represent a client zealously

within the bounds of the law.
[Added 50 FR 5180.Feb. 6.1985, effectiveMar. 8, 1985]

§ 10.87 Communicating with one oC adverse inh'rest.
During the course of representation of a client, a

practitioner shall not: .
(a) Communicate or C'lUSC another to communi-

eate on the subject of thc rcprescntation with a party th~
practitioner knows to be represented by another pra~tl

tioner in that matter unless the practitioner has the pnor
consent of the other practitioner reprcsenting such other
party or is authorized by law to do so. It is not improper,

§ 10.85 Representing a client within the bounds of Ii t
however, for a practitioner to encoumge a c cnt to mee

the law. .
with an opposing party for selllemcllt discussions.

(a) In representation of a client, a practitioner shall . t d
(b) Give advice to a person who IS not represen e

~ . 1,
by a practitioner other than the :ldvkc to secure counse

(1) Initiate or defend any proceeding before the h
if the interests of such person arc to ave a reason-

Office, ass':rt a position. conducta defense, delay.a trial able possibility of being in conOkt with the int,'rests of
or proceeding before the Office, or take other action on . . , . . ,

"-~~"-'bcliiitIoflliepr:a~iti6ffer'S'CliefffWnen:nepfiictiti0i1et._~the~~d~:~~~e;:~~~~.tF~;,:·(,.I;IH:~.;:tl~~li~~ M;;~s.·\985r·"···~·
knows or when It IS obVIOUS that such action would serve '
merely to harass or maliciously injure another. § 10.88 Threatening crimimd Ilrllsceution. ., .

(2) Knowingly advance a claim or defense that is A 'practitioner shall not present. parlll"l'ute m
unwarrantcd under existing law, except that a practition- presenting, or threaten to prcscnl criminal charges sol~ly
er may advance such claim or defense if it can be to obtain an advantage in any p,ospective or pending

supported by good faith argument for an extension, proceeding before the Office.
modification, or reversal of existing law. [Added 50 FR 511'0, Feb, t,. I'IX';. dfeeti.ve M:lI.~. 1985]
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§ 10.89 Conduct in proceedings.
(a) A practitioner shall not disregard or advise a

client to disregard any provision of this Subchapter or a
decision of the Office made in the course of a proceeding
before the Office, but the practitioner may take ap
propriate steps in good faith to test the validity of such
provision or decision.

(b) In presenting a matter to the Office, a practi-

(1) Controlling legal authority known to the practi
tioner to be directly adverse to the position of the client
and which is not disclosed by opposing counselor an
employee of the Office.,

(2) Unless privileged or irrelevant, the identities of
the client the practitioner represents and of the persons
who employed the practitioner.

(c) In appearing in a professional capacity before a
tribunal, a practitioner shall not:

. (1) State or allude to any matter that the practition
er has no reasonable basis to believe is relevant to the
case or that will not be supported by admissible evidence.

(2) Ask any question that the practitioner has no
reasonable basis to believe is relevant to 'the case and
that is intended to degrade a witness or other person.

(3) Assert the practitioner's personal knowledge of
the facts in issue, except when testifying as a witness.

(4) Assert the practitioner's personal opinion as to
the justness of a cause, as to the credibility of a witness, as
to the culpability of a civil litigant, or as to the guilt or
innocence of an accused; but the practitioner may argue,
on the practitioner's analysis of the evidence, for any
position or conclusion with respect to the matters stated
herein.

(5) Engage in undignified or discourteous conduct
before the Office (see § 1.3 of the subchapter).

(6) Intentionally or habitually violate any provision
of this subchapter or established rule of evidence.

[Added 50FR 5180, Feb.6, 1985, effective Mar. 8, 1985]

§§ 10,,90 - 10.91 [Reserved]

§ 10.92 Contact with witnesses.
(a) A practitioner shall not SUppress any evidence

that the practitioner or the practitioner's client has a
legal Obligationto reveal or produce.

(b) A practitioner shall not advise or cause a person
to be secreted or to leave the jurisdiction of a tribunal for

Rev. 3. July 1997
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the purpose of making the person unavailable as a
witness therein.

(c) A practitioner shall not pay, offer to pay, or
acquiesce in payment of compensation to a witness
contingent upon the content of the witness' affidavit,
testimony or the outcome of the case. But a practitioner
may advance, guarantee, or acquiesce in the payment of:

(1) Expenses reasonably incurred by a witness in

(2) Reasonable compensation to a witness for the
witness' loss of time in attending, testifying, or making an
affidavit.

(3) A reasonable fee for the professional services of
an expert witness,

[Added 50 FR 5181, Feb.6, 1985, effective Mar.8, 1985]

§ 10.93 Contact with officials.
(a) Apractitioner.shall-not give or.lend anything of

v~Ue.toa.judge;-official,. or employee.of a tribunal under .
~+ag<;es~hichmight give the appearance that the.
gw,p1Joan,is,made.to.-infIuence official action.

(b) %iY.J,,~cl1\.e~.proceeding, including any inter
p~.~pr.oceeding before the Office, a practitioner shall
nat,F9,m!1'-Wf!ca~, or cause another to communicate, as
t,g.Q1~.!!!~rits.of the cause with a judge, official, or Office
~,WP!<:lY~~."p~foreWhom . the proceeding is pending,
excepn.

(1) In",tb,e:ccourse.•.of .offlcial-proceedings in the
cause.

(2)ln writing if the practitioner promptly delivers a
copy of the writing to opposing counselor to the adverse
party if the adverse party is not represented by a
practitioner.

(3) O~ally,.upon adequatenoticejo.opposing coun
sel Or to the adverse party Ii'the adverse party is'not
represented by a practitioner.

(4) As otherwise authorized by law.
[Added 50 FR 5181, Feb. 6, 1985, effective Mar.8, 1985]

§§ 10.94 - 10.99 (Reserved]

§ 10.100 Canon 8.
A practitioner should assist in improving the legal

system.
[Added 50FR 5181, Feb. 6, 1985. effcctive Mar. 8, 1985]

§ 10.101 Action as a publicofficial.

(a) A practitionerwho holds publicoffice shall not:
(1) Use the practitioner's public position to obtain,

or attempt to obtain, a special advantage in legislative
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matters ~ for the practitioner or for a client under
circumstances where the practitioner knows or it is
obvious that such action is not in the public interest.

(2) Use the practitioner's public position to influ
ence, or attempt to influence, a tribunal to act in favor of
the practitioner or of a client.

(3) Accept any thing ofvalue from any person when
the practitioner knows or it is obvious that the offer is for
the purpose of influencing the practitioner's action as a
public official.

(b) A practitioner who is an officer or employee
of the United States shall not practice before the Officein

~ patent cases except as provided in §§ 10.10(c) and
1O.10(d).

[Added50FR5181, Feb. 6, 1985,effective Mar.8, 1985;
para. (b) amended, 54 FR 6520, Feb. 13, 1989]

§ 10.102 Statements concerning officials.
(a) A practitioner shall not knowingly make false

statements. of. fact concerning the qualifications of a
candidate for election or appointment to a judicial office
or to a position in the Office.

(b) A. practitioner shall not knowingly make faJse
accusations against a judge, other adjudicatory officer, or
employeeof the Office: .

[Added 50 FR 5181, Feb.6,1985, effective Mar.8, 1985]

§ 10.103 Practitioner candidate forjudicial office.
A practitioner who is a candidate for.judicial office

shall comply with applicable provisions of law.
[Added 50 FR 5181, Feb.6, 1985, effective Mar.8, 1985]

§§ 10.104 - 10.109 [Reserved]

§ 10.110 Canon 9.
A practitioner should avoid even the appearance of

professional impropriety.
[Added 50 FR 5181, Feb.6, 1985, effective Mar.8, 1985]

10.111 even the of
impropriety.

(a) A practitioner shall not accept private em
pioyment in a matter upon the merits of which he or
she has acted in ajudicial capacity.

(b) A practitioner shall not accept private employ
ment in a matter in which he or she had personal
responsibility while a public employee. "

(c) A practitioner shall not state or imply that the
practitioner is able to influence improperly or upon

§§ 10.113 - 10.129

irrelevant grounds any tribunal, legislative body, or
public official-

[Added 50 FR 5181, Feb. 6, 1985, effective Mar.8, 1985]

§ 10.112 Preserving identityof funds and property of
client.

(a) All funds of clients paid to a practitioner or a
practitioner's firm, other than advances for costs and ex
penses, shall be deposited in one or more identifiable
bank accounts maintained in the United States or, in the
case of a practitioner having an office in a foreign
country or registered under § 10.6(c), in the United
States or the foreign country.

(b) No funds belonging to the practitioner or the
practitioner's firm shall be deposited in the bank
accounts required by paragraph (a) ofthis section except
as follows:

(1) Funds reasonably sufficient to pay bank charges
may be deposited therein.

(2) Funds belonging in part to a client and in part
presently or potentially to the practitioner or the
practitioner's fum must be deposited therein, but the
portion belonging to the practitioner or the practition
er's firm may be withdrawn when due unless the right of
the practitioner or the practitioner's firm to receive it is
disputed by the client, in which event the disputed
portion shall not be withdrawn until the dispute is finally
resolved.

(c) A practitioner shall:
(1) Promptly notify a client of the receipt of the

client's funds, securities, or other properties.
(2) Identify and label securities and properties of a

client promptly upon receipt and place them in a safe
deposit box or other place of safekeeping as soon as
practicable.

(3) Maintain complete records of all funds, securi
ties, and other properties of a client coming into the
possession of the practitioner and render appropriate

other properties.
(4) Promptly payor deliver to the client as re

quested by a client the funds, securities, or other
properties in the possession of the practitioner which the
client is entitled to receive.

[Added 50 FR 5181,Feb. 6,1985, effectiveMar. 8, 1985]

§§ 10.113 - 10.129 [Reserved]
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§ 10.130 MANUAL OF PATENT EXAMININGPROCEDURE

to an administrative law judge.
[Added50 FR 5181,Feb.6, 1985, effective Mar. 8, 1985]

§ 10.133 Conference between Director and
practitioner; resignation.

(a) General. The Director may confer with a practi
tioner concerning possible violations by the practitioner
of a Disciplinary Rule whether or not a disciplinary
proceeding has been instituted.

(b) Resignation. Any practitioner who is the subject
of an investigation under § 10.131 or against whom a
complaint has been filed under § 10.134 may resign from
practice before the Office only by submitting with the
Director an affidavit stating his or her desire to resign.

(c) Iffiled prior to the date set by the administrative
law judge for a hearing, the affidavit shall state that:

(1) The resignation is freely and voluntarily prof
fered;

(2) The practitioner is not acting under duress or
coercion from the Office;

(3) The practitioner is fully aware of the implica
tions offiling the resignation;

(4) The practitioner is aware (i) of a pending
investigation or (ii) of charges arising from the com
plaint alleging that he or she is guilty of a violation of the
Patent and Trademark Office Code of Professional
Responsibility, the nature of which shall be set forth by
the practitioner to the satisfaction of the Director;

(5) The practitioner acknowledges that, if and
when he or she applies for reinstatement under § 10.160,
the Director will conclusively presume, for the limited
purpose of determining the application for reinstate
ment, that:

(i) The facts upon which the complaint is based
are true and

(il) The practitioner could not have successfully
defended himself or herself against (A) charges predi
cated on the violation under investigation or (B) charges
sct out in the complaint filed against the practitioner.

INVESTIGATIONS AND DISCIPLINARY
PROCEEDINGS

§ 10.132 Initiating a disciplinaQ'proceeding; reference
to an adminislrative law judge.

(a) If after conducting an investigation under
§ 10.131(a) the Director is of the opinion that a
practitioner has violated a Disciplinary Rule, the Direc
tor shall, after complying where necessary with the
provisions of 5 U.S.c. 558(c), call a meeting of the
Committee on Discipline. The Committee on Discipline
shall then determine as specified in § 10.4(b) whether a
disciplinary proceeding shall be instituted under para
graph (b) of this section,

(b) If the Committee on Discipline determines that
probable cause exists to believe that a practitioner has
violated a Disciplinary Rule, the Director shall institute

§ 10.131 Investigations.
(a) The Director is authorized to investigate pos

sible violations of Disciplinary Rules by practitioners.
See § 10.2(b)(2).

(b) Practitioners shall report and reveal to the
Director any knowledge or evidence required by
§ 10.24. A practitioner shall cooperate with the Director
in connection with any investigation under paragraph (a)
of this section and with officials of the Office in
connection with any disciplinary proceeding instituted
under § 10.132(b).

(c) Any nonpractitioner possessing knowledge or
information concerning a violation of a Disciplinary
Rule by a practitioner may report the violation to the
Director. The Director may require that the report be
presented in the form of an affidavit.

[Added 50FR 5181, Feb. 6, 1985, effective Mar.8,1985]

§ 10.130 Reprimand, suspension or exclusion.
(a) The Commissioner may, after notice and op

portunity for a hearing, (l) reprimand or (2) suspend or
exclude, either generally or in any particular case, any

or disreputable, who isguilty of gross misconduct, orwho
violates a Disciplinary Rule.

(b) Petitions to disqualify a practitioner in ex
parte or inter partes cases in the Offis:c are not governed by
§§ 10.130 through 10. I 70 and will be handled on a
case-by-case basis under such conditions as the
Commissioner deems appropriate.

[Added 50FR 5181, Feb. 6, 1985, effective Mar.8,1985]

a disciplinary proceeding by filing a complaint under
§ 10.134. The complaint shall be filed in the Office of the
Director. A disciplinary proceeding may result in:

(1) A reprimand, or
(2) Suspension or exclusion of a practitioner from

practice before the Office.
(c) Upon the filing of a complaint under § 10.134,

+~""".. . ".. individual, anorney.ior.agenr.shown..tobeincompetent... ····the Commissionerwillrefetthediscljjlinaryliroce"eding
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·Chapt<:r 2: Discipline
Art.19: An attorney must value his/her personal integrity" do business honestly

......... following all codes of condiicfandlaws pertaining to attorneys.

2-8;£

Art.20; An attorney can not own more than one patent attorney office no
matter under whose name the office is listed. An attorney can not own a
patent attorney office in any other country. An attorney who works for a
patent attorney office can not own a separate patent attorney office.

•

Art.22:When a member engages in another occupation and owns an office for it ,
~ and he also owns a patent business office at another place, he/she has to

hire a full time patent attorney there for the office and report this to the
Patent Attorney Association without any delay. It is the same with the
office of the owner who engages mainly in a different occupation or has
not been working because of long term difficulties.

Art.23:For the name of a patent office, the patent attorney must use his/her own
name and the word "office" unless he/she has permission from the Patent
Attorney Association to use a different name for his/her office. The patent
attomeycannotuse a name which maybe be mistaken for govemmental
offices, countries, prefectures, cities, towns, villages, or the name of an
historic era. An attorney who works for a patent office must use the
name of the office. Those who do not work for a patent office can not use
the name of a patent office. A member of the Patent Attorney Association
has to put his/her name on the patent office.

···.···.·1··.····.·······

,,,

<ifI Art.21: When he/she is to work for another patent attorney office for the purpose of
.•"j.......... . attending..to businessfor..his..hom~ ..Qm<;~,h~mlJ~tI~.PQ!I ..t:hj~ ..mg~t~I..tQ.th~..... .
.\"J Patent Attorney Ass~ciation. Th~ person v:ho works for a patent office
).1 must not have a part in patent busmess outside the parameters of the
'\1.1 \ assignment received by his employer, unless that person has the'i permission of his/her employer to do so. The person who works for a
.tl. patent office must not participate in a business that does not belong to his

••.•.j.•.•· •.•..l... e~ployer, unless said business has some relation to the patent b~siness of
.'j' hIS employer. The member must report the matter when there IS anyone
.'i;w who does patent business under before mentioned conditional clauses.
..~~ When the matter reported following the conditional clauses is noti. appropriate or has becom~ inap~ropriate, the associate can order the

I member to change or to discontinue the matter.
I Art.21,2: .
1 A member can not share with a specific foreign law attorney remuneration
J from income received for business he/she conducted with said foreign

;) law attorney for business secured under contract with the Patent
.4 Attorney Association, or from income received from doing business in the

..,j manner described under the rules of the Association.

!ell!
:::~:x~ -
",,'"

~'j
····1·:L_..~ .•.:.•.;.••.••..".".;{

.'-,.+~,:;

.~
'1

-"J

~":'-~;1

i,
':5

1
)

Art.24:A member can not hold an official position which concurrently pays



·
him/her additional salary. This rule will not apply if the member is elected
or chosen to a position such as chairperson of the congress or the senate, as
Prime Minister, State Minister, Chief Cabinet Secretary, Vice Chief
Cabinet Secretary, a parliamentary undersecretary, a private secretary for
the Prime Minister, a private secretary for the State Minister, or a
congressperson, a member of a local public body, a chairperson of a
local public body or he/she holds the position of a public official which
does not require a full-time commitment, or is charged with a special
assignment by public officials.

Art.25:When a member,who himself runs a business pursuing profit, is employed
by a person who manages a business, joins the staff or becomes a director
of a body corporate, the member has to report the matter to the patent
attorney association beforehand.

J

Art.26:A member as an agent of an applicant or a rightful person must not violate
Art. 8 of the law of patent attorneys.

Art.27: A member must not do the following.
1. Organize a group using a name similar to "The Patent Attorney

Association"
2. Use his career or things which might mislead people as an

advertisement by putting these on his business card or business sign.
3. Advertise the price of patent business, or to solicit cases.
4. Violate Art.22,paragraph 2 or, Art.23, paragraph 3 of the

patent attorney law, or to offer any convenience to the person who
violates them.

5. Take over the rights of a patent, the rights of a new design of
practical utility, the copyrights of registered designs, etc.

6. Distribute an official report without reason.

Art.28:A member must inform a client without any delay when he declines
a request.
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Art.29:A member will be punished according to the following procedures when",
he /she violates the rules of the Patent Attorney Association. J'.
1.Waming issued. f¥
2. Notification of disciplinary punishment. ~~.

............~~...~.~~~i~=~~l;f~~~~:~;~~~;~.:;a·~~~:~~~~i~~~~~~O.f~:;~~~~e~····~·•.~.. ~1:-
must inform the mvesngauon cOmIulttee. A dll.ec~o! HlUSL !l;pOa the I'.·.·.;

person who has been withdrawn from the aSSOCiatIOn by the ;
aforementioned rules for more than a year,if that person becomes a r
member again. I

Art29,2: !
When it is decided by the investigation committee,or by the board of I
directors to withdraw a member from the Association, a director has to

,



procedures to get authorization from the Minister of

Art.30:When it is believed that there is a case of violation of the rules, it
should be referred to a director.

Chapter3: Rights and Duties

Art.31:A member has the right to attend a general meeting and to vote in
accordance with the rules of the Association. This does not, however, apply
tcfahattbtn.ey whoisUhllet"suspension:'··

Art.32:A member has the right to vote and is eligible for election. This, however,
does not apply to a,person under suspension.

Art.33:A member can use the equipment of the Association in accordance with the
rules.

Art.34: A member can give an opinion regarding the purpose of. the Association.

Art.35: A member can ask the Association to show him/her account books and
other records, unless they are the records of the inspection committee or
they are confidential records.

Art.36:A member has to pay membership of 20,OOOyen, by the end of every
month. This amount is due for as long as he/she belongs to the Association.
A person ,who has been a patent attorney for 50 years, or who has been a
patent attorney for 25 years and reaches the age of 80, does not have to
pay membership from the month following the appropriate birthdate.
Members who had been called into the army and have not come back yet are
exempt from-membership fee payment

Art.36,2:Elimination
(note): Art.36 .paragraph 2,the special membership in the second clause of the

preceding article is appropriated to build a patent attorney hall. The
money is under the control of the director committee.

Art.37:When a member neglects payment of membership dues for more than six
months, a director must give him/her warning that he/she has to withdraw

from the Association if he/she does not complete payment within 30 days.
The board of directors makes a decision of withdrawal from the Association
if a member does not complete payment during the specified period.
Although after the board of directors has made its decision. if the member
completes payment before the necessary withdrawal procedure is finished,
the board can repeal its decision.

Art.38:If there is any change in the matters printed in Article 10, clauses 1 and 2,
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and in Article 18 clauses 1 and 8, it has to be reported within 7 days.
Art.38,2:

If a member believes another member comes under Art.7, paragraph 2,
he/she should promptly report this to the board of the directors.

Art.39:A member can not refuse a task assigned by the Association or a
government office without good reason according to the laws or
regulations.

ArtAO:1f a member loses his/her license, the member can not make any claim on
the matter of his/her property to the Association.

Chapter 3: Directors and Committee persons

ArtAI: The officials of the Association are
1. Directors-- 9
2. Full-time members -- 80
People can not hold the following positions at the same time: director,
full-time member, judicial committee or an altemateof it.
A member of the patent attorney judicial committee can not be an official.

ArtA2: Directors organize the board of directories. The board of directors decides
upon the execution of its own responsibilities.

ArtA2,2:
One President and eight vice Presidents. The President represents the
Association. When the President can not perform his/her duties
condition, the vice Presidents who was registered first will perform the
duties of President.

Ethics of Patent Attorneys
A Patent Attorney fosters and protects originality and creativity in the
industrial field, and contributes to sound use and development of the
ownership system of industry. Through this, a patent attorney will
contribute to the progress and development of society.

Chapter I: General Regulations

Art. I: A patent attorney should value honor, cultivate sound reason, be
~"'"'""""'"~"""~~'"""~~~assiduous"inraising"integrity''arrd!naintainingtrost:"'"'~'"-"""'"-'""-"'-""'""-"'-'"""-"-~~

Art. 2: A patent attorney considers the internationality of industrial ownership,
undertakes business with a broad vision, and makes an effort to contribute
to society in conformity with international trust.

Art. 3:A patent attorney should keep abreast of current law and science, study
technical advancement, be familiar with business case law and perform his
duties sincerely and fairly.



based upon his/her belief. When dealing WIth a case, a patent attorney
renders judgements or an opinion, a patent attorney should be independent,
and perform matters with legal and technical confidence.

Art. 5: A patent attorney must conform to the rules related to patent attorneys,
and to the rules and decisions of the Patent Attorney Association. A patent
attorney must sincerely deal with cases assigned by the Patent Attorney
Association.

Art. 6: A patent attorney must not do any business which might harm his/her
integrity of the patent attorney.

Art. 7:A patent attorney must not be a representative of, nor be assigned to a case
by, nor get a case, through those who have the possibility of violating patent
laws, or who might be violating them.

Art. 8: A patent attorney must not let others use his name.

Art. 9: A patent attorney must not unfairly bring about a case.

ArtlO:A patent attorney must not either advertise his business or solicit a
case in a way that will cause a loss of his/her integrity as an attorney or in a
way that may put.his/her credibility in doubt.

Chapter 2: The Regulations with the Patent Agency and the Court

Art11 A patent attorney has to cooperate with the Patent Agency and the court
regarding the process of filing an application, judging a case, and
proceeding with a lawsuit. He/She mustnot take any action to extend
a lawsuit.

Art12: A patent attorney has to cooperate in regard to a matter assigned by
government or municipal offices.

Art13: A patent attorney must not accept a case with which he/she has dealt as
a government employer.

Art14: A patent attorney must noteither privately interview or negotiate
with the person dealing with official business in order to gain an
advantage in a case in which he/she is involved.

Chapter 3:Discipline among PatentAttorneys

ArtIS Patent attorneys must help each other, respect each other, must not take
any action to harm or trouble other attorneys.
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Artl6:A patent attorney must not try to get involved in a case which other
attorneys have already received.

Art.l7:A patent attorney must not directly negotiate with an adversarial party who
has retained an attorney, unless the patent attorney has a valid reason why
this rule should not apply.

Chapter 4:Disciplines between an Attorney and a Client

Art.l8:A patent attorney must always proceed with a case so as not to impede
its progress, and make the best effort to fulfil the trust of his/her client.
Regarding the case the patent attorney accepts, it is his/her responsibility
to manage and to administer the case until it is closed. When an attorney
can not perform his/her duty through unavoidable circumstances, he/she
must select the best counterbalance, such as substitution of a full- time
attorney for the case so that the case can proceed without delay or
problems.

Art.l9:All business and technical information an attorney has learned about his/
her client from the case must be kept confidential. An attorney must not
take any action which may raise a doubt.

Art.20:A patent attorney must not take any case which might cause a conflict of
interest with the case he is working on at the moment unless the person
concerned consents to it.

Art.2l:A patent attorney must not take a case with which he has dealtas a
representative of the other party. If an attorney has taken a case as
representative of an applicant or person with patent rights, the attorney

must not take this case as a representative of the party which takes
offensive action against the applicant or person with patent rights. Also,a
patent attorney must not take any action similar to the afore described.

I
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Art.22:A patent atterney must not accept money-entertainment, or otherbenefit i
from -any concerned parties. ~•.

"~~"",.~.~~..~.art:.fl.;Ap?:~~I~£.~r:()~~I.~!:1~!..J:ep()E!.IIl~~~E~ a~out.~.~.~~~.~.~l:'~.~~e acc.ount, J,.~.•.:.i.•
. and return Items ill his/her custody williout Clelay. . "-"~"""-"~~",~~,,,,,,;'"o'

Art24:As a rule: a patent at.t0mey must have a contract to include fees before I~.
the case IS begun. It IS preferable for a patent attorney to take a case as a t;
service when the applicant has no means. ..

Art.25:When a disagreement comes about between a patentattorney and his/her
client the attorney must make an effort to come to an agreement with
his/her client by using the mediation committee of the patent attorney
association..
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Amendn:ent:s:

(1) . LI1.... No. 5, Mar. 8, 1938
(2.) Law No. 103, Jul. 6, 1948
(3) La.... No. 173, Jul.. 15, 1948
(4) taw No. 103. May 24. 1949

(5) Law No. 13, Mar. 6, 1951

(6) La.....No. 129, Apr. 1S, 1959
r

(7) Law No. 73, Apr. 30, 1960
(8 ) Law Ne. 137, Jrm. 15,. 1961

(9) Law No. 161, Sep. +5, 1962

(10J La", No. 98, Jun. 30, 1966

(11) Law No. 30, Apr. 26, 1978

(12) L~w No. 26, Apr. 14, 1980
(13) Law No. 73, Dec. 2, 1983

(14) ·La.... No. 66, May 23, 1986

(15) Law No. 30, Jun. 13, 1990
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PATEN! ATTOR..'lEY LAW

(La~ Ne. 100, April 30, 1921)

(Bu&i~e$$) (1)(4)(7)(9)(10)

patenti I u~ility models. deSi.gns, ~rade zaer ke s , or

international applications ect as an agent in matte,s to

be done befot'e the Patent Office, and i.n matters b> be

dene before the Minist'ili of Internatinnal Trade and

IndUstry cencerretng motion for o1;>jection Or decision~ in

relation to patents, utility models, oesigns, or trade

marks. or international applications, and render expert

opinion on these matters as veIl as conduet .any other

business servi.ces relating thereto as his business.

(Qualification) (1}(3)(4)

Article 2. Any person satisfying the following

reqUirements shall be qualified to be.a patent attorney:

(1) An 4d~t who is a Japanese national, or vho possesses

s uch foreign nationaH.ty as preser:l.bed by the

Minister of International Trade anci Tndus~rYl

(2) Ravi~ a domicile in Japau;

(3) Psssed the patent attorney ex~~nation.

2. The matters concerning patent attorney examination

ahall be prescribed for by Cabinet Order.

(Ditto) (1)(4)(7)

Article 3. Any person coming under anyone of the

follo'cin~ i.tems shall have the qualificlltion to be a

patent att:·:>rney wi<:houe satisfying such requirements as

prescribed in item (3) of paragrllph 1 of the preceding

Article:

VI (WI\. :1)
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(1) Any person who has the qualification to be a l.wye:;:

in accordan.ce with the. Lawyers Law (Law No. :lOS of

1949);

(2) Any person ...ho has bQer: l!!l'lgaged in the service 0=
trial hearing er exam~nation f~r seven years or more

as a hearing examiner or examination officer.

Artic~e 4. Deleted. (1)

(~squalification) (1)(Z}{6)(7)(S)(12ji14)

Article 5. Any person ..s r.lll<ntioned hereunder shal.l

not have the qualification to be a patent attorney:

(:.) Any person who has t>een sentenced to penalty of

confinement or heavier penalty;

(2) Any per son who has, except as falling under the

preceding itee,. !:leen sentenced to pana1.ty for such

offense as prescribed in Artie~e 22 or Article 22-4

of chis Law,· Article 196 pa=-agraph I or 2, Articles

197. 198 or 2.00 of the patent Law (Lew No .111 of

1959). Artiele5S pa::-agraph 1 or 2. Articles 57, 58

or 60 of the Utility Model Lav (Law No. 12.3 of 1959),

Article 69 par"!8't'spb 1. Ar1:icles 71 or 73 of the

DQdgn Law (1:.9.,. No. 125 of 1959). or Art:icles' 76 b:>

80 inclusive of the Trade Mark Law (Law lio. 127 of

1959) and who bas not yet passed three yesrs as from

the .date of completion of the execution of such

penalty or the date an which sueh Qxecution ~AS been

remitted:

PU0.L:l.;; service

by Qisciplinary punishcent, or who has been enjoined

from engaging in bu...:.ness =der tMs La", or who ha::

been subjected to the ciispo~itiot'. of ,"ffacement of

VI (WA 2)
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his registration of a certified public accountane in

accordance with the provisions of Article 30 or

At"t;ic1e 31 of the Certified Public Accountant. Law

(Lav No. 103 of 1948),or ",ho has been expelled under

the Law-;e:-s Lav or Sped.al Measures La ... (La .... No. 66
··"········c",, ········'o;cern:ing···th;··treati'.;nt~·;s··i;;.;;:·;;ffI~e·b):

foreign lawyer, or whe has been enjoined from

engaging in business :in accordance ...:ith the

provisions of Article 45 paragraph 1 6r Article 46 of

the Tax Agent La", (taw. No. 237 of 1951), and ...ho has

not yet passed t.wo years as from the date of such

dismissal, enjoinment frolll engaging in bus:iness,

effacement of registration, or expulsion.

(4) MY pezson ,,-ho has d:i.scon-c:inuad his business dur:ing

the period .of suspension thereof under this La... and

~ho has not yet passed such period;

{S) Any incompetent or quasi-incompetent person;

(6) Any oankrup1; ",ho has not yet been reinstated.

(Registration) (4)(7)

Art:i.cle 6. The Patent Attorneys' Association shall

provide the patent attorney register in which such matters

relating to patent at1;o~eys shall be reg:istered.

2. lIny person desir:ing to act as a patent attorney

shall re&ister his name in the patent attorney register.

3. A person vho intends to be registered as a patent

attorney shall st.:.bmit an application to the Fatent

Attorneys' Assoc{ation.

(Making or denying of :t"eg:istratior,) (7)

Al:'ticlQ 7. Tna Patent Attorneys' Association shall,,
in case of receiving the application under paragraph 3 of

VI (I,A 3)
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the praeec!ing Article, ",eke the reg:!..stration ;if the

applican~ is qualified to a patent attorney, and deny the

registration if he is not qualified to a patent attorney.

2. The Patent Attorneys' Accocia~ion shall notice the

applicant in writing of the making or denying the

registration unde>: the pro"ision of the preceding

paragraph.

3. The notice of denying the registration under the

provis:i.on of the preced:ing paragraph sn..ll contain the

reason therefor.

(Cancellation of r ..g~stration) (7)(10)(13)

Artiele 7-Z. The Patent Attorneys' Association shall.

in case where a patent attorney comes under any of the

following items, cancel the registra:::ion of his patent

attorneyt

(1) Whe~e an appl~~~tion for cancel~~ng the reg~str4tion

hes been made;

(:1.) Where hE. has died;

(3) Where he is not qualified or has become unqualified

to 4 patent Attorney;

(4) Where he has been "made ret1re frolll the Patent

Attorneys' Association.

Z. The Patent Attorneys's Accoeiation can not cancel

the registration under the provision of item (1) of the

preceding paragraph until and unless the disposition is:

made by the Minister of· International Zrade and Industry,

the provision o~ Article 19 or \;nere the Patent Attorney

Investigation Committee in accordance w:i.th the 1'ro,,:'sioo

of Article 17 of Cab~net Order has been eonvened.

VI (IVA 4)
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(Notice of caneel1~tion of registration) (7)

Arti<:le 7-3. The Patent Attorneys's Association

shall, when it has clltlcelled the registration of patent

attorney in accor~ance with e~~ p~ovision of item (1). (J)

or (4) of th" preceding Article paragraph 1, notice the
W_~"~"""",,~,·, _,-",,, ..~,~,.,~.~_,,c,,,,,,,,,_·._""_ ",',-'''''"_,,_ ,.·,·,-,_~,,~,""_'O'~" __'"'''' _, ?_'_"~'_"._~,,__"__>'''''''_~'''''_'''''_~~''''_'''''"'''"'''."__"'_~_''''''"_~"_,,"·.,~,",·. '",,,,._..m''

person having been cancelled ~;,e registration in \{1"iting

thereof.

2. The notice of having cancelled the ::egistrGtion or
patent attorney :I.,., accc:t'dance rlth the provision of item

(3) of the precedins Article paragraph 1 shall contain ~he

reason therefQr.

(Objection to car~el:ation) (7)(9)

A't't:ic1.e 7-4. The person ...ho has received the notice

und"'r .. Article 7 pal:"agraph :; er the precedir.g Article

paragraph 2 may· make an ':.nvest.igation damand t:nd..rthe

Adm±nistrativQ Compla~nc Investigation taw (1aw No. 160 of

1562) in vr:iting to ::he Min:'ster of Im:err,ational l'rade

and Industry.

2. '!'he Minister of L"'1terr.ati\>r.al T.ade and Industry

shall, if he recogrd.ze:;; the inv:est:igat:i.ond.emandunde:: the

preceding pal;'agraph to be re~sonab1.e, order the Fate:]t

Attorneys' Assoc::l.a::ion to ma~ a proper disposition.

(Entrusted matters to Cabinet order) (7)

Article 7-5. The matters in .elation to tne

reg:istration of ~!1tent attorney other than those a:>

provided for in Artic:Le 6 to the preceding Article

~nQlus::l.ve shall be prescribed by Cabinet Order.

{Csses not to be hancled) (4)

Article 8. Any patEll1t attorney may not conduct che

business with regard ~o cases fall~ng ~nder anyone of the

VI (WA 5)
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fallav.!.ng itellls:

(1) Cases which he handled as agent of the other party,

(Z) Cases whieh· he han,;!led during his serVice :in the

court or in the Patent Office •
• .. "ll"t

{Appearing before'e$~} (1)(3)(10)

.~rticle 9. With regard to matters concerning a

patent. utility model, design, trade mark, ar an

international appH.cation under prev:!. sions of the toaw

CancertUng International. Application, Etc. Based on the

Patent Cooper"t~on Treaty (Law No. 30 of ·1978)

(hereinafteX" silllp1.y X"eferr"'d to as the "intex-national

appli.cation), a patent attorney may appear before the

court rich his pal:ty or advocate and may mal<e statement.

Such statement shall, in case his party or advocate does

not revolte or correct :it: :il!l1lla4:iate~y, be regarded .. s

h~ing been made by hi.s party or advocate himself.

2. In oase a patenc attorney not being a Japanese

nat.ional intends to "'ppear and lllake statement in

accordance with the prOVisions of the preceding para5raph,

he must obtain the permission of ehe court.

(Qualification as advocate) (3)(6)

Article 9-2. A patent attorney may, in regard to the

litigation under the prOVisions of Article 178 paragraph 1

of the Patent Lav, Article 47 paragraph 1 of the Utility

Model Lew, A.ticle 59 paragraph lof tll. Design Law or

Areicle 63 paragraph 1 of the Trade Marl< Law, act as an

2, T~e proyision of paragraph 2 of the preceding

Article shall eppJ.y mutatis mutandis 1;.0 che advocate as

mentioned in the preceding paragraph.

VI (WA 6)
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(Patent Attorney Assoc~at~on) (4)

Al:t:icle 10. patent attorneys shall incorporlllte the

Patent Attorneys' Assoc';'ation at the :1oeat:l.on of the

!:'atent Office.

2-101

. (Dii:to - object)

Art:L,"ll! 11. The cb ject; of the Patellt Attorneys' s

Association :is to pe:!:'fom the bus:i.ness for guidance and

liaison of patent etto~ays for the purpose of maintaining

the dignity of pa'Cant attorney and :improvini .. nd

progressing the business of patent attorney, so as to meet

the m:l.ss:l.on end responsi~ility of patent ati:orney.

(Ditto - legal personal:i.ty)

Al:ticle 12. ·'!'he Patent A.ttorneys· Assoc:l.ation shall

be a jur:idical pe::-son.•

\Ditto - membership) (l) (.9)

Al:tiele 12-2. Patent attorneys shall be. .members DE

the ·Pat..nt Attorneys' Assod.at:i.on in accol"dance rith the

prov:i.s:i.on8, of Cab:inet Oraar.

(Ditto - Guperv:ision) (1)(4)

Article 13. The Patent Attorneys' Association shan

be supervised by the M:in:i.ster of Ineernat:ional Trade and

Industry.

(Ditto - Articles of Assoc:i.at:ion) (1)(4)(7)

Article 14. The J?atent Attorneys' Assoc:i.at:i.on shall

have :its Ar~:I.cles of the Association in which matters

relating to executive off:i.cers meet:i.ngs, registration of

patent attorneys. ~uidance and l:ia:ison of patent

attorneys. re;nunerat:i.ons and fees, and other matters

j!

}) }

2. The Patent

branch off~ces•

Asso¢;i.ation may

VI (lo'A 7)
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necessary for disposition of affair $ of che Associatioi'.

shall be prescriOed.

2. The Articles of the Association $h811 be va~idated

by the Mini.ster 'Of Intern"tionaJ.'l'rade and Industry

thro~gh the Dil:'ector-Caneral of the Patent Office. The

same shall apply in the ease of the n:odif.icat:i.on ot the

Articles of the Association.

(Ditto - otgani%ation, competence, ete.) (1)(3)

Article 15. The matters cO!1cerning organi:;:ation of

the Patent Attorney Association. pove,s and supervision

thereof shall be prescribed by Cabinet Order.

(Oitto - ~~thdrawal) (1)(4)

Article 16. The pAtAne Attorneys' Associ_tion may, by
-". ... --

obtaining _ validation tram the l'1in1S"C",. ...., .':l ....rns..._~ ••<S...

..·rade and Industry, expl!:l any patent attorney who

threatens to disturb the Qt4..~ of the Asso<:iation or

ini=e the credit and confi-den.::e the::-eof .. ~... - - -- -~. . -- -' ---

.. -'"""'-,,"",,-"

\Dil/c:ip1.:l.r.~ry punishmen't.. patent Attorney

Discipli~ary Punishment Committee) (1)(4)(10)(13)

Article 17. In case a~y paeent attorney has acted in

contrav..m::I.otl of '''!Hi Law or t:nli· At't1.C:Les ot the Patent

Attorneys Association, the Minister of Internat~nal Trade

and Indusf;ry may put h:l.m under disciplinary ?uni8hment _

according to tl'le r''801~t:!.on of the Pat.ent: Atj;prpey

-Investigation Committee in aaeo~danc. with the provisions

i

- or ArticJ.e 17 OS Cabiret· Ordor, ~~,-~_,",__,,=~~., ..,
_....~_, .•~",'"',~'o,~

~_co.,"~·:-,,,~..w-,,~,,·'"·-

(KirA§....Qf.~dis.::i.pJ.,Ln..ry·pun:l:'31"ffiliffiEr-(3)T5T~····_·M-
,~,~'-,~,..,~.~,_"'~O,._.h

.v.__'"'..·~~"_...,.c~"_,,m'.~~.

Articl.. 18. Disciplinary punisnment against any

patent attorney shall ~e the following four kinds:

(1) Repr:tmsft<!;

VI (lolA 8)
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(2) Non-penal fine of not more than f~ve thousand yen;

(3) Suspension of business for noe more than one year;

(4) Prohibition of conduct~ng business.

(Reports as for disciplinary punishment) (1)(4)

Article 19. !he Patent •

in case it has found that disci pl.:i.nary punishmer.t is

necessary to any patent attorney, :report to the Minister

of Internsf·ional Trade and Industry thereof through the

Director-General of the Patent Office.

(Convening of Patent:. Attorney Investi.gation

Co~itteej (1)(4)(10)(13)

Article 20. The Minister of International Tr·ade and

Indust.ry shall convene a meeting of the Patent Attorney

Investiga~on Comoittee in accordance with the prOVisions

of Article 17 of· Cabinet Order, upon a report of the

Patent Attorneys f Association as pr~scr"bed in the

preceding Article or upon its own competence.

(Non-penal ~ine due) (1)(4)

. Article 21. Non-penal fine shall, in case it is not

pa~d in fUll, be COllected by the order of the DirecCor

General of the patent Office.

2. The provi~;ions of Article 208 of the La'd of

Procedure in Non-Contentious He.tter.s shall apply mutatis

m",tandis to the execution under the provisions of the

preceding para~raph.

(Violation of secrecy) (3)(6)

Article 21. Any patent attorney or any person who was

a patent attorney shall, :in case he has, wi::hout due

reasons, divulged, or llle.de surreptitious use of the

secrets of any pOlrson which may have come to his knowledge

VI (WA 9)
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~n the coyrse of pe~formance of his business, be p~~~shed

with penal servitude fdr not exceeding six months or a

fine not exceeding three thousand yen.

2. Such offenses as lllell.t.i-oned in th.. preceding

paragraph s~all be prosecuted upon complaint.

(I.1i:clusive llature of business for patent attorneys)

(1)(4)(7)(9)(10)(15)

Article 21-2. No person other than a patent attorney

shall engage in the business ot acting as an agent, for

the purpose of obtaining profits, in matters to be done

bafore the Patent Office concel:"ning patents, utility

Illcdels. designs, trade lll11l:"ks, or internatiol1al

applica·tions. or in matters to be done before the Minister

,of Internat;.onal 'l;rade and Industry concertrlng making

objection or dee.isions relat:i.ng to patents. utilit;;y

models, des:i.3tt1l • or trade marks. or shall eond~t any
oPT"illlV'.

other matters re.lat:ini to drav:ing up of 1''; ,I ligille:Mf,

documents or: e.lectd.c re<:::orda as his business (msaning

electric ",ethods, magnetic metho<is or reeords made by

methods 'lrhich One can not understand by. preception;

hereinafter the s~e in next paragraph).

2. Such documents or electric records as mentioned in

the preceding paragraph shall be prescribed by Order.

(Title of patent attorney) (1)

Article 22-3. No person other than a patent attorney

shall us.'" the t:itle· of patent attorney, patent budness

of obtaining profits.

(Penal provisions) (1)(3)

Article 22-4. Any person ""ho has violated the

VI (lolA 10)
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shall be p",nished .... i th

year, or with .<1 ,fin~ not

';;0,

.J

)

provisions of Article 22-2

confinement not exceediI:lg one

exceeding ten thot~sand yen.

2. Any parson ~no has violated the provisions of the

exceeding t~n thousand yen.

SyPPLEMENXARY PROVISIoNS:
Article 23. The day of the coming into force of this

Law shall be f~ed by Imperial Ordinance.

(Enforced as froll: Janua'l"y 11, 1922 by Imperial

Ordinance No. 459 of 1921.)

Articl.. 24. The Pste:nt Attorneys Ordinance At'ld the

Regulations concerning Patent Attorneys' Associ~tion shall

be <lbo1.ish.ed.

Article 25. With respeet to the applicat;ion of chi-a

Law any pe.son ",he ha~ teen g~ty of felony as mentioned

:in t!:le Penal Code promu1ill.t.e<i oy No. 36 of 1880 sna1.1be

rega.rded as a person 'Who has 'Deen punish,;;d by penal

~..rv:!.tud", or eom:i1ier::ent exeeed~::lg six years.

Article 26. In addition to the person faUi:-,g \,trode,

Ar'ticle 5 item (l). any penon ",ho has been gu:tlty of such

offense as mentioned in Articles ~~. 93, or Article 97 of

the former Patent Law, Articles 22, 23, or Artiele 27 of

the fo~er Utility Model Law, Artieles 24, 25, or Article

Z9 oJ; the former Design Law, or Articles 23, 24, or

Art:!.cle 28 of the forme:' l'rade !lark Law :nay not be a

paten~ attorney: Provided that this shall not apply to <lny

person who has passed three years as from t:"l'" d.. <;e of his

eompleti.on of the exee"ticTl of such penalty 0.,;' on ·.-hich

VI (lOA 11)
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execution thereof ~n him was remitted.

Article 27. At the time of the coming into rorce of

this Law any person actually having the qualification as a

patent agent shall have ,"uchqualifieation as a patent

attorney.

Article 28. At t.he t.ime of the coming into force of

this Lali any person who is actually a pa.tent attorney,
(tokkyo benrishi) shall be regarded as patent etta.ney

(benrishi) •

Article 29. The patene attorn..y register (tokkyo

benrish:i. torokubo) sha!.l regarded as tr.e patent attorney

register (benrishi toro~~bo).

Artiel.. 30. The prov:isions of Article 16 shall not

apply for the period of six months as from the day of the

coming into force of tM.s Law.

SUPPLEMENTARY PROVISIONS (ww No. S, Har. S,1938) I (1)
The day of the eom:ing :'nto force of this Law shall be

fixed by Imperial Ordinance.
(Enforced as from June 6. 1938 by Imperial Ordinanc_

No. 400 of 1935.)
At the time of enforcement of this Law any person who

has the qualification of a patent attorney in accerdance
w:ith the for=_r provisions shall have the qualification as
such even after the coming into force of this Law.

The provisions of the former Article 4 item (2)
shall, even after the coming into force of this Law, apply
to any person who has come to fall under the provis:.ons of
the former Article 4 item (2) within three yU1"S a.s from
the date of the coming- force of this Law.

shall, .venafta" the enforcement of this Law, apply to
any person who has corae to fall under the provisions of
the fOX-iller Article 4 item. (3) vithin five years as from
the data of the coming into fOJ:'ce of this Law.

VI (lolA 12)
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Wit.h regard to any patent attorney who is not
actually a member of the Patent ~ttorneys' Association at
the time of the corrd.ne: i.nto foree of this Law. the
provisions 0: Article 12-2 snall not apply for three
~onth~ after the coming into force of this Law. In cese he
does not join the Pat:ent Attorneys' AasocilieiOn within

registration as a patent attorney shall lose its effect.
As regards such act as the prOVisions of Ar~cle 135

of the former Patent Law, Article 33 of the former Utility
~~del Law, Article 3Z of the former Design Lew, or Article
38 of the 'former Trade Hark La......ould have applied pd.or
to the -coming into force of this Law, the former
prOVisions shall still be applieabJ.e as heretofore:
Provided that: penal. servitl:lde all provided for therein
shall read as confinement.

Any person "ilo has been pun'ished in accordance wieh
the provisi.ons of Article 135 of the former Patent Law,
Article 33 of the former Utility Model. Law. Article 32 of
t:he forlllQr De,;;ign Lav or Article 38 of the form"r Trade
Mark Law shall t in regard to the application of the
amended prOVisions of Artic1e 5 item (2), be regarded as a
person punished under the pr<;lvisions of Article 22-4
paragnl'h 1.

SUPPLtM~~ARY PROVISIONS (Law No. 103, Jul. 6. 1948): (2)
Article 56. In this Law the provisions of Article 62

shall COme into force as from the day of its promul.gation.
and other provisions sha11 be put in force as from August
1, 1946.

Artic:l.e 72. The Patent Attorney Law shall "be
partially anended as follows; (Abridged)

2. Any aceoun~ant who has been prohibited from
engaging i.n the business under the Accountant Law
(~~eluding the proVisions of the said La" having effect in
accordance. with the provisions of Article 64) ~nd who has
not yet passed two years as from the day of such
d:l.spo~ition sha!.!. not I not,,:tthstanding the amended
provisions of Arti.-cle .5 of the Patent: Attorney Law, ha....a
the qualification to be a patent attorney.

SUPPLEMENTARY PROVISIONS (Law No. 173. Jul. 15, 1948): (3)
This Law shall come into force as from the day of its

promulgation .

VI (!fA 13)
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SUPPLEMEN~~Y PROVISIONS (Law No. 103, May 24, 1949): (4)
This Law shall come into force as from May 25, 1949.

SUPPLEMENTARY PROVISIONS (Law Nc. 13, Mar. 6, 1951): (5)
1. r~s Law shall come into forc~ as fro~ the date of

~ts promulgation.
2. With respect to iQposition of non-pen~l fine to an

act which had been done prior to the coming into forc~ of
this Law, the former provisions shall still apply.

SUPfL~~NTARY PROVISIONS (Law No. 129, Apr. 1. 1959): (5)
Th:i.s Lav shol~ come inca force as f.o,"- Apr~.l 1. 1%0.

SL~PLEMENTARY PROVISIONS (Law No. 73. Apr. 30. 1960): (7)
1. This Law sha!.l co:lIe :f.nto force from the date as

prescribed by Cab{net Order not excaedil'lg thirty days
computed from the day of its promUlgation.

2. }~y person actually qualified to a pat~nt attorney
ac the time of coming into force of this Law by virtue of
the forcer provisions shall also be qualified th2reto even
after the enforcement of this Law.

3. The registration in the patent attorney registers
in accordance v1th the former pro~siona shall be regardad
as the registration in tr.e petenc regis~ers in accordance
with the provi6ions of the Patant Al:l:orneys' Law after
~andment (hereinafter referred to as the ~Ne~ Lav").

4. The documents relat~ng to the registrat:ion of
patent attorney sueh as the application presented to the
Director-G~neral of the ?atent Office shall be regarded to
have been presentee! to the Patent Attorneys' .Association
in aQcordar,ce with the provisions of t.he New Law.

5. '!'he 4enial to registrat::ion of patent at.torney.
cClncellat.::l.on of registrat;£.on snd tlot:f.ce thereof llI4:1e by
the Directoc-General of the Patent Office in accordance
with the former provisions shall be rega~ded to have been
done by the Patent Attorneys' AssQciat.~on in aecczdance
rith the provisions of the New Law.

6. The pet:;:,t:i:.onal appeals actually submitu.d to the
Mini.ster of International Trade and Indust.ry at th~ t:i._
of CODling into force or . th;.:L.J&...... reJ.a.t;i.ngto.•t:b0··den:i.e'l:··t:o~·~···········_~·~...." .

.•..•~_.·.···········regis·trn'ioif···of..·pet'eiit···;;:ttorney or t:.he canceUat:ion of
regist.rati.on ehereof shall be regal'ded as an obje:::t:i.on
haVing been ra:i.sed ;L, ·accoraanc., ·with the prOVisions of
the New Law.

VI (WA 14)



7. The Director-General of the Patent Offiee shall,
by the request from the Patent Attorneys' AGGociaUon.
hand ov~r the documents relating to registration of patent
attorneys ,su<;:h as the patent. attorney registers kept in
the patent Office in ac:corQance w:!.th the forme::,
provisions.

the Patent Attorneys' A~s

incidence!!y to the enforc"ment of this LaW'
affected prior to the enforcement oftr~s Law,

seion
lIIay be
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SlJPPLE!':IENTAR.Y PROVISIONS {Law No. 137, Jun, 15, 1961), (8)
1. Th:l.s l:.aw shall come into force asfrolll the day

prescribed by Cabinet Order within the scope of not
exc:eading six llIonths counting frOm the· day of its
promulgation ( ..nforced as frolll December 10, l:'l6:1. by
Cabinet Order No. 393 of 1961).

SUPPLEMENTAAY PROVISIONS (Law No. 161, Sap. 15, 196Z): (9)
1. Th~s Law shall co~e ~neo force as from October 1.

1962.

SUPPLEMENTARY PROVISIONS (Law No. 98, .run • .30, 1966h (10)
(Enforcement date)
1. TIds Law shall come i:lto force as from JI.11y I,

:1.966.

SUPPL~~ARY PROVISIONS (Law No. 30, Apr. 26. 1978): (11)
(Enforcement date)
Article 1. Tr~s Law shall come into force as from the

day on.."hich the Treaty becomes effective· for Japan
(enforced as frolll OCtobQr 1, 1978 by Ministry of Foreign
Affairs NOt:if:ication No. 202, July 15, 1978).

S~?PLEMENTARY PROVISIONS (Law No. 26, Apr. 14, 1980); (12)
1. This Law shall cOllie into force as frOm the asy

prescribed. by Cabinet Order within the scope of not
exceeding six months count:i.ng from the day of its
prOlllu1gation. Provided that •• , ••

Su~PLEMENTARY PROVISIONS (Law No. 78, Dec. 2, 1983): (13)
1. This Law (excluding Art.icle 1) shall COlll" :into

fo.ce as from J~Y 1. 1984.

VI (lolA 15)



•

SUPPLEMENTARY PROVISIONS <Lav No. 66, May 23. 1986): (14)
(Enforc~ment date)
1. This Law shall coma into forc.e a,. frolll the day

prescribecl by CaDinet .Orda. wiehiil the scope of not
exceeding two years counting from the day of its
promw.gations (enforced as from Apr. 1, 1987 by Cabinet
Order No. 29 of 1987).

SUPPLEMENTARY PROVISIONS (La... No. 30, Jun. 13, 1991>: (15)
{Enforcement d~te)

Article l~ This Law shall coma into force as from ehe
day prescribed by Cabinet Order rithin the scope of not:
exceeding one )-ear counting from t.he day of ;i,ts
p.omultagation. Provided that •••••

VI CWA li;)

(
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Code of ProfesSional Cond..ct 1

mitted as usual but had to suffer for an unprece
'dented r -:'>'1 imposed by EQE SecretariatIBoard on
availaoil:~y of Exam' Report to epi (problem nc.......
solved).

• Tutors at their meeting suggested having an opening
meeting around May.

Councilis invited to approveandsustain implementation
of the initiative. dedding to bear the relative tutors'
costs, if any.

4) epi-students:

There are currently 245 students.
Council is invited to keep high the awareness of the

availability of epi-tutorialslstudentship to all interested
parties and continue promoting the volunteering of new
tutors.

Comminee II (paper C).
Potential volunteers are invited tv ~~:~ our Secretariat
for further information.

Councilisinvited to continueto further theawarenessof
this and promote the volunteedngofnew members.

6) PQC WG on eQestatistics

A preliminary report from this WG was presented at the
last meeting. where it was agreed to have it finalized and
approved for. distribution (epi-Information; epi-website)
at the next meeting.

One operative conduson was that there seemsto be a
need for additional training in papers C and D, in par
ticular for candidates with mother tongue different from
one of the EPO official languages.

Amended Code of ProfessionalConduct in force

5) eQe

Rewarding EQE Examiners:
Implementation of last year decision to have a recep

tion offeredby epiat the nextEQE Comminees ordinary
meeting to take place in JunelSeptember.
• New EQE Examiners needed:

Tnere is a constantly increasing need for new epi
members of the EQE Comminees, and, at present, a
particularly urgent need for epi-members in eQE

7) PQCWG on Remission of period of professional
activity required to sit the eQe (Art. 11 eQeRe9.)

A preliminary report reflecting on the current experience
and perspective was presented and the view formed
about the advisability of proposing deleting this provi
sion, thus requiring everycandidate to the EQE to have a
minimum of three yearsof professional experience (with
the exception of EPO Examiners, see Art. 7(2)(IV)EQE
Reg.).

A finalized reportwill be presented tothe next PQe.

Code of Conduct of the Institute of Pro
fessional Representatives before the
European Patent Office

Ridttlinien des Instituts:. der beim Europ~ii..
schen Patentamt ~ugelassenenVertreter fUr
die Berufsausubung

Walter Holzer
President

TheCodeof Conduelwasamended bytheCouncilof the institute in Strasbourg on october3, 1997 andremittedto the
EC·Commission for approval. Tne Commission's decision was received on April 9. 1999. The entire proceedings were
published in the OJ (L106)of the EC-Commission on April 23, 1999.The amended Code of Conductwasput into force
bythe Board of the epion May3, 1999.Arts.2b)and5 c)of the Codeof Conductpursuant to the Commission's decision
at present will be in forceuntilAprii23, 2000.TheepiCouncil in itsmeetingin Aorence onMay10, 1999hasdecided (46
in favour,S against. 16 abstentions) to file an;appeal against the Commission's decisionat the European Court of Justice.
Thefurther developments of theproceedings will bereported induecourse. The amended Code of Conduelispublished
herafter.

Code de conduiteprofessionnelle concer
nant les membres de I'lnstitut des man
dataires agrees pres l'Office europeen
des brevets

Diese Richtlinien dienen zur Regelung des Ver· ThisCode is to govern the conduc:. andother Ce Code a pour objet de reglr la cenduite et
haltens und anderer Tatlgkeiten der Mitglieder activities of the members insofar as such lesautres activites desrnembres. pourauraat
i~soweit. alsd~ese Ta~g~eiten. ~~=~~f .~~~ Q~~r.:--=-~~ti,:!..;~;' ~;I~~. to.M~e.~,~rtven&9.r.=qv"",,".sue 9.~~~~l,""~!Yl1~.,J;lItt.!,!!t.'@.Qg~tlJ~~~1L,.~~_·~

~=",=.c~===,~~'='·'~"~~~"'"=·"~'~=~-"'·~=·~==enkommen~uber"'""dIe Errerli:lrig 'etrropiM:her the Grant of European Patents=Wuropean Convention sur fadellVrance de Brevets Euro
Patente (Europiilsches Patentiiberein.kommen) Patent Convention) signed in Munlchon 5 peens{Conventionsur Ie Brevet Euroi'eenl
unterzeichnet in MDnchen am 5. Oktober1973. October1973.asmaybe amended from time signee a Munich le 5 oetobre 1973, et reue
oder dessen etw'aige abgeanderte Fassungen to time. qU'elle paut etre reaseede tempsen temps.
bezieben. .
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In eesen Richtlinien sinddie folgenden Oefinitio·
nen eowencear:

In .this Code. the following definitions are
applicable:

Dansce Code. ies definitions suivantes som
apphcables:

..Member-
means a memberof this Institute;

"Convention"
means the European PatentConvention;,

..Convention"
signifiela ConVi!ntlon surle Brevet Europeen;

..Membre"
signifieun membrede eeeInstitut;

aecresen•
PatentOffice;

•-- ~-- 'nStitut der oem turo palscnen means
tewesPatentamt zugelassenen Vertreter;

"Mitglied"
bedeutetein Mitglieddeses Institutes:

..Ubereinkommen"
beceutet das Europaische Patentabereinkcm
men;

"Rat"
beeeutetderRatdesInstitutes;

"Disziplinarrat"
ceceutet den in Arokel 5 der Vorschriften in
DISliplinarangelegen'heiten aufgefilhrten Rat

..Commission de discipline ~

signifie ta Comm1ssion mennceeee a rernde
5 du Reglement en matiere de discipline.

d) Un membre prendrades mesures pour
sauvegarder les interetS de sesdients pour Ie
cas ou ilserait empeche d'exetee:r ses fenc
tions,

1. Generalites

c> Le devoir fondamental d'un membre est
d'agirendonnantdesavis dignesdeconfrance
auxpersonnes s'interessant auxquestions des
brevets. II doit agiieommeUJicomeiller Inde:.
pendant en servantles interets de ses dients
d'une f~on impartiale. sanstenlrcomptede
ses sentimentS et interets personnels.

a).L.es obligationsgenerales desmembres de
I'!nstltut sont flxees par Ie Reglement en
matierede discipline.

b) res principes generaux deconduiteprofes
scnneue sont fixes dans Ie present Code. qui
reffete leswes actuelles du Conseil. CeCode
ne degagepas un membre de sapropre res
ponsabilite de respecter ies Re;les de
ConduiteProtessionnelle fixees dansteRegl~
ment en matierede discipline. en ses artides
t.z e s,

a) La publidte est generalement autonsee.
pour autant QU'e1le soit veridiQue. obteC'.ive
et conforme aux principes essentiels notam
ment la loyauteet Ierespeadu seaetprofes
sionn@!.

g) Une infraction au Codenepeut etre justi·
fiee parsonauteurenseceferant auxinstruc·
tionsd'un dient.

"Conseil"
signifiele Conseil de l'lnstitut:

..Instances disciplinaires"
signifiecelles enumereesa I'arode 5duRegl~

ment en maneredediscipline;

%. Publidte

e) Une bonne confratemiteparmi les mem
bresest nec..ASSaire pourpreserver Ierenom de
la profession et doit s'exercer independam.
ment de sentiments personnels.

f) ChaQUe membredoit connaitre ceCodeet
ne doit pasalleguerqu'ill'ignorait.

2.. Advertisements

g)A breach of thisCodecannOtbejustifiedby
referring to inS"'..ructions fromadient.

fJ Edcn membershould !l;now of ttle Codeand
cannotpleadignoranceof it

e) Good· fellowship among members isa
necessity for preserving ttle reputationof the
profession and should be exercised irrespec.
tiveof personal f~lings.

c:)Thebasic taSk of a Memberis to jerve asa
reliable adviserto pe~s interested in patent
matters. He should act as an independent
courisellor- by seNirig the iri:erestSofhis
dients in an unbiased mannerwithout regard
to his personal feelings or interests.

a)Advertising isgenerally permittecipl'Ollided
mat it istrue and objective andconformswith
basic pril'lciples suc:has integrity and com
pliailcewith professional secrecy.

"Disciplinary Ccmrnrttee"
means theCommieeelistedinArticle 5 of the
Disciplinary Regulatior:.

d) A Member shall take measures to sat~

guard his dient's interestS in the event he
....,e.~ltt be prevented from exercising his prQoo
fessLOn.

"Disciplinary Bodies"
means those listed in Article 5 of the Disci
plinaryRegulation;

1. General

a) The general requirements for members of
the Instituteare laid down in the Disdplinary
Regulation.

b) Thegeneral prindplesof professional con.
ductarelaiddown inthlSCode.which renees
thepresent vews of theCouncil. A memberis
not released by this Code from his own
res;:onsibilit'J to ,~rnplywi~:he ~ules of P~
fessional Condue:: set out in the Disciplinary
Regulation in Artides t, 2 and).

"Council"
means the C,ouncl of the Institute;

HClient~

means anynaturalperson or legal entity who
takes advice or asks services of a Member;

natOrliche oder juristische Person,
Mitglied eineBeratung entgegen

2. Werbung

al wert!ungsst im allgemeine" erlaubt.SOWeit sie
wahmeitsgemaB und-sachlich .ist. und mit
wesentlichen Grundsiitzen, insbesondere der
Redlichkeit und der AchtungdesSerufsgeheim~
nisses. in Ubereinstimmung stel'lt

e) GuteKollegialit!tzwischendenMitgliedem in
eine Notwendigkeit fiji' die Wahrung desAnse
henscesSerufsstandes und sollteohneRucksid"lt
auf perSOnliche GefUhle geubt werden.

f) Jedes MitgJied soildiese Ric:htlinien kennen und
leann sich nichtmit derenUnkenntnis entsehuldi
gen.

g) 6n VerstoG gegendieseRichtlinien kannnicht
mit Instl'Ulctionen durch einen Mandanten
gerechtfertigt werden.

d) Ein MitgliedsoliMa13nahmen tl'effen z;urSidt~
rung der lnteressen seiner Mandariten fOr den
Fall, daBesanderAusubung seines Bemisgehin·
dert ist.

H Disziplinarorgane"
beceutet die in Artike! 5 der Vorschrifteri in Dis
Z1plinarangelegenheiten aufgefUhrten argane;

1. Allgemeines

a) Dieallgemeinen AntOfderungen an Mitglieder
desInstitutes sind in denVorsc:hriften in Diszipli.
nararigelegenheiten niedergelegt

b) Die allgemeinen· Grundsatze des beruflichen
vernaltens sindinetesee Richtlinien niedergelegt.
die die gegenWartigen Ansichten desRates wje..
dergeben. KeinMitglied 'Nirddurch dlese Rieht
lir:ie~ vonseir:er ve!'an~....o~r.g ~nt!:luncen, die
in den.vorschriften in.Oisziplinarangelegenl1eiten
in den Artikeln l, 2 und 3 enthaltenen berufli·
chenRegelnzu betolgen.

C)Diegrundsatzliche Ai.lfgabeeiries Mitgliedes Jst
es. den an Patentangelegenheiten lnteresserten
Perscnen als Zl.lVer1assiger aeare-zu dienen. Er
sonte ais unabnarigiger Bera:erdadUrch Wirken.
daB er den mteressen seiner Mandanten vorur
teilsfrei und ohne Serucksichtigung seiner per
stlnlichen GefUhle oder IntereSsen dient.

"MandantH

bedeutet
die yon
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bJ.Von der arraubren Werbung sind ausgenom
men:

1) der Verl]leich beruflicher Dienstleistllngen
enes Mitgliedes mit denen enes anderen Mit
gliedes;

2) Angaben zur Person eines Mandanten. es sei
oenn,derMancantwilligt hierin ausdrOdc.lich em:

3) die Angabe desNamens endererBerufsange
honger, es set denn, es eestetn eine schrif::liche
vereinbarung ceerdieZusammenarbeit zwischen
dem Mitglied und desemBerufsangehorigen:

4)das Anzeigen. Ankundigen coer Verbffentli·
chen von Angeboten betreffend den Kaut. ver
kauf coer die vermittlung von gewerblichen
SChutzreehten, es se denn auf Instruktionen
emes Mandanten.

3. Beziehungen zur Offentlichkeit

a)EinMitglied solidengutenRufdiesesInstitutes.
seinerMitglieder und.der Praxis der Vertretung
var dem Europaische'n Patentamthoci'lhalten.

b) Ein Mitglied solian Buror.!umen, auf Drucksa
chen oder anderweitig keinerlei Angaben
machen, die die Offentlictlkeit irrefQhren.

c) EinMitglied soli OnnenkeineProvision fUr die
vermittlung vonArbeit geben,dies erstredc:t sich
jedoch nicht auf den tenweisen oder vollstiindi
genErwerb einer enderen Patentvertretunssprr

""-
d) Ein Mitglied soil· beruflic:he latigkeiten im
Zusammenhang mit dem Europaiscnen Patent·
amt durchein Nichtmitglied unterseinem Namen
oderdem NameneinesZtlsammenschJusses ohne
angemessene Beaufsichtigung nicht ges-..atten.

e)SoweitesdieAusUbung seines BWes betrifft.
ist einMitglied fUrdie Handlungen seinerGehi~
fen, die Nichtmitglieder sind,verantwOrtlich.

4.. Beziehungen :ttl Mandanten

a) EinMitglied soilauf die ihm von seinen Man.
danten anverttauten Angelegenheiten jederzeit
angemessene Muhe,Aufmerlcsamkeit und Sach·
kenntnis verwenden. ein Mitglied soli die Man·
danten uber den Stand ihrer Angelegenheiten
informiert halten.

b) Grundsatziich ist ein Mitglied nicht verpflich
ret, den Interessen eines Mandanten in Angele
genheiten ZU dienen, die nicht mit beruftichen
Angelegenheiten verbunden sind, die der Man·
dant dem Mitglied anvertrauthat.

c) Ein Mitglied darl von einem Mandanten Vcr
schusse verlangen.

b) The following areeeeeees to permitted
advertising:

1) comparison of the professc::nal sevces of
one memberwith those::If a:'Other.

2) the identification of a c!Jetl. without the
express authorisation of ~.at:ient:

3) the mention of the~ ::f anotherpro-
fessional entity unless theres ewritten coop.
eration agreement betwee- =-.e memberand
that entlty: and

4) the advertisement annO~.::..~ent or pub
lishingof offersto buy, seu c--eccnete indus
trial property rights, escect ..::etI the instruc
tions of a dlent,

3. Relations with the Public.

a) A member Shall uoholC ee public repu
tation of this Institute.of:tS ~.cernbers and of
the practice of represe~2xn before the
European PatentOffice.

b) A membershallnot giveat"! indication on
office premises. stationery orenerwisewhich
is misleading to the·pubfrc.

c) A membershallnat givea.'*1I ::Jmmission to
others for the introdu~r: :f eusness. but
this does not extendto the~on. in part
or in whole of anotherpater::;,,;ency practice.

d) A member shall no:: ~it without
adeQuate supervision prcfesonal activities
related to the European ?a.:..~ Office under
his name or the nameof his~ation by a
personwho is not a mern~.

e) As far as the exere5e of.~ ::lrofessjcin is
conc~med. a memberis,:es::a"lSible for the
acts of norwnemberassimo.-::s.

4.. Relations with Oiems

a) A membershall at all times ;rite adequate
care and attention and ilOOI! :J"le necessary
~rtise to work entrustec :: "timby Clients.
A Member shall keepdier:::s ::Tormed of the
statusof their cases.

b) In principle, a Member :oes not need to
serve the intereStS ofa die!":::: =1 mattersnot
connected with profes5ior.a! ...en: entrusted
to him by the dient

c) A membermay demane ac-.~ce payments
from a Client.

bl Des excepnons a la publioteautori$ee SCnt:

1) la comparaison desservices professionnets
d·un membreavec cecx d'un autremembre:

2) fa mention de I'identite d'un Client, sauf
autcnsencnespressedudit dient;

3} la mention du nom d'cne autre entite
prctesscnrene a mainsC1u'il exste unaccord
de collaboration ecnre entre Ie membre et
cette entite:at

4) la publicite, "annonce ou Ia publication
d'offres d'achat, vente ou negociation de
erOlts de propriete industrielle, sauf sur ins·
trccaonsd'un Client.

3. Rapports avec.te public

a)uo membredoit maintenirtebon renom de
f'lnstitut desesmembres etde rexercce de la
representation devant f'Office europeen des
brevets.

b)Surleslieuxdeses bureaux. sursonpapiera
lettres erautre artidesdepapeterie, auautre
ment, un membre ne don donner aucune
indicationqui pueseinduireIepublicenerreur.

c)Unmembrenedoit pasdonnerdecommis
sion a des tiers pour ta transmission de ee
vaux.maiscetteeecse ne s'etendpas a rae
quisitionpartielleou tctale de laClientele d'un
autrecabinetde brevets.

d) Un membre ne doit pas permettre. sans
contr6le adec;uat, a une personne C1ui n'e~
pasmembre, d'exerceraunomdecemembre,
ou au nom du groupementauquel iI appar
tient desactivites professionnetles ayantun
rapportavecl'Office evropeen desbrevets.

e)Encequi conceme['exercice de saprcfes·
sian, un membreestresponsable desaaesde
sescollaborateurs non-Membres.

4. Rapports avec les dients

a)Unmembredoit. atout moment,consaaer
Iescinet I'attention convenabfesa tout travail
Clui lui est confie par des dients, et faire .
preuve de 1acompetence nkessaire dansce
travail. Un membredoit tenir ses dientSinfor·
mesde I'etat de leursdossiers.

bl En principe.un membren'est pastenu de
servir fes inter~ts d'un dient dans desaffaires
sans relation avec Ie travail professionnet Qui
fuia e~ canfie par un tel dient

c) Un membre a Ie droit de demander des
provisions aun client.

d) Zusatzlich zu denAnfOf'derungen von Artikel 3 d) In addition to the ~ts of Article d) Enplus des eXlgences de I·Article 3(2)du
(2) de.r Vo~~rifte~ in Disziplinarangelegenh~n 3(2) of the OiscilJlinary ::te;uiGXn, a member Regfement en maDe«! de discipline, un mem·
soll elM Mltglled emen Auftrag ablehnen, der 1m shalldeclinean orderwhC1 ~ r'! conflia with bredOltdeclineru" ordre qUIentre~. ClJn~lt

,.,~"~,n<,""_~~"_',..,_,,,~~o.,,,,_:;w.iQermeiVltit.gjl1.'ilft~enen.J[lterwenstebL.~~his-own-interests;·'ln·aH~-t!5eS;·if:the"order'·""""aVec:·sesllit~~tf~tes:'Ca\'lS'toOS1efdlS"deu",~,,,~,,,;-;-
wenn in solchen Farren der Auftrag.n'7"t aUf~e.- cannot be postpOne-: ~out possible ce genre. si I·ordte ne peut ~tre diffete sans
schoben werdenltann,onnedaBmoghcherwe1se damage to the dient, a~ Shall accept dommageeventueipour Ie dJent Iemembre
dem Mandanten SChaden entsteht, soli ein Mit· and perform the on:ler so~ asimmediately doit accepteret executerI'ordredansfalimite
glied.d~ Au~g annehmen ~n~ ausf~ren, necessa;y to avoid such xsele damage: de cequi est immediatementnecessai~e ~ur
SOWertdIesunmlttelbarnot\Nendig 1st, urndlesen thereafter he shall resign frc:r-: ':'l'!. case. eviterun tel commage even~e1; ensulte if se
mdglichen Schaden zu verhindem, und d.nach demettradu dossier.
dieAngelegenheit niederlegen.
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S, Rapparu avec les
autres Membres

c) Un membre doit evrter tout @change de
vuessur un casspeeifique QU'il sait au seuo·
r;onne. etre au avoit ete traite par un autre
membre, avec Ie dient d'un tel cas,a mains
que Ie dient ne fasse etat de sondesir d'ob
tenir un avisindependant. au de changerde
mandataire, LememcrelJeutinformer rautre
membreseulement si Iedient est d'accord,

d) Quand un membre re(Oitd'lln dient des
instruaions aux finsde prendre en chargeun
casprovenantd'un autremembre, Iemembre
qui ~jt les instruaiOtlS est libre d'accepter
cesinstruc:tions maisdoit alo~ s'assurer Que
I'autre membreest inrorme. Cet autre mem·
bre est Oblige, sans deiai. decommuniquerau
de transferer taUS lesdocuments necessaires
au traitement de ce cas au en foumir des
copies au nouveau mandataire, a un prix
raisonnable,

a) Un membre doit observer une bonne
confratemire envers lesautres, ce qui sous
entend Ia coul'toisie et Ie fait qu'un membre
ne doit paS parler d"un autre membre en
temtes discourtois au blessants. Les griefs a
fe-;aJd d'un autre membre dowent d'acord
etredebattusen priveavec cetautremembre,
$cit direaement soitparrinterml!diaired'un
troisieme membre;·. et ensuite si necessaire.
parintermediaire desvciesoffioelJespresc:n.
tes par eet lnstitut et dans Ie reglement en
matiereen matiere: dediscipline,

b) Etant donne que,l'un despnndpaux inte.
rea de r1nstitutest'demaintenirune profes
sion iJnifiee, aucunmembre n·exercera ou ne
favori$era de discrimination entre les mem·
bresen raisen notammentdesalangueet de
sanationalite,

d A ",ember must avoid any exChange of
viewsabout a sPecific case, which he fa1O'NS
or su~ectS is being handled by another
member; with the dieneof the ease, unless
the dient declares his wish to havean ind~

pendentview or to changehisteI:lresentative,
The membermay inform the other member
only if the dient agrees.

b) Since a prime interestaf the Institute is to
maintain a unified profession, no member
must exercise or promote discrimination
betw'een members, for example on grounds
of languageor nationality

S. Relationship with
other Members

a) A member must observe goOd fellomhip
towards other members, and this indudes
courtesy and the faa that a member may
not speakof anothermemberin discourteous
or offensive terms, G~evances in respecr of
another membershouldfirst be diroJsSed in
privatewith the othermember, eitf'!er direcdy
or through a third member. and then if nee·
essary throughthe official channel5"presai'bed
by the Institute and in the disciplinary Regu~

Iation,

d)Wherea memberis instruC'.ed bya dient to
takeoverme handlingof acase from another
member. me memberso instruaed is free to
a<:cept such instruction but then shall ensure
that the o~r member is informed, Such
other member shall without delay, foan or
transfer all documents necessary for the
handling of the case or prOVide copies at
reasonable expense to the nevv representa.-

g) A member is automatically released from
hissecteOf obiigation.acc0rding to Artide 2 of
the OiS"OJ:llinary Regulation if the secet
information becomes published.

S. Beziehungen zu
anderen Mitgliedem

a) Ein Mitglied hat gegenUber den anderen Mit·
gliedem gute KolJegialitat zu wahren. Darunter
versteht sich ein noflicherUmgangsowiedie Tat
sac:he, daB ein Mitgliedsichaberein andere5 Mit·
gJied nicht in unhOf{icher oderverfetzender Weise
aiJBem soli,Beschwerden gegeniibereinem ande
renMitgliedsindemmit ihmpersOnlich, entweder
ciirek: cder dlo:d'l die Verniidung eines drir..en
Mitglieds. zu erdrtem, danach notwendigerifalls
auf den dutch dieses In$titut vcrgeschriebenen
Wegen unter Einhaltung der Regeln in Disziplina~

angelegenlieiten VOt%lJbringen.

b) Oaein vorrangiges Interesse des Institutes in
derAufrechterhaltung eineseinheitfiChen Berufs
standes liege.: sell kein MitgHed eine Diskriminie-
rungrNisd'len Mitgliedem, insbesondere im Hin·
blick- auf Sprad'!e aderNationalitat.ausUben cder
fordem,

g) EinMitglied wird automatisch von seiner ver
schwiegenheiapfliq,t gemaB Artikel 2 der ve
sc!'lriften in Oisziplinarangelegenheiten entbun
den, wenn die geheimen lnformationen
offentlicl, geWOrden sind.

c) abet eineAngelegenheir. von der einMitglied
weiBodervermuter. daB 51e von einemanderen '
Mitglied bearbeitet wird oder bearbeitetwurde.
soil ein Mitglied jeden Meinungsausiausch mit
dem Mandanren dieser Angelegenheit vermei
den, es sei denn. daB der Mandant seinen
Wur'tSd'l erldart. eine tIIabhangige Ansicht zu
emalten ader seinen Vertr@ter zu wechseln, Nur
wenn der Mandant einvemanden ist. darf das
MitgfieddasandereMitglied untenichten,

d) Wenn ein Mitglied von einem Mandanten
einenAufo'agerh.1lt. dieSearbeitungelnerAnge
legenheitvon einem anderen Mitglied zu ube~

nehmen, darf das beauftragte Mitglied diesen
Auf".rag aMehmen, muBdannabersicherstellen.
daBdasandereMitglied:davon Kenntnis emalt,
Oas andereMitglied ist verpflichtee.: aile fUr die
Bearbeitung der Angelegenheit eriorderllchen
Schriftstild:eohne Verzcgerung dem neIJen Ver
treter auszuleil'1en octer zu Obergetlen oder in
KOl:llen zuangemessenem Kosten zur VerfUgung
ZIJ stellen.
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e) Ein Mitglied soli nicht ern finanzie!les Interesse e) A Member must not aCQuire a finanoal e) Un membre ne doit pas aCQuenr dOinteret
an ,rgendernem. gewerbJic.!'en Sd"'~t:recht ~ncer~ ..".interest~i~_a~_~~~~C:~"~?1~9r3._i!!,S,~-,~~E:'.:;,~~ ~!1_a_!}Cl~__c!C1_~s,\J,r'l-':lr:g_iJg,~_,P!'QPI1:e_te,industt'ielle
5OIchen"Umstanden~ erwerben;O""dle "Ztr-elnenl stances as to gIVe nse to a conflict between QUelconque. dans des crccrstences propres II
Widerstreit zwischen 9erufspflichten und Inter- professional duty and interest He must not donner naissance a un conflitentre ses obliga.
esse fUhtel'l. EssoU keee GebLihren in Rechnung chargea feedirectlyrelatedto theoutcomeof nons, professionnelles et son interet. U ne
stellen. dieunmittelbarvom Ergebnis cervco ihm the services he'provides. demandera pas d'honorairesenrelationceece
besorgten Dienste abhangen. avec Ie resultat des sevcesqu'il fOtlrnit.

f) Zusatzlich zu Artikeln 2 und 3der VOf'Schriften f) Supplementary to Artides 2 and i ofthe f) En complement aux articles 2 et 3 du
in Oisziplinarangelegenheiten seu em MicgJied Disciplinary Regulation, a Member shall nor Regfemenc en menere dedis.:ipline, un mem-
keinerlei Handlungen gegen eee bestimmte take any action against a particular matter orenedoit engager aueune actioncontreune
Angelegenheir vomehmen.dievon demMitglied whiCh is being handledor hasbeen handled affaire particuliere qUI est en ccursdetraite-
oder von einer anderen rerscn in seinem BOra bytheMemceroranotherQerson in hisoffice. ment ou qui a ete tretee par un tel membre
bearbeitet wird ccer bearbeitet wurde, es set unless the dient in the matter agrees to this ou par une autrepersonne de sen bureau,a
denn.daB der Mandant in deser Angelegenheit action.or unless ~e Member has no cogni- moinsque leclientccoceme par cetteaffaire
mitderHandlungeilwemanden ist. oder daB zance of the matter and is no longer in a ne sctt d'ao:ord surcarte action ou a mains
cesesMitglied keoe Kennrnis von dieser Ange- positionto take cognizance of it, TheMember que ce membre n-ee pas c;onnaissance de
legenheithat und,nicht mehr il"l der Lage ist von is not perrm••ed to makeusein the action of. I'affalreenqaesncn. ernesoitplusen meswe
ceserAngelegenheit :Kenntnis .zu ~ehrn_e.n_, Es.:~. .informa~i~.n. .~"~.~i.~~"" ~~.~~g~~_!t"9~,~",,m! _.__;,e:~!!,,J~~.~,Q.!~_,,I::Q,n~"-"~~~!Js~~,~,m~9{~LQ;.est,,,,"

"_;'';;';":''~''_>~''~'-''''"'''~''''''''''c,;..".".,~.",",".",~.,~".'",,~ -eeseerMitglied'nicht gestattee.:bei'ein@rsordien" - matterwaS~ previOUSlY fianiiled. unlesS the pasautonse a l.loliser aucoors de I'actiondes
Handlung Informationen zu veweeden. die information is J:lublic:. informationsobtenues pendant la periodeou
erneiten wurden, als die Angelegenheit Wher J'affaire avait ete anterieurement trenee. a
bearbeitet wcrde, as sei cenn, dall cese ln1'or- mains que ces informations ne scent pub!i-
mationoffentliCh lst. ques.

g) Un membre est automatiquement liberede
son obligation de secret se!on I'artide 2 du
Reglement en matiere de disol:lline, si res
informations secretes sont devenues publi
ques.

:
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6. se:tiehungen 'zum-Europaischen Patent
amt

1m verlcehrmit demEuropaischen Patentarntund
senen Bediensteten soU ein Mitglied hOfliCh han
deln und soil sues. was mOglich ist. tun, urn den
guten Ruf deses Institutes und seiner MitgJieder
hochzuhalten. .

7. Beziehungen :tum I"stitut

a) Die MitgrEeder heben das fnroM uber ihre
ZustellansdmftInformiert zu.balten,an dieIhnen
vcim lnstitut I<orrespondem: und anderelnforma
nonenzugesandt wereensollen. JeeeAnderung
eeser AnSChrm muGdemGeneralsekretaf unver
ZGgJich mitgeteiltwerden.

bl DieMitglieder habenden gemaB Artike! 5 der
Vorschriften uber die Errichtung des lnstitutS zu
enrrkhtenden JahresbeitrBg entspred'lend den
vom Rat festgelegten und mitgeteilten Anord
nungen zu zahlen.

Wenn ein Mitglied;den Jahresbeitrag nieht eet
sprechend den Anordnungen zahtt, lea"." die
Angelegenheitvom Schatzmeister dem Dlsziplj
rerrat vorgelegtwereeo.

d Kein Mitglied dart ohne Genehmigung durch
den Prasidenten des Institutes irgendwelche
5chriftlichen coer mundfrdlen Mitteilungen im
NamendesInstitutesabgeben.

d) EinMitglied hat das Recht. durch den Gene
ralsekretllrum eneMeinungsauBerung ZlJ ersu
chen. ob irgendeineHandlung.die esvotSd'llagt
oder biHigt. aufgrund dieserRichtlinien Zt.:lassig
ist. Deese Meinungs.'ju8erung ist: fUr die Oiszipli
narorganenicht verbindflch.

e) UnOeschac!et der Bestimmungen in Attikel Sb
Sollten vemOBe gegen diese Richtlinien schlitt
lich dem Diwpflnarrat zur Kenntnis gebracht
werden.

6. Relationship with the European Patent
Office

In aU dealingswith the European PatentOffice
and its employees. a member shall act cour
teously, and shall do everytt'ung possible to
uphold the good reputation of tMis Institute
and its members.

7. Relationship with the Institute

a) Membersmust leeel) the Institute informed
oitMir address to which ccrresccodenceand
otherinformation from the fnstitl;~e are to be
sent. Changes of address must.be notifi@d to
the Secretary·General withOut delay.

b) Members must pay in accordance with
arrangements laid down and notJ'fied by the
Council the annual subscription ~eouired by
At'tide 6 of the Regulation on the establish
ment of the Institute.

If a member fails·to pay the SUbscriPtion as
required· by the arrangements, the matter
may be referred by the Treasurer to the Disci
plinary Committee.

d No member may, unless authorised by the'
President of the msrrtcte. makeanywritten or
oral communicationonbehalf of the Institute.

d) A memberhasthe righuo seekthrough the
Seaetary-General an ol)inion on the I)ennis·
sibility, under this. Code, .of any ac:: the
member prol)Oses to ·do or sanoon. Such
OJ)inion shall not be binding on the Discil)lin.
ary Bodies, .

e) Except. as provided in paragraph Sb),
breaches of the Code should be brought to
the notice of the Disciplinary Committee in
writing.

".
i"

6. Rapports avec l'Office europil!en des
brevets

Dansreus res rapportsavecl'Office europeen
des brevetset ses eml)loyes, un membredOlt
aglr de fa(On ccurtcee. er faire taut SOn
gossible gour maintenir le renom de I'lnstltut
et de sesmembres.

7. Rapports: avec J'lnstitut

a) tes membres sent tenus c'evse- I'lnstitut
del'adresse a taccene tcuteccresocndance
cu communication de t'msntut doit leur erre
transmee. Tout changement d'edresse devra
etre ronse sansdelaiau SecretaireGeneral.

b) La ccnsaccn annuellereQlJise a l'artrde 6
du Reglement de creationdoit etre eevee l)ar
tes merreres.conformementeux clSPosi!ions
fixeeset notifi~ par le Conseil.

Si un merebre ne I)aie pas sa cotisation
conformementaw:ditesdisPOSItions, Ierresc
tier I)eut pot'".et I'affairedevantlaCommission
de Discipline.

c> A moinS d'y etreautonse I)arIePresident de
I'lnstitut. aucun membre ne aeut faire, au
nom de ,'lnstitut, une communication ecnte
au orale, QUelle qu'elteS01t.

d) Un membre a le droft de solficiter par
I'intermediairedu Secretail'e General un avis
sur Iecaraeterelicite, seton ce COde, de tcute
action que ce membreI)~se d'entrel)ren
dreau de sanctionner. Untel avisnelie I)asles
InS""..ances discil)linaires.

e) A I'exception de ce c;ui est prevuau IJQra·
grapheSbd--dessus,1es infraaions!i ce Code
doivent ette l)Ortees par ecrit a fa connais
sanr:e de laCommission de discipline.
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Rules of Governing Attorneys' Ethics

PREFACE
The missions of the attorneys are to protect human right, to ensure justice, as
well as to enhance democracy. All attorneys ought to self-government ar.d
defend the dignity and reputation of attorneys basing on the consciousness of
attorneys' Ethics. All attorneys ought to obey the Rules of Governing Attorneys'
Ethics.

Chapter One
GENERAL RULES

1. Rules of Governing Attorneys' Ethics were made according to the 2c.a item in
the 1Slh Attorney Law.

2. Attorneys ought to obey laws, Rules of Governing Attorneys' Ethics and Rules
of Attorney Association while they fulfil their roles.

3. Attorneys ought to defend the dignity and reputation of attorneys
4. Attorneys ought to pay attention to the freedom and independence of their

jobs. '
5. Attorneys ought to be proficient in JaY/'S, enrich professional knOWledge,

absorb update information and keep improving their services.
6. Attorneys ought to be:,prudent in their speech and behaviors, and torect.ify

bad trer.d in the...s6ci;~}yas_agood model in the society.
7. Attorneys oUght to treat their jobs as public works. Attorneys ought to

consider the clients' right and public benefit when attorneys practice laws.
8. Atiornays' jobs ought to be ba..o::ed on honest, justice, reason and conscience.
9. Attorneys ought to attend pul:ilic law services or social activities so as to

spread law services.
1a.Attorneys ought to respond hlbnestlyto the Attorney Association about the

ethiq; enquiry.
11.Attorney ought not to neglect revealing the truth while they only concern the

result of the case.
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ChapferTwo
RULES

12.Attorneys must not promote their business by exaggerated advertising,
.paying commission to introducers, hiring sales or in other inappropriate ways.

13.Attorneys must not gain business by anyways that violating social order and
generai standards of behaviors, or damage attorneys' reputation.

14.Attorneys must not have inappropriately social eng~~_m;;QL~l1tt!hejudif;jgL~~w.~...•.~.•~~.. ~~....~"*,'"
.•~.•~_••,.,w_~_··~"""~staffS"jn'orderto'facmtate casesancfgain'more'cusiness.

15.Employees of the law offices qught to have well behaved. Attorneys ought to
supervise and guide their empioyees to obey iaws and act properly.

16.Attorrieys can inquire the witness fer the truth outside the court, but inquires
should be limited to information related to the case. They ought not to induce
the witness 10 lie.



I .
1:-
) . 17.Attorneys must not assislantpeople, who don't have IheLiC,,~the

Republic Of China, to practice law by forming partnership or any other ways,
except approved by law.

18.Judicial staffs must not work as an attorney in the same courts or the same
procurator dspartment within 3 years, where they worked in the pass 3 years.

19.Attorneys must not break the Rules of Governing Attorneys' Ethics ever.
though their clients require.

Chapter Three
Attorneys and Judicial Department

····2tf.A:tf5i'neVsougfiftoassrsrCOurrr(raerena~juaicafi}reaignrfyandluslIEe~"""""""

Attorneys are also responsible for prompting the society to rule by law
together with the Judicial Department.

21, Attorneys ought to attend actively the assessment to judges and public
procurators, which ate run by the Attorneys Association or other government
department.

22. Attorneys must not refuse or delay the cases that are assigned by the Judiciai
Department, and get remuneration from the defendant or other related person
of the cases.

23. Attomeys must not deceive and cheat when they fulfil their roles. .A:ttorneys
must not forge or instigate others to forge the evidences, as well as hindering
others from revealina the truth.

24. Attorneys must nctsi~nderjudicial staffs or the Judicial Department,
Attorneys ought-to a'1li poiice when they get evidences about the judicial
staffs corruption.

25. Attorneys ought to assist the Judicia! qepartment to handle the cases that are
inquired, entrusted or assigned by the Judicial Department.

Chapter Four
.A:ttomeys and Clients

26. Attorneys ought to do their best to defend the clients legal rights according to
the laws with the legal procedure. Attorneys ought not to delay handling the
cases that have been accepted for no reasons. Attorneys ought to inform their
clients about the progress of the cases in time.

27. Attorneys ought to tell honestly their dients about the legal opinions.
Attorneys oughtn't to twist laws or deceive, leading their clients to wrong
expectancy or judgement to their cases.

28. Attorneys oughtn't to assure their clients that they could have favorable result
when the attorneys try to get the cases.

29. Attorneys ought to facilitate the conciliation if they find out the conciW:ltion
would be at their clients' best int~t and in accordance with the laws as well.

30.Attorneys must not accept the follOwing cases except the 3th and 4th items
that are agreed by their clients.

1) The case is against the party that always consulted the attorney because of
the trust or law consultant relationships.
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2) The case is opposite with the case that the attorney has been working
currentiy.

3} The case against with the attorney's currant client.
4) The case that is entrusted by tI'1e current opposition.
S) The case was handled by the attorney or his colleagues as a public employee

or governing arbiter, except the cases that had been accepted before.
6) The attomeys' asset, business or individual t::enefit wouid impact the

judgement of the case. .
7) The case that is appointed by several persons without same interests.
31. Attorneys ought te discontinue tM case with their clients when the fcllcwing

circumstance happen.
1) The attomeys find out that the purpose of their clients is to threaten or harm

others.
2) The attorney is awwe of tha case will break the Rules of Governing Attorneys'

Ethics if they continue to handle the case.
3) The attorney's health is not good enough to continue coping with the case,
'Nhen the attorney discontinues the case, they ought to adopt legal procedures
avoiding their clients' legitimate rights are damaged. Attorneys also o:.Jght to
return part of the remuneration.
32. Attomeys, working in the sama ,,,,w office. must not plead for the bolh parties

in one case.
At\lJrneys oughl to j;f,orrn their clients and deal with il property when !hey find
out the bef.ow ciccU~!'Ice happen. -

...~ -
33. Attorneys must keep secrets about the cases, except their clients' intenbon

and plan of crime, or the continuation of crime that may damage other life or
health.

34.Attomays ought to pass immediately the money 10 their clients, which is
entr.Jsted to collect by their clients.
Attorneys ought to return all stuffs related the case to their clients after the
case is accomplished. Attom~ys must not postpone or refuse to ret!.!rn them.

35. Attorneys ought to convince their clients c1earty about the remuneration and
O<iIlculation ways.
Attorneys must not set the further remuneration according to the result of the
cases.

36. Attorneys must not gain money for the tender for the case that is being
handling, and accept anything ralated with the tender for the case before the

. case is finished.
37. Attomey must not give anythi:1g to the suspec..1s. defendants or criminals

without p!3rmits, expect the documents about the cases.
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Chapter Five
Attorneys and Oppositions

3S.Attorneys must not work for both parties in one case. Eventhough they
discontinue the job with theirclients, they. must not accept the appointment
from another party in onecase, except working on arbitrating or mediating,
entrusted by both parties with certificate Of appointment.

39.Attorneys must not slanderthe oppositions or do anythingthat will hurt the
oppositions,while tlley defend their clients' legal rights.

40.Attorneys must not discuss with the oppositionswithout their clients'
apPointmel1toragfeeff.enCAttomeysoughtn'ttcfacceproppositioh's' • c·••·•

remuneration Or gift.
41.Attorneys ought not to contact directlywith the oppositionswithout the

agreementOfthe oppositions' attorneys, after the attorneys know the
oppositionshave attorneys.

Chapter Six
Attorneys and Attorneys

42.Attomeys ought to respecteach other, and concern the properbenefitof law
field. Attorneys ought to respond other attomeys' inquire or givethem the
reason that they can't respond.

43.Attomeys ought not to slander other attorneys, as well as instigate or indUlge
their clients to sland"i.ctner attorneys. . ... ...

44.Attomeys oughtto rOpert to theattorneysAssociation about other attorneys
breaking the Rulesof Governing Attomeys, when t"teygetevidences, besides
keeping seaats.

45.Attorneys must not hihderotherattorneysfrom their cases. or lead the clients
discontinue the appointment with their current attorneys.

46. Attorneys ought to inform the Attorneys Association before they accuseother
attorneys,becauseof their own reasons. Ifit is a civil case about dispute, the
attorney ought to let the Attorneys Association mediatethe casefirst

47.Attorneys ought to ask the Attorneys Association to mediate, while they have
controversyeach other because the cases.

48. Attorney ought not to have theirclientsof his previous company changeto
entrust him after he leaves the company.

Appendix
49.When the attorneybreaks the Rulesof Goveming Attorneys' Ethics, the

Attorneys Association will punish the attorney with the following ways, after
deliberation. -

1) Advise
2} Warn .
3) Submit the case to the related government department.
50.The Rules of Governing Attorneys' Ethics is executed after the approved by

the l'¥1embers Meetingof the Republic of China AttorneysAssociation. The
Governing law Department approves it.
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Rales of Patent Agent

It was made, released anQ 811$Cuted by ECOnomic Department on July 8, 42 of
The Republic of China. It wea e(llElnded on OCt. 26, 44 of the Republic of China.

1. The Rules are made according.to the 1411l of thf;i Execution Detailed Rules
and Regulations in Palent Laws. .

2. The patent agents, who aree~~ their clients, may apply forthe
patents and related issues, stip~ated by the 13111 of the Patent laws.

3. People who have residence in the Republic of China and match one of the .
following conditions. may register with the Patent Organizations after their
credentials are examined.

1) Judicial Officers, Attpmeys or Accountant.
2) Registered Technicians.
3) People graduated from college and worked in the patent organizations,

responsible for &Ixamination for two years. .
4. The following kind of people can not be the patent agents.
1) Criminals
2) Their assets are being frozen.
3) Bankrupts who have roOt paid off debts.
4) People who work fOfiQOvernment.
5) Peopfewas PU!1i~bycancelingtheir applications according te> the 10" of .

the Rulesbf Patent Agent: .
5. The registratibn fee of a patent agent is 30 dollars
6. The Patent Organizations gives the Qualifications of the Patent Agent to the

qualifiers.
The agent whose application is rejected may submi.t their application to
Economic Department within 30 days for the final jUdgem8t1t.if they refuse to
accept the rejection.

7. The Patent Organization ought to set up the patent agents' files including the
following information.

1) Name, Sex, Age, Place of Birth. Assets and address.
2) Office Name
3) Register m.omber of the patent agent.
4) Register date.
S) Disciplinary Records
8. The patent agent must not reysal or steal his client's invention or creation.
9. The Qualification of the patent agent will be canceled when the patent

organizations find out theagent match one of the 4t!'1 of the Rules.
~,~~~_..,~--~..~··~----10,~lf.the-patent.agentsbreak-the-al!l~of.the-Rulesithey-.would-be·punished.with~ ..~-~~.~.~--~--_•.~-

the following issues by the patent organizations. .
1) Warn
2) Stop their license trom6 months to 2 years
3) Cancel their Qualifications

If the agent refuse to accept the punishment, they can ask for the final
juriIgement to the Economic Department within 30 days.



.~,,,

iT.fheEKecut:onDetailed Rules and Regulations of Patent Laws can apply to
any issues that are not stipulated in the Rules of Patent Agent.

12.The Rules of Patent Agent are executed since they are released.

...:?--
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Trademarks in India and the Indian Sub-Continent

BidyutK. Niyogi

The purpose of this subject is to bring forth, the considerable problems of multinational
"~"~ecce,

corporations, trading in the four countries of the Indian sub-continent;. namely India

(population 900 million), Pakistan (population about300 million) Bangladesh (population

over 120 million) and SriLanka (population unknown).

Although, these four countries have diverse religious, cultural, and language differences,

the economic base for effective use of trademarks (registered or unregistered) brand

names, and design configurations incorporating color variations devices are essentially

commonly used in the major urban and its surrounding areas, for example, the following

cities: India- Mumbai, (Bombay); New Delhi; Chennai; (Madras)Calcutia, Patna, Kanpur,

etc. Pakistan- Lahore, Karachi, Islamahed, etc. Bangladesh-Dhaka. Sri Lanka-Colombo.

The population densities in these large cities closely follows New York City or Tokyo with

specific advantages for trade mark owners. There is a fairly educated middle class most

of whom speak and read English, and also have a reasonable amount of discretionary

spending ability to support established English structured trademarks (registered or

unregistered); brand names, device marks with variations ofcolors, and its combination.

To compare this with the vastsurrounding population, majority of whom can hardly read

or write, it is essential to use device marks or composite marks of local regional languages

and a related device, with color variations.

Now turning specifically to India, the trade mark laws in India are regulated by the "Trade

and Merchandise Marks Act, 1958" which typically follows the United Kingdom Trade

Mark Actof 1938. Moreover, on the 3td of December 1998 the Governmentof India notified
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130 World Trade Organization signatory countries and 150 International (Paris)

Convention countries for the purpose of claiming priority under the Trade and

Merchandise Marks Act of 1958, stipulating a six month priority period for filing trade

mark Applications in India. The importance ofpriority rights in trade mark matlers is

generally insignificant

The Indian Trade Mark Registry has a very large backlog of pending trade marks

Application, and special-provisions have recently beensetup termed "Operation Arjuna"

and "OperationSurya" to whittle down this large back log, and move the effective use of

trademarks.

It is very important that the trade marks for use in India has to be specifically structured

and separated for different paris of the country, for example, the large urban areas of

Mumbai (Bombay), New Delhi, Calcutta, Chennai (Madras) can be in the English

languages only, but the surrounding areas as you move away 50 to 100 kilometers (25 to

60 miles) from the central urban areas, needs special language requirements, Mumbai

(Hindi, Gujamti or Marafhi) New Delhi (Hindi), Calcutta (Bengali) and Chennai (Tamil

or Telugu). It is essential to use the regional languages, otherwise most trade marks, brand

names, registered designs functioning as trade dress, would be of very limited economic

value. Omsequently, device marks using local alphabets, and numbers, or color schemes

would enhance the effective use of trademarks.

Moreover, there are some very distinctways and means of conveying consumer products

areas, brand names, devices, elc., that are in current

use in any English speaking country could be used wiill little or no modification, in any

forma of media. However, this will have to be considerably recast in the 17 regional

language areas of India. each with ils own cultural and religious biases. Considerably, care

has to be exercised to maintain peace and harmony.
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The appeal of trademarks in such regional parts of India, is through sightand sound. The

sightpartbeingpredoniinately in 1oca1languages, with a device component and some

special color characteristics. They are displayed in special bill boards, mounted on utility

poles and trees. Very little of that should be in printadvertising or in local newspapers,

as the masses do not read such publications. The sound partof it is another source since

portable radio use is widespread and utilizes local dialects and languages.

The local languages will overlap in radio broadcast with adjoining different language

zones, hence care should be exercised and wrong languages in the adjoining areas will be

wasted advertising expenditure.

One other imporlantaspectof the trademark law in India is with respect10textiles and has

10be separately formulated for both registration ofTexlile designs adapted as a Trademark

and also for infringement purposes evaluated as Passing-Off (similar 10trade-dress in the

United States).

Another significantaspect of the trademark laws in India is applicable 10"Certification

Trade Marks" which allows certifying authority for a class of good in respect of (an

invented word) for which a trademark is registered, and whether such certifying would

be 10the public advantage. There are considerable regulations and rules concerning such

certification.

Since India has taken trade mark laws from the United Kingdom, it consequently has the

registered user provisions for arrangement is widespread use to allow subsidiaries,

affiliates and licensed permitted use. This allows use by the registered user as use of the

trademark of the registered owner of the trade mark, obviating cancellation of the

registered trademark for non-use. There's specific rules of use by a registered user and
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such permitted uses is carefully evaluated with inspections as to quality etc. of the goods

services protected for and on behalf of the proprietor.

India has also acknowledged the well known international trademarks, for example, Sony

for electronic equipment; Gillette for razor blades etc. The Supreme Court of India has

made itvery clear as in the "CEAT" for f¥res case , thata famous and internationally well

known trade mark is therefore entitled to protection even againstnon-competing good and

services. Any wrongful and infringing use of internationally well known trademarks will,

therefore, be fully protected and infringers will be duly prosecuted. The legal system in

India allows the use of foreign published magazines, newspapers, that earlY

internationally famous trade marks, as use of the trade-mark in India, and local use may

be deferred.

In India, registered trade marks are generally symbols applied to the goods offered for sale

in the marketplace and it identifies with a particular business entity. It is immaterial if the

goods are imported or bought from other systems, repackaged and sold as long as there

is a business connection with the origin of this product For example, "PhiIlips" for

electrical bulbs is known world wide, and "LUX" for soap is similarly known as a

reputable trade mark. Like in any other country, in India, trademarks come in different

shapes, forms, colors, or a combination of words and devices. Then there is the 1¥pical

services trade marks, used for speciality services.

The Indian trade mark regulations are expected to be reviewed shortly and a

parliamentary committee is expected to be appointed to meet this task. The expected

changes are as follows:

1. Internationally famous trade marks will be fully reorganized

2. The rules governing Registered User (permitted use by atbird party) will be

considerably streamlined and simplified
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3. The new term ofa registeredtrade mark willbe extendedto 10 years

4. ServiceMarks for specialty serviceswillbecome registerable as a trade mark

5. The application for registering a trade mark will be streamlined for easier and

simplified registration

6. Infiingementpenaltiesfor piracy oftrademarks willbe very stringent

8. An Appeal Tribunalwillbe constitutedto review and expedite legal matters relating

to trademarks andpassing off

9. Finally, with Indiajoiningthe International Convention trademark applications can

obtainpriorityrightsfrom a foreigntrademarkregistration. Thispoint is insignificant

for internationaltrademarks.

On the legal side, the DelhiHigh Court whichhas been on the side ofowner's ofregistered

trademarks, recentlyissued an interiminjunction againstfour :firms for pirating textiletrademarksand

textilefabric designsprotected by registeredtrademarks, as well as textile designs.

Before concluding, it would be useful to note a rather unusual legal situation withrespect to

the rights conferredby the registrationofa trademark.

Section28 ofthe Indian Trademark andMerchandising MarksAct, of1958clearly stipulates

the rights conferred to the proprietor ofa registeredtrade mark the exclusive right to use the trade

mark withrelation to the goods in respect ofwhich the trade mark is registered and to obtain the

reliefin respect ofinfringement ofthe trade mark as provided under Act; P.M. DieselsLtd. v. Mis.

S. M. Diesels, AIR 1994 De1264, Onthe otherhand a readingofsection28(3)with section30(1Xd)

does disclose that the proprietor ofa registered trade mark caonot file an infiingement action against

a proprietor ofan identical or a similar trade mark;N. R Dongre v. Whirlpool Corporation, 1995

PTR 154:AIR 1995 Del 300.

This is an unusual state of affairs, and it is hoped the Indian Parliamentary Committee

reviewing the present Act and rules willpay particular attention to the situation.
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1 Introduction

In late years, a greater number of companies are opening their sites

on the Internet and they are competing to each other in enhancing the

contents of their sites for the purposes of customer service, company

image improvement, and even for actual net business. Under such an

environment, a large amount of company data is being actively sent out

over the Internet today. Among these data, there is a significant

amount of technical information, and it is well possible that this

includes suggestiv5" information which may give others ideas for

business model patents that are lately attracting attention.

On the other hand, the Patent Law Sections 29 and 30 are scheduled to

be amended next year so as to prevent the rights of those inventions

that have become available to public through telecamnunications lines

from being obtained by third parties, and to allow for those inventions

that have been communicated similarly through telecamnunications lines

to be handled as exceptions to loss of novelty, so that efforts are

being made to change also the Patent Law· in response to the present

changing environment.

The purpose of this paper is to pursue the most desirable way for a

patent administrator of a company to cope with the revised Patent Law

in such a changing environment, and to see if there are more affirmative

ways to take advantage of it.

II. Itemsto beDiscussed

The bill of the amendments this time is as follows. Amended portions

are indicated by underlines.

(Patentability of invention)

29. (1) Any person who has made an invention which is industrially

applicable may obtain a patent therefor, except in the case of the

following inventions:

3
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(i) inventions which were publicly known in Japan or elsewhere

prior to the filing of the patent application;

(ii) inventions which were publicly worked in Japan or elsewhere

prior to the filing of the patent application;

(iii) inventions which were described in a publication distributed...

or became avail able to public through telecomrmmications lines

application.

(Exceptions t9 lack of novelty of invention)

30. (1) In case of an invention which has fallen under any of the

paragraphs of section 29 (1) by reason of the fact that the person having

the right to obtain a patent has conducted an experiment, has made a

presentation in a printed publication, has made a presentation through

telecomrmmications lines. or has made a presentation in writing at a

study meeting held by a scientific body designated by the

Director-General of the Patent Office, such invention associated with

a patent application filed by such person within six months from the

date on which the invention first fell l1nder those paragraphs shall

be deemed not to have fallen under any of the paragraphs referred to.

for the application of the provisions of the section 29 (1) and (21.

At this point (as of July, 1999), although the bill of the amendments

is presented by the Patent Office, there is no explicit criteria

defining the contents of publication, establishment of valid

publication date, and which forms of data on telecommunications lines

which can be easily tampered with, will be accepted as publicly known.

Japanese Patent Office has presented to a certain extent criteria with

regard to the use of information on telecommunications lines as

reference materials to determine the technical level of the field

relevant to the examination, but there is no reference made for the

use of the. information as ~ortant evidence which might serve as a

ground of rejection.

This situation is true also in US and Europe that both of the countries

have a regulation on the format for publishing information on

4
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telecommunications lines as reference materials, but there is no

explicit indication of which forms of the information on

teleccmmunications lines can be deemed as publicly known.

Under this situation, when the revised law comes into effect next year,

decisions and actions patent administrators of corrpanies has to make

. in their actual activities, may include how they shall use the

information and what they have to take notice of, in the case where

such information on telecommunications lines are used as an actual

cited reference dur~ng the course of examination, or conversely, where

a necessity arises for the presentation of such information regarding

a third party's patent or the use as a reference for filing an objection

or claiming for invalidation in a trial in a registered case.

Furthemore, from a more affirmative point of view, to acquire patent

rights more effectively by taking advantage of the revised law, it may

be beneficial to discuss the following: disqualification ·of later

patent applications due to disclosure of information on

telecommunications lines, then later acquiring the patent right by

taking advantage of the amended Section 30; patent right acquisition

when patent application information is disclosed through such

telecommunications lines immediately after the application is filed;

and filing an international application under the amended Section 30.

This paper discusses the above matters item by item by dividing them

into the following;

i) voluntary disclosure of invention information on

telecommunications lines

ii) disclosure of patent application information on

telecommunications lines immediately before orafter filing of the

iii)international patent application for the invention disclosed in

i) by taking advantage of the amended Section 30

i v) actions to be taken when information on teleccmmunications lines

is used as a ground of rejection

v) use of information on telecommunications lines in the offering of

5
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information, objecLions, trials to consider invalidation, and

litigation.

Hereafter, the above items are discussed respectively.

3-11

3-1-1 Pw:pose of Voluntary Disclosure on Telecarmmm.i.cation Lines

Under the provision of the revised Patent LawSection 29 (1) (iii),

it is expected to be easier for a party. to prevent a third party

from obtaining a patent right, by disclosing in an early stage,

the content of its invention using the Internet. Priorly,

voluntary disclosures have been done based mainly on paper, in

such as publications as the Journal of Technical Disclosures or

in the submission of invention disclosure reports to the Patent

Office. However, it is expected that voluntary disclosure can

be done more readily and quickly by taking advantage of the

Internet.

3-1 Affi:aDative Disclosure
......, ... Lines
:t.....ec-c ·""'uu.ca=9n

of Invention Infomtion on

3-1-2 Problems in Publication Over Telecammm.i.cations Lines

On the other hand, info,rmation on the Internet can be more easily

tampered with than that in a printed publication so that it is

expected to be more difficult to prove when and what information

had been accessible on the net. Most ideally, it is desirable

to have something like a technical disclosure journal system

irrple.!nented on a home page operated by the Patent Office or other

public organization. Since we do not have such system yet at

Lhis point of time, it is necessary for a company to consider

its independent, voluntary disclosure system. Discussed in this

section are the elements desired for this independent, voluntary

disclosure system.

6



3-1-3 Information Publication Systems Other Than Conventional Patent

Official Gazette System

To date, there have been no such infonnation disclosure systems

operated by private companies. The Japan Institute of Invention

and Innovation issues the Journal of Technical Disclosure,

although it is not available on telecommunications lines. As

an exarrple of a system operated by a private company, IBM issues

IBM Technical Disclosures, that are submitted to and accepted

by the patent office of each .country, and in recent years, it

has been follswed by other Japanese private companies which have

started to send similar publications to the libraries of patent

offices to gain the similar effect.

3-1-4 Characteristics of the Conventional Information Disclosure

System

In such a conventional infonnation disclosure system, the date

of issue is established by printing the date on the publication,

and the ease tarrpering is reduced by being in the fonn of a

publication. Furthennore, by having a public inco:rporated

public authorities issue such publications, it gains

universality and publicity.

Also, for an infonnation disclosure publication of a private

company, the date on which it is accepted by the library of each

country's patent office is deemed to be the date of publication,

securing its universality and publicity from that date on.

However, delay is inevitable between the date of submission of

an article and the date of its publication in the case of the

Journal of Technical Disclosure, and between the date of

submission and the date of acceptance by each country's patent

office in the case of the infonnation publication system of a

private company, so that there has not yet been implemented a

quicker, voluntary publication system, and at the same time,

there has been difficulty in maintaining standards concerning

the date of issue.

7
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Moreover, although a journal of technical disclosure may be

searched based on a an item heading, keyword search is not

available. Therefore one cannot easily find the desired journal

unless he (she) knows its search key beforehand, and it is not

possible to search for articles with a particular general

publication systems of private companies, and weassurne that it

is one of the drawbacks that discourage the active use of such

systems by users.

However, Disclosed Items in the Journal of Technical Disclosure

may serve as a model for our intended information disclosure

system, and with this taken into consideration, we have

considered possible disclosure items for the future information

disclosure system over telecommunications lines.

3-1-5 Items Requi%ed. for Disclosure on Teleccmmm:i.cat:i.ons Lines

As for required items,. (a) Time and Date, (b) Number, (c) Author,

(d) Abstract, and (e) Information would be required. "Time and

Date" would serve as a ground for determining the date and time

when the novelty is lost.. "Number" would be necessary to identify

a case. "Author" means an inventor or a creator of device. The

content of an invention would be disclosed in "Information", and

its abstract would be described in "Abstract".

In the actual operation, it is necessary for the system to give

automatically "Date and Time" and "Number" to each case. Unified

"Time and Date"would be required. Use of Ji;3.pan standard time

(JST) would eliminate inconveniences . caused by factors like

summer time etc. However, consideration must be given to the

definition of "Time and Date" that is, which point of time shall

be deemed as such "Time and Date". It is necessary to clarify

whether it is the point when a user enters the information, or

when it is uploaded, or the point when it is first outputted from

a server. However, since the update of a page is typically done
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in a split second, we assume that any disputes over such timing

would be rare.

3-1-6 Countermeasures Against Tampering

The operation of the system must prohibit any rewriting and adding

to the descriptions on the publications. If this is not

corrpletely achieved, its credibility will be considerably

damaged by possibility of tarrpering. When any modification is

desired, it shall be published as a new publication, and the prior

publication m)lst continue to remain on the system, and must not

be discarded.

3-1...7 Duration of Publ.ication

The duration of a publication should be at least 6 months, with

consideration of the possibility of filing the patent application

based on voluntary disclosure under the provision for "exceptions

to loss of novelty". When considering the possibility of the

use of it as a material for rejection of patent applications by

others or for opposition, it is desirable to keep each publication

for 6 to 7 years.

3-1-8 Fom of Publ.ication for Easier Use

In addition, considering of convenience in examination, it may

be irrportant to allow the search of publication contents. If

a link to that horne page is registered to a popular search engine,

dependability would be further improved.

For convenience in exarnination, a specific output format shall

be set, for exarrple, by numbering paragraphs or lines for ease

in locating sections of cited references. Also, the

recent advancement in the internationalization of information,

i twould be more convenient to provide an English version as well

as Japanese.

In this section, we have discussed items to be included in

publications and operation of the voluntary disclosure system.

9
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However, in order to establish the fact of publication as

authentic, electronic authentication means would be required,

and we would like to leave this issue to others for further

discussion.

3-15

3-2 Disclosure of Patent Application Info:cnation on

TelAC!"llJD!micatio1)l!l~;r!QO(liaW;yBefo:r::e or After F.iling.the .

Patent Application (see Fig. 1)

3-2-1 Provision f07 Novelty (section 29)

By the amendment to Section 29, any information accessible over

telecommunications lines will be handled as a publicly known case

under the Patent Law. Therefore, an inventor or assignee of a

patent right can disclose his (her) invention "Au to the public

earlier over telecommunications lines to establish it as publicly

known. By doing so, any establishment (acquisition of right)

of patent applications associated with the invention "A" by

others can be prevented.

3~2-2 Exceptions to Lack of Novelty (section 30)

By the amendment to Section 30 (Exceptions to lack of novelty

of invention), it will become possible for a party to obtain the

patent right of an invention "A+a" which is an invention easily

derived from that invention "N' Which has been disclosed by that

party itself. Even after the invention "N' is disclosed, it is

possible to file the application of the invention "A+a" under

the provision of Section 30, and have it examined to obtain the

right. Befbre the amendment comes into effect, it is impossible

to obtain the right for the invention "A+a" .

3-2~3 Relationship Between Earl;y VoluntaJ:;y Publication and Patent

Application

Even after the invention "A" is disclosed, a party still can file

patent applications of inventions "A "and "A+ a" under the

provision of the revised Section 30 (within 6 months from the

date of disclosure). In other words, the significance of the

10



amendment is in the fact that the party may file its patent

applications including irrprovement inventions (Le. A+a) after

the invention "A" is disclosed for the purpose of making it

publicly known at a relatively early stage after it is invented,

to minimize the possibility that .others will establish their

applications.

Of course, the invention "N' may instead be disclosed immediately

after filing of its patent application is completed. Also, a

party can filE) a number of patent applications while disclosing

the invention "A", then later on, it may file a domestic priority

patent application under the provision of Section 30.

Although it is more desirable to file the patent application prior

to the disclosure of the invention, filing of the application

after disclosure will become safer than before due to the

amendments to Sections 29 and 30. Strategic decision making is

required for determining in which order to carry out disclosure

and filing of applications. However, still the disclosure of

the invention "A" is not handled in the same way as the filing

of its patent application as it has priorlybeen. Also, there

is the "first-to-file principle" (Section 39), so that in order

to disqualify later applications by others due to the order of

patent applications, it is still essential for a party to file

its own application.

When attempting to have one's own technology become a standard

in one field while attempting also to obtain the right associated

to this standardized technology at the same time, it is necessary

to disclose this developed technology as early as possible to

is superior over the others.

This is because a technology is required to be essentially

superior over other technologies to be deemed as a standardized

technology. In fact, there are companies that constantly

disclose their improved technologies over the Internet to attract

like-minded users to form groups, and in tum, to grow such

11
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technologies into substantial standards.

On the other hand, in order to protect a technology as a patent

right, it is necessary first to write a patent application

specification with sufficient understanding of that technology,

then to file the application to secure the filing date of the

disclosed until the filing of the application is completed in

order to gain the right, and the early information disclosure

for standardization such as the one described above cannot be
J

initiateduntil the filing of the patent application is completed.

Therefore, there may be a contradiction between the required

period of time for the acquisition of a right and early

information disclosure for standardization of a technology.

As discussed in this section, by taking advantage of the provision

of the revised Patent Law Section 30, the above contradiction

can be solved since a patent application can be filed after the

disclosure over telecommunications lines for standardization,

and at the same time, under the provision of the revised Patent

Law Section 29, the acquisition of· rights under similar

improvement inventions that are filed immediately after by others,

can also be prevented.

3-2-4 Conpar.ison Between "Effects" of Early .Publication of Patent

Application and Early Disclosure For Making it Publicly Known

An important purpose for "early disclosure" (for making an

invention publicly Y~own) is to prevent the establishment of

rights by others. However, in such a case, early disclosure of

a party's own invention would allow any third parties to be aware

of that invention, and may induce the exploiting of it or making

of improvement inventions by others. In comparison, publication

of a patent application is provided under the law, and the effects

of the former and latter are different as follows.

3-2-4-a Right to Demand C 8iitetlsation

12
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Anew system, which allows publication to be done upon applicant's

request, is likely to be introduced under the revised Patent Law.

Herein, this is referred to as "earlypublication of application".

Since an electronic application system is widely and actively

utilized today, we assume that .it may be possible for an

application to be published within a few months (in fact,it may

even be several weeks) from its filing date.

In this case, the date on which the right to demand compensat.i.on

is granted,~hich is provided under Section 65 (Effect of

publication of application), is retroactive to the point of

"early publication of application". Similarly, under the

revised Patent Law Section 184 (1) and (10), the provision for

the time of domestic publication of the translated version of

per application is amended from "18 months after the priority

date or the filing date of the request for examination, whichever

is later" (current provision), to "after the filing date of the

request for examination", and this allows the domestic law to

be able to support earlier international publication of per
applications.

On the other hand, since "early disclosure" (for making an

invention publicly known) is something an applicant (a holder

of the right to obtain patent) has done voluntarily, it is not

deemed as the date on which the right to demand compensation

occurs.

3-2-4-b section 30 Applicability of "Exceptions to Lack of

Novelty"

The act of "early disclosure (for making an invention publicly

k~own)" conducted via telecommunications lines may fall under

the definition of Section 30. Also, even when "early disclosure"

of an invention is repeatedly conducted several t:ilnes, the

novelty of later patent applications can be secured by claiming

the applicability of Section 30 to each of such facts of

disclosure.
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On the other hand, early publication of application falls

strictly under the provision of Section 65, and according to prior

cases, it is not deemed as a fact which would fall under the

definition of Section 30. Therefore, the publication of

application based on the "early publication of application" would

owned by the same party.

3-2-4-c Post-Gr~tO,Ppos:i.tion to the Grant of Patent to a Later

Filed Appl:i.cation of other Party

Assume a patent application by another party which has been filed

1 day to 1 month later than the filing date of ones ownapplication

for one's invention. Assume that a patent publication gazette

of the later-filed patent application which has been registered

earlier than the party's application, is issued, for example,

within 10 months. Assuming that one's own application filed

prior to the other party's application is not yet published, so

that one cannot file an objection to the grant of the patent to

the other party under the provision for earlier-filed

applications (Section 2gms-). The normal timing (18 months1 of

the publication of ones own application would be too late.

Furthermore, if one's own application was rejected, then that

application would not be published, and the invention would lose

its position as an "earlier-filed" application secured under the

provision. Furthermore, there may be a case where an applicant

rather prefers publication over acquisition of the right. In

such cases, early publication of application would be beneficial.

The party can file, in atimelymanner, an objection to the grant

of a patent ofa later-filed application which has been registered

earlier than the party's application.

On the other hand, the purpose of early disclosure is to make

a certain fact publicly known, and it is not a patent application.

Therefore, one can place an objection to the grant of patent to

the other party's application not only on grounds of
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identicalness under the provision of Section 29biS
. , but also on

grounds of the inventiveness under the provision of Section 29bis
••

Accordingly, it allows one to more strongly prevent the

establishment of the other party's right. Furthemore, the

. invention can be decided to have been made publicly known at any

time and date convenient to the oneself.

3-2-5 US Patent Law Section 102 Cel
In the case where an application is filed in the US with claim

of priority ';lnder the Paris Convention after a domestic patent

application is filed in Japan, Or a PCT application is filed

based on a Japan domestic application with the US as a designated

state, the priority date may be found to be the filing date of

the domestic application, and such application may be examined

in the US; however, it would be impossible to disqualify those

inventions filed by others in the US during the period between

the filing date in Japan and the actual filing date in US under

the US Patent Law Article 102 (e).

In such case, the early disclosure and early publication of

application immediately after the filing date in Japan would

allow one to disqualify any of such potential later~filed

applications in US.

3-3 Matters to be AwaJ:e of in Fili.nq International. patentApplication

Under the Revised Patent Law Section 30

3...3-1 Problems in Applying the Revised section 30

The Section 30 after the revision provides that the time limit

for a party having a right to obtain a patent right to file a

patent the date on which the

invention first lost its novelty, so that it is necessary to prove

the date on which the invention first lost its novelty, that is,

the date on which the invention was communicated over

telecommunications lines such as the Internet.
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3-3-2 Issues to be Aware of in Filing Application in US by Claiming

Priority on Application Filed Under the Provision of the Amended

section 30

There is no change before and after the revision in the issues

to be aware of in filing an application in US by claiming priority

on an application filed under the provision of the Section 30.

In the US, 1 year of grace period is granted under the US Patent

Law Section 102 (b), so that a patent maybe granted to an invention

as long as it~ application is filed within 1 year from the date

on which the invention has first lost its novelty, that is, the

date on which the invention was published over the Internet. Also

the Section 102 (b) provides that the novelty of an invention

is lost when it is; i) patented in US or elsewhere; ii) described

in a printed publication in US or elsewhere; iii) in public use

in US; and iv) on sale in US, and the disclosure on the Internet

does not literally fall under any of the above definitions.

However, the tem "printed publication" is generally construed

as covering a wide range of publication including not only printed

matters but also computer disks, so that any documents on the

Internet may possibly be considered as the "printed publication"

as provided in the Section 102 (b).

When the issue in question is whether the date on which an

invention lost its novelty is more than 1 year earlier or within

1 year, it would be necessary also in US to be able to prove the

date on which the invention was placed on the Internet.

3-3-3 Issues to be Aware of in Filing Application in Europe by Claiming

Priority on Application Filed Under the Provision of the Rev:i.sed

section 30

A corresponding provision in the European Patent Law to that of

the Japanese Patent Law Section 30, is the Article 55, provided

for "Non-prejudicial disclosures". The Article 55 (1) states

that any disclosure due to the following will be deemed as

"Non-prejudicial disclosure"; (a) an evident abuse in relation
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to the applicant or his legal predecessor; or (b) the fact that

the applicant or his legal predecessor has displayed the

invention at an official, or officially recognized,

international exhibition falling within the tems of the

Convention on international exhibitions, and when the

application is filed within 6 months therefrom, the invention

is considered to be not forming part of the state of the art.

When any third party including the inventor discloses the

invention to other third parties over the Internet without the
r

consent of the applicant while that third party does not have

a right to do so, such conduct may fall under the definition of

"evident abuse". However, if the applicant himself discloses

the invention on the Internet, whether or not such conduct may

fall under the definition of "evident abuse" is questionable.

Also, it is not clear whether the day of "filing of European patent

application" is taken to be the actual filing date or the priority

date, so that it is safer to file an European patent application

within 6 months fram the date on which an invention lost its

novelty even if the case may fall under the above definition of

"evident abuse". In Europe also, it may be necessary to be able

to prove the date on which the invention first lost its novelty,

that is, the date it was placed on the Internet.

3-3-4 To Utilize the Patent Law section 30

We have discussed in the above the issues to be aware of in

utilizing the revised provision of "Exceptions to lack of

novelty". However, the Patent Law Section 30, even after the

amendment, is not a provision allowing the date on which an

application. Accordingly, if a third party files an application

before one files one's own application, it is possible that the

one's invention may not be patented under the provision of the

Patent Law Section 39 as long as the third party has not

misappropriated the application, thus, it is important to file

17
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the application as early as possible.

3-4 When Material on TeJecxmmmications Lines is Used as a Cited

Reference (see Fig. 2)

3-4-1 Problems with Materials on TeJecormnmications Lines

over telecommunications lines, such as the infomtionon the

Internet for example, and the infomtion described on a printed

publication which is a paper medium, is in the fact that
J

modification can be made more easily to the content of the

infomtion available through telecommunications lines than

that made to infomtion described in the printed publication.

Therefore, for cited infomtion that has been made available

to the public over telecomnunications lines, it is necessary to

be able to determine whether or not the infomtion is subject

to any possible modifications that can be made easily.

3-4-2 DetenniT1ation of Validity of Materials on TeJecxmmmications

Lines

When cited infomtion available to the public over

telecommunications lines was found objectively to be (1)

accessible before the patent application, and (2) not modified

(Le. by editing) until it was cited, the infomtion should be

considered as a citable reference as legitimate. as printed

publication.

On the other hand, when either of the conditions (1) or (2) is

questionable, a party may first consider whether or not that

infomtion is not qualified to be used as a cited reference

before going into the discussion on its content. Therefore, when

information available to the public over telecommunications

lines is used as a cited reference, in addi.ti.on to accessing the

information in question to confim the content of the information,

it may be necessary to check how for example the homepage on which

the information is described manages the dates and contents. In
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a questionable case like this, such conditions shall be pointed

out to the examiner before making any statement concerning the

content of the information.

3-4-3 Steps for Det:eJ::m:ininq Validity of a Material on

TeJecomrmmications Lines

[step A]

In determining the date, in addition to checking whether or not

the date is ~ndicated, that date shall be checked to see what

date it is. In other words, the date shall preferably be the

date on which the information was disclosed and became accessible,

and even if a date indicated in the information is any other date

(Le. the date it is created or the date it is accepted; anydates

other than the date on which the information became actually

accessible), such date cannot be deemed to be a valid date.

It is understandable that it is difficult to verify how a date

was given to the material, but in order to judge whether to accept

a date or not, it is necessary to consider the integrity of the

dating procedure. It is desirable -t.hat such dates are

automatically determined by a system.

[Step B]

In order to confim that the content of a material has not been

and will not be modified, it is desirable that the conditions

are provided so as to eliminate the possibility of any rewrites

and additions to the information. Therefore, when the

information is managed in such, a manner, then any potential

modifications to that information can be considered as

When a notice of rejection indicates only the URL of t!1e subject

homepage, the box ® in fig. 2 is not applicable. That is, if

the information on that homepage is deleted, it will be impossible

to confim even the fact that if the information has actually
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been disclosed on that homepage. In consideration of this

possible situation, it is expected that some sort of materials

associated with the homepage, such as a hard copy of the screen

print be attached to the notice of rejection along with the URL

of the homepage. When such an attached material is available,

then the attached material is examined in the light of the box

. 2 for determinino whether it

reference.

3-5 Use of Info~tionon Teleccvmmmications LiIles in the Offering

of Infomation, Q:ljections, Trials to consider Invalidation and

Litigation

3-5-J. VaJ.idity of a Reference as a Ground for Invalidation

When using information disclosed over the Internet etc. as

evidence for invalidation on the ground of violation of Section

29 in an objection or a trial for invalidation of patent, such

information must fall under "inventions which were described in

.'

is an invention

II.

III.

IV.

a publication distributed, or became available to the public

through telecorrmunications lines in Japan or elsewhere prior to

the filing of the patent application" [Sect. 29 (iii)]. That is,

the validity of a reference as a ground for invalidation depends

on whether or not the subject infoImation;

I. has been available over telecorrmunications lines in

Japan or elsewhere;

has been available prior to the filing of the patent

application;

has been available to the public

in other words, whether or not the information fulfills all these

four conditions. Accordingly, a party attempting to use the

information in question as evidence for invalidation must be

prepared to establish the following.

3-5-2 Specifying of the S;i.te the Infomation was Disclosed in

Condition I

20



First, it is necessary to establish that the information in

question is that which can be obtained "over telecommunications

lines in Japan or elsewhere" by specifying the site on which the

subject information was disclosed. If the site still exists at

the point when contesting for the validity of the material, then

such existence will serve as a sufficient proof, however,· if the

site no longer exists, the party may be required to make efforts

to obtain an oath or written oath from operating administrators

etc. of the site to collect as much evidence as possible.

3-5-3 Date of Technical. Document - Condition II

This may be an insignificant problem as long as the subject

information on the Internet is attached with an electronic

signature, and the integrity, origin and the date of the

information is provable, however, if it is an Internet

information which is not provided with some sort of technology

that secures the authenticity of the date, the party may be

required, as explained in the prior section, to ask the operating

administrators of the site for their cooperation in order to prove

the date.

The Patent Office has given its point of view in "Report of the

Planning Subcommittee of the Industrial Property Council - To

the better understanding of the pro-patent policy

(November, 1998), II. 3 Establishment of an Environment for

Accelerating Intellectual Creation" which explains "there is

the view that, in those sites operated by research organizations

on which commercial databases and technical papers are accessible,

dates of publication of the information indicated have

credibility high enough to satisfy the requirements such as those

for admissibility of evidence etc. " Therefore, we assume that

if the information has been given on a site operated by a reliable

organization (although such organization's criteria is not

clear), with the indication of the date, that would be enough

to prove the date.

21
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3-5-4 Possibil.ity of Access by Public - Condition III

The Patent Office has also stated in the report referred to in

the prior section, that "it is thought to be appropriate to

consider such internet infonnation as the bar to novelty of a.

patent on the ground that it has entered into the public domain

since it is accessible to public and not distributed in a fODn

is proven to be infonnation distributed through the Internet

(Condition I), we can say that the infonnation automatically has

become publicly accessible. However, further discussion may be
J

necessary because it is still questionable whether we can

directly consider infonnation as "publicly accessible" just by

the reason it has been placed on the Internet, as there may be

a case where such access is not free or provides some kind of

limitation (i.e. age).

"

3-5-5 Authenticity of Content of Document (Invention) - Condition XV

The security of the authenticity of the content of an infonnation

on the Internet was discussed in the section for the condition

II. When claiming the invalidity of a patent based on infonnation

whose .authenticity of content has been secured, there be no

special considerations given even if the transmission medium of

the info:onation is electronic. That is, the only thing left to

be done would be the discussion over the range of the description

as we nonnally do with a regular publicly-known paper document.

Iv. Conclusion

The discussion in this paper is no more than mere suggestions since

the Patent Office has not yet presented, at this point of time, clear

criteria for the forms of infonnation on telecommunications lines that

can be considered as publicly-known infonnation. However, we believe

that this discussion has demonstrated the possibility of achieving
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higher effectiveness in the procedures from the filing to the grant

of patent in the present environment, in which we are required to take

quicker actions, by taking advantage of the present amendments. We

maybe able to go into further detailed discussion once the Patent Office

presents more detailed criteria. Finally, according to the Japan

Institute of Invention and Innovation, there has been a discussion for

putting the system of the Journal of Technical Disclosure online, so

that an information disclosure system over telecommunications lines

operated by a third party might be realized in the near future.
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An intellectual property right may be accounted as an anticipatory investment
for the future benefit so that a well-balanced patent application strategy which
allows to maximize the effect (profits) of the investment is important. What
constitutes the core of such strategies is Global Patent Portfolio (GPP), and PIPA
Japan #3 Committee has presented, with the intention of assisting such strategies,
a paper titled "AStudy on Global Patent Portfolio for Patent Application Strategies"
in the 29 ti

' PIPA International Congress (Sapporo). "

when generally defmed, is a list of the titles of patent applications (or
patents) with information on owner (applied) countries. If it is possible to add
value assessment calculation to it, and to have it include time-varying factors, it
may serve as an index which can directly be reflected to a patent strategy of a
company, so that it can be considered as an extremely beneficial means for
determining for each patent, whether to me the applications or not, which countries
to file the applications in, or whether rights are maintainable or not and so forth.

The prior paper ("A Study on GPP for Patent Application Strategies") takes
notice of "Economic Value Assessment of Patents" as means for GPP construction to
quantify "Suitability to Company's Own Business Field (Securement of Design
Freedom)" and furthermore, it adds "Country (where applications are filed]" as an
assessment parameter to discuss which countries are most effective to file
applications in and having them patented, from the viewpoint of investment-to
effect. In addition, a patent value in terms of "Securement of Design Freedom" and
a patent value in terms of "Income by Licensing to Others" are calculated,
respectively, as "Expected Business Income" and "Expected Royalty Income", and a
concept of patent value (PY) having these as assessment parameters has been
proposed.

pv= "Expected Business Income" + "Expected Royalty Income': ... (I)

In the above formula (I), "Expected Business Income" and "Expected Royalty
Income" are given by;

"Expected Business Income" = a x y x NP (2)
"Expected Royalty Income" = /3 x y' x RI (3)

[in the formulas, a represents a probability (chance) of a company to utilize the
patent in its own business "(products), y represents a degree of contribution of the
patent to the NP (net profit), /3 represents a probability (chance) of realizing licensing
to other companies, and y' represents a degree of contribution of the patent to the RI
(royalty income)], and a, /3, y and y' are explained to be factors determined based
upon the assessment parameters shown in Table 1.
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Table 1 Summarizes the factors a 13 v and y', , .
Factor Nature (Meaning) Typical Assessment Parameter

I a Probability of practicing Utilization Probability (Implementation Ratio),
in own businesses Commercialization Probability [Industrializa-

13 Probability of licensing tion Probability (Industrialization policy)),
Exercisability of right (Practicability of Right),
Licensing Possibility,
Competitor Condition (Competitor Activities),
Local Attorney Condition (Accessible Local
Attorney)

y Contribution of Patent Fundamentalness of Invention
to Business Income Compositional Proportion .

y' Contribution of Patent Compositional Proportion
to Royalty Income

that is, the formula (I) can be replaced by;

NP = (Profit Ratio) x (Company's Share) x (Whole Market) (4)
RI = (Royalty Rate) x (Other Companies' Share) x (Whole Market) (5)

Here, NP and RI are given by;

PV = a x y x (Profit Ratio) x (Company's Share) x (Whole Market)
+ 13 x y' x (Royalty Rate) x (Other Companies' Share) x (Whole Market)

(6)

The prior paper explains that the use of PVs given by the above general
formula allows objective assessment to be performed on patent (invention) values
and it is extremely beneficial in constructing effective patent portfolio.

At the same time, however, there have been some specific problems pointed
out such as that; (1) it is difficult to calculate PVs for defensive patents; (2) it is
difficult to Calculate PVs when a number of patents form one patent group; (3) the
consideration on patent cross-licensing is insufficient; (4) the discussion on future
possibilities is insufficient, and so forth. Moreover, although the paper did not
specifically explain, there are critical problems from the viewpoint of practicality as
the calculation of factors (i.e. a, 13 etc.) used in the PVformula is complex etc, so that
further discussions on the above problems have been recognized as necessary.

problems that had not been thoroughly discussed in the prior paper, and attempted
to supplement the prior paper in order to further develop the PV formula we have
proposed to a more practical general formula, which 'willbe reported in the following
section.
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As above mentioned, the problems associated with GPP (PV formula) proposed
in the prior paper may broadly divided into issues associated with; (1) defensive
patents; (2) PVs of patent groups and individual inventions within the patent
groups; and (3) practicality. Hereafter, they are discussed one by one. Also herein,
a "patent group" may be compatibly construed as an "invention group" or a "patent
application group", and a "defensive patent" as a "defensive invention" or a.
"defensivepatent application", and a " basic patent" as a "basic invention" or a

"peripheral patent application", as desired.

1. Defensive Patent J

A defensive patent is a patent which is not intended to be practiced in
company's own products but intended for securing the superiority of the company
in the market by preventing other companies from getting into the market, and it
includes alternative technology to an invention associated with a basic patent.
When calculating a PV for a defensive patent based on the PV formula proposed in
the prior paper, the factor a would be °since there is no intention of practicing it in
the company's own products, so that Expected Business Income would also be 0,
thus the PV of the defensive patent would be small. However, where another
company obtains the defensive patent, a part of the market share may be acquired
by that another company, and business income of the companyis expected to
reduce. In consideration of this, the PVof a defensive patent calculated according
to the PV formula described in the prior paper seems unduly low.

3-35

x

Fig. 1 Market Share (1)
X owns both basic patent (A)
and defensive patent (B)

Fig. 2 Market Share (2)
X owns basic patent (Aj and Y owns
defensive patent (B)

For example, assuming the company X owns the basic patent (Aj and
defensive patent (B), and the company X accounts for a large market share (Fig. 1).
If the company X did not file the applicationof the defensive patent (BJ, and instead,
if the company Y obtained the right of the defensive patent (B) and it introduces a
product implementing said patent into market, a part of the market share of the
company X would be acquired by the company Y (Fig. 2) so that it is quite possible
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that business income of the company X declines. Moreover, there may be the case
where the company Y who has obtained the defensive patent does not require to
obtain the grant of working license of the company X's patent, and if such were the
case, the royalty income would also reduce. That is, a defensive patent has an
aspect of preventing the loss of royalty income of a company as well as an aspect of
preventing the loss of its business income, so that it has a significant meaning in
forming a patent portfolio.

Therefore, in order to adequately assess the values of defensive patents, we
propose two factors that are specific to defensive patents, "Expected Defensive
Value Against Business Income Loss" and "Expected Defensive Value Against
Royalty Income Loss". "Expected Defensive Value Against Business Income Loss"
is defined as an expected amount of loss in business income based on the expected
business income from a basic patent owned by a company in case the defensive
patent of the subject patent is obtained by another company. "Expected Defensive
Value Against Business Income Loss" may be calculated as "amount of expected
business income loss" by coinciding the absolute value. "Expected Defensive Value
Against Royalty Income Loss" is defined as an expected amount of loss in royalty
income based on the expected royalty income from a basic patent owned by a
company in case the defensive patent of the subject patent is obtained by another
company. "Expected Defensive Value Against Royalty Income Loss" may be
calculated as "amount of expected royalty income loss" by coinciding the absolute
value.

The' following explains an example of calculation of a PV of a defensive patent,
especially for the above "Expected Defensive Value Against Business Income Loss"
and "Expected Defensive Value Against Royalty Income Loss".

1.1 Conditions

Assuming an invention (A) [hereinafter referred to as Patent (A)] is a basic
patent, and an invention (B) [hereinafter referred to as Patent (B)] is a defensive
patent, where Patent (B) is obtained by a third party, "Expected Business Income"
(EBI) and "Expected Royalty Income" (ERI) associated with Patent (A) are a.ssumed
to reduce by 50% respectively. The a and 13 of Patent (A) are assumed to be 0.3, and
y and y' are assumed to be 1, and similarly, the a and 13 of Patent (B) are assumed to
be 0.05 and y and y' are assumed to be 1. As for the market size, 66 billion yen for
US, 43 billion yen for Japan, for the company share, 5% in US, and 30% in Japan,
and for the royalty rate, 10% across the board, are assumed respectively.

NP and RI in US and Japan are shown in Table 2.

T bl 2 NP d RI . S da e' an mU an Japan
I Country Market Company NP Competitors Royalty RII Size (¥ Mil) Share (%) (¥ Mil) Share (%) Rate (%) (¥ Mil)

US 66,000 5 3,300 95 10 6,270
JP 43,000 30 12,900 70 10 3,010
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The PV of Patent (A) is calculated from "Expected Business Income"(EBI) and
"Expected Royalty Income"(ERI), and they are given by;

Table 3 PV of Patent (A)

1.3 PV of Patent (B)

..
Country a y EBI (¥ Mil) 13 y' ERI (¥ Mil)

US 0.3 1 990 0.3 1 1,881
JP 0.3 1: 3,870 0.3 1 903

EBI = a x y x NP, and
ERI=axy'xRI.

PV of Patent (A) are shown in Table 3.

The PV of Patent (B) is calculated from EBI, ERI, "Expected Defensive Value
Against Business Income Loss" (EDVBIL) and "Expected Defensive Value Against
Royalty Income Loss" (EDVRIL), and EBI and ERI can be calculated in a similar way
as in Patent (A). Moreover, EDVBIL is given by "EBI of Patent (A)" x (Income
Reduction Rate), and EDVRIL is given by"ERI of Patent (A)" x (Income Reduction
Rate), where the income reduction rate is 50% in the respective cases. The PVs of
Patent (8) are shown in Table 4.

':

,.

Table 4 PV of Patent (B)

2. PVs of a Patent Group and Individual Inventions in the Patent Group

From the result above, in Patent (B), EDVBIL is greater than EBI so that it can
be seen as representing a more accurate value of Patent (8).

. '!

CountIy a EBI EDVBIL 13 ERI EDVRIL
(¥ Mil) (¥ Mil) (¥ Mil) (¥ Mil)

US 0.05 165 495 0.05 314 941
JP 0.05 645 1935 0.05 151 452

Generally in-the electric and engineering fields, unlike chemical related fields,
it is difficult to thoroughly cover a product of a company by a single patent, and
formation of an effective patent portfolio for a particular product constituted by a
number of patents has been an extremely critical issue with regard to the patent
strategy of a company. Therefore, in a case where a patent group is constituted by
a plurality of patents, it is necessary to calculate and assess, as well as the total PV
of the whole subject patent group, the PV of each individual patentwithin the patent
group as a component a part of that patent group.

Proposed in the following are two approaches; (1) summation method and (2)
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contribution ratio method that are methods for effectively calculating and assessing
the total PVof a whole patentgroup and PVs of individual patents within the subject
patent group. There would be differences among companies in patent strategies,
such that the purpose of the patent right acquisition is whether to place a high
premium on directly relating it to business income, or to gain royalty fee income etc.
(refer 3-4); however, as long as the primary focus is on patent groups, later
described approaches can be employed in either case. As for determining which of
the approaches is to be employed, it depends on the field to which the subject
invention belongs (whether the field allows one patent for one product or multiple
patents for one product etc.), and on the patent strategy of a company etc., thus
which of the approaches is superior, cannot be generalized.

2.1 Summation Method

This method is a method for respectively calculating PVs of individual patents
constituting a patent group, then summing up those values to obtain a total PV of
the whole patent group.

For example, assuming that the PV of Patent (A) which belongs to a particular
patent group is 2, the PVof Patent (B) is 3, and the PV of Patent (C) is 5, the total PV
of the subject patent group as a whole would be 10 (2 + 3 + 5).

If a number of patents constituting a patent group is small, such as in the
chemical related fields where a number of patents used within one product is small,
the assessment of the total PV of the whole subject patent group can be simply and
satisfactorily done only by assuming the total PVof the whole patent group as a sum
of the PVs of the individual patents constituting the patent group, by only
considering an additive effect instead of considering a synergistic effect, of
individual patents, so that this method is practical.

2.2 Contn"bution Ratio Method

This method is a method in which, at first a PV of a whole patent group is
calculated, then PVs of individual patents are allocated based on the weight of
possibility that each patent constituting the subject patent group functions for the
subject patent group, or on the degree to which each invented technology is
essential ("essentiality") for practicing the subject patent group (product) [such
weight and essentiaIity will be hereinafter referred to as "contribution ratio"],

~--------m------_m~_m-m::~;~~~-.folIOwingShOWs-an-examPlewherethecontributionratiO-methOdis:----m--m-~m---------mml:ff-

First, the following factors are given respectively: 1.0 to a basic patent (most
important invention etc. which is essential for practicing the patent group
technologies), 0.5 to a sub-basic patent (invention etc. which is not quite essential
for practicing the patent group technologies, but is most effective as an
embodiment), 0.1 to a peripheral patent (invention not required for practicing the

8



patent group technologies), and a factor between 1.0 and 0.5 according to its
importance, to a defensive patent (the one based on a separate principle from that of
the basic patent, but has an alternative nature for the basic patent).

For example, if, within a patel1tgroup, there are a basic patent (A) (according
to the above, the factor is 1.0), a sub-basic patent (B) (factor 0.5), a peripheral
patent (BB) (factor 0.1), a sub-basic patent (C) (factor 0.5), a peripheral patent (CC)
(factor 0.1), and a defensive patent (Z) (factor 0.5), the contribution ratio of the basic

is exnressed bv the factor given to the basic patent (AI divided bv a factor

1.0/ (1.0 + 0.5 + 0.1 + 0.5 + 0.1 + 0.5) = 0.37

When the total PVof the whole subject patent group is 100 for example, the PV
of the basic patent (A) is the above value multiplied by 100, that is;

0.37 x 100 = 37

This contribution ratio method is generally more practical, more realistic, and
more suitable than the above explained "summation method" in the electric and
engineering fields where there are a large number of patents in one product, in other
words, where a number of individual patents constituting a patent group is large.

The greater the number of patents constituting a patent group, the greater the
necessity of performing the assessment on them for the factor of "being a part of the
subject patent group', and to do that, itis necessary, not only to assess the plurality
of inventions relatively to each other, but also to assess for relationship between
those inventions. With this regard, this contribution ratio method allows
assessment of the total PV of the whole patent group, then the PVs of many
individual inventions constituting the subject patent group, from the viewpoint of
how they contribute to the subject patent group as individual components of the
patent group, and thus yields a large benefit.

An example using this contribution ratio method will be later explained in
detail as a hypothetical example. (ref. 4)

3. Practicality

When the PV formula described in the prior paper is viewed in the light of
practicality, there may be some inconveniences such that the calculation of factors
(i.e., c, J3 etc.) used in the PV formula is rather complex, it is impossible to work out
PVs associated with cross licensing and so forth. The following discussion is thus
made for improving the practicality of the PV formula.

9
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3.1 Calculation Method of Coefficients (a, fl, y and y')

A PV is a value derived from four factors, that are EBI, ERI, EDVBIL and
EDVRIL, and each of the factors is respectively calculated using unique factors (a, fl,
y and y']. However, it would require a significant amount of time to work out the
above factors one by one using the assessment parameters such as "Utilization
Probability", "Commercialization Probability", "Exercisability of right", "Licensing
Possibility", "Competitor Condition", "Local Attorney Condition", "FundamentaIness
of Invention" and "Compositional Proportion" etc., and that may be a major
drawback in terms of practicality which values efficient calculation of PVs within a
limited amount of time.

Unfortunately, as long as the accuracy of the obtained PVs increases in
proportion to the thoroughness of the factor calculations, there is no effective
means to eliminate the above drawback. Therefore, although this may be an
antinomy, the most realistic solution would be to identify critical assessment
parameters in determining the factors, and select only those parameters that are
thought to be critical for that company to calculate the four factors of PVs.

The following shows an example of a detailed calculation method of the factors
(a andy). fl and y' can also be calculated by using the same method.

3.1.1 Example of a Calculation

Explained in the following is an example of a calculation using three
parameters, for example, "Commercialization Probability", "Exercisability of right"
and "Product Life".

(1) When "Commercialization Probability" is the most critical assessment
parameter of the company, it is assessed in 10 levels. The criteria for determining
"Commercialization Probability" would be the present achievement such as the
sales associated with the product, prospect of the future sales, amount of profit
from working, future market prospect including customer needs for the product,
and competitors' conditions etc.

(2) "Exercisability of right" and "Product Life" are assessed in 5 levels. The criteria
for determining "Exercisability of right" would be the ease in grasping facts of
infringements etc.

calculated, and using a table (Table 6) empirically derived beforehand, a
determined.

10
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in. EachCoun
Country I Commercialization

Probability
Exercisability of right I Product Life I a

us I 10 5 I 5 I 1.0
JP I 6 3 I 4 10.5

I - ~ I 16-20
1.0

3.1.2 Example ofy Calculation

Following explains an example of y calculation using two assessment
parameters, for example, "Fundamentalness ofInvention" and "Compositional
Proportion (Proportion of an Invention Technology in Product etc.)".

(I) When "Fundamentalness of Invention" is the most important parameter for the
company, this is assessed in 10 levels. "Fundamentalness of Invention" shall
include considerations of: (i) fundamentalness of the invention in the light of
whether or not an alternative technology is on the market, and enhancing nature as
a peripheral patent of the company (especially, this can be an important parameter
in assessing an improvement patent), and (ii) fundamentalness of the invention in
terms of the degree of influence of the invention over sales competitiveness of the
product (pricing), and these are respectively assessed in 10 levels. This is because,
if the invention is basic and epoch-making, and if there are no alternative
technologies besides the patented technology, and if the subject patent product has
an overriding share in the market, it is possible to set a high price considering the
patent of the invention as an added value of the product.

(2) "Compositional Proportion" is assessed in 5 levels. This assessment
parameter would be a parameter to be assessed in consideration of the degree of
essentiality of the invention to the subject product, and technical value of the
invention.

(3) From the results obtained in the above (1) and (2), the total points are
calculated, and y is determined using a table (Table 8) which has been empirically
derived beforehand.

Table 6 Reference Table Associated with a

ITotal :Oints I ~~~ I ~~; r:

Table 7 y in Each Coun
Country I Fundamentalness of Invention y

Degree of Influence
on Product Pricin

Presence of Alternative
Technolo

Compositional
I i I Proportion

us 8 7 3 0.3
JP 8 7 3 0.3

11



0.5
20-25

Table 8 Reference Table Associate~d,-Wl=·th~Yl-- -----,

I Total :Oints I 3~\0 I 1~~~9

3.2 Cross-License

In the electric and engineering fields etc., it is difficult to completely cover a
product of a company only by the company's patents, so that there are relatively
many cases where patents are reciprocally used by patent cross-licensing.

The calculation of a PV associated with a patented invention which falls into
the subject to cross-licensing has been assumed to be complex and difficult since a
plurality of patented inventions are used in a product, so that it was not discussed
in the prior paper. However, cross-licensing may basically be accounted as the use
of royalty income, and the income obtained by patent cross-licensing may be
construed as a difference between a royalty income from the other company's
product earned by the proprietary patents of the company and a royalty expenditure
incurred by using the proprietary patents of the other company in the company's
product, thus it is thought to be possible to cover by the PV formula we are
proposing. That is, when a cross-license agreement is to be made between a
plurality of patents, PVs of individual patents owned by the company can be worked
out respectively, by calculating the total PV of the whole patent group owned by the
company from a sum of ERI and EDVRIL, and by allocating the obtained value using
the "Contribution Ratio Method" etc. explained in the prior section 2-2.

3.3 Life Cycle

3-42

The factors ex, ~, Y, y', NP and RI would be all estimated values at the time of
application, thus calculation of exact estimation is extremely difficult.
Furthermore, the law system and economic advancement of the country in which
the application is filed, and the business conditions of the applicant etc. vary with
time, therefore the factors must be modified in response to such changes.
Especially it shall be noted that, when estimating the market size, consideration of
the native life cycle of the product is required.

3.4 Relationship with Company Strategy

As explained in the above, the four factors of PV are EBI, EDVBIL, ERI and
EDVRIL, but it is complex task in terms of practicality to calculate all the factors for

, ..._._.._._~•..........eachinvention.one.by.one,.and.thisjs..the.major.disadvantage.of.theproposedEV....•......•.•.•.•...•
formula,

However, when accounting the PVs in relation to company strategies, there
may be factors that are essentially unnecessary to be calculated. By eliminating
such factors in the beginning, the calculation of the PVs may be simpler so that the
above disadvantage may probably be overcome. That is, when using the PV
formula at a working level, it is important to determine correctly, which of the

12



factors comprising the PV are critical.

Furthermore, it is thought to be more practical to handle the four factors as
independent values. In other words, it is thought to be more practical to account
EBI, EDVBIL, ERI and/or EDVRIL obtained by the above formulas as individually
independent values instead of simply adding them up.

The following shows relationships between representative types of company
strategies and the four factors of PVs.

For a company whose intellectual property is rather poor relative to its
competitors, it is necessary to employ a strategy to secure the own course of the
company, and to consider all the factors, That is, for PVs, all factors are important.

3.4.2 Monopolizing Type Strategy

For an R&D-oriented company having strong basic patents whose product
field is rather narrow, it is necessary to employ a strategy for preventing competitors
from entering the market to monopolize the market. In PVs, EBI and EDVBIL
would be important factors.

3.4.3 Open Type Strategy

For a company in a field such as the electronics industry where technologies
are actively developed in short cycles, and it is difficult to cover its own products by
its own patents, it is necessary to employ an open licensing strategy or cross
licensing strategy. In PVs, ERI would be an important factor.

3.4.4 Royalty-Oriented Type Strategy

This is a strategy where intellectual properties are viewed as pure assets such
as equivalents of financial assets, and these are operated so as to have them yield a
maximum profit to obtain royalty income. An R&D-oriented venture company may
need to employ this strategy. In PVs, ERI and EDVRILwould be important factors.

4. Hypothetical Cases

The following explains an example of OPP in a case where four patents, a basic
patent [Patent (A)], sub-basic patent [Patent (B)], peripheral patent [Patent (BB)] and
defensive patent [Patent (2)] constitute one patent group pertinent to an exhaustgas
purifying system for automobiles.

Among the above:
Patent {Aj includes an invention associated with a new-type exhaust gas

13
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purifying system for automobiles (A) wherein exhaust gas is drastically reduced by
"setting air-fuel ratio to a particular value", and by purifying it with a catalyzer;

Patent (B) includes an invention associated with an air-fuel ratio sensor using
"Ceramic S", which is capable of accurately detecting the air-fuel ratio;

Patent (BB) includes an invention associated with an air-fuel ratio sensor
whose detection accuracy is further improved by adding "Ceramic SS" in addition to
"Ceramic, S"; and

Patent (Z) includes an invention associated with a new-type exhaust gas
purifying system (Z) wherein exhaust gas is drastically reduced similarly as in the
system (A), by completely combusting the exhaust gas by a burner; and the system
(Z) is assumed to have 'disadvantages in that it is bulkier and higher in cost than the
system (A).

The subject complply is assumed to have employed "open type strategy" or
"royalty-oriented strategy" (refer 3.4).

Defensive Patent (Z)

Patent (A)

Patent (B)

4.1 Calculation ofPV of Whole Patent Group

First, Total PV = PV(A) + PV(B) + PV(BB) + PV(Z) is calculated. ' The total PV
can be calculated as a virtual patent including Patent (A) which has a largest PV in
the patent group and Patent (Z). Since the subject company employs "open type
strategy" or ..royalty-oriented type strategy",here, ERl only is calculated as for the
PV.

Here, PV = J3 x y' x RI x Life Cycle, and within the formula, J3 is set at 25% based J<
on the licensing possibility in the light of technical needs in each country, y' is set at ~'

10"10 based on the degree of contribution (Core: 30%, Sub-core: 10"/0, Peripheral:~~""""'~~""~'i%)'fo tlle'R! n1"the'iight: ofteehDIca17undamen"taJnessof the'ba"Sicpatent (A):······.._-_··~··~-·_·-l[c:
royalty ratio associated with RI is set at 3%, and life cycle is set at 10 years. L

That is;

PV = 0.25 x 0.1 x 0.03 x Market Size x (1 - Winns Share of the Company) x 10

14



Based on the: conditions above, TaWe.l}indi<:at.l::sthe result of the calculation
of a total PV for the whole invention group in each country.

·3-45

Table 9
Coun

us
JP
DE

PV Value for the Whole Patent Group in Each Conn

Market ICompany's I f3 Iy' IRl
Size (¥ Mil) ShareJ%) ~m _ (¥ Mil

50,000 I 20 I 25 I 0.1 I 1,200
16,700 I 40 I 25 I 0.1 I 300
12,300 I 3 I 25 I 0.1 I 360

Life Cycle
ear)

10
10
10

PV
(¥ Mil)

300.0
75.0
89.7

4.2 PV Assessment of Individual Patent in a Patent Group

PV of each individual Patent is given by: Total PV x (Contribution Ratio of the
Individual Patent in the Patent Group), and the contribution ratio in the formula
can be worked out by the following steps based on the degree of its essentiality in
practicing the patent group technologies.

4.2.1 Assessment of (giving factors to) Individual Patents

Based on the relative assessment on individual patents, factors are given. An
example of given factors are shown in Table 10. Within the table, the defensive
patent is assessed based on a separate principle from that of the basic patent, that
is, it is assessed based upon the alternativeness (degree of alternativeness) to the
basic patent. Also, absolute values of the factors and layer levels of the ranking
shall be set as needed.

Table 10 List of Given Factors
Ranking I Factor I Example
Basic Patent I 1.0 I Invention of highest level, essential for practicing

atent zroun technologies: technical ideas etc.
Sub-Basic Patent

Peripheral Patent

Important
Defensive Patent
Regular Defensive
Patent

0.5

0.1

1.0

0.5

Invention most effective as an embodiment although
not essential for practicing patent group technologies:
effective invention at an specific embodiment level of
the technolo
Invention not necessarily required for practicing
patentgrouptechnologies: further details,
improvement etc.
Large possibility of substituting core patent

Medium possibility of substituting core patent

4.2.2 Contribution Ratio Calculation of Individual Patent Assessment

Based on the factor given to each individual patent, proportion of the factor of
the patent within the factor of the whole patent group, or a sum of the factors, are
calculated, and used as a contribution ratio. For example, the contribution ratio
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associated with Patent (A) shall be ~ven.bytJte.foftoWiftg·fimI'lufft-:

Patent (A) Contribution Ratio ~ Given Factor of Patent (A) / [Given Factor of
Patent (A) + Given Factor of Patent (B) + Given Factor of Patent (BB) + Given
Factor of Patent (Z)]

Factors given to individual patents and contribution ratios of individual
patents calculated based on the given factors are shown in Table 11.

.
Table 11 Contribution Ratios of Individual Patents

Given Factor Calculation of Ratio Contnbution Ratio .'.•' ,

Basic Patent rAI 1.0 1.0 /2.1 0.48 -.

Sub-Basic Patent (BI 0.5 0.5 / 2.1 0.24 Ii!
Peripheral Patent (BBL 0.1 0.1 /2.1 0.04 I·

Defensive Patent (Z) 0.5 0.5/2.1 0.24 L'.·
"'.>

Total 2.1 1.0 1.0 . >

4.2.3 PV calculation of Individual Patents
~,.,.
]<

PVs of individual patents are worked out by multiplying by the calculated ,
contribution ratios, the total PV of the whole patent group in each country. In the •
following, the PVs worked out for US, Japan, and Germany are shown in Table 12- Ii
Table 14. i

Table 12 PVin US i

Patent Contribution Ratio Total PV l¥ Mill PV l¥ Mill
Basic Patent rAI 0.48 300.0 144
Sub-Basic Patent rBI 0.24 72

....•....

Peripheral Patent rBB) 0.04 12 i.],•...•

Defensive Patent IZI 0.24 72

!I~iTable 13 PVinJaoan
Patent Contribution Ratio Total PV l¥ Mill PV l¥Mill §
Basic Patent (AI 0.48 75.0 36

i.

>
Sub-Basic Patent fB\ 0.24 18 i.i
Peripheral Patent (BB) 0.04 3 ;.,
Defensive Patent (Z) 0.24 18

;I-!
Table 14 PV in German' I'

.'~'''M'_ "M om _~ ,_.__• .-, ,"_.""

Total PV '(¥Miif .0. 'pv"'i¥ Mill'"Patent Contribution Ratio
t,·.··Basic Patent rAI 0.48 89.7 43 j'

Sub-Basic Patent (BI 0.24 22 ~;
Peripheral Patent (BBI 0.04 4

••••••••

Defensive Patent IZI 0.24 22 .:
.
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§3 Conclusion

As explained in the above, described was one ofa more quantifiable judgement
index for gaining a maximum effect in filing international patent applications of an
invention by adding, to the concept of PV consisting of "Expected Business Income"
and "Expected Royall» Income", new concepts of "Expected Defensive Value Against
Business Income Loss" and "Expected Defensive Value Against Royall» Income
Loss". This addition of the new concepts realizes value judgements on defensive
patents, that have been considered impossible.

calculation of a total PV of the whole patent group and PVs associated with
individual inventions constituting the patent group has been made possible by
using either: i) Summation Method or ii) Contribution Ratio Method.

J

Furthermore, in calculating the above four factors that are constituents of PV,
calculation of each of the factors (a, 13, y, y') has been made simpler, and also by
paying attention to the correlation between company strategies and PVs, the PV
formula has been simplified to a further practical formula

We believe that the starting point of a GPP-conscious patent application
strategy may be at a correct assessment of inventions. There are many such
assessment approaches, as we can readily name, i.e. i) Market Approach
(assessment based on market research), ii) Cost Approach (assessment based on
cost), iii) Income Approach (assessment based on expected income) and so forth,
and one might even can say that, this has been a hot topic attracting significant
attention especially during late years. We would be pleased ifour paper results in
further active discussions on this topic which, we believe, is going to further develop
in the future.
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Protectinq inventions in Japan

Two routes:
• direptfiling under Paris Convention

s

• filing under the PCT

i
\
I
f

2 Busso Barlels, peT Advisor, WlPO, 31.08.99
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Main cost elements

• Time spent on drafting application
I

• Adaptation of application for procedure before
!

the JPO and Japanese translation i

• Fees based on number of claims
- examination fee
- issue fee
- annual fees

I
Buss!> Bartels, peT Advisdr, VV1PO. 31.08.99
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Costs driven by
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• exten~ of adaptation for filing with JPO
• length! of text to be translated

I

• number of claims

4 Busso Bartels,peT Advisor,VIIIPO, 31.08.99
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The authors propose
,,
I

Send En~lish text to the Japanese patent
attorn~y for review, shortening of text and
editing~ to conform to Japanese patent style.

To be~t protect applicants rights the Japanese
patent.attorney

[

·shouldlfile in Japanese through the Paris
Convention route and

• be permitted to substantially revise and
improve the application before filing with the
JPO

BussoBartels, peT Advisor,IJ\IIPO, 31,08,99
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The authors suggest !
i
j

I
i

Before filing in Japan the Japanese patent
attorney should :

• reduce the number ofwords in the i
i

application through judicious editing without
sacrificing patent rights I

j

After filing the Japanese patent attorney should
1

• reduce the number of claims I
j
j

I
i,
i

Busso Barlels, peT AdVis!>r, VV1PO, 31.08.99
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. the authors believe
i
~
j

• Paris C~nventionfiling with the JPO in English
is not a~ effective as filing in Japanese even if
the English text has been revised by the

!

Japanese patent attorney

• Paris Cpnvention filing is preferable to PCT
~

filing because under PCT the Japanese patent
attorne~ had no opportunity before filing with
the JPQ to improve the application and to
adjust it to Japanese style

Busso Bartels, peT Advisor, VlAPO, 31.08.99
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The authors warn
• Without particular knowledge of various,

I

jurisdictions the applicant could unintentionally
introduce irreversible errors which might j

materially affect the scope of protection t~at is
ultimately obtained in the various countries

• Problems encountered with PCT national phase
I

filings could not be corrected quickly and I
j

efficiently. Such 'problems could be avoided
only under Paris Convention route througlh pre-
filing amendments I

I

I
9 BussaBartels, rcr Adviir, VlltPO, 31.08.99
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The authors advise
;:

against g~nerally using the peT for applications
that will b~ later filed in Japan because

t

• preparation of a single text for multiple national
procedures would not necessarily guarantee
maximum patent protection

• the patent attorney preparing the application
had usually experience only in the country
where the application originates

Bussa Bartels, peT Advisor,VV1PO, 31.08.99
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I
Any savings under PCT from minimizingjpatent

prosecution cost and from delaying national
filings may be dissipated either I

I

- by increased prosecution cost duringlthe
national stageorl

I
- by loss of patent rights I

because the PCT application was not.
customized for a particular national pa~ent
Office j,

I
BussoBartels, peT Advisclr, VIIIPO, 31.08.99
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The fqllowing slides summarize
comments and arguments in particular
relating to the views expressed and the
allegations made by the authors in the
articlel in J'PTOS referred to above with

1

respect to the peT procedure

12 Busso Barlels, peT Advisor, VlllPO, 31.08.99
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General rules for Applications
filed in English I

I
• The text filed in English is the decisive text to

be used as the reference for the original
I

content of the application and the disclosure
of the invention I

I

• This applies inaU cases whether the I

application is filed in English I
, I

I .

- directly with the JPO under the Paris I
Convention route or I

I

- through the, PCT I
1

Bussa Bartels, peT AdViJr- VIIIPO, 31.08.99
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~ Ne~d to edit the text of the
application?

Under us ~ractice applicants tend to include more
than is necessary for a sufficient disclosure
supporting all claims. The text can frequently be
shortened without risk by

• deleting r~petitive and irrelevant disclosures

• reducing the length of background section
¥

• introduclriq support for disclosures incorporated be
reference' in original text

• making, where possible, tables from narrative
examples

14 Bussa Bartels, peT Advisor, WlPO, 31.08.99
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When to edit the text fqr
foreign filing? I

j

I
I
I

Any application should be edited before fi'ing,
irrespective of whether the application is filed

- as a national application with the JPO ih
Japanese I

I
- as a national application with the JPO ir English
or' !

I
1

- as a peT application in English I
I
I

I
I
I

Bussa Bartels, rcr AdViS(r WlPO, 31,08,99
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Who should edit?

!'

The persons best qualified to edit and reduce
the te~t of the application are the applicant
and th~ patent attorney who prepared the
application

1
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Option if only Japan involved
j,,
j

,I

• If the applicant is only interested in obt~ining

a Japanese patent, the procedure suggested
by the authors could be a valuable str9tegy

• If applicant is seeking patent protection also
in other countries or regions a pre-filing
review would have to be carried out fo~ each
country concerned, This strategy is too time
consuming and costly, considering time
commitment for applicant and patent attorney

I

I
~
I
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f

Application filed in Japanese (1)
f

• The tek filed with the JPO is decisive if the
Paris donvention route is chosen

• Editori~1 changes by the Japanese patent
attorney are costly whether made

- to th!e English text before translation into
Jap~nese or

- to tHe .Japanese translation before filing with
the 4PO

BussoBartels, rcr Advisor, VVlPO, 31.08.99
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Application filed in Japanese (2)
I

Editorial changes by the Japanese pa~ent
.1

attorney involve risks of unintentionel
deletion of important matter I

]

Since the text filed with the JPO is decisive
i

, I

-only certain changes can be remedied
I

through amendment !
" I

-deleted matter would be reqarded as
new matter which may not be ad~ed

after filing I
1
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Editing consumes savings

20

!
t

• CostfP.r time spent by Japanese patent
attorn~y in reviewing and shortening text,

consumes possible savings in translation cost
• Chan~es require to be checked by applicant

which [cost also time = money
I

• Chec~ing by the US applicant is impossible if
changles are made only in the Japanese text
to be ~iled with JPO

"(
l

BussoBartels, rcr Advisor, VIIIPO, 31.08.99
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Who should translate into
I

Japanese? (1)1
I

I
I
I
I

Japanese patent firm I

-advantage: expert in patent and te~hnical
I

terms; patent firm translators work I
I

reviewed by patent attorney I
l

- disadvantage: translation not mad$ by
j

professional translator, higher costsl

0'\
\D
I

(Y)

21

I
I
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WHo should translate into

Japanese? (2)
1;

Commercialtranslation service, advantage:

- professjonal translators, lower costs

Where P¢T application is filed

- corrections possible if English text is filed under
PCT I

- translators can work from the published PCT
appl icattion'

- 12 months to prepare the translation, no
confidentiality restrictions

Internetlaccessibility and download
22! Bussa Bartels, peT Advisor, VV1PO, 31,08,99,
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~ Who should translate into
I

Japanese? (3)1
l

I
Commercial translation service disadva~tage:

j

- (initially) lack of expertise in patent atnd
technical terms 1

I

- disagreements between commercial i
translation service and patent firm about
nuances of translation I

i
I
I
!
I
I

I
1

!
i

23 Busso Barlels, peT Advillfr, VV1PO, 31.08.99
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Advantaqes of using PGT (1)

Under peT only one single application needs to
be prepared which may be centrally amended
during th~ international phase with effect for all

.designate~Offices. The traditional procedure
requires filling with the foreign Offices of multiple
individual apptications and of multiple individual
amendments .

24 BussoBartels, peT Advisor, WlPO, 31.08.99
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Advantages of using PC~ (2)
l
I
I

• Better home control. No risk that a fore;gn
patent attorney who is less familiar witH the

'I

invention than the applicant makes ch~nges

which may unintentionally affect the be~t
patent protection i

• consistent disclosure is more importan~ than
, . I

cost savings in a certain country througlh
editing by that country's patent firm I

I

I
I

Bussa Bartels, PCTAdvi1r, VV1PO, 31.08.99
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Advantaqes of using peT (3)
• The PCT gives more time for a better decision

• The PCT guarantees that
,

- an international application complying as to
form and contents with the PCT must be
accepted by all designated Offices

- the lnternational application can be amended in
the nati~nal'stage to comply with national law
and practice, including a change of the number
and kin~ of claims

i

26 Bussa Bartels, peT Advisor, V'vIPO, 31.08.99
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IAdvantages of using rcr (4)
i

• PCT gives more time for translationwhich' means
better quality and lower cost I

1

• The text of the PCT application as filed in ~nglish
I

is ultimately decisive and not, as under Paris
I

Convention route, the translation filed withl the
JPO !I

I
I

• A defective translation can be corrected before the
JPO with reference to the English text as ~riginally
filed under PCT. Matter which was deleted

1

unintentionally during translation can be 1

27 introduced again Bussa Bartels, peT AdVi~r,VIIlPO, 31.08.99
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Japanese translation under
I rcr (1)

It is important to note that the translation into
Japanese must be furnished within 20 or 30
month ~rom the priority date. The two-month
time lin1it for translation into Japanese does

f

NOT apply under the PCT. The PCT text as
:\

publlshed at 18 months is the original text
which must ··be furnished in Japanese
translation to the JPO

i
),

Busso Barlels, rcr Advisor, WlPO,31.08.99
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Japanese translation under
peT (2) i

I
i
j

The translation of amendments made duri~9 the
1

international phase does not need to be furnished
within the 20 or 30 month time limit. Amendments

I

may be made later once a. request for examination
I

is made. Until then, the JPO will simply di$regard
I

the amendments. I
I
i
I

I
j

I
I

Busso Bartels, peT AdVi1r, VvIPO, 31.08.99
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1,

t
Ii:

Japanese translation under
peT (3)

• This d~lay of amendments can allow full USA
and European prosecution to conclude before
JPOe~.amination b~gins

• Best, fbw JPO claims get examined with
experi~nce of peT, USA and EPO .
exarninatlons completed

!;

Busso Bartels, peT Advisor, VV1PO, 31.08.99





~ Basic observations on national
. ! vs. peT filing (1)

• peT COntracting States have a largely harmonized
patent procedure when peT route is chosen

• Procedure's in Japan and Europe are very similar,
different practice usually only in the USPTO

l

• The gel1~r~1 remarks by the authors on
unnecessary detailed disclosures and too extensive

i

discussion of background art apply for all foreign
filings where translations are required and should
always bejkept in mind when preparing any
application for foreign filing

32 BussaBartels, peT Advisor, IMPO, 31.08.99



r Basic observations on national
vs. POT filing (2)

• The worldwide harmonization initiated I'
.)

through the peT and TRIPS allows thei
drafting of a "universal" application which is
basically good for all countries, hereinefter
referred as the "international format"]

• Better practice is to write the first application
with future international filings in mind

33 BussoBartels, peT Advisbr, \IVIPO, 31.08.99
I
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Basic observations on rational
vs. rcr filing (3~

,
~

It is possible to draft an international
application in an "international fOrmat",
i.e..., i~ such a way that it lssultable for the

~

purpo~e of all designated States oy
complying with the most severe requirements
applied by the designated Offices1

BussoBarlels, peT Advisor, VV1PO, 31.08.99



~ Basic observations on national
vs. PCT filing (4)

The use of such an "international format"
reduces to a minimum changes required for
the national stage and allows early initiation
of the translation process with foreign patent
firm or using commercial translation s~rvices
while maintaining all the advantages offered
by the peT

35 Busso Bartels, peT AdvisPr, VV1PO, 31.08.99
.~
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~ Basic observations on national
vs.PCT filing (5)

• It is not only the applicant who can "unintentionally
introduce i!rreversible errors into the specification,
which errors may materially affect the scope of
protection lthat is ultimately obtained"

• Also the fdreign patent attorney may introduce such
errors. There is always a risk on both sides

• The risk is: minimized under the PCT with its
multiple posslbillties for amendments and the
validity of the PCT format for all PCT countries

36 BussaBartels, peT Advisor, VIt1PO, 31.08.99
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Basic observations on national
vs. PCTfiling (6)

Paris Convention filing in several countries
based on translations containing the changes
and adaptations by the foreign patent firms, as
suggested by the authors, result in several
differing applications because of the lndividual
changes made by each national attorney. The
risk of unintentional errors and of lnappropriate
deletions is multiplied.

1
{

1
BussoBartels, peT AdvisPr, VV1PO, 31.08.99
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Basic observations on national
vs. PC'- filing (7)

• Applicants cannot fully control the changes
and thjey result in lack of uniformity of
protection

i:

• Incon$istent prosecutions become an issue in
enforcement litigation, particularly in USA
litigatipn

BussoBarlels, peT Advisor, \MPO, 31.08.99
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Further observations on RCT
filing (1)

• The authors conclude that using PCTlea~s to
'1

"homogenized" applications which do not]
maximize the patent protection in any one country

• A "homogenized" application is not considered as
a disadvantage by applicants worldwide ~xpected

to file over 70,000 PCT applications this ~ear

• The authors conclusion disregards the manifold
other advantages of the PCT and the harmonized
protection in multiple countries through th~ PCT

39 BussoBartels, peT Advis\Jr, WlPO, 31.08.99
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'" Further observations onPCT
filing (2)

• The posslbtllty to amend the description and the
claims or an international application during the,

natlcnalphase permits the obtaining of broad
patent protection in Japan, avoids loss of rights
and allows the reduction of the number of claims
= reduction of fees

• Pre-PClf filiri'g review by a Japanese patent
attorney' could be valuable but is a costly
alternative because translation is required 18
months before national phase under PCT

"

40 Busso Bartels, peT Advisor, WlPO, 31-0R99
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Further observations on RCT
j
i

filing (3)
• For PCT filing there is no fee depending on the

number of claims. Therefore, the author's
advice to include many independent and
dependent claims and to claim the invention in
a variety of styles applies also to the PGT route.
It may only result in some additional translation
costs

• For fee purposes the number and kind cPf claims
may be amended when requesting examination
or even thereafter also for PCT applicatlons

Bussa Bartels, peT Advis9r, VIIIPO, 31.08.99
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Further observations on peT
filing (4)

Only minor differences exist between the majority
of PCT Offices in the national phase. Such
differences, in particular the kind and number of
claims, inti order to obtain maximum protection for
minimal dost, can be straightened out upon entry
into or du'ring the national phase by making the
appropriate amendment without the risk of loss of
importanf matter through changes made before
filing when the PCT is not used

Busso Barlels, peT Advisor, IMPO, 31.08.99
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Further observations on ReT
filing (5)

J

• The authors also ignore the benefits of
International Preliminary Examination.!

• A "Positive Report" is very persuasive for the
national phase prosecution

.
\
-~

\

BussoBartels, rcr AdviSPf, VIt1PO, 31.08.99
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Conclusion
The authors show an excellent knowledge and
experience with national practice in Japan and
the US~ but their advice against using the
PCT procedures for filing in Japan cannot be
shared land does not correspond to the
experience of applicants having filed hundred
ofthousands of applications under the PCT.
More than half of all foreign applicatlons in the
nationsl stage in Japan are filed under the
PCT. They propose a procedure which reverts
to an earlier time when PCT benefits where
not avalilable

Bussa Bartels, peT Advisor, WlPO, 31.08.99
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I. Introduction

In recent years, the issue ofa reduction in the costs of patent application to a number of

countries has been the focus ofattention. Many discussions have been held, and various

proposals have been made. As part of these discussions, the costs were broken down

reports do not always accurately reflect the amendment (reduction) to the fee schedules

implemented by some countries. In addition the most of the reports focus on the three

major countries, namely the United States, Europe, and Japan, and the data

concerning Asian countries are relatively scarce.

For this paper actual patent costs including those in Asian countries were surveyed, the

breakdown was analyzed, and the differences from past reports were considered.

Based on the results of the survey, the following reform proposals were explored:

i) Abolition or relaxation of inessential procedures.

ii) The cost of application to.the applicant may be reduced by Partial translation of a

specification.

iii) Promotion of search cooperation and examination cooperation among the countries.

iv) The reduction ofofficial fees. and

v) The possibility ofpromoting competition among patent law firms in Asian countries.

Theconsiderationldiscussion was based on the view point that not only the interest of

the applicant in major countries but also the interest of any third party and of all

countries should be sufficiently taken into account. This is because the development of

industries owing to the patent system should be achieved in harmony with the interest of

not only the applicant but also any third party. Any cost reduction by which the

interest ofany third party is to be severely compromised should not be allowed. A full

consideration of the interests of a third party and of all the countries including

developing countries will also in the long run benefit the applicant.
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2. The breakdown of the costs (The survey results on the costs arising from patent

application to patent maintenance)

In this report, six member companies of the 3'd Committee, PIPA Japan, conducted a

survey of the costs arising from patent application overseas including the fees of the

Patent Office ofeach country.

The following items were surveyed, and the data were processed as described below.
J

1) Costs were surveyed of the following numbers of patent attorneys in the following

countries.

USA: 14, Germany: 8, France: 4, UK: 4, Taiwan: 4; Korea: 3,

China: l(Uniform fee), Indonesia: 4, Thailand: 3, Malaysia: 2

2) The information on the fee schedules of the Patent Office of each country was taken

from the data on the home pages of the Internet, or the data from patent attorneys in

each country. The effective date ofeach fee schedule is as follows:

Source: Internet

U.S.: 10 November 1998, EPO: 2 March 1999, Germany: 1998 edition,

U.K.: 1 October 1998, Korea: 1 January 1998, China: promulgated in 1994

Source: patent attorney ofeach country

France: March 1999, Taiwan: February 1998, Indonesia: 7 June 1999,

Thailand: 23 October 1997, Malaysia: 1 August 1998

3) Costs of the patent agent's were surveyed of basic fees and actual costs when any of

six member companies are dealing with patent agents. Multiple data were processed to

a mean value betweenthe maximum value and the minimum value in order to sort them

out by country. (The data in reference materials were processed in the same manner.)

4) The patent costs were broadly grouped into (a) the costs required from the time of

filing an application to the time ofregistering a patent. (The application cost hereafter),

(b) the costs of translating it from English into the local language, and (c) the on-going

costs after registration. (The maintenance cost hereafter) (a) and (c) are further

broken down to costs arising from the Patent Office and the patent agent.
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fee.

The additional filing fees include the priority claim fee, the assignment fee, and country

designation fee (in case of the EPO), and IDS costs.

(c) the grant/issue fee, annuity

English), IO claims, 2 sheets of drawings was used to compare costs.

6) The maintenance cost was calculated on the assumption that all the costs of the

annuity and the patent agent's cost over the entire period until the expiry date (the

maximum of 20 years) were to be paid. In the case of the EPC, the three countries,

namely Germany, France and the UK, have been designated to be used for the cost

calculation. It was assumed to take four years from the filing date to the registration

date. The maintenance fee payable to the EPO over the four year period and the

annuity of the three countries over the 5 - 20 year period were added and converted to

the cost per country. The annuity payable in Malaysia was. calculated. over a

maximum 15 year period

7) The costs were converted to US$ by using the following exchange rates,

US$1.0: EUR 0.956, DM1.87, FR6.27, Sterling 0.619, Won 1184, NT$33.03,

RMB 7.96, Rupiah 8.035, Bart 37. I I, SG$1.72, Jyen 121.6

Many reports on patent costs are available. Helfgott's paper (N.B. I), which

studied/analyzed the details of application cost, Berrier' paper (N.B.2) and Sakuta's

paper (N.B.3), both of which discussed the total cost, were used as references, and the

difference between these reports was also considered.

(N.B.l) Samson Helfgott, "Patent Filing Costs Around the World", JPTOS, pp 567, July

1993

(N.B.2) Erwin F. Berrier, Jr ( translated by the 3'd Committee, PIPA Japanese Sectional

Meeting) " The need for a reduction in patent costs"

Intellectual Property Management, Vol. 46, No.8, 1996

(N.B.3) Yasuo Sakuta, "Globalization and a reduction in patent costs" Intellectual

Property Management, Vol. 47, No. I 1,1997
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(I) Overall patent costs

Table 1 and Fig. 1 compare standard application costs and maintenance costs by

country. The costs were shown separately between the costs of the Patent Office

(official costs), and the cost of the patent agent. The costs of translation from

English into the local language are also added.

The overwhelming cost over the entire period from the application to the expiry is still

the maintenance cost. The annuity and the agent's cost in Germany is by far the

highest, followed by Korea. The cost in the EPO is relatively high owing to the impact

of the annuity in Germany where the annuity is paid over a 5 - 20 year period. The

maintenance costs in China, Indonesia, Thailand are also relatively high, while those in

Taiwan and Malaysia are low. The reason why the cost in the UK is low is due to the

abolition of the fees forthe main Patent Office procedures including the filing fee and

an average 18 % reduction in the annuity. The Patent Office cost accounts for 60 

82 % ofthe total patent cost.

(2) The application cost

Table 2 shows the standard application costs which comprise the basic filing fee, the

additional filing fee, the search fee, and the examination fee together with the

translation cost. Fig. 2-1, and Fig. 2-2 are Official costs and Agent's costs respectively.

For Official costs (Fig. 2-1), the US and the EPO show high values. With regard to the

EPO, the costs are relatively high because only the three countries have been designated

for the cost calculation. The US adopts the principle of examining all cases, and so the

basic failing fee includes the search and examination costs. Even so, it is characteristic

....•. .. .. ...thatnotonlythebasicfilingfeebutalso.theadditionalcostsarehigh-inthe·HS;The·

high application cost in the EPO has been pointed out. However, the basic filing fee

and the search fee have been reduced to approx. one third and by approx. 20 %

respectively from 1998to 1999.

The search fee in France appears to be high. However, the search procedure in France

is in effect the examination procedure and the search fee is in fact the fee for both the

. search and the examination.

~.' ..

\

I
I
i
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In the UK, the application fee is virtually nil due to the reduction described earlier.

The application costs include only the search fee and the examinationfee.

Search fees do not appear for Asian countries. Their search capability is insufficient

compared with that of western countries. They are in some areas dependent on the

Of the agent's cost (Fig. 2-2), the translation. cost in non-English speaking countries

accounts for a major portion.

Even in Germany and France of the EPC, a translated specification in each language is

required after the publication of the patent application. The translation cost should be

added to the agent's cost in these countries, though Table 2 and Fig. 2-2 do not show it.

In many countries, the translation cost exceeds other costs in the agent's cost. Anda

reduction in the translation cost is a major issue. This issue is discussed in detail in

the next chapter.

Excluding the translation cost, the agent's cost tends to be high in Asian countries where

the Patent Office's cost is relatively low. In particular, the agent's cost in Thailand and

Indonesiais high. In these countries, the agents have an oligopoly which contributes

to the high costs. The agent's cost in Asian countries is also discussed in detail in the

next chapter.

(3) Past literature and comparisons

Tables 3-1 and 3-2 compare the result of the survey this time with that in Helfgott's

paper, together with the cost reduction rate of this survey to Helfgott's report on each

item. Calculations for the cost in the EPa is based on the same assumption as in

Helfgott's report. (Five countries were designated.) The data items of this report on

Tables 3-1 and 3-2 were matched to the items Helfgott used, and so some of the cost

data on Tables 3-1 and 3-2 do not match to the cost data on Table 2.

Excluding the US, the uK, and Korea, the cost is lower than at the time of Helfgott's

survey. The main reason for the reduction is because in the EPa the basic filing fee

has been substantially reduced, and because the costs of the Patent Office are on the
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whole reduced. On the other hand, the agent's costs have fluctuated and not necessarily

followed the trend of the Patent Office. In this survey, the US came out as the country

where the Patent Office cost was the highest.

In the UK, the agent's fees in this survey were higher than those in Helfgott's paper, and

therefore the overall application cost was not reduced. The main reason why the

application cost was not reduced in Korea was a high translation cost. The average

translation unit cost of US$25/100 words was higher than US$22/100 words in

GermanylFrance, and US$8-191l00 words in Asian countries except Korea.

Table 4 shows the comparison with the data in both Berrier's paper and Sakuta's paper.

Re costs in the US, the values found in this survey came out half-way between the two

papers. Barrier's paper showed the highest values. The main factor is the agent's cost

from the filing to the registration. His value is approx. US$2000 higher than this

report gives, and US$ 4000 higher than Sakuta's report. Barrier's report assumed two

official action costs and two amendment costs. As explained later in the next section,

response-to-office-action costs vary a great deal, which might have contributed to the

difference.

As for the costs concerning the EPO, the reduction in the basic filing fee in the EPO

lowered the cost from the application through to the registration in this survey report

compared with the two previous reports, despite a fewer number of designated

countries.

(4) Actual application costs

Table 5 and Fig. 3 show the agent's actual application costs in contrast to the standard

....................•.. .. ..!!IlPli£!!!iQn.£Q.~.t§QfJheP!!leI!tQffjci;L!!mLtheagent. ..Because of.the.lack.of.the .actual. .

agent's fee for the search, the. application cost excludes the search fee. For reference,

actual costs concerning official action were also shown. The actual cost of zero

indicates that there was no data, not niI cost.

Actual application costs(A) comprise the standard cost(S) plus some administration

costs. These administration costs are about US$150 in the US and the EPO, whereas

those .costsareabout .{]S~?OiIlIh!!illlIl<lllIl<lMl!I.ayJii~..Ihe.a<;!IJ.al.£Qs~jl1.$Qreaal1<l ..
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China far exceed the standard costs, because the costs in these two countries include

typing and drawing fees as separate items. In Indonesia, the actual costs were lower

than the standard costs. This is considered to be due to a wide variation in fees

between different agents.

The cost of official action was highest in the US. In this survey report, the data vary

The cost of official action can be avoided by careful preparation of the contents of the

application. It is necessaryto take this into account when considering the reduction in

actual costs.

3. Proposals for cost reduction

(1) Abolition or relaxation of inessential procedures

Many and various official procedures are required by the Patent Offices of every

country and it is considered that some of them should be abolished or relaxed. The

cost under consideration is classified into the additional filing fee described in the

previous section, which does not account for a large part. However, a large reduction

can be possible in multiple applicatious or in combination with other cost reductions.

a) Filing ofpriority documents

In a PCT application, an applicant can save the cost of filing the priority

documents into each Patent Office of designated country separately, because the

International Bureau of WIPO will send them to all Patent Offices of designated

countries after receiving a single set of priority documents. On the other hand, since

January 1999 the JPO and the EPO do not require the filing of the priority documents

between these Patent Offices anymore. This is the outcome of the Trilateral

Commissioners' Conference held in Miami in November 1998, in which two Patent

Offices agreed to exchange the priority documents by optical data discs. The USPTO

and the WIPO are to join in the agreement. In future, 'it is desired that every Patent

Office in the world should abolish the requirement of the priority documents by the

worldwide data exchangeofthe priority documents.

b) Filing ofa translation ofthe priority documents

The translation of the priority documents is not required by most countries
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except the EPO and the Korean Patent Office. In both Offices the translation of the

priority documents can be omitted if a specification and drawings are completely

identical with the priority documents. In the EPO the filing of the translation can be

deferred until the due date of the fee for grantand printing since June 1995. This late

filing saves the cost of the translation if the patent application is later abandoned due to

the patentability or the patent value. Nonetheless, the filing of the translation is

required for registration if the patent application is not completely identical with the

priority documents. However, the filing of the translation of the priority documents is

an exception to wotldwide practice. It is hoped that such an exception should be

abolished in view of harmonization or be relaxed to be required only when it is

necessary.

c) Filing ofa copy ofdocuments with IDS.

The USPTO requires that an Information Disclosure Statement includes a

legible copy of any document, e.g. any US and foreign patent and any publication.

However, many Patent Offices currently provide free searchable patent databases on

their internet sites, for example, the JPO provides the full image of Japanese and US

Patents. In future, it is hoped that the Patent Offices of various countries take a

program of exchanging patent databases and that the filing of a copy of at least patent

for the IDS should be abolished.

(2) Partial translation ofa specification

In this survey report as well as in the.past reports, the cost oftranslating a specification
in English into the local language of a non-English speaking country is still heavy. A
reduction in the cost oftranslation is a major issue.

If an applicant is given sufficient time to decide whether the translation of a .

specification is necessary or not, the applicant can select which application or which

save costs of

translation. In other words, a system, which delays the deadline for the translation

from the mother tongue into the official language of the countIy concerned as long as

possible, will achieve a reduction in the cost of translation.

I) The filing deadline for translations under each current system.

a) Patent applications usingtheParis Conventionpriority system
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This means that the cost of translation has not been reduced be it in the international

application system, in comparison with the conventional application system using the

Paris Convention priority right, except when the application becomes valueless at the

specification into the' official language Within ato me a

The filing period for translation into the official language concerned in the International

Application System is in principle within 20 months from the priority date. When an

international preliminary examination is demanded for within 19 months from the

priority date, the period is extended to 30 months from the priority date. In addition,

the applicant has an opportunity to make more accurate decisions on whether the

application should be maintained in each country after considering the international

search report and the international preliminary examination report, before committing

himself the cost of the translation. In all of the above points, the Patent Cooperation

Treaty is useful to the applicants. However, the substantial examination is still made

by the Patent Office of each country. Therefore, it is essential that the translation of

the specification, etc. in the official language concerned is filed.

b) Patent applications using the International Application System.

The Patent Cooperation Treaty made the legal protection of inventions easier

and more economical in more than one countries where the protection is sought by

integrating the application procedure and by establishing an international search system,

an international publication system, etc., (cf the Paris Convention).

There are also various provisions which handle a number of languages in an integrated

manner in the Patent Cooperation Treaty. Furthermore, abstracts and international

. search reports are published in English for the general public to facilitate access to'

technical information contained in the patent applications. Thus, the Patent

Cooperation Treaty is an extremely valuable system for the general public and the

applicants.

When a patent application which was filed in the mother tongue is filed for

priority claims under the Paris Convention overseas, the applicant is required to file the

translation into the official language ofthe country concerned within the priority period

(within 12 months from the day of filing of the first application). Even in a country

which permit a patent application in a language other than the official one, the applicant
,...,",.,
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international application stage, thereby making the translation unnecessary.

2}The Ideal system

Ideally, a global patent system should be established incorporating the Patent

Cooperation Treaty by which the procedures are harmonized, the TRIPs agreement and

the Patent Law Treaty by which the harmonization of intellectual property rights

systems is being sought, and the Trilateral Cooperation (the JPOlthe USPTOlthe EPO).

However, there are many issues yet to be resolved with many law differences in various

countries (e.g. the first-to-invent system and the first-to-file system, the grace period

system).

With this situation, the partial translation system is proposed as the next best option

before the ultimate globalpatent.system is in place.

3) The Partial Translation. System

There are many stages in the patent procedure from the application to the exercise of a

patent right. The role of a specification changes at each stage. In addition, the

applicant, the examiner, the third party (those skilled in the art), the judge, etc. are

involved at different stages. Taking the relationship of the roles and the people

involved into account, the feasibility of partial translation of a specification was

considered.

A specification has to serve: i) as technical literature which publishes accurately and

clearly the contents of the invention to a third party. ii) as examination material which

specifies the subject of the examination. iii) as a patent right document which defines

a) The role as technical literature

The role of a specification as technical literature is achieved by publishing the

contents of the invention in the publication of the patent application. It is desirable to

have it published in the official language of the country concerned so that the people

can understand it easily, thereby promoting technical advance.
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Those skilled in the art who use the specification as a technical literature will find it

useful ifthe abstract is at least published in English, a standard language in the industry,

which by and large meets the role as technical literature. In fact, general technical

literature is sometimes published in the mother tongue of the country concerned, which

could be used as bar to novelty. From this fact, the publishing the abstract in English

will mean there is no substantial disadvantage to those skilled in the art in the country

where the application was filed.

As a result, it is reasonable to assume that the adoption ofa regime by which an abstract

in English and a specification in the mother tongue to be published will not be

detrimental to the role of the specification.

b) The role as the subject ofexamination

Today, almost all countries adopt the principle ofexamination. An invention is

a creation of an abstract technical idea, which requires to be objectified and specified

by a specification for examination. It is useful for the examiner to have a specification

written in the official language ofthe country concerned.

However, it is harsh for the applicant to be required to file the translation of the

specification in its entirety in the official language of the country concerned before the

patent right is acknowledged. On the other hand neither is it realistic to expect the

examiner to possess the ability to handle the mother tongues ofall the applicants. One

solution may be to establish a system of examination in many languages by promoting

communication between the examining bodies in various countries,

Examiners in each country are supposed to have searched and understood much

technical literature (mostly written in English). Examiners whose mother tongue is

other than English are considered to be capable ofunderstanding English.

It is therefore proposed that the Patent Office of a country whose official language is

other than English should train examiners who can examine a specification in English

as well as in the mother tongue. At the same time, the applicant is to file the

specification in its entirety in English at the time of requesting the examination. This

will meet the role ofa specification as the subject of examination in each country.

c) The role as a patent right document
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A specification becomes the document ofa patent right, after the patent right is

granted following the examination. A patent right is an absolute and exclusive right.

It is therefore desirable to have it published in the official language of the country

concerned. On the other hand, not-all the patent rights are exercised against the people

ofthe country concerned.

When the people of the country concerned are likely to have a patent right exercised

against them, it is useful to have at least the claims translated into the official language

ofthe country concerned, so that the decision whether there is infringement of a patent

right or not, or whether a procedure to revoke a patent right is required or not, can be

made.

Once the procedure to revoke a patent right begins, or on warning notice of a possible

infringement of a patent right or the filing of infringement litigation, it is considered to

be reasonable that the patentee is required to file the translation of the specification in

its entirety in the official language of the country concerned so that the interests of the

examiner, the trial examiner and the judge (who could be an amateur ill technical

matters), and the people who are the subject of the patent right exercise are protected to

the maximum.

Therefore, the role of a specification as the document of a patent right would be met if

the patentee were required to file the translation of the claim section in the official

language ofthe country concerned at the time ofthe registration, and subsequently he is

also required to file the translation of the speeification in its entirety when (and if) the

procedure to revoke the patent right begins, or at the time of warning notice to an

alleged infringer or the filing ofpatent infringement litigation.

In summary, translations can be filed at each stage described below.

a) A speeification in the mother tongue and an abstract in English at the time of the

patent application.

b) The specification in its entirely in English at the time ofrequest for examination,

c) The translation of the claim section into the official language of the country

concerned at the time ofthe registration.

d) The translation of the specification in its entirety into the official language of the
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warning notice of a possible infringement of the patent right, or at the filing of patent

infringement litigation.

This proposed system which allows partial translation in stages reduces the cost of

translation in that the applicant can select which part of the application should be

translated at each different stage.

(3) Promotion ofsearch cooperation and examination cooperation

In order to obtain patent rights in more than one countries, patent offices as well as

applicants spend redundant efforts(separate and independent patent applications, prior

art search, substantial examination in each country). Many proposals have been made

to overcome these inefficiencies and the uneconomical nature of the procedures, which

ultimately will lead to the world common patent system (regime).

For example, there is a view which advocates an international search body (the global

search village) in future to avoid redundancy of data base and search work, which is a

factor causing high costs. ("Globalization and a Reduction in Patent Costs." Yasuo

Sakuta, Intellectual Property Management, Vol. 47, No. II, pp.1693-1700[1997])

Ultimately, an application itself can be made to this international search body, and the

result of prior art search will be notified to each country. In addition, there is a view

that the integration of the search results from the other two Offices initiated by one

Office will be more reliable, and therefore more desirable than that Trilateral

Offices(the JPO/the USPTO/the EPO) mutually acknowledge the search results of

others, when the integration ofthe prior art search is implemented in the world common

patent system. (The PIPA 29th Round Sapporo International Convention, The report of

the I" Committee "The Prior Art Search and the Patent Examination in the World

Common Patent System."

Furthermore, there is a proposal of the global patent system which attempts not only the

acquisition of patent rights, but also the unification of the exercise of patent rights by

harmonizing the procedure based on PCT, harmonizing the implementation by the

trilateral cooperation, and harmonizing the substantive laws based on TRIPs, and the

Patent Law Convention ("The Global Patent System" Tanabe, Murakami, Isozumi,

Taniguchi, Hatsumei, Vol. 95, No. II [1998] - Vol. 96, NoS[1999]).
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All these proposals are based on the world common patent system or aiming at such a

system. However, CPCCCommunity Patent Convention) which is virtually the EC

common patent system which covers all of the EC has not yet come into effect 24 years

after the enactment in 1975 due to an insufficient number ofcountries ratifying it.

In the mean time, ways to reduce the costs in the near future by avoiding redundant

procedures were explored.

1) The possibility of integrating the prior art search

The Trilateral Offices began the "Trilateral Concurrent Search Pilot Program" on

26 May this year. In this program, the examiners in the three countries conduct the

examination with a mutual consultation/exchange of views at the request of an

applicant when an application is filed at one ofthe Trilateral Offices, and the priority

claims based on the Paris Convention is filed in the other two Offices. The subject

of search is limited to the claims which the applicant has requested for search out ofall

the claims listed in each specification in the application to the Trilateral Offices. Our

proposal differs from this program in that an application filed in one of the Trilateral

Offices is deemed as an application in all Trilateral Offices, thus the specification and

its claims in English are the sole subject of search. This requires the translation ofthe

specification in its entirety into English if the application is in Japanese.

In more detail as described in the previous section, only a summary is required in

English at the time of application, followed by the translation of the specification and

the claims in its entirety into English at the time ofthe request for examination.

For the time being, the format of a search system will be no more than a joint search

··········supported···by··the··JPO;····the·EPO;the····USPTO···contributing·-to-it-irr-the--ateaof·theit·

strength. Once the levels of search among the Trilateral Offices become equal, "the

mutual acknowledgment of search" where the search by one Office is acknowledged

by the other two will be realized, thereby contributing to the reduction of costs. The

other two merits ofthis systemfor applicants are as follows.

(i) The translation of a specification and summary in English from non-English

language is.to.be done by the TrilateraIOffices,-{e,g,Japanesewhenapplyingto the .,
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JPO, German or French when applying to the EPO) (Once this is realized, it will be

preferable to have the specifications of all applications published in their entirety in

English before the request for examination, meeting the role as the technical literature.)

It is hoped that the Trilateral Offices would make special efforts for the development of

machine-translation between English, German, French, and Japanese in order to realize

system..... ·Asmentloned···earlierinilie··previous section, tliIswil!surely contribute

not only to search and examination, but also to the enhancement of use as technical

literature which is one of the roles for a specification, and to the interpretation of the

patent right as a document of rights.

(ii) The application fee and the search fee are. to be reduced while the applicant bears

the cost of translation into English, if (I) described above is difficult in practice. (An

amount less than the sum of fees required to apply to the JPO, the USPTO, and the

EPO.)

Machine-translation can be used for the translation of non-English prior art literature.

(e.g. Japanese patents described in Japanese, which are less frequently referred to in the

USPTO and the EPO.) Abstracts in English are well catered for in the commercial data

base. It is therefore possible to conduct search for non-English prior art literature

based on the above data base. The literature obtained from the above data base can be

machine-translated If the difference in technical features between the literature and

the invention applied for is still not clear, the quality of search can be upgraded by

requesting the assistance of the JPO in the case of literature published in Japanese.

Machine-translation can be first developed in the area such as in the prior art literature

where the accuracy oftranslation is not as critical as in the specification for application.

2) Integration ofexamination

Once the joint search described above is under way, the nextstep will be the integration

of examination, As mentioned already, the integration of the criteria for examination

is not even contemplated yet. However, it would be possible to examine jointly the

matter for which there is common criteria, leaving situations peculiar to each Office

(the subject for granting a patent, and different filing systems at each patent office) with

it. The examination fees (the JPO, the EPO) should be either reduced or abolished to

give an incentive to make progress in this matter.
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A patent right in the country concerned will be granted after passing the joint

examination in accordance with common criteria, and the examination by each Office.

(The final examination; based on the specific situation ofeach Office concerned.)

Another measure to reduce costs is to limit the burden on the inventor and/or

intellectual property section staff due to an increase in the number of responses to

refusals, and the agent's cost by listing all reasons for refusals at the outset.

3) Application froma country other than the three countries

The member countries are initially three (JP, US, EPC[EPC contracting states and

Extension States]). However, there is no reason why other countries cannot join if

they agree with the purpose ofthe agreement. The application is made in the language

ofthe country concerned. If the language is not English, the English translation ofthe

specification should be filed, The result of search and examination by the Trilateral

Office should be accepted. There will be a reduction in the search fee and the

examination fee for non-member countries who use the results of the trilateral search

and examination. Machine-translation technology between the official language ofthe

country wishing to join the system and English should also be encouraged here. The

Trilateral Offices should cooperate in this matter to expand membership.

(4) Reduction ofthe official costs

I) The current situation and outlook

The official fees ofthe Patent Office are set in each country by the Patent Office. The

applicant has to pay the Patent Office various official fees from the time of

application until the expiry of the patent right. The fees paid for the application

the official fees. The official fee is reported to account for 55 % ofthe total cost.

The major cost for the applicant is the maintenance fee. (Refer to this paper (1) "The

Reduction in Global Patent Costs", the conclusion ofthe survey results.) For example,

the maintenance fees are quite a burden on business for an applicant who files several

thousands ofdomestic and overseas applications, and holds several tens ofthousands of

patent.rights,
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A business files applications with countries of strategic importance. The contents of

application are identical, but the examination is conducted in separate countries, which

require separate payments for examination. As a patent is independent and separate, it

can be the case that some countries grant a patent, while others do not. The official

fees for the applicant to overcome rejection will increase as a result.°.

Based on the above issues, proposals on (I) The maintenance fee and (2) a reduction

in the examination fee are made below.

2) Proposals

(i) The maintenance fee

Is the maintenance fee really necessary ? A high maintenance fee has been the subject

ofdiscussion in many papers. An applicant who holdsmany patent rights is paying the

Patent Office a large sum in maintenance fees. The maintenance fee in major

countries was discussed in the section (1) "A Reduction in Global Patent Costs" survey

results and the conclusion in this paper, and the existence of a high maintenance fee

was restated.

Though it may be impossible to eliminate the maintenance fee, the following measures

to reduce the cost may be workable. i) A fixed sum is to be paid yearly over the period

until the expiry instead of an addition system according to the number of Claims or an

increment system where the payment increases as time progresses. ii) Applicants are

classified as in the US, and the maintenance fee is adjusted according to the

classification,

Although some Patent Offices have implemented a reduction in the maintenance fee,

the maintenance fee is still expensive for applicants. It is hoped that the issue of a

high maintenance fee continues to attract attention by being discussed here, hereby

contributing to its reduction in the future.

(ii) Examination fee

If one examiner conducted the examination on one application, and the patent granted
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were effective in the whole world, the cost borne by the applicant would be reduced

substantially. However, the condition unique to each Patent Office does not allow

such a system in reality. In some cases, one application in one country may require

several applications in another country, which increases the amount of official fees

payable.

The applicant takes various measures to reduce the cost of examination fees, e.g. by

limiting the number ofclaims at the time of application, taking the application cost and

the maintenance into'consideration, or by using the regional patent system in the case of

an application in more than one countries.

Practical measures to reduce the cost of the examination fee are taken by the applicant.

As for the Patent Office, the integration of the prior art search will be the first step, as

discussed in the Section (3) Promotion of research cooperation and examination

cooperation. This is because the cost burden on the applicant is heavy in the case of

request for examination or in the case of response to an office action based on the

current prior art search by the Patent Office in each country. A high examination fee

in the EPC needs to be reviewed. However, the EPC system which allows one

application to be examined and granted for a patent in more than one countries will lead

to a reduction in the burden on the applicant in terms of search and examination costs.

The expansion of this model internationally will have a substantial impact on the costs

of the search and examination fees borne by the applicant.

A reduction in the cost of the examination fee can also be achieved by improving the

quality of the examiners. A reduction in the number of payments of official fees will

also reduce the burden ofofficial fees. The ability of the examiners varies depending

on countries. An application granted for a patent in one country may not necessarily

be successful in another country. The reason why the same contents may produce

examiners. Increased numbers of rejections means increased numbers of payments of

official fees required to respond to a rejection. A reduction in the number ofpayments

ofofficial fees means a reduction in the cost of the official fee per application. This is

why the improvement in the quality of the examiner is so vital. An interview of the

applicant with the examiner can facilitate the examination process, thereby reducing the

number ofpayments ofofficial fe.es, and ultimately reducing the level ofofficial costs.
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It is hoped that the integration of search and examination will deliver a reduction in

official costs.

4. Agent's fee in Asian countries.

(1) Is the level of the agent's tee high in Asian countries?

The agent's fee excluding the translation cost, the fee for the preparation of drawings

and cost for requesting examination, but including additional fees e.g, priority claim,

etc is approx. US$600 in China and Taiwan, approx. US$900 in Korea, approx.

US$IOOO - 1300 in Indonesia and Thailand, and approx. US$500 in Malaysia. The

agent's fee is approx. US$800 in the US, approx. 600 - 700 in European countries e.g.

Germany, France, UK, including search fee, etc. (Table 2) It is approx. US$1800

according to the standard fee. of the Patent Attorney Association in Japan. The agent's

fees in China, Taiwan and Malaysia are a little lower than those in US, and Europe, and

are about one third of those in Japan. The agent's fees in Korea, Indonesia and

Thailand are a little higher than those in US, and Europe, and range from about half to

two third ofthose in Japan.

The translation fee (per 100 English words to the local language) which accounts for a

large share in the cost at the time of application is approx. US$15 in Taiwan, approx.

US$16 in China (Chinese Patent Attorney Association Standard fee), US$15- 17 in

Thailand, and US$15-38 per page (US$8-19 per 100 words, assuming 200 words per

page) in Indonesia. It is approx. US$15-40 in Europe, and approx. US$45 in Japan.

So the translation fee in Asian countries ranges from about the same as to a fraction of

that in Europe and Japan.

Personnel costs are the major expenses in the patent law firm. If the wage/salary

standard in the country is low, the personnel costs are usually low accordingly. Those

who are involved in application work or translation work require higher skills and

expertise, and therefore the level of wage/salary is naturally higher than ususal. The

difference in wage/salary between those engaged in work requiring higher skills and

professional expertise and those engaged in average work is substantially large

particularly in Indonesia Thailand and Malaysia. However, GDP per capita in each

country is as follows (US$, 1996).

China Thailand Indonesia Malaysia Taiwan Japan
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741 3174 1138 3477 13154 38086

GDP in Taiwan is approx. one third that in Japan. GDP in Thailand and Malaysia is

approx. one eleventh to twelfth that in Japan. GDP in Indonesia is approx. one

thirtieth that in Japan. GDP in China is approx. one fiftieth that in Japan. The

average wage is in proportion to these. Therefore, even if considering the difference

in wage/salary between those engaged in work requiringhigher skills and professional

expertise and those engaged in average work, there seems room to reduce the cost ofthe

agent's fee in some Asian countries.

As discussed below; there is little competition between patent agents in many Asian

countries. It is hoped from the applicant's view point that healthy competition will

lead to reduction in agent's fee.

(2) Oligopoly ofthe Patent Agents in Asian countries.

In China, only fourteen patent agents can process patent applications from foreign

applicants, while several hundred other offices cannot be agents of foreign applicants.

In addition, the top three agents process some 80 % of all applications, making them a

substantial oligopoly. The number ofpatent law firms however increased from four in

1990, to nine in 1996, to fourteen in 1998. This regulation is to be abolished in 2003.

The percentage of business by the top law firms is gradually decreasing, and the

competition is said to be becoming more active. A fair discount on the scheduled fees

has been seen.

Although there is no such a regulation in Thai, Indonesia and Malaysia as in China, a

top few offices monopolize most ofthe patent applications. For instance, in Indonesia,

some forty law firms were approved to be agents when the Patent Law was enacted in

1990. Out of these only five law firms processed more than 90% of all patent

applications. When the other two law firms were included in the calculation, almost

..1.00%· of-all...patent~applications,were·processedby··thern;·i:e:·seYenlaw··f1tffis:Iti··, '..

addition, no new agent has been approved since 1990. The ratio of application

numbers among the top law firms has hardly changed. The competition among patent

agents is far from sufficient.

(3) Future measures

, . The reason.why.there.is insufficient competition in-Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia, etc:

\
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is because the market is small - the number of annual patent applications is some

several thousands, and ina state of oligopoly where new law firms find it hard to enter

the market. The governments in these countries are not always enthusiastic about

nurturing new agents. It is necessary to encourage new agents and these governments

in order to promote competition.
'," .. """""

In these countries, more than 90% ofapplications are from overseas. It is therefore no

wonder that the governments were far from enthusiastic about the establishment of the

patent system, or the patent agent system. The patent system, ifmanaged correctly,

encourages technology transfer, and investment from overseas, which contributes to the

development of these countries. The reason why the governmentswere not so keen on

the patent system may be due to their conclusion that the purpose of the patent system

may not be effectively fulfilled under international enviromnents or international

conventions. It is important to provide international enviromnents/conventions which

accommodate the interests of these countries. Assistance and advice on the

establishment ofpatent agents system alone is not sufficient.

Based on the number of annual applications of several thousands, and considering the

potential increase in future, there is a sufficient market for at least ten agents, therefore

room for growth. Foreign customers who account for more than 90 % of the total

applications should actively support new agents, which will ultimately benefit the

customers themselves.

For instance, foreign customers are inclined to go for large, traditional agents as the

foreign customers do not have enough information. It is important that with more and

newer information, customer select better agents - it is possible with the development in

transport and communication in recent years- rather than depending solely on size or

tradition.

Many young practitioners are dispatched to developed countries for training by

government organizations. It is important to assist them to learn not just practical

training about patent work, but also the management of a patent law firm. Patent law

firms in developed countries can help them by employing young practitioners as

apprentices or employees for a certain period. The encouragement and the provision

ofa favorable environment will be necessary to make that happen.



Application Cost Maintenance Cost Official Cost
Official Agent's Translation (%) Official Agent's (%) (%)

U.S. 1,040 835 0 19 6,960 957 81 82
EPO(ViaGermany) 925 482 0 12 7,882 2,568 88 74
EPO(ViaFrance) 925 593 0 13 7,882 2,366 87 75
EPO(ViaU.K.) 1,033 547 0 13 7,943 2,420 87 75
Germany 406 856 1,430 14 12,045 4,243 86 66
France 757 898 1,430 32 5,054 1,529 68 60
UK 323 978 0 16 5,347 1,553 84 69
Korea 165 1,020 1,625 19 10,069 2,006 81 69
Taiwan 142 584 780 21 4,142 1,466 79 60
China 223 710 1,040 17 8,330 1,630 83. 72
Indonesia 330 1,390 550 22 8,164 0 78 81
Thai 47 1,466 989 19 8,928 1,646 81 69
Malaysia 450 730 0 21 3,310 1,240 79 66

.

Table 1. Summary of Patent Cost (US$)
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Table 2. Patent Cost for Application
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Official Cost Agent's Cost

. Basic Filing Add. Filing Search Exam. Basic Filing Add. Filing Search Exam. TransL

U.S. 760 280 0 0 408 428 0 0 0
EPO(Via Germany) 44 79 303 499 169 122 52 138 0
EPO(Via France) 44 79 303 499 ·258 145 61 249 0
EPO(Via UX) 50 . 89 338 556 269 111 68 99 0

........... Germany ... 53. 32 ...... JQ7 ... 7J4 -,"-"
535 . 80 107 134 1,430

France 40 47 670 0 590 80 228 0 1,430
UX 0 0 210 113 388 89 178 323 0
Korea 24 22 119 820 95 105 1,625
Taiwan 106 69 0 515 69 0 780
China 62 60 151 500 60 150 1,040
Indonesia 72 9 249 775 215 400 550
Thai 29 3 15 997 285 185 989
Malaysia 90 50 310 270 260 200 0

Fig. 2-1 Patent Application: Official Cost
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Fig. 2-2 Patent Application: Agent's Cost
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*) TIledata itemsin this survey were matched to the jtems Helfgott used;
**J The cost of translation was calculated based on a hypothetical case of6500 words as in Helfgott's report.

Table3-1. Comparison with Helfgott Report Part-I
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Table 4. Comparison with Berrier Report and Sakuta Report
(US$)

. U.S. .•. EPO
all ctrys,(17)j 10 ctrys j 5 ctrys j 3 ctrys

Total Cost Berrier * 14,370 7,906 l 10,204 j 13,903
Sakuta ** 12,420 . 12,960 \ 14,920 ~

This Repol;t. 13,306 ; l l 13,715

953

9,792

: 1,600: 1,590 i

914 l 919 l 1,409;

~
i

~

5,790 5,633 i 7,465 i 9,677 !
7,930 ~ 9,860 10,710 ~
6,345 . 1 i .

4,~90 i 1,500 i 2,620:
Official 730 € 840 j 1,440 j7"Xgenfs'- ---""3;;60- --------........-..--T·-..--..'6i,o-j"-..-Ust'q·---....·--..·

This Report

Berrier

Sakuta
,.....",,-;::::--:--;-II--";::;;:-::-t----+---'~:':_+~"7;_;;_f_--_1

This Report

Berrier
Sakuta

Sakuta

Berrier· 8,580 1,358 l 1,820 l 2,817 j
Official 1,980 637 l 847 II,422 l_·_..M.M_· ·.·. __.__......;:-f-._...__.. 9-__._. .H..M._oi••.•_ ••._.__. ... ._••_. _

Agent's 6,600 721 i 973 j 1,395 i

Filing to
Registration

***

Translation

Annuity

*) Berrier's data concerning the EPO were divided by the number ofdesignated countries
to yield the cost percountry,

**) Sakuta's datil were based on the survey result from Japanese agents.
They included agent's fee and the cost oftranslation from Japanese into English.
For the sake ofcomparison, these costs were subtracted.

***) The costs from the filing to the registration include the Agent's fee
for responding to two official actions.
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Table 5. Actual Patent Cost for Application
CUSS)

Official Cost Agent's Cost Agent's Cost Agent's Cost Official Action
Std. Std. (S) . Actual (A) (A)-(S) Actual Cost

U.S. 1,040 835 987 152 1,757
EPO(Via Germany) 426 344 499 156 782
EPO(Via France) 426 463 0 0
EPO(Via UK) 476 448 579 131 0
Germany 192 .............. ILL .......... ... .......................•........ 7AO

France 757 898 0 . 0
U.K. 210 655 0 152
Korea 46 915 1523 608 445
Taiwan .r 175 584 0 288
China 122 .560 1080 520 420
Indonesia 81 940 750 -190 287
Thai 32 1,281 1325 44 206
Malaysia 140 530 580 50 103

Fig.3 Actual Patent Cost for Application
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(7) Summary

The Japanese Patent Office (JPO) has declared that it will promote a pro-patent policy to facilitate

creative technological development, and to promote this policy absolutely requires "strong," "broad," and"

quick" protection ofinventions, and so the JPO is working to achieve this by revising the damage

compensation articles and through the actions ofthe JPO examinations. But although the pro-patent policy

will accelerate patent enforcement..it also tends to make the claim scope unclear. The Patent Law provided

for a post-grant opposition system in 1996, and together with the trial for invalidation system has been

widely used, and a Hantei (Interpretation) system has been introduced to clarify the scope ofright from the

beginning. In this paper the authors extensively introduce these systems to the US groups ofPIPA, indicate

some problems ofthe Japanese pro-patent system, and discuss prospects for the future.
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Title: Current Aspects and Prospects ofPro-Patent Policy in Japan

1. Introduction

Based on the "2005 Patent Administration Vision" announced in April oflast year, the Japanese

Patent Office (JPO) declared that it would use administrative guidance to promote a pro-patent policy to

promote creative technological development to establish Japan as a scientifically and technologically

innovative country. Promoting a pro-patent policy requires "strong," "broad," and "quick" protection of

inventions. "Strong protection" is currently being pursued through the revision last year of the portions of the

Patent Law covering compensation for damages and an increasing trend in the amount ofcompensation for

damages in recent court decisions. "Broad protection" is being pursued through the grant of broad claims by

the JPO, and "quick protection" is expected to be achieved soon through the JPO's efforts to shorten the

examination period, etc.

It must not be overlooked, however, that simplifying enforcement to provide strong, broad, and

quick protection of inventions also tends to make the scope ofright unclear. And from the beginning the

current Japanese Patent Law provided for an interpretation system regarding the technical scope ofa

patented invention, which is called "Hantei' and is a unique system in the Japanese Patent Law, and with the

revision to the patent Law it seems that the JPO is attempting to further. utilize the Hantei system to resolve

this problem. And to provide quickprotection the post-grant opposition system was established in 1996, and,

together with the previously existing trial for invalidation, is being widely utilized.

In this paper the #4 Committee ofJapan Group has focused on these systems to introduce them to

the members ofthe American Group, indicate some problems ofthe Japanese pro-patent system, and discuss

prospects for the future.

2. Rights Established Under the Pro-patent Policy

2.1 Quick Granting ofPatent (Quick Protection)

2.1.1 Quick Granting ofPatent through the Post-grant Opposition System:

before a patent was granted, but starting January I, 1996, a post-grant opposition system has been used to

transfer the opportunity for the opposition after a patent being granted.

2.1.2 Quicker Examination:
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As part ofthe 2005 Patent Administration Vision, the JPO plans to reduce the examination period

(time from the start ofexamination until the first office action) from the average of2 I months required in

1997 to an average of 12 months by 2000, and has announced, in 2005 as the target date for realizing real':'

time operations, that will eliminate delays in patent application processing.

In other words, ifthis vision is achieved, Japan's examination period will be greatly reduced and

will reach the international'standard(H~monthaverage'forthe United'States;13~monthaverageforthe'~" .

European Patent Office; 1996*).

To achieve this great reduction in the examination period, the JPO is taking a variety ofmeasures,

such as promoting a paperless plan. (personal computer application, parallel processing offormat check and

examination), utilization ofprivate resources (expansion ofpreliminary surveys, such as surveys ofleading

edge technologies, expansion ofsearch systems, increasing the number ofexamination support researchers,

etc.), and shortening the examination request period from 7 years to 3 years from the date ofapplication.

2.2 Granted Scope ofPatent

2.2. I Established Patent Claim:

For describing claims, a revised multiple claiming system comparable to that in the United States

and Europe was established in 1987, and in 1994 the requirements for the claim description were essentially

relaxed (patent Law Article 36 Paragraph 4), to provide broad protection of inventions and to allow claims

for the invention to be appropriately expressed.

And the Supreme Court decision in 1998 clarified the requirement for determining the doctrine of

equivalents, and the JPO also has announced a policy ofconducting examinations based on this Supreme

Court decision under the basic concept ofgranting broad protection (JPO Homepage: Doctrine of

Equivalent), so it appears that the number ofpatents in Japan with broad claims will increase.

2.2.2 Validity ofBroad Claims:

It can be said that conventionally the main purpose of Japanese companies for obtaining patents in

Japan was to obtain an exclusive right to work the patented invention. But if"broad protection" is granted

and enforcement is simplified then enforcement will also be actively pursued in Japan, then patents with

broad claims will likely be effectively utilized.

And to oppose enforcement the usage frequency ofopposition and trial for invalidation will likely

increase which will increase the number ofpatents for which the validity has been tested using opposition

and trial for invalidation (However, as is mentioned later, at the current time an increasing trend has not been

3
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seen in the number ofoppositions and trials for invalidation.).

Opinions regarding whether the scope ofclaims will broaden differ from depending on the field of

invention. Following are representative opinions chemical and pharmaceutical fields and electrical and

mechanical equipment fields.

(l) Chemical and pharmaceutical fields:

Ifclaims with a broad scope using functional expressions are allowed in the chemical and

pharmaceutical fields then the scope of right will tend to become unclear. Therefore, if there is a large

increase in the number ofpatents that are granted during the initial research stage, such as screening stages,

the desire in the chemical and pharmaceutical industries to develop new medicines, etc., would disappear

and could hinder research and development.

(2) Electrical and mechanical equipment fields:

In Japan, the scope for the field ofinvention in the electrical and mechanical equipment fields has

conventionally been relatively narrow. For example, a right has only been recognized for the scope ofthe

embodiment itself, so it has tended to be difficult to enforce a reasonable right. In other words, if''broad

protection" is granted and a reasonably broad scope ofright is recognized then it will also become possible

to enforce a reasonable right in the electrical and mechanical equipment fields. For this reason, the electrical

and mechanical equipment industries tend to welcome broad protection ofpatents.

2.3 Problems of"Quick Protection" and "Broad Protection":

As mentioned above, if"broad protection" is granted, the scope ofright will become unclear, which

could cause major problems for both the enforcing party (patentee) and the party on which the patent is

enforced (third party). Currently, there is an increasing trend in the JPO examinations to grant patents

without any prosecution, and for these kinds of patents prior art on which the scope ofsearch and decision to

grant a patent are based cannot be known, so it is difficult for third parties to ascertain the scope ofright.

Therefore, to make it possible to immediately learn from the search results which prior art was

referenced to and patented by the examiner during the examination, the JPO should take measures to carry

the that is

3. Responding to the broad claims

The authors will now introduce the opposition, trial for invalidation, and presentation ofinformation

system used to respond to the broad claims established in accordance with Japan's pro-patent policy. At the
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dable 3.1:P

3.1.1 Purpose of the Patent Post-grant Opposition SYstem:

The patent post-grant opposition system was put in force as ofJanuary I, 1996,in accordance with

the agreement made during the 19~4 Japan-US Trade Framework Negotiations to replace the prior existing

opposition system at the publication ofexamined application before the patent granted (pre-grant opposition

system). By allowing a wide range ofthird parties the opportunity to cancel a patent regardless of whether

there exists any proprietary interest to protect the public benefit will allow the JPO to revise its examining

processing to increase the trust in the patent system.

end ofthis paper are a table and procedures flow chart that show a comparison between the Japanese

opposition and trial for invalidation, the European Patent Office opposition system, and the US

reexamination system, so please use them for reference.

(2) Table 3.2 below shows the trends for fiscal 1997 post-grant opposition.

Table 3.2:Fiscal 1997 trends for post-grant opposition

3.1.2 Statistical Data for Pre-grant Opposition and Post-grant Opposition

(1) Table 3.1 below shows the trends for conventional pre-grant opposition.

-- re-grant OPPOSItIon stansncat ~~

Year PatentsPublished Numberof OppositionRate NumberProcessed Oppositions OppositionGrant

Onoositions ("/0) Granted Rate(%)

1985(5 60) 60080 5276 8.8 5529 2252 40. 7

1986 62000 4564 7.4 5634 2354 41. 8

1987 62780 4854 7.8 4935 2001 40.5

1988 67880 4683 6.9 4401 1772 40.2

1989 (H 1) 61280 5404 8.8 4408 1854 42.1

1990 63320 3919 6.2 4415 1818 . 41. 1

1991 81400 5317 6.5
.

4696 1683 35.8.

1992 82200 5565 6.8 5304 1855 35.0

1993 88920 6620 7.4 6102 1986 32.5

1994 106040 7419 7.0 5126 1742 34.0
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OfficialDecision to Maintain the Patent Official Decision to Cancel the Patent Dismissed

No Grounds for Groundsfor Cancellation Entire Partial

Cancellation

37. 1% 39.2% 21. 2% 1. 3% 1. 2%

3.1.3 Comparison ofPre-grant Opposition and Post-grant Opposition:

The post-grant opposition system achieves the initial objective of quickly granting a right and so can

be well evaluated. But the results ofa questionnaire survey ofthe companies where the authors work

identified the following system and statistical problems with the post-grant opposition system that favors the

patentee.

(1) Normally, an opportunity to counter the patentee's written argument or demand for correction is not

guaranteed to the opponent after submission of the opposition.

(2) If there are plural oppositions to the same patent right, a consolidated appeal is normally used. This

consolidation reduces the burden by consolidating the appeal procedure and so is beneficial for the patentee.

But there is a strong opinion that consolidation is often unfavorable for the opponent because the

consolidation might direct the logic in an undesirable direction or the opponent's argument might be

completely unutilized.

(3) Ifthere is an appeal to the official decision to cancel the patent, the patentee's action against the appeal

to the Tokyo High Court is permitted, but for an appeal to a decision to maintain the patent the opponent is

not given an opportunity to appeal the action.

3.2 Trial for Invalidation System

3.2.1 Purpose of the Trial for Invalidation System

The purpose ofthe trial for invalidation system is to provide an invalidation procedure for patents,

including defective patents, after the JPO examination and appeals to the interested party.

(I) 1986 to 1994

Table 3.3 shows the trends for trial for invalidation prior to the use ofthe post-grant opposition

system.

Table 3.3: Trends for trial for invalidation prior to the use ofthe post-grant opposition system
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Year Number Requested Number Processed Number of Requests Requests GrantRate(%)

Granted .

1985 (8 60) 133 145 46 31. 7

1986 135 162 38 23.5

1987 95 113 25 22. 1

1999 .··1261 ····159 .........
321 ··················20.1

1989 (H 1) 108 99 17 17. 1

1990 108 118 20 16.9
1991 , 91 126 19 15. 1

1992 102 119 20 16.8

1993 100 90 23 25.6

1994 113 153 41 26.8

3.3 Presentation ofInformation System:

The purpose ofthe presentation ofinformation system is to provide means for third parties to

submit prior art to examiners during the examination stage to improve the accuracy and speed ofthe

examination and to prevent the granting ofdefective patents.

3.4 Comparison ofthe Systems:

Please refer to the table at the end of this paper. The interested party must decide which ofthe

above three systems to use taking into consideration their advantages and disadvantages and other factors

such as the state ofthe patent right, the degree ofproprietary interest, business circumstances, and corporate

policy, and then, for example, use the presentation ofinformation to prevent the granting ofa patent, the

opposition system to cancel a patent concerned even if there is no proprietary interest, or use the trial for

invalidation when warnings are being received from the patentee or you want to present an argument because

the technology is advanced or complex.

(1) Appeal procedure for opposition and trial for invalidation:

[I] Whereas an opposition is conducted using the ex parte procedure, a trial for invalidation is conducted

using the inter-parties procedure, and neither can be consolidated.

[2] Whereas an opposition is principally an examination by documentary proceeding, a trial for invalidation

is principally an oral appeal examination.

[3] For an opposition, if there are no grounds for revocation, the patent will be maintained even if there is no

7
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response from the patentee, but for a trial for invalidation an opportunity for submission of a written reply or

a demand for correction is provided to the patentee, and an opportunity for refutation is provided to the

opponent.

Reason

Iftheevidence is the samethe interestedparty

will usethe trialfor invalidation becauseit has"

a hi or t rate.

stem trends

ForecastTrend

Theopposition systemgoes out ofuse.

(2) Opposition and trial for invalidation request period

The request period for opposition is within 6 months from the issue date of the Patent Gazette, but

the request period for a trial for invalidation is limitless.

(1] Both options can be pending at-the same time.

[2] When both trial for invalidation and opposition being pending at the same time, in principle, the trial for

invalidation has priority unless there are special reasons.

Trialfor invalidation>Opposition

(3) Characteristics ofthe presentation ofinformation system:

Compared to opposition and trial for invalidation, the information provision system has the

advantage ofbeing able to prevent the granting ofa patent. However, because the applicant is notified that

information has been provided, the applicant becomes aware ofthe possible ofexecution which could

provide further incentive for the applicant to take action to be granted the right, which could be

disadvantageous to the information provider.

GrantRate

Table 3.4:

3.5 Forecast ofTrends for the Opposition System and Trial for Invalidation:

Whether opposition or trial for invalidation will be used the most depends on whether the success

rate of trial for invalidation is higher than that for opposition, to what degree, and the resulting effects. Table

3.4 gives a forecast oftrends in usage frequency for both systems by scenario. To keep with the meaning of

the opposition system, the following forecasts do not use dummy oponents for opposition.



Trialfor invalidation -c Opposition The opposition system is overwhelmingly

used.

The interested partywilluse the opposition

system becauseit allowsthe right to be

invalidated at an earlierstage lU1d has a higher

'antrate thentrial for invalidation.
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Trialfor invalidation = Opposition Thereis a highpossibilitythat the opposition Ilfthepossibilityof invalidation is the same,

~;~t~'~~ii'gooutofuse. th~isa·Jrighpossibiji~;ihafiriajfo;. ..

invalidation willbe usedbecauseit provides

forsufficient invalidation materials research.

3.6 Post-grant Opposition System Problems:

Because the post-grant opposition system makes the invalidation ofpatent rights more difficult, it

appears as though the pro-patent policy is working. Doubts remain, however, ifsimply greater difficulty in

invalidating rights truly means that the pro-patent policy is working. The reason for this is that ultimately the

success ofthe pro-patent policy depends on whether the courts will recognize a broader patent scope ofright

than was recognized previously. For this reason, we must observe the trends in how the courts recognize the

scope ofright and its validity.

4. Hantei (Interpretation) System

4.1 Overview ofthe Hantei system

The Hantei system is a system for obtaining an official opinion from the JPO On the technical scope

ofa patented invention. In the current Japanese Patent Law (1959) the Hantei system replaces the trial for the

technical scope ofpatented invention ofthe old patent law.

Based on the Supreme Court decision regarding the doctrine of equivalents (Ball Spline Case; 1994

(0) Decision No. 1083 (Decision date: February 24, 1998)), the JPO announced that it will also determine

even the scope of the equivalents ofthe technical scope ofa patented invention.

The results ofthe hantei are not legally binding on the parties or third parties and so is not an

administrative disposition, but is comparable to a written statement ofexpert opinion of the technical scope

ofa patented invention from the JPO and should be duly respected by society.

The Hantei system is provided in all four ofJapanese industrial property rights laws (patent Law

Article 71 [1], Utility Model Law Article 26, Design Law Article 25 [1], and Trademark Law 28 [1]).

There are two types ofrequest for hantei. One is for when the patentee or exclusive licensee

9
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,

Table 4.1: Summary ofHantei system

(patentee, etc.) request confirmation of an infringement (regardless of the existence ofan opposing party),

and the other is for when a party other than the patentee, i.e. third party, is opposing the patentee (exclusive

licensee) and requests confirmation ofnon-infringement. A summary ofthe Hantei system is given in Table

4.1 below.

Demandant

Period for the demand

Procedureregulations

Formalityrequirementsofdemand

Not be required a legal proprietary interest for the bantei results. (However, the necessity of seeking

a hantei must be brieflvwritten.)

Fromthe establishmentofthe right to 20 years after the extinctionofthe right. (Same for all four

Jaws.)

Prescribed in the Order under the Patent Law, Section2 (Articles2 to II). (In principle, items not

prescribedshall complywith the trial procedures.)

Any amendments changinggist of the request are prohibited (Article 131 [I] [2] ofPatent Law)

Illegalformalityof demand:Invitation of amendments (Article 133 [I] of Patent Law).

Irregulardemandfor trial: Demandthat cannot be amendedwill be dismissedby a trial decision

(Article 135 ofPatent ).

Illegal procedure:The procedureshall be dismissed by a ruling decisionwhenfails to make the

amendments (Article 133 [2] [3] ofPatent Law).

For illegalprocedures that cannot be amended the procedurewill be dismissedby a ruling (Article

133-2 ofPatent Law).

,

",=0

·
·
·

;

"

;;

,~
..

,

Jointtrail Demandfor trial may be made jointly (Patent Article 132 [I] [2]).

, Jointlv-owned natents: All the ioint ownersshall be named as defendants.

Request format Eachright is separatelymatchedwith the allegedlyinfringing product and then a request for a

decisionofvinfrinzes"or "does not infringe" is reauested for each item.

Explanation ofallegedlyinfringing Specifiedin the text (Create a hypothetical claim for linalleged infringing product). Write the

product disputed area in more detail, and,when necessary, usephotographs and drawings,etc., in the

explanation. Whenfiling for a patent, asfar as possible, write the publicly-known technology

, ' (references)that are similar to the alleaedlvinfringingproduct.

"",•. ".. IpPericd'forsubmissionofWritiOlirep!ji" -" Siibmifilie"TiffOli rep!y,Viiliili'3trdiiySTofpersonsreslamg'm],ipanand;;;,iIiili"gO'days[oiperso;;;
residingoutside Japan from the time a copy ofthe hantei request is sent to the demandee (Orders

under the PatentLaw, Article 7 [l ]).

A copyofthe writtenreply is sent to the hantei demandant (Orders under the Patent Law, Article 7

•.: 21).

.

••••·'

,

·

·,
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Trialprocedure The trial is heardby three trial examiners in a collegial body (patent LawArticle71 [2], Orders

underthe PatentLawArticle5). .

Inprinciple, docementary examination is carriedout in trial (oral examinatiou canbe couducted

whennecessary) (Orders underthe patent LawArticles 8 and 9).

An trail examination can alsobe conducted evenanygrounds not pleadedby theparties (Orders

underthePatentLawArticle 10).

The trial examiner-in-chiefcan examinethe partiesandparticipants (PatentLawArticle 134[4]).

Theevidence maybe taken or preservedon a motion(PatentLawArticle 150[I] [2]).

A motionfor preserving the evidence may also be filedprior to a requestfor trial (PatentLaw

Article150 [31 [41).

Undertheprincipleofex officiothe trial examiner-in-chiefcan lead the hanteiprocedure(patent

LawArticle152).

Trail consolidation is allowed when oneorboth of theparties are involved inthe samecases(Patent

LawArticle154).

Withdrawal of a dentand for thetrial Thedemandcanbewithdrawn at any timeuntil the originalcopyof the hanteiis sent (patentArticle

155 fIl).

Disclosure of results . Thefuji tex..t ofthe hantei results is publishedin an offieialgazettefor trial decisions. .

Examination period Minimum of 3 months (The tareet is within6 months). .

ADDeal Theresultscannotbe annealed. .

Relationwithtrial for invalidation Allegations that thereare grounds for invalidation or cancellation aremeaningless (if necessary, a

separaterequestshouldbe madefor a trial for invalidation). Eveniftheseprocedures are conducted

concurrentlv, the trail is examined basedon the assumption that the right is valid.

Fee '40,000 (paidby demandant)

4.2 Hantei system Current Status and Problems

The transition in the nmnber ofhantei requests is shown in Graph 1 below.

Graph 1:Transition in nmnber ofhantei requests

II
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4.3 Hantei system Amendments:

Because problems with the Hantei system, such as the frequency ofuse, have been pointed out, the

Industrial Property Council studied strengthening the Hantei system, submitted an amendment bill to the Diet,

and this bill was approved as proposed.

As can be seen from Graph 1 above, the number ofthe requests for the Hantei system is declining

annually and currently is nearly unused. One ofthe main reasons for the continuing trend ofvery few

requests is that relatively soon after the Hantei system wasestablished a court issued a decision reverse to the

hantei results. In other words, the hantei results are not legally binding. The number ofhantei requests has

been declining since the courts began issuing this kind ofdecision.

Another reason that makes it difficult to use the Hantei system is that since the hantei results are

considereded as the official opinion ofthe JPO and hence have more weight than just a private expert

testimony, thehantei results are disclosed and there is a possibility that the hantei results might have a

negative impact on the benefits ofthe demandant.

199511'190111851980197'19101066

50

'"

~ 250

t
~ 200

f
! 150

<0'

'00

'50

4.3.1 Details ofthe Hantei system Amendment:

Subcommittee.

[Studied Options]

(1) Ability ofhantei to be legally binding: hantei results should be appealed,
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(2) Active use ofhantei by the courts: courts should entrust the JPO with an expert testimony, etc., and

(3) Legally clarify the procedures for investigating evidence.

Because abuses, such as inflexible appeal examinations or rapid filling oflaw suits, could be

occured ifthe courts are required to request hantei necessarily, the following two points were included in the

amendment bill.

Amendment Points

(l) The courts may request expert testimony from the JPO when necessary.

(2) The Hanteisystem is not civil procedure law but prescribes procedures for evidence investigation and

other actions in accordance with the Code ofCivil Procedure.

4.3.2 Description of the Amendment

An amendment bill was drafted based on the above.

(l) Article 7I Paragraph 3

Before amendment: The procedures for hantei were prescribed in accordance with Cabinet Orders.

In addition, the Patent Law Enforcement Order that relates to the CabinetOrders pertains to the hantei

request procedure, appointing and adding examiners, submitting written replies, examination by

documentary proceeding, concluding examinations, etc., but does not prescribe the investigation ofevidence.

After amendment: Nearly all of the trial examination procedures can be applied, and the hantei

procedures areprescribed to be conducted nearly the same as the trial examination procedures. In other

words, those items that were prescribed by Cabinet Order are now prescribed by law, and other procedures

(such as joint trial, dismissal ofprocedure, challenging and rejecting an trial examiner, and consolidation of

trials) have been clarified to be the same as those for trial examination. And the related provisions from trial

examination and the Code ofCivil Procedure are also applied to evidence investigation.

(2) Article 71 Paragraph 4

Before amendment: No provisions.

After amendment: When the hantei request is deemed to be procedurally deficient and the request is

dismissed, and appeal cannot be made. Conventionally, "When the hantei request is deemed to be

procedurally deficient and the request is dismissed, the application of the Administrative Appeal Law arid

Administrative Case Litigation Law is recognized" (Appeal or Trial Examination Manual), but this use was

amended.

13
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(3) Article 71bis

Before amendment: No provisions.

After amendment: "When a commission for expert testimony on the technical scope ofa patented

invention is received from the courts, the Director-General for the Patent Office shall designate three trial

examiners to provide the expert opinion." The following was said regarding this provision. "In recent years,

the Japanese Patent Office has had a policy ofrefusing requests for expert testimony from the courts for the

reason ofthe existence ofthe Hantei system." (For information regarding problems with hantei and the

Hantei system, refer to "An Explanation ofPatent Law" by Kosaku Yoshifuji.) Not only does this revise the

operation ofthe JPO but it also realizes the conclusions ofthe Industrial Property Council.

4.3.3 Use ofHantei

In this way, nearly the same procedures that are used for other trial examinations are used for hantei

and the JPO can express formal opinions regarding the technical scope ofa patented invention, so if there is

agreement between the parties, this is an effective stage for seeking dispute resolution outside the courts.

And ifmaterials that have been requested from the Industrial Property Arbitration Center that was jointly

established on March 26, 1998, by the Japan Patent Attorneys Association and the Japan Federation ofBar

Associations, the Arbitration Center can also be used as a resource for early dispute resolution.

4.4 Future Prospects for the Hantei (Advisory Claim Interpretation) System

How should the Hantei system be developed in the future? If the importance ofhantei increases and

the results will be respected, then the advantages ofhantei, such as decreasing the number ofdisputes and

obtaining quick results will probably be utilized.

What should be done to increase the importance? One measure would be to make hanteiIegally

binding. But this would give the JPO, which is an administrative organization, judicial power, which is

probably not appropriate in terms ofthe separation ofpowers.

Or the courts could be persuaded to actively request expert testimony and to use the results of expert

testimony in court decisions. Ifthe opportunity to use expert testimony in the courts increases, the

importance ofexpert testimony. ang h!ill!~j~jljll,c[~ase,amteYenjfthecourtsjssuea.decisionthatis ·reverse~··················
,_ " ......~ ...._~~,~,•._,.__"~.~,__ .~, .,,,._w .._ •.••_w._.w' ...~._....__.__.,_..~_" .. __· .n ,~,""_~' "

of the expert testimony, as the number ofcases increase they will serve as a resource for improving the

expert testimony and hantei procedures.

In this way, ifhantei are often used in patent disputes, it will contribute to the growth ofindustry by

reducing the average time to resolution and time and money spent on disputes by companies.
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5. Direction ofFuture Patent Litigation

In the future, the amount ofdamage compensation and doctrine ofequivalent decisions are expected

to increase in Japanese patent litigation.

The amendment to the law during the last fiscal year amended the damage award provisions (patent

Law Article 102 Paragraph 1) to make it easy to prove the amount ofdamages. And the amendment this year

will provide for a calculation expert witness to calculate the amount ofdamages(patent Law Article 105 bis),

and judgement ofdamages by judge (Patent Law Article 105 ter), which should be expected damages

expensively lind more satisfying to investors.

(2) Increase in the number ofdecisions under the doctrine ofequivalents:

The Supreme Court decision in the above-mentioned "Ball Spline" case clarified the equivalent

scope determination standard in Japan and made possible objective judgments for the equivalent.scope. Due

to this a broad scope ofright is expected to be recognized based on the principle ofequivalent. But there

remain doubts as to whether recognizing a broad scope ofright based on the principle ofequivalent achieves

the objective ofthe pro-patent policy, which is to vitalize Japanese industry. That is, there is a possibility that

recognizing a broad scope ofright based on the principle ofequivalent will induce unreasonable en.forcement

by patentees, make it difficult to accurately determine the scope ofright, and inappropriately restrict the

industrial activities ofthird parties. To prevent such abuses; it is hoped for the colJrts that they should

recognize a broad scope ofright based on their careful consideration to establish good precedents.

6. Differences Between Japan and the United States and Future Prospects

Up to now the authors have discussed what patent rights are created under the pro-patent policy in

Japan, the systems that can be used to cope with the changes ofthe patent rights to be created, the systems

that can be used, and the future changes in patent litigation in Japan.

In conclusion, the authors will discuss the future prospects through the differences between the pro

patent policies between Japan and the United States.

(1) Differences between the pro-patent policies in Japan and the United States:

While the pro-patent policy in Japan does emulate the policy implement in the United States during

the Reagan Administration, it must not be forgotten that there are some major differences.
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(l] Political guidance and administrativeguidance:

The pro-patentpolicy in the United States was achieved under the strong leadershipofpoliticians to

vitalize US industry. On the other hand, the pro-patent policy in Japan is being lead by the Japanese Patent

Office (administrative), and its political intent is not always clear. In addition, under the leadershipofthe US

governmentthere was a strong drive to promotepolicies for protecting and vitalizingUS industrythat was

undertaken concurrentlywith the pro-patentpolicy,and it is desirable that the Japanese government also

provide strong leadership in the vitalization ofindustry.

[2] Actions and results of pro-patentpolicy

The pro-patent policy in the United States playeda major role in the revitalization ofUS industry by

giving rise to fierce competition in technological developmentbetween companies,promotingthe

restructuringofindustry, and excludingstrongrivals, such as Japanese companies, from the market. One

must doubt, however,given the social customs and other factors whether the pro-patentpolicy in Japan will

really give rise to such actions and effects.Thesuccess .ofthe pro-patent policy in Japan dependson how the

administrativebranch utilizes administrative policies and how the courts administer the law.

[3] Litigation;

Infringementlitigation in the United States takes much less time to complete(one year in the local

courts and nine monthsin the CAFC)than does infringement litigation in Japan. Japanese courts are

currently workingto speed litigation by increasingthe number specialized departments in the TokyoHigh

Court for handlingintellectual propertyrights, dispatchingjudges to the United States for studying the facts

ofpatent litigation. But compared to the United States, which radically promoted its pro-patentpolicy, such

as givingjurisdiction for infringementlitigation to the CAFC, the authors cannot help but feel that the efforts

being taken by Japan are less than thorough. In addition to shorten the litigation period greatlyand pursue a

pro-patent policy, the fundamental structural reforms, such as establishing a patent court etc. are required in

Japan.

(I) Future Prospects
. . fihe;;e·l;;lnl(o;~q;;u~ee:ss;tIti·loo~n that the future prosperityofJapan depends on providingan environmentthat

promote iunovative intellectual creativity. And creating such an environment dependson how Japan utilizes
intellectual property.
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(I] Nurturing a environment that promotes fundamental inventions:

Just establishing a pro-patent policy does not necessary result in innovative fundamental inventions.

Measures are also needed for nurturing an environment that promotes fundamental inventions, such as

business, needless to say the government, rewarding well those that make good inventions.

There has been an environment in Japan that views competition as undesirable, and many

companies have been able to establish marginally profitable but safe businesses by maintaining parity

between companies in an industry.and this has led to policies that tend to promote cooperation between

companies in the same industry and to not disputing each others patents. But today, restructuring industry

under a pro-patent policy is a requirement for revitalizing Japanese industry, and Japanese companies must

use patents as a tool for survival.

[3] Nurturing venture businesses:

Unlike the United States, Japan has not been nurturing venture businesses, butthe nurturing of

venture businesses is indispensable in revitalizing Japanese industry. The government must use its pro-patent

policy as an aid to nurturing venture businesses and also utilize measures to actively support patents.

* Reference works:

[I] State and Trends ofPost-grant Opposition ("Hatsumei" Vol. 94 No. 10)

[2] Post-grant Opposition Strategies and Precautions ("Chizai Kanri" Vol. 46 No.5)

[3] Practical Precautions for Procedures After Post-grant Opposition (Japan Patent Attorneys Association

Research Center)

[4] Post-grant System Strategies (patent Cornmittee No.2 Subcornmittee Material pp. 78-98)

[5] European Patent Law and Practical Applications (Jerald Patterson???)

[6] Patent Office Annual Report (Japan Patent Office)

[7] Japan Patent Office Homepage (Error! Bookmark not defined.)

[8] Guide for Using the Hantei system (JPO Appeal Examination Department)

[9] Hantei system (Anjiro Yukinaga "Tokkyo Kenkyu" No. 23 1997/3)

[10] Supreme Court "Equivalent Decisions After the 'Ball Spline' Case" (Tadahiko Ito "Patento" 1999 Vol.

52 No. 6)

[II] An Explanation ofPatent Law (??? Yoshifuji)
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Oppositions and Appeals in Japan. US and Europe
.

Japan Europe ! USA .

Forms presentation of Opposition Trial for invalidation Opposition i. Reexamination
information

Purposo Prior arts are submitted No requirements for Demandants have to have This system is used for; This syst.om is used asa
to 1'1'0 therehy to allow eiigibility as claimants. interests in the case. revocation of a granted i means for invalidation 'of
examiner to review them. This systEm is used more In general, this system patent. ii an issued patent quickly
This system prevents an frequently than trial for is used for defense and less expensively.
ohvious invention from inval idation. against warning and
heing patented. Ii tigation. ,

Claimant Anyone (uninscrihed Anyone Only those having Anyone I Anyone
filing availahle) interests in the case.

Duration Not applicable to cases Within 6 months from the No l imitation. Within 9 months from the No limitation
.

no longer pending hefore date of publication of date of publication of
1'1'0 (case of recordation patent gazette. patent grant.
of contractual .

arrangements,
finalization of

irejections, etc.)
Reasons • Breach of amendment • Breach of amendment In addition to reasons • Breach of amendment iAvailable only for the

requirements requirements for oppositions (see requirements case of lack of
• Lack of patentability • Lack of patentability left), breach of • Lack of patentability I patentability.

requirements requiren:ents requirements for joint requirements ~~tavailable for the
• Insufficient Insuf,ficient application and amendment • Insufficient., briseof best mode

description description and derivation (Bonin) description I violat ion and
application can be I i nsuff Ic i ent
included. descr i pt ion (§ 112) .

Examiner - Panel of trial examiners Panel of trial examiners Panel of technical .. Usually, original
examiners examiner who decided to

reexamine.

Mul tiple - In principle, to be Discretion of the Panel Not combined To he combined
demands combined. . ,
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Appeal Decision tomaintaill
the p'lten t .
"-'Unappcalable (a trial
for invalidation is
available separately) .

Anyone can bring a suit
to the Tokyo High Court

Anyone can file appeal to
the Appeal Board

Finding of
patentability ,.-.
Unappealable

Remarks Submission has effect 'of
drawing patentee's
attention to a third
party claimant.
Patentee may want to
protect its invention ;by
way of fi iing a
di visional apnl Icat ion.

Decision of revocation
-;Appealable to the Tokyo
High Court
This system does not
guarantee chance for
further rebuttal to
opponent.
When invalidation of a
patent is first priority,
revocation before the
Board of Appeals should
be considered.

In general, this approach
is considered as means of
defense against
infringement warning
and/or infringement suit.

When suits for
invalidation are pending
in parallel in other
countries, different
results may likely be
awarded because of

I independence of
jurisdiction.

Finding of non
patentabi ii ty -;
appealable
Involvement of a third
party claimant is
iimi ted. Success ratio
for invalidating all
claims is around 10%.
For these reasons, fil i ng
for reexamination needs
careful anaiysis..

Note) Columns in shadow relates
patent system.

to issues and i terns which are often pointed out in many countries as the problems inherent to the
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THE NATIONAL PATENT BOARD

ADDING VALUE TO YOUR PATENT POSITION

By Eric M. Dobmsin

I. Introduction

It is widely believed that the value in patents rests in the ability to enforce them.. With more

patent ownetS recognizing this, the amount of patent litigation in the United States has grown at a

faster rate than the number ofpatents issuing. This has burdened the Court system and threatens to

hamper technological progress, because parties can little afford the risk and uncertainty of litigation.

In an effort to contain this growing problem, patent owners and their competitors have joined in

creating a new "Court of Fitst Resort" fur resolving patent disputes. The fuJlowing discusses the

history of the National Patent Board and provides an overview of the National Patent Board

procedures. The paper begins with a review of the dilemma faced by the NPB founders when they

conceived the idea. The paper then provides an overview of the National Patent Board, descnbing

its procedures, its organization, its membership, and its corps of world class decision-making

panelists.

n. The Dilennna

With an express mission "to provide unifunnity in the patent field ...", (CR. Bard, Inc. v.

Schwartz, 716 F.2d 874,878,219 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 197,200 (Fed. Gr. 1983), the Court of Appeals fur

the Federal Circuit successfully has renewed investor confidence in United States patents. Since the

inception of the Court of Appeals fur the Federal Circuit in 1982, the combination of increased

confidence in the value of a patent grant and a rapid overall growth in technology (with attendant

reductions of product life span) has precipitated an exponential growth rate in patent application

filings. Almost 20% of all United Sta~~tes,.~~:~~~;.ever~~ ~is~.~su,!'ed~.:ha~,ve~'~,!~~ ~j~'!i''!;.J~l g~g,c:Il~..... . ~!f..

alone. (U.S. Patent No. 5,000,000 issued in 1991 and No. 6,000,000 should issue in 1999). A natural

consequence of the increase in patents has been an increased number of patent infringement

lawsuits. As seen in Fig. l(a), the number of patent lawsuits is growing faster than the number of

patents issuing in the United States. As published at www.uscourts.gov), Judicial Business of the



United States Courts 1997, Table C-2A, p. 133; and Creating a Parent and Trademark Svstem fur the

21" Century Fiscal Year 1997, A Parent and Trademark Office Review at pp. 84--85.

In view of the rapid growth ofparent lawsuits, many have expressed concern about the strain on

the United States court system as it continues to administer those lawsuits (m addition to its already

crowded dockets) in an expeditious and cost effective manner. The effects of the increased burden

placed on the courts are manifested in many ways. For instance, in 1997, the average length of time

fiom complaint to trial (not including an appeal) in a typical civil case was about 19 months Gudicial

Business of the United States Courts 1997 (as published at III III '" .u~courts.gov) (fable C-10, p. 175».

It is speculated that one..cause of delay in patent cases is the large volume of cases that are not

resolved internally by a competitor (such as by a product change), or otherwise by settlement. Rather

they are among the approximately 95% of cases that are resolved prior to trial, but only after

substantial resources have been spent. ~ Fig. 2). On the topic of costs, in 1998, the estimated

costs fur litigating a parent case through an appeal was $1.5 million, and median discovery costs alone

approximate $800,000. (AIPLA 1999 Economic Survey, Table 22).

Uncertainty is another factor that has affected the United States parent enforcement process.

On a broad note, in 1996-97, civil tort (genetally) plaintiffs prevailed at trial in about 45% of cases.

Bureaus ofJustice Statistics, NCJ 172855 (2/199). ~ also Fig 1(b».

In the wake of recent important parent infringement decisions :liom the United States Supreme

Court~Wuher-Jenkinson v. Hilton Davis Chem. Co., 520 U.S. 17 (1997); Markman v. Westview

Instruments, Inc., 517 U.S. 370 (1996», concem also has grown about judicial efficacy in parent

cases. .Accotding to one Federal Appeals Judge, almost 50% of patent claim construction cases

appealed were reversed during the period 1995-1998. Crbor Ccup. v. FAS Techno!Qgies Inc., 138

F.3d 1448, 1476 (Fed. Cit. 1998) (en banc) G. Rader separate opinion). Judge Rader stated:

~
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The problem Wim tWs plan was in its implementation because as a question oflaw, claim
interpretation is subject to free review by me appellate court. TheFederal Circuit, accotding
to its own of:6cial1997 statistics, reversed in whole or in part 53% ofme cases from district
courts (27% fully reversed; 26% reversed-in-part). Granted this figuredeals wim all issues in
cases wim many issues. Nonetheless, one study shows mat the pienaJ:ystandard ofreview
has produced reversal, in whole or in part, ofalmost 40% ofall claim constructions since
Markman I.(fuotnote omitted) A reversal rate in. this range reverses more man the work of
numerous trial courts-it also reverses me benefits ofMarkman 1. In fact, tWs reversal rate,
hovering near 50%, is me worst possible. Even a rate mat was much higher would provide

. greater certainty.

In short, despite all me benefits it has to offer, proceedings in me United States court system

(me traditional pam for Untied States patent owners to realize patent value, and for accused

infringers to attain certainty), have become hampered Wim costs of enforcement, delays and

appearances of judicial uncertainty.

Other forms ofaltemative dispute resolution are available to patent owners and those accused of

infringement, such as binding arbitration and nonbinding mediation. UnfOrtunately, unless me

parties are motivated, experience has shown mat parties who opt for a binding decision by an

impartial decision-maker in an arbitration refuse to fOrego the labor and time intensive practice of

discovery, inherently part of me United States style of litigation. Consequently, cases tend to last as

long as, and cost as much as, what might be expected from a full litigation in the courts. Mediation,

on me other hand, has yet to become popular in the United States for resolving patent disputes.

one ofme parties is committed to having its position validated by a decision-maker.

Because no decision on me merits is made, it is difficult to bring parties together, particularly when

0.:

The NPB Solutionill.

Against me above backdrop, and in mounting frustration with inefficiencies almost singularly

unique to United States patent disputes, the National Patent Bean! started. The National Patent

• • ..L • •••• Bean! ~ a nonprofitcorporation Wim a mission ofhelping parties obtain a reliable decision of their-n' •.. •

patent disputes hom qniclrer and cheaper man 1hrough me United States courts. The objective is to

free up me courts from me congestion of unnecessary litigation and to resolve those cases instead

with me aid of me National Patent Board, Though unique in its procedures, as to its proposed self-

regulating forum, the National Patent Boaed has followed me lead of me National Advertising

Division of me Better Business Bureau ("NAD"). That group was formed to resolve advertising



volunteers who share a common mission ofimproving patent dispute resolution.

panelists from some of the most well known names in the patent field today, including the fullowing:

To help ensure respect fur the National Patent Board as an authOritative institution, the group
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Robert B. Morrill
WiIliam Murray
Larry S. Nixon
Rick D. Nydegger
Gale Peterson
David WiIliam Plant
B.R. Pravel
Tom Schatzel
G. Gregory SchWley
Mati Gursky Shaw
PeterShum
TomSmegal
Roger Smith

Tom Amold
Gerard Blaufarb
Jeffrey Brandt
Thomas L. Creel
James Davis
William Durkee
M. Scott Donahey
Richard D. Grauer
Dana Haviland
RoyE.Hofer
Jon Hokanson
Seymour Hollander
Richard Homing
Gaynell Methvin

These respected practitioners serve subject to peerreview and each will attend a special two-day

an elected President and an elected Executive Director. Ofperhaps greatersignificance concerning

organized as a nonprofit corporation. The National Patent Board has an elected Boardof Trustees,

panelist is not automatic, and the commitment they must undertake to learn the National Patent

By the end ofJanuary, 2000 the National Patent Board has targeted an expansion of its corps of

the quality of its work product, the National Patent Board has scrutinized and selected a corps of

The National Patent Board is designed to provide a nonbinding, but authoritative decision

approximately a one percent (1%).appeal rate, even though the procedure is nonbinding~ Fig. 3).

affect a marlret swing ofmillions ofdollars, the cases are often high stakes as well. Well past 25 years

questions (e.g., the efficacy of product). In businesses where a strong advertising campaign can

judges (sophisticated on patent issues) to also serve as panelists in cases when the parties so elect.

claim disputes between competitors. Often the claims have involved complex techtt0lo!Jicai

since the inception of NAD, participants in NAD cases have a. high degree ofconfidence, with an

panelists to almost 50 patent law experts, and is engaged in securing former United States federal

concerning disputed patent issues. To do so, the founders have assembled a large group of

orientation session fur theircertification if they have not done so already. An invitation to become a

Board procedures is deliberately rigorous.



IV. SUDJJ1Ja1Y of the National Patent Board Procedure

The National Patent Board commitment to excellence has not stopped with the mere assembly

of influential practitioners and talented decision-makers. The organization has labored over the

development of its rules and procedures. In a project spanning almost 2 yeatS,. the. founders have

conducted surveys of prospective members, studied the features (good and bad) of other forms of

dispute resolution, and devoted more than one hundred person hours in the painstaking drafting (by

committee) of the Rules.

Not surprisingly, one of the more controversial issues has rested in striking a solid compromise

position on the issue of qiscovery. To illustrate the conflict, in an independent survey published in

the October, 1998 issue of Corporate Legal 'rimes (pages 44-46), over 65 % of corporate law

departments agreed that the cost and scope ofdiscove:ry "is out ofcontroI"(Survey Questions 51-52).

Only 7% ofrespondents disagreed with the statement ''1 would be in favor ofacross-the-boanllimits

on the scope ofdiscovery". (Question 53). Accordingly, consistent with popular opinion, rather than

e1iminate discovery, in..!QtQ, the National Patent Board substantially limits discovery, which must be

conducted under the auspices of the panelists.

A. Overview ofthe Rules

As presently contemplated, the Proposed Rules comprise the fullowing four procedural modules

~Fig.5):

1. Initiation ofproceeding;

2. Party directed case development;

3. Panel directed case development; and

4. Decision.

Pursuant to the ''Initiation of Proceeding" module, a National Patent Board proceeding is

4-24

Patent Board proceedings is the possibility that a potential infringer can seek an early decision of the

National Patent Board at a stage earlier then a declaratory judgment proceeding would be ripe in

federal court. Rule 1(B). Assuming a request meets the criteria fur initiating a National Patent

Board proceeding, the National Patent Board will issue a schedu1ing order and assign a Panel of one

to three..qualified .practitioners,who are subject to peer review, to decide the issue indispute.Ru1e 3

\;

I
.. )
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and 31. Becsnse one objective of the National Patent Board is to provide anexpedite<i teS()luti<>l1gf

patent disputes, extensions of time will only be granted in limited circumstances. Rule 9.

In the ''Party-Directed Case Development" module the parties provide each other with early

disclosures of certain information intended to foster issue nattOwing. This is accomplished with

initial disclosures of, inter alio, the potentially infringing subject matter and the basis fur a claim or

lack of claim of infringement. Rule 12. The parties also participate in preparing a joint pre-hearing
,,",,""""'"

statement to identifY disputed issues and map out a joint limited discovery plan to secure proofs

believed necessary to resolve the disputes. Rule 14. In cases where claim construction is in dispute,

the joint pre-hearing statement also includes a claim construction statement. Rules 14 and 15. The

Rules afford confidentiality to the proceedings. Rule 10. Duties of candor are also built into the

Rules. Seee.g., Rules 12 and 19.

After the parties complete their joint pre-hearing statement, the Panel becomes actively involved

in the "Panel-Directed Case Development" module of the case. In thismodule, in concerted effort

with the parties, the Panel works to identifY issues and develop the evidence necessary to decide the

issues in dispute. One or more pre-hearing conferences and intensive panelist involvement will

facilitate the process, at which necessary discovery will be identified and a reasonable plan fur

securing the discovery willbe implemented. Rule 16. The Panel willhave discretion to appoint an

expert witness to assist the Panel. Rule 17 and 18. Moreovet, as part ofthe "Panel-Directed Case

Development" module, the parties willprepare and simultaneously file briefs, alOngwith a joint

appendix. Rule 20. The proceeding willculminate in a one-day hearing. Rule 21.

Following the hearing, in the "Decision" module, the Panel will deliberate and issue a decision.

Rule 26. National Patent Board proceedings are not binding as presently contemplated. However,

the parties willhave the option to makethe decision binding by accepting or rejecting thedecision.

Rule 27. The Rules have certain incentives to make the decision binding, including potential fee

shifting and admissibility ofdecisions in subsequent litigation. Rules 14, 26 and 28. One suggestion

that may be implemented prior to adoption of the rules is to omit theadmissibility ofdecision effect,

substituting it with a requirement ofattendance by principals of the parties.

B. Chronology Summary

,



By way ofS1l1Il1Wl<Y, the fullowing is a chronology ofevents in the National Patent Board

proceeding~ Pig. 6):

1. Request for hearing (petition option) initiating party/initial disclosure;

2. . Designation oflead counsel and entry ofconfidentiality agreement;

3. Opposing party initial disclosure;

4. Joint pre-hearing statement/claim construction statement;

5. Pre-hearing conference(s) with Panel;

6. Limited discovery/expert investigation as directed by Panel;

7. Simultaneous briefing by the parties;

8. One day hearing;

9. Panel renders decision;

10. Parties accept or rejection decision.

The Proposed National Patent Board Rules provide a self-regulating procedure offering the

advantages ofactively involved panelists in a private setting, The proceedingspromise 10 be fast and

inexpensive as compared with conventional federal court litigation or even arbitration, largely due 10

Iimits on discovery. Indeed, the current target is 10 render a written decision within six months from

commencement and at less than 20% the expense of traditionalpatent litigation. Though non

binding, the parties willhave incentives to accept the decisions of the Panels, thereby encou...ging

finality of the dispute process, (Fig. 7).
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trained experts on patent law as decision makers under.

including highly respected industry leaders from a host ofsectors:
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Becton Dickinson
Dial Soap
Rhodia

GenetaI Electric
WalkerDigital
3M
Henkel
DuPont

Procter & Gamble
Johnson
Daimler Chrysler

Rohm and Haas
Kimberly-Oark
Eastman Chemical
Schlumberger
United Technologies
:Medtronic

The National Patent Boardpromises to offer patent owners and their competitors a low cost,

An organization such as this is without any likelihoodofsuccess without a strong membership.

v. Current Membership

VI. Conclusions

Less than one yearinto its formal existence, the National Patent Board already boasts members

fast, and fair resolution ofpatent disputes. In this manner, patent owners more efficiently can realize

value from their patent rights. Likewise, their competitors can reduce their risk and uncertainty, and

make reasoned business decisions. TheNational Patent Board is proud to offer highly qualified and
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the utilization of intellectual property has come into the

s c resuscitation methods. It

is anticipated that in actual practice, the selling of

intellectual property rights as a portion of sale for an

enterprise will increase. Problematic issues regarding the

financing of venture businesses prompted a number of financial

zations to set up a "Loan scheme with intellectual
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property rights as security ." This move. paved the way for

considering the economic value of intellectual property. With

this situation, the Fourth Committee of PIPA has selected
'e"','C"·",,.'

"Economic Evaluation of Intellectual Property" as an agenda

subject for our panel discussion this year.

In this paper, the subject for discussion focuses on

patents from among all other types of intellectual property.

The valuation or economic/monetary evaluation of intellectual

property in Japan now as well as the various methods used for

assessing the value thereof is reported hereafter.
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intellectual property rights as a portion of sale for an

As the current economic recession has been protracted,' ..•........

various problems such as the maturation/vacancy out of existing

industries have become exposed, and are presented as

significant social problems in Japan. In response to this

situation, economic rejuvenation is a necessity. It is

anticipated that in actual practice, the selling of

enterprise will increase. The number of patent assignment is

also expected to rise. Japanese Patent Office (JPO) advocates

the utilization inactive patents.

In Japan, the number of patent assignment has not been

large compared with that of patent licenses. The agreed value

(economic value) of a patent between the concerned parties at

the time of a patent a.ssignment has not usually been disclosed.

There have been no statistical studies perfomed in this field.

Therefore, research into a rational valuation method has made

hardly any progress thus far, despite the demand for it. Issues

of financing venture businesses in recent years prompted a

number of financial organizations to set up a "loan scheme with

intellectual property rights as security,n where a research &

development fund was financed by the organizations using

intellectual property rights owned by a venture businesses as



security. This move paved the way for considering the economic

value of intellectual property. Papers relating to this

subject have been published.

With this situation, the Fourth Committee of PIPA has

decided to se'lect this subject, "Economic Evaluation of

Intellectual Property. " This subj ect has been discussed

before; however, it has never been selected as a research

subject due to its complexity. It is our particular pleasure

to have secured the support of the American Group in selecting

this topic as the agenda subject for the panel discussion this

year.

'In this paper, the discussion subject focuses on patents

out of all other types of intellectual property. The valuation

or economic/monetary evaluation of intellectual property in

Japan now as well as the various methods used for assessing the

value thereof is to be discussed below.

property

Discussed below are valuation methods generally used to

consider the economic value of intellectual property, including

approach, the market approach, the income approach,
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and discount cash flow; which is derived from the income

approach.

a) Cost approach

The cost approach assesses the value of intellectual

property based on development cost. The value is calculated

by the cost required to create the target assets (patents,

technology).

As this is a simple and clear (calculation) method, it

has been used sometime by Japanese enterprises, even in recent

years.

Generally speaking, this approach is one where a

valuation method usually used for the valuation of depreciation

assets, e.g., building, plant and equipment, etc., has been

applied to intellectual property.

Problems

The following problematic points have been pointed out.

That is, this method contains no way of measuring future

economic profit. Development costs do not correctly reflect

the value of the target technology!intellectual property right.



Development costs, and the value of technology/intellectual

property, are not identical. In addition, development costs,

and the value of technology/intellectual property, vary

. substantially depending on various factors, such as the

development capability of individual enterprises and the

competitive condition.

b) Market approach

The market approach attempts to assess the value of an

asset by investigating the transaction of another asset or

assets similar to the target asset. The market value of an

intellectual property is detemined on the basis of the

transaction of intellectual property similar to the target

intellectual property.

Problems

This approach is the most direct and easiest to understand.

an open market" and "the transaction of a comparable asset".

It is also necessary to consider the difference between "the

value in. use" and "the liquidation value."

presence of an open market
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The presence of an open market means that the transa.ction

of the intellectual property is open to the public.

information concerning this kind of transaction is not normally

disclosed in Japan. In some cases, public information from

enterprises, information from mass media, information from

intermediaries such as brokers, and investment brokers,

information in general business journals, and information from

survey questionnaires conducted by specialist organizations,

provide reliable information about a transaction of

intellectual property that can serve as a basis for the market

approach.

Although it is difficult to find a comparable asset, this

method is the most direct and systematic approach, provided that

relevant reliable information is available; therefore, one

should not disregard this method without due consideration.

The market approach is most appropriate when an

intellectual property right is the main subject of a transaction.

That is, this approach may be used in the consideration of an

M&A, or when a set of intellectual property rights concerning

a certain technology is to be transferred as a whole.

Japanese Patent Office has been preparing for the
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creation of a patent distribution market since 1997. The birth

of a public market for intellectual property rights is

inevitable. The current proposal is to create a patent

distribution market using unutilized patents (inactive

patents), which currently amount to some 400. 000 in total, via

the Internet 6r patent distribution fairs.

B Comparability (Transaction of a comparable asset)

6) Growth prospect 7) Possibility of legal protection

8) Residual economic life

When applying the market approach to intellectual

property, it is important to ensure effective comparability by

taking the following factors into consideration.

3) Market share

The market approach is used to determine the value of

intellectual property by comparing it with the transaction

value of similar intellectual property, between the one who

wishes to buy and the one who wishes to sell.

1) Type of industry 2) Amount of profit

C Value in use and liquidation value
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Various types of assets are compafedbelow based ori the

assumptions used for valuation. It will be understandable from

the comparison that there is a substantial difference between
"-'_.•"

the value in use and the liquidation value for intangible assets,

e.g., intellectual property.

Value in use

Monetary assets Tanfible fixed assets IntJngible assets

Cash Receivable InventorIes

General use Special use Liquidation value

Required rate of return: 8~lO% 10-15% 15-40% (approx. proposed value)

Means of financing debt investment

The above diagram indicates that the economic value of

a patent in a company's case in which said patent is

contributing to increasing the profit of their main product,

is different from the one in another company's case in which

the business is about to withdraw although said patent is

supporting the business in making an adequate profit.

As described above, the market approach should therefore

be applied with a clear understanding of the characteristics

of intangible assets, of which intellectual property is an

example.
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c) Income approach

The income approach assesses the value based on the

present worth of future profits to be gained by the use of

intellectual property rights.

The value in this approach is detemined by the economic

benefits of a specific intellectual property, comprising two

factors: the expected amount of economic benefits, and the

expected duration.

A feature of the income approach is that it is realistic

and gives the buyer confidence, as it is based on the economic

benefits gained by the use of an intellectual property. In this

way the buyer of the property can Confirm the profitability of

the business. For this reason, it is easy to conclude an

agreement between the concerned parties, provided that the

owner of the asset agrees.

economic benefits is applied to the valuation of assets, such

as stock, bonds, and real estate, as an international standard

practice. This approach is also applied to the valuation of

intellectual property as the norm.

assumed)ona



Problems

The income approach is based on an assessrnentof sllPp()seq

future profits. At times the projection can be vastly different

from what actually happens. This methods based on the profits

appears rational, but it contains such an uncertainty.

As this method is based on expected sales of the product

protected by the intellectual property rights and the product's

life, market research and business plans are important.

The issue of exactly which portion of the profits is

attributable to the intellectual property must also be

clarified. In other words, it is questionable whether it is

possible to isolate a profit attributable to a specific

intellectual property.

d) Discount cash flow

The discount cash flow method consists of measuring the

present worth of expected future profits (cash flow) to be

earned by the intellectual property rights, as calculated by

the income approach. Future profits to be earned from the

intellectual property are calculated by discounting, from the

actual profits, the additional cost payable by the third party

4-39



in order to continue business (the value of the enterprise) .

The future income to be generated from the use of the

intellectual property is projected using the income approach,

less sales cost and sales administration expenses required by

the buyer for the production and marketing of the product in

which the intellectual property is concerned. Taxes and other

deduction items are also subtracted.

The present value of the remaining cash flow is calculated

by an appropriate discount rate. A weighted average capital

cost is generally used for the appropriate discount rate.

However, some say a rate of 10%-20% will be reasonable for

ensuring the certainty of cash flow. (Please refer to "A New

Technique For Venture Support - Points of intellectual property

rights as security", by Tetsuya Tsuchio, Deputy Researcher, New

Venture Division, Japan Development Bank, pp36-39, November

1996. )

The discount cash flow method is relevant when an OEM

agreement, or when it is easy to project market size due to a

fixed customer base already confirms a certain volume of

business transactions. As was stated in one newspaper: "When
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the size of market is equivalent to that of past sales, or in

the case of an OEM agreement, then intellectual property is as

secure as conventional security.ll (Nikkan Kogyo Shinbun, 14........................

June 1996).

On the other hand, the valuation of a high-technology

intellectual property, concerning which it is difficult to

project the size of the market, will vary substantially

depending on the individual appraiser. In the present method,

a valuation of the total intellectual property rights

concerning the product is possible, but not a valuation of each

individual intellectual property right.

Sales

- Sales costs

- Sales administration expenses

+/- Business reI ated profit IJ oss

(Sub~total) Operating profit

- Effective tax

(Sub-total) After tax operating profit

+ Non-cash expenses (depreciation costs, etc.)

- Deduction items

(Total) Cash flow

An appropriate discount rate is applied.

The present worth of cash flow



3. Current situation regarding the valuation of intellectual

property in Japan

Cases where the valuation of intellectual property has

been conducted, and valuation methods employed in these cases,

are discussed below.

a) Calculation of "remuneration for patent implementation"

in enterprises

An enterprise Ilormallypays the employee a combination

of a compensation for the consideration of an invention made

on work duty as specified by Article 35 of the Japanese Patent

Law, and a remuneration to encourage/stimulate the incentive

for inventions. Details are provided by the internal rules of

individual enterprises.

The value of this combined remuneration and the

compensation ("remuneration" hereafter) is determined by the

internal valuation of the patent. The value of a patent,

although varying between enterprises, is normally measured in

terms of its technical aspects, its ownership aspect, and its

economic aspects. The remuneration is, in most cases, paid in

three stages, namely at the time of the patent application, at



the time of the patent registration, and at the time of the patent

implementation.

As the remuneration at the time of the patent

implementation ("the remuneration for patent implementation",

hereafter), unlike at the times of patent application and patent

registration, is paid after the invention has been implemented

for a certain period, its calculation formula may be seen as

the same as that for the valuation of the intellectual property

(the patent concerned). The following is a representative

calculation formula for the remuneration for the patent

4-43

implementation. The formula in I is the income approach

described earlier.

I Sales linked type: Profit is calculated from the annual

sales, and is multiplied by the contribution rate of the patent,

to yield remuneration.

Annual value = annual sales x sales profit rate x the

contribution rate of the patent

II The remuneration is calculated by points scored in each

valuation factor. Valuation factors are, for instance,

performance contribution, binding power to other companies

(exclusivity of right), and effects of implementation.



Recently, the Tokyo Metropolitan District Court filed a

decision* concerning this "remuneration for patent

implementation." The decision referred to a profi t the company

had earned from a certain patent, and is briefly described

below.

In this litigation, the profit that the noted company had

earned from the patent concerned (a patent concerning a CD

player) was in dispute. The plaintiff calculated the profit

that this company had earned by using the sales linked formula

as follows: the total domestic production of the CD device

¥703.3 billion x licensing rate (1%) x the contribution

rate of the sUbject patent (33%), which amounted to approx.

¥2.3 billion in 1990. The plaintiff claimed that the

consideration that had been paid to its side was too low as

compared with the economic value of the patent.

Judges finally deemed the profit earned by the company

from the concerned patent to be ¥50 million. This value was

calculated by taking the following four points into

consideration:

4-44



was not used as a basis.

be used as an indication of the economic value of an intellectual
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l""l ......ee-ible(theectof the

16 April 1999, the Tokyo Metropolitan District Court, 1995

4) The patentabil

invalidity of the patent) .

3) The license situation of the subject patent.

*

2) The implementation situation of the subject patent.

The calculation of damage compensation in litigation

however, that the total domestic production of the CD device

The calculation formula which produced the ¥50 million

amounts was not disclosed in the ruling. It was purported,

b) Calculation of damages in litigation regarding the

(wa) No. 3841

infringement of intellectual property rights

property right. In recent years, the fundamental pattern of

regarding the infringement of intellectual property rights can

economic development in Japan has shifted from the conventional

Intellectual property rights have become better protected to

match the creative technical development environment in the

"catch-up" model to the so-called "frontier" model.

frontier model. One such practical example, among many others,



was an amendment to the damage clause regarding infringement

of rights in the Patent Law.

1) Simplification of the proof for lost profit (A quanti tative

claim (Plaintiff's loss = Accused's sales x plaintiff's
J

profit per unit sale) has been made possible.)

2) An increase in compensation to a value equivalent to the

. implementation fee (amended in 1998, effective 1 January 1999;

refer to ~PIPA: The 1998 Sapporo International Congress -

Proceedings"). This year (1999), an amendment was made to

authorize the appraiser who determines the loss.

Parallel to amendments of the law, the maximum damages

of ¥2. 56 billion in Japan as lost profit, as calculated by the

formula below, was decided on 12 October 1998 at the Tokyo

Metropolitan District Court in litigation re infringement of

patent rights (1993 (wa) No. 11876, H2 Blocker case) .

Plaintiff's loss = Accused's sales x plaintiff's profit per

When the valuation of an intellectual property is carried

to its logical extreme through this kind of litigation regarding

the infringement of intellectual property rights, then:

4-46



below. Methods for the valuation of the economic value of

I Methods for the valuation of the economic value

magazines.
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"loan scheme with

A "loan scheme 'with intellectual property rights as

The valuation of intellectual property ri.ghts in the

scheme with intellectual property rights as security"

c) Valuation of intellectual property rights in the "loan

J

be used as reference.

the above is far too extreme. Nonetheless, this example may

These values include marketing ability, etc.; therefore

The value of an intellectual property right = sales volume

x profit per unit sale.

"loan scheme with intellectual property rights as security,"

intellectual property rights in the

intellectual property rights as security," as published in the

current status of this loan scheme having intellectual property

which was established in recent years in Japan, is discussed

paper, are described first. This is followed by the actual

rights as security, as reported in Japanese newspapers and

security" was set up by the government with some banks in Japan



in 1995. The first loan under this scheme was granted in May

1995. The methods for assessing the economic value of

intellectual property rights required for a loan with

intellectual property rights as security are found in the report

(published in October 1995) of a study group on "Methods for

the valuation 6f intellectual property rights as security," as

commissioned to the Institute of Intellectual Property by the

Ministry of International Trade and Industries.

The report can be summarized as stating that the discount

cash flow method is considered to be reasonable for the

valuation of intellectual property when a general buyer is in

mind.

II Actual status of the loan scheme with intellectual

property rights as security

According to the Japan Development Bank, which finances

many companies under this scheme, some 200 companies made

"',",," ,"""" ," ""'j:nqUi:fieis'"""''''''''"'P "c'l"":C "'" ",,,,,C:'c,,',,,,,,,, ''i 'i'w"'e:'r"e' Cons~[aere(i "", t"
eligible by the Bank. Nine companies actually received

financing. Since then, the number of inquiries has increased

to over 300, and the number actually financed to 39 in 1998.

The total number financed has been 66 loans since 1995 through

to current date (month 1999). The number of companies using



patents, as the sole security was 24, for loans amounting to

¥1.5 billion. The number of companies using patents and other

rights, e.g., software in combination; as security was 13, with

the financing amounting to ¥1.1 billion. Incidentally, 6 of

the 66 approved companies have already gone bankrupt.

The following two problems of actual operation on this

security scheme have been pointed out in newspapers, etc.

1) The examination takes a long time. (Venture enterprises are

high risk, and therefore these require time for careful

examination usually 2 - 3 months per case by the Japan

Development Bank.

2) The security for financing was almost software, or the

combination of software and patents. (Some banks initially

limit the security to computer copyrights.)

The fact that the maj ority of the companies which received

financing used software or the combination of software and

patents .as .securityseemsto indicatethatt-he-ma-]:;ke-t-value-~

software is easily accessed. Moreover, software does not

require technology transfer, and it is more advantageous than

patents alone as security.

What type of patent is likely to receive financing in
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Japan?

The Japan Development Bank lists the following as

eligibility requirements for financing:

1) Does the company have actual sales results?

2) Possibility of technology transfer: If the company has

external manufacturing contractors or licensees instead of

itself being the manufacturer, technology transfer problems

will not happen .when the owner of the patent changes.

3) Is it a basic patent or a product patent? Does the company

have a set of patents required for the production of a product?

4) Is there a risk of invalidity? Is the intellectual property

right valid without risk of objection, or an invalidity trial?

5) Erosion of technology: Does the patent contribute to the

competitive power of a product and to a higher profit than that

of .a product of a competitor for a substantial period?

(Prospect of an assured profit)

d) Patent assignment to other companies

Although the economic valuation of a patent is required

a patent assignment to another company or for an M&A, there

is no public data on the Subject available, and therefore the

actual situation is not obvious.

Little data is available regarding the nUmbe~ of patent

assignment. According to a questionnaire survey* performed in
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I
I 1992, 9% of the total companies surveyed assigned more than 100

patents to other companies in the past, showing that the number

of patent assignment is less than in the US.

* "A survey report on 'the domestic transaction of intellectual

property rights including patents", published by Hatsumei

Kyokai, March 1992.

4. Conclusion and Outlook

As described above, methods for the valuation of

intellectual property are not perfect at present. Examining

the methods currently used in Japan; it appears that the main

methods measure the economic value based on the future potential

profits to be earned by the use of the intellectual property

concerned. That is, the "Income approach", and the "Discount

cash flow" approach as derived from the former, are likely be

the main valuation methods currently used.

As global competition intensifies, intellectual property

that secures the competitive edge for businesses will be

expected to play an increasingly important role. In this

situation, it is increasingly necessary for businesses to fully

utilize the value of intellectual property. The reasonable

valuation of intellectual property is most critical. Even if
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they do not trade rights in practice, many more" companies may

measure the potential economic values of intellectual property,

and add intellectual property item into the balance sheet in

the near future.

At the outset of our studies for this paper, the hope was

stated that the result of this discussion would be a proposal

regarding new valuation methods. Regrettably, it became clear

that the current level of research was not sufficient to make

such a proposal; therefore, this report has been focused on to

the investigation on various valuation methods used, and the

current situation of actual valuation in Japan. It is desired

that this paper will fom a basis for the exploration of future

prospects in the 1999 PIPA International Congress, which will

offer an opportunity to better understand the situation in the

United States.
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i Three

Theories Practice

Sets

Limits

o Theory: Licensee avoids these costs by
licensing the IP from others

o Costs may include:
>-R&D (labor and overhead)

,,~,w,~w······~·············~~>Teslin-g~iinilregiilafijryapPiovalcoSfS~ ....~~.. ..... ~....•

.• >-Patent protection costs

..
:..... >-Equipment and other capital investments

>-Opportunity costs ofdiverted resources
i~¥@Mt@tmmmn§H@f:n@lm1tHtM1iJm::@nmm:mM:ttHHntmmtmHtt:t~j:~~9~ip:c:Group,·lnc.
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>- Does not reflect earnings potential!

>-Often used when many substitutes are
available

>- Sometimes used for embryonic
technology

>- Don't forget costs of delayed market entry

:.:

L__..,,-,,~

":~lii~,i~~tiR;~~;~tr~:~i:'!l~~~\i{i~{;tl~~i~~?~:,,:iii
r"" ,.".,.,.,.,. ,.,.,."".,.".,.,.."."

Is the licensor's research and
development cost relevant to a
licensenegouafion?

:;:

1__fiIiI__.._, "0
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o Value = Armis-length price paid in comparable
transactions

o Theory: Licensee is not willing to pay more than
others have paid for similar IP

o What constitutes a "compereble" transaction?
~Nature of technology and IPprotection

~Market size and characteristics (e.g; # ofapplications)
»Scope and status of patent protection
~Terms of the agreement (e.g., field of use restrictions)
s-Other

_IIII'lli
OSome observations...

~ By definition, IP is unique

~ No two deals are exactly alike

~ Difficult to compare deals with multiple forms of
compensation (e.g., equity, milestone payments,
running royalties)

~c •••c~.c.~•••••••••••~•••••~."'!'!llX:~ic!c!~Tl::deilJ~E!l!~s(~~~/!;!~~~~9L~E'!Y~r.••
"premiums")

~ Often used to establish "ballpark" values, especially for
running royalties

~ Favored by tax authorities for deals with affiliates
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Pilot or PrototypeDetailed Design

Stage of Development
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llim :%f:::::·: :mMMMmm:mnWur:mmWmnNMUHW@@UJWW:iliM1MiHUMlt :tn :)f@j:~~:~:i'rc~Group, Inc.

.>50"A>

• Llcenslng-ln

[IUcensing-oul

I.IO"A> 11·2,5% 2~O%

Percentage of Cost savings Paid as a Royalty

source. A Surveyof licensed Royalty Rales./li'$ Nouvl"IIli'. June 1997,Slephen A. Degnan and Corwin Horton.
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a Theory: licensee is willing to pay some
portion onts economic gain from using the IP

a Three parameters:

»Amount of the income stream

»Duretion of the income stream

>-Risk associated with the realization of the income

!ill;lillit'llll!rilili!fI!,~iti'llil!I,!II[1I1111
>- Most rigorous valuation method

>- Exposes sensitive variables and potential deal breakers

>- Often used in combination with probability analysis
(decision tree modeling)

>- Poor assumptions lead to meaningless results

>- Challenge is to apportion or isolate the income stream
related to IP

.-~--

Inc.

Inc.
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What is the ;;25% rule" and does
anyone know how to use it?

4-60
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Less: Deductions (e.g., returns, discounts, allowances, etc.)

=Net Sales (common royalty base)
Less: Cost of Goods Sold (materials, labor and mfg. overhead)

=Gross Profit
Less: Operating Expenses (sales, admin., R&D, advertising, etc.)

=Operating Profit
Less: Non-operating Expenses (e.g., interest expense)

=Profit (Net Income) Before Tax

Less: Taxes

=Profit (Net Income) After Tax

Inc.

i11l"lti l fi i l" llllfi1illl!'lllllllillilll\liljl ll!!

rlllllillL ._.,'''"'''''''_~_.,.,
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o Present Value: The value ofa future cash flow expressed in today's
dollars

o NPV (Net Present Value): A project's net contribution to wealth
(i.e., the present value ofannual net cash flows minus initial
investment)

OWACC (Weighted Average Cost of Capital): The percentage return
required by a firm's investors in return for undertaking the risk of
investing in the firm

o IRR (Internal Rate of Return): Discount rate at which NPV =$0

o Hurdle Rate: The rate to which a project's IRR is compared. A
1: project is generally not undertaken if lRR <hurdle rate.

Ii 0 EVA (Economic Value Added): Net operating profit after taxes
L minus capital charge (i.e, cost of capital Xassets employed).
;:;~:;:~:m::~:;g~:m:mHH::m:~:R\:~\r~ ;1i~ '~;~'??~:~:W~r~$MnHmf#E:~;:~;::h:i:f>,':~_',' rH~Ff.:9.g9:i.PC;Group, Inc.
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Expected Value
·~····_~·····_-···_···_·········_···""··of-a·Ucense···'··-.-

:.: li~1[~K4;1[471.
0

FDA Approval
Received

0040

FDA Approval
Denied

0.60

PatentIssues <I
0.70

PatentApp.
Denied

0.30

$5,875,050

10
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Inc.

ctiii~e;~liti:'JgI;i;};>,t:,:; :<;:; ;i:;r;~~c;:ls Cc;j,;"
f.~, ~)~;<'~~~;;~:$:5~i~;j;::~0~~ t,;~,~:j~,:~, ~:,~ ~';}~:~"~~ ~~:~~~:l ~~: .~);,:;

c,lItlsmme}n\llPlt.if(JU ii < <;:::~p;;;'>U::;( ,/'
:.::.:.:.;.,:.:.... ,

OCreated a financial model to compare various
scenarios for the licensor and licensee

- Exclusivelicense vs. non-exclusive license vs. no license

- Cross license to include some of the competitor's technology

Olncluded the key determinants of value
- New sales vs. replacement sales

- Market share/penetration

- Revenues and costs

- Others

:: 'Group, Inc.
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Minimum Royalty to Recoup Losses $35

Key assumptions
1. 45% market penetration
2. 12% replacement sales

Licensor's Position:

NPV of Licensor's Profits (No license)
NPV tiiLicensor's Profits (Non..fxclusive License)
Economic Loss to Licensor

Licensee's Position:

NPV of licensee's Profits (Non-Exclusive License)
NPV of Licensor's Profits (No License)
Economic Loss to licensee

Maximum Per Unit Benefit to Licensee

$45,748
$21.318
$24,430

$32,487

!&22.Zl
$40,484

4-64
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_--------JI"~~I~~~-------.---------Based on the rates and terms of comparable
agreements, a reasonable royalty rate of 5%
of sales or approximately $30 per unit was
derived

J

200/0 .......1 I

15% .1.-1-1-----::;;:;;;;---

10%

50/0

0%
License 1 License 2 License 3 License 4 License 5 License 6

Inc.

!"!IIIII(("I~il[IIII~III\!I~I'lllilllti{~J1II;illill!!! hi

OAnalyzed estimated expenditures to replace the
technology. Costs include:

- Research and development

- Engineering

- Others

o Estimated the opportunity cost of delayed market
entry

o Determined the fair market value of the
technology to be $28 per unit

Inc.
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$80$70$60$50$40$30

Range of Negotiation

$10 $20$0

licensee's
Position

licensor's
Position

Olndication = Treatment of Parkinson's disease

OAfflicted u.s. popUlation in 1995 = 1 million

Olnitial annual revenue per patient = $2,100

OStage of treatment development = Pre-clinicalR&D

."~••".~"_~~._.~_._"••H~c__QI[Il1~1~mJir~fUQL~r:J~iJ'~1QA aRl1lQYiJL;;;,~8J-5..~}!eilrL··"···_I· __·__···__ ····_···-·······_~·_·_·······112"·

oTotal development costs = $210 million

OAssuming FDA approval => NPV = $29.8 million

Inc.
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IlillilllI11Iilil'lilll!lilltllli!!!!!:,·····

maximum
8. Combined tax rate
9. Adoption rate: initial

Rate of increase
10. Year that new therapy enters the market
11. Rate of market share decline following new entry

12. Discount rate
13. Price drop upon entry of generic products
14. Rate of market share decline following. generic entryl ,""".""'~.

!!1(illl'llllillllllillll!!lllil~ltlllllillllli~ ..
Generics
Invade

23 25 27

New Therapy Patent
Enters Expires

9 11 13 15 17 19 21

Year After Discovery

7s3

350
I Patent Beginc: 300 ··Applkation Commercial0

§ 250 filed sales
::;;
~ 200

" Submit
0 150 II Be~n NDAu:: Clinicals: 100 Trials~

~

U 50.,.
" 0t:
c:
< -50

-100
~:i

lMWlHiMHH'@!@UMiMl@!:<,;·:<;·,·:;lIMll@iMM1H &&MW;:!@1.999·IPCGroup, Inc.
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Given that the value IFapproved by FDA = $29.8
million, what is it worth PENDING approval?

Stage of
Clinical Trial

Post-Phase 3/
Premarket

····_··········· ········~··"O'·~··I .. •..····Ei!·~~·}····
Phase 2

Avg. Probability
of Successful

Advancement (1)

73.5%

47.0%

Cum. Probability
of Reaching

Market

73.5%

28.8%

Value

$21.9

$8.6

16
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r
;: o Technology package: Patent applications and know

how for several pharmaceutical treatments

o Univer;sity's first licensing effort

OSeasoned biotech executive proposed licensing the
patents to a start-up venture formed specifically to
commercialize the pre-clinical stage drugs

o University sought royalties, equity and R&D funding

Ill,II'llillllljlllililljllllllllll[11

Inc.

);0 Present your support
s-Be patient
s-Ccnsult practitioners
)-oAlIow the other party to

be successful
j-Assess bargaining strength

I 'l.it\IA11!Ih
Itlt.",I!

k·,·,·'.'·'··

~:

~[HHlm:mMH@M~MfHNlmMHlnM%HH :fM:~::.}:;:~Mtfgt@k.:.:~.6.d.~.~~.~t)}· ~ =JW@}f999: IrC~GrouPI Inc.

i
1

111lii l 'Ii l1111111iilill111ill111111111[[ii!:·
i:·:·:·;·;·-···:·,···-·····-··· i
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II OR&D Payments by Biotech

OEquity Compensation forVniversity R&D Payments

o Initial Equity Stake

o Royalty Rate

OSublicensing Royalty Sharing

III University Licensor

• Biotech Licensee

Winner: ;fiJi

4-70
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•
,.;1111111; Biotech Wins 4 to 1 Right?
~::@@~V :; . ,.

iii
;,:

l--,_,,,,,~~."

1IIIfjll'llltf.li'II'lllllllli~·

Net Present Value

• Initial Equity Stake

If:il Cash R&D Payments

• Sublicense Royalty Sharing %

o Royalty Rate

I!ll Equity for R&D

Original
Position

Negotiated
Position

20
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illi~lfllllllllllliiiilljlllll~!I1
"I would estimate that we will go public in 3 to 4

··,····yl!"ar~;at·avalt:ratron·ohf1out$160·rnilliun:"'·····0.,.~~ .

..;.;.;.;.;.;.,;.;.;.;.;.;,.;.:.;.;.;.;.....

• •
•

••

2 0

•..
•

$300

$250 ••-;;;- ••
,g $200

~
Biotech

• ••• (Estimated)

o $150 •• • • ••
!!: •
-; ••• •• .,.':'• $100 • •= ••.... • • ".
> • • •
'Ii • • ,.!...
-i::

$50 • •
~ • ·...- ..

::;; · e.· .
$0 •

12 10 8 6 4

Years from Founding to IPQ

Inc.

Illi\Irllllillllliiiiillllllllll.i•
.Indlatry AW!/age

liBBiotech Projected (Expected)

[l Biotech Projected (Conservative)

180%

160%

"I will not be able to raise venture capital under your proposed terms..."
200%

1140%
li
:!l120%

B
clOO%
o
E 80%
~
" 60%..,
2 40",0
<

20%

::~ 0%

iI SeriesA SeriesB SeriesC Series0
:,: Investors (By Round)

]~ Noles: Indus1ry Average per Recombinant Capital.

fM lUMnWHI :l@WJmmltf%W@m:t@UmHm::~J:m@nm:MjH@H:mkf(p ::jj:ttJij;j~~9.:W¢~Group, Inc.
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I0 Know your priorities and objectives

I 0 Know their priorities and objectives (e.g., review business plan)

o Do your homework beforehand

o Don't rely blindly on traditional licensing terms

o Quantify everything-Use DCFanalysis to identify the most
sensitive terms

o Present (most of) your analyses to the other side

o Investigate assertions made by the other side

o Compute the other party's return to assess reasonableness

o Define "win" as "win-win"

Inc.

o How is gross profit different from operating profit?

o What is a "sunk" cost?

o How do you value an embryonic technology when the
market for the technology is very uncertain?

o What portion ofyour expected manufacturing cost savings
would you be willing to pay for a process technology?

.~~~.~_.~.~~.~~~..•.~~..~~~..QJig!1' dCU'glJ."J£J;gl{ll!.toul~/fJ!'.!Lf#!JVf!M!!1I1eL······~·················I~~·~···~..··~····· ..·..• .. .If...
o What is a hurdle rate? (and why do you care?)

o How do you compare alternative royalty structures such as
a lump sum payment v. a running royalty?

22
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~ License term is 5 years

~ Projected royalty base (revenue) in year 1 is $5 million

~ Growth for product revenue is projected to be 10% per year

~ Discount rate is 15%

o Which deal is better for the licensee?
~ A 5% running royalty?

~ A lump sum paymentof$1.1 million?

~ Fiveannual payments of$300,000?

~ A graduated royalty scale of7% for the first $5 million, 5% for
the next $10 million, and 3.5% thereafter?

Inc.

The concepts and theories covered by this presentation
are for discussion purposes only and are not intended
to be all-inclusive on the topic of intellectual property
valuation. Many of the concepts are illustrative only
and do not necessarily represent the approaches that
IPC Group, Inc. would recommend in any particular
case. Further, this presentation reflects the opinions of
the authors arid riot those of/PC Group, Inc; Firially,
while the case study is intended to provide a real world
example of IP valuation, the facts and assumptions are
primarily hypothetical.

©1999 IPC Group, Inc.
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VaIuing Intellectual Assets

by

Patrick H. Sullivan, Sr.

Intellectual Capital, the newly-popular perspective on the :firm's intangible assets,

exploded on the business scene in the decade ofthe 1990's. In 1991, when Fortune

magazine published its Tom Stewart's article "Brainpower", it was the opening gun in the

popularization ofa new and exciting perspective on the hidden value ofintangibles that

had until then only been discussed among a few advanced thinking individuals and

corporations. By the end ofthe decade ofthe 90's, dozens offirms were actively

engaged in extracting value from their intellectual capital A set ofpeople from thirty of

these kinds offirms formed a community (called the ICM Gathering) to share their ideas

and success stories. What they have learned about the value ofintellectual assets (IA) is

the subject ofthis paper.

This paper will answer several questions implicit in its title:

- What are intellectual assets?

- What is value?

- What kind ofvalue do intellectual assets provide to firms?

How is value measured?

- How is value calculated?

How do intellectual assets affect the value ofa :firm?

•
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WHAT ARE INTELLECTUAL ASSETS?

First ofall, what is intellectual capital and how, ifat all, is it different from

intellectual assets? While many definitions ofthese two now-common terms exist, the

~~~~CGlitnermgt()lIlpanieSdeveI()peirilieiFown:~gl()ssaryoftermstomiiKe·it~eaSiert()c,.•...••.•••..••.....•..

communicate. Intellectual Capital, as the Gathering has defined it, is knowledge that can

be converted into profit's. This means that ofall ofthe knowledge within a firm, only

that portion that can be converted into profit will be defined as intellectual capital.

Further, the Gathering companies determined that there were two major components to

intellectual capital, or two different but related kinds ofknowledge. These were the tacit

portions ofthe finn's knowledge and the explicit, or codified portions. The tacit portion

was given the name Human Capital, whereas the finn's codified knowledge was to

become known as Intellectual Assets. As a matter ofdefinition, then, Intellectual Assets

are the codifiedportions qfthefirm's knowledge that can beconverted intoprofits.

With the foregoing well established we can tum our attention to a question

that is topic ofthis paper, how does one value a finn's intellectual assets.

Exhibit 1. Intellectual Capital and its Major Components

~



Intellectual Capital

Human Capital

Experience

Know-how

.

-
•

.

Intellectual Assets
Documents
Drawings
Programs
Data
Inventions
~
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Skills

Creativity

Intellectual Property
Patents

. Copyrights
Trademarks
Trade Secrets
Semiconductor Masks

WHAT VALUE DO INTELLECTUAL ASSETS PROVIDE FOR THE FJRM?

At a 1999 meeting ofthe ICM Gathering, the member companies listed the

following values ofintellectual capital to their companies:

Product and services revenue

Reputation and image

Access to the technology ofothers

Litigation avoidance

Design freedom

Reduced costs

Barriers to entry by potential competitors

Customer loyalty

Protection for innovations
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Citingtwo forms ofintellectualassets fromwhich they routinelyextract value,

Gatheringcompanies were able to categorizenot onlythe kinds ofvalue they conld

extract, but also to grouptahese kinds ofvalue into severalsets (see Exhibit 2).

Exhibit 2. The Kinds of Value Brought by Intellectual Assets

TrademarksPatentsOffensive

Defensive

As Exln"bit 2 shows, the value associatedwith the more concreteofthe intangibles

(intellectualpropertiesand intellectual assets) is the easiestto defineand measure,

whereas the value associatedwith the "softer"kindsofintellectualcapital(know-how

and relationships) is less easyto define, describe, and measure.

•



WHAT IS VALUE?

Value is a concept with many interpretations, Which ofthese mterpretations

applies to an organization or business depends, ofcourse, on the beholder. Value as

discussed in this paper will be from the perspective ofthe economist. To people with this

view, value is related to usefulness.

Nothing can have value without being an object ofutility.

Ifit be useless, the labor contained in it is useless, cannot

be reckoned as labor, and cannot thereforecreate value]

Value is different from cost, as it is also different from price. Value is a measure

ofthe usefulness ofsomething, whereas cost is a measure ofthe amount ofresources

required to produce it. Price, by way of:furthercontrast, measures what an item's owner

believes others will pay for it.

Value is the life-givingpower ofanything; cost, the

quantity oflabar required to produce it; price, the quantity

oflabar which its possessor will take in exchangefor it.2

the value of nothing. 3

1 Capital (1867-1883), pi. II, ch. 3, Abridged edition~by Julian Borcharadt, tnmslataedby Stephen
L. Trask. .....found in Bartlett's FamiliarQuotations, 15 edition.
2 Munera Puiveris (1862), ch. 1....found in Bartlett's FamiliarQuotations, 15"' edition.
3 LatQ> Windemere '9 Fan, (1892), Act III, Scene 2 ...found in Bartlett's FamiliarQuotations, 15"' edition.
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Value is relative. For example, the value ofa piece ofrental property may be

assessed differently by a seller, a potential buyer, an insurance company, a tax assessor,

4-81

the executor ofan estate containing the property, a government entity considering taking

'--~"'-"~~possessionl:iy"emm:enrdomam;"or~apOtenIiiiniiongifgelender.TJie-valueasSigtiedto'-"~-"'~-'

an item depends primarily on the needs ofthe person or organization that needs to

quantify the value.

In the business context, value measurements are used for decision making. The

value ofan intangible or a piece ofintellectual capital is often the basis for deciding

whether to invest further in developing the intangible, to continue holding it, or to sell it.

This kind ofvalue measurement may be called economic.

To the economist, "value" is a measure ofthe utility that ownership ofan

item brings to its owner. Utility is often viewed as a stream ofbenefits, stretching

into the future, that an owner foresees as the "rent" he or she receives from

owning the item. Utility may be measured in a number ofways. To the visual

artist, utility may be the pleasure his or her work gives to the viewer. To the

designer, utility may be the functionality ofa design. To the accountant, utility

may be measured in the accuracy ofhistorical expenditure data. To the

economist, however, utility is most often measured in dollar terms.

Economists typically view a future stream ofbenefits in dollar terms and

can discount and sum these amounts to determine the current dollar equivalent of

a future stream ofincome. This discounting and Slimming calculation is the

r



determinationofthe net present value ofa future stream ofbenefits. This is most

often the economist's measure ofvalue.

Looked at through economiceyes, the value associatedwith knowledge

firms lies largely in knowledge it creates for future commercialization as well lis

the capabilities it creates to extract currentprofits from existingknowledge.

WHATAFFECTSV.ALUE?

In the case ofintangibles, such as intellectual assets, value is largely dependent on

the firm's view ofitselfand on the realities ofits marketplace, Put anotherway, each

firm existswithin a context that shapes its view ofwhat is Or is not ofvalue. Context may

be defined as the firm's internal and extemal realities.

Imemal DimensionsofContext- Questions asked to determinethe internal

context center on direction,resources, and constraints. What business is

the firm really in? How doesthe firm define its business? What are the

firm's strengths and weaknesses? What are the "levers" to pull for

growth? What strategiesare available? What strategieshas the firm

selected? Why? What is the firm's current performance againstgoal? Is

this performance acceptable? What are the political realities ofthe firm?

What ispolitically correct thinking within the firm and what is not? What

External DimensionsofContext- Questions asked to determinethe extemal

context center on Identifyingthe fundamental forces affectingthe industry

as well as. the immediate opportunities available in the firm's marketplace,

4-82



What are the major environmental forces affecting success in this business

(e.g., economic, governmental, technological, sociological, political)?

What is the firm's market? How is it changing (getting larger, declining,

etc.)?Who are the firm" competitors? What are their strengths and

We have all had the experience ofinitiating or seeing someone initiate an idea

that was subsequently minimized or abandoned by the organization, despite its apparent

initial value. A good idea that could not grow in one context took root and flourished in

another. Context is important!

The Importance ofValues and Vision

Companies successfully managing their intellectual capital realize that two

elements ofcontext are fundamental to determining what kinds ofthings a firm believes

have value: values and vision. Concerning values, the underlying idea is that the values

ofa firm are major determinants ofwhat it holds to be ofvalue", Once the firm's values

are known, it becomes possible to know how a :fum should value an item. The

importance ofvision (already discussed as a part ofthe IC framework) is based on similar

but different reasoning - ifa firm has a vision ofwhat it wants to become, then it will be

able to know whether an item (ofintellectual capital) will help move it toward that vision.

It an item would be helpful, then it has value for the firm. Ifit has no usefulness in

moving the firm toward its vision or objectives, then it has little value.

Vision - A firm's vision describes the company as it wishes to be in the future.

The vision often provides the standard against which a new innovation is

4 B. Hall, Culture and Values Management, contnbuted chapter to: P. Sullivan, ProfitingFromIntellectual
C-apital, John WJ1ey & Sons, 1998.

n
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measured: Will the innovation help the firm achieve its long-termvision? Can the

firm capitalize on or somehow use the innovation to improve internal operations,

how it is viewed by the marketplace, or the list ofinnovations to commercialize?

Will it lead to increased sales? Will it improve intemal efficiency? Will it

improve the firm's ability to develop new innovations? Are these things

important to the firm? Ifso, the idea has value. Ifnot, then the idea has little

value.

Values • The values ofa :firm represent the consensus beliefs ofits members.

The sum ofthese views, the collective values ofthe firm, determine the

worldview held by the employees. Values drive the day-to-day decision making

ofemployees. Ifthe values ofthe employees differ from those ofthe executive

management, the employees will be unlikely to effectively implement the firm's

strategic plan. Values may be thought ofas ideals that shape and give

significance to our lives. They are retlected in the priorities we choose, the

decisions we make, and the actions we take. Values are ideals that individuals

select and use as the basis for many decisions in day-to-day life. As decision .

prioritizers, values are retlectedin behavior. As ideals, they provide meaning for

people's lives. Values are also measurable. They represent the lens through

organization ifit is consistent with its values. Items that are not consistent with a

firm's values have little value to the firm.
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To summarize about values and visions: Values set the context within which a

firm may determine what it holds to be ofvalue; Vision sets the benchmark against

which corporations may measure the value oftheir intangibles,

······FORMSOFVALUEPROVIDEDBYINTELLEcrrrALASSE1'S-····c·······~·····

We have already identified the kinds ofvalue that different forms ofintellectual

assets can provide to a firm. Each ofthese kinds ofvalue may manifest itselfdirectly or

indirectly, offensively or defensively.

Direct vs. Indirect Value

It should be obvious that intellectual capital provides firms with two kinds of

value. The most direct is cash flow. As the fundamental driver ofa firm's cash flow, the

intellectual capital ofthe firm creates the innovations that are subsequently converted into

revenue (and other kinds ofvalue). In addition, the firm's intellectual capital determines

how the firm will conduct its business in a cost-effective manner. Because the firm's

intellectual capital creates its income and manages its cost streams, IC is a primary

generator ofthe firm's profits.

The second kind ofvalue is less direct. Some firms use their intellectual capitalto

position themselves strategically. Their IC is evidence oftheir intellectual leadership and

can be a basis for their customer loyalty. Other firms use the size and power oftheir

patent portfolios to intimidate competing or copycat firms that might otherwise file

lawsuits claiming rights to an innovation. Still other firms use their portfolio of

intellectual capital assets as a bargaining.chip in business negotiations.
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Direct-value activities are those that provide an unambiguous link between

intellectual capital and value: either revenue or profit. Any intellectual capital activity

that results in revenue or cost reduction is considered a direct-value activity. Thus, a

direct-value activity (1) can be explicitly linked to the vision or strategy; (2) deals with

revenue or cost; and (3) is easily measured.

Indirect-value activities, in contrast, cannot be directly linked to vision, strategy,

revenue, or cost, and they are not easily measured. The links between the activities and

the value they produce, while often intuitively obvious and sometimes compelling, are

not associated with a transaction (such as a sale). A transaction is an event that signifies

a transition from one state to another; it typically includes the payment ofa market price.

Indirect-value activities are not associated with transactions and are therefore less clearly

linked and measured.

Offensive and Defensive Value

Some kinds ofIC-related value have defensive dimensions; others have offensive

dimensions.

Defensive activity prepares the firm for invasive action by individuals or groups

outside ofthe firm. Its purpose is preparation and its focus is on developing assets or

resources that will help repel or neutralize intrusive activities that threaten some aspects

..~•••••.••.•••.•.••.. ~f.~Il.~:lLYi~i,Ql!2!.~l!!egy,.~I~siy~ActivityiummtJlY.Yi~ellupassiYein•..•...•..•••...•.•.•.....•.•..~.

nature.

Offensive activity targets individuals or groups outside the firm."The purpose of

offensive activity is to advance the organization' s ability to achieve its strategic vision or

..



to implement its strategy. The activity frequently concerns revenue and profit

generation, and its targets are customers and groups outside the finn.

Let's return to the list provided in the first section oftbis chapter. As you can see

some intellectual capital management activities are neither entirely defensive nor entirely
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Type of , Direct Indirect
Activity Value Value

Offensive Revenue or sa1es Enforcementoflegal
Accessto the technOlogy rights

ofotheIs

Defensive Obtaininglegal
protection

litigation avoidance
Design Freedom

Offensive & Cost reductionaotivities ReplllatiOllI image
Defensive (manufactming,distributiOll, Blocking competition

sales, marketiog) Barriers to eotry
Customerloyalty
Being a player

Exhibit 3. The Value oflC to Corporations

Let us review each kind ofIC highlighted in Exhibit 3. and the kinds ofvalue it is

capable ofbtinging to the corporation. Exhibit 3. is drawn from the ICM Gathering

companies, Who said that five kinds oflC brought themo§t value to their companies:

patents, copyrights, trademarks, know-how, and relationships,

Value Associatedwith Patents

Patents bring both defensive and offensive value to firms that own them.
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Defensive Value. Mere ownership ofpatents implies defensiveactivity. Patent

protection conveys the right to exclude others from unauthorized use ofthe intellectual

a~ that is protected. Such rights are defensive (and indirect) in nature.

Offensive Value. Patents provide their ownerswitha range ofpotential offensive

uses. In providing an owner with rights to an exclusive use ofa teclmology, a patent may

be used to generate revenue. The revenue may come from the direct sale ofthe products

and services protected by the patent, from licensing rights to the products and services,

from joint ventures associatedwith producing products and services, or from strategic

alliances formed to reach new markets for the products or services. A companymay also

donate a patent in orderto receive tax benefits. Examples ofcompaniesthat have

produced revenue from their patents are well known. mM has generated over $1 billion

per year in licensing revenue. Dow Chemicalproudly claims that it has surpassed its goal

of$125 million in annual licensing revenue, with this form ofincome still growing.

Some companies are bringing together all oftheir patents under one organization,

sometimes a separately formed company, to optimizetheir commercialization (Bell South

and DuPont are two current examples). Where patents are used to generate revenue their

value is offensive and direct.

Patents may also be used to lower company costs. For example, a patent that is

W:6ell-writt::dvalid maHighydramaualityti~allY reduce thebPo:~1>ility.fa· '" its""."be sued k:
.•.•...........~~......• Q!.P!!lcmL... gemem.. 'll ...patents.can. e.a....ey ctorm.mmlmlzmg.a·C"···················.. ··~f·

company's litigation costs. Where cost reduction is the value to be extractedfrom
6C··

patents, this value is considered to be direct. Patents may also be used as bargaining

chips to obtain access to the teclmologyofothers. Patents are often more valuable than

I
I
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cash when a competitor needs access to a technology owned by another firm. Technology

competitors may be able to establish licensing agreements when other forms of

negotiation fail

Some companies use patented technologies as measores ofa reputation 'orimage

··¥,,············iiitlierriiii..KetpJaCe~FiireXiimple;·mM;~M;TeiisJiiSiIiiiiieiiis,·lIewrett:pacfiIirana···~·········

Xerox are all companies whose reputations rest on their ability to provide customers with

products based upon th~ latest and best technology. These companies all have

substantial portfolios ofhigh-quality patents. Their portfolios bolster their image of

technologyleadership, which helps them compete in their respective marketplaces. A

companythat cannot achieve technology leadership, may seek instead to be a "standard

setter" or simply a "player." In some industries, in order to be considered a "player" a

company needs chips to bring to the table--in other words, evidence that it belongs in the

game. A portfolio ofhigh-quality patents is such evidence.

Patents may also be used to block competitors from certain kinds oftechnology

initiatives that would intrude on a patent owner's business or market Competitive

blockingis one often-used value ofpatents.

Value Associatedwith Trademarks

Trademarks, the marks or brands that companies use to identify themselves or

their products in the marketplace, are another form oflegal protection. Trademarking, or

legally protecting a brand, .means preventing others from using it .

..
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Defensive Value. The defensive value ofa trademark is that others may not use it

without the express permission ofthe holder ofthe rights to the mark. A company may

use its trademark to differentiate itselfand its products in the marketplace.

Offensive Value. Products and services sold under a trademark often command

premium prices, particularly when the trademark is viewedby the purchaser as a

guarantee ofquality. When a trademark becomes widely known and the products

associated with it are highly regarded, competitors without trademark recognition may

suffer in the marketplace. Name recognition may lead to repeat sales as well as convoyed

sales, thereby reducing a fum's marketing cost per sale.. (Convoyed sales are sales of

other. company products or services after a ''first'' purchase ofa company product. For

example, the purchaser ofa particular brand oftelevision may decide to purchase a VCR

made by the same manufacturer. In this case theVCR would be considered to be a

convoyed sale.)

At least one company has tried to use its trademark to extend the franchise it

received through its patent. Nutrasweet is reported to have made significant efforts to

ensure that its swirl trademark would appear on all products containing Nutrasweet,

realizing that the patent protection for Aspertame (the chemical sweetener itself) would

expire at the end ofits patent period. The Nutrasweet people have tried to ensure that

there is now enough value, or customer loyalty, to the trademark that the mark itselfwill

~.~.••.•._~•.•..~..~ontinue.Jo~tee a high.rateof~es£or.productson~ch.it.appears, ..~-",,··~······~

Cost-Reduction Value. Like patents, trademarks that are well protected reduce the

probability ofcostly litigation or legal disputes about ownership rights or rights to use the

mark.

\
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ValueAssociatedwithHuman Capital

Human capital, the source and repository ofall tacit knowledge, is generally

considered to include three differentkinds oftacit intellectual capital: knowledge and

know-how, relationships, and organizational capital. The following paragraphs highlight

several ways in which knowledge or know-how and relationships provide value to their

organizations. The state ofthe art for determining the value associated with

Positioning Value. In providing name recognition for a company and its products,

a trademark may be sufficient incentive for a consumer to buy a new product from a

company whose trademark it trusts. Related to name recognition is customer loyahy.

Consumers who proudly proclaim that they would never buy any brand ofcar Otherthan,

bn_".~~",",""",",",",~'."say,'a Forl("areiiiiPortant to""compames; .3iittcompames'spenttsi"giimcanfamoiiiifs"ol'~"~··"··-~~··"~···""

money to foster such brand name loyalty, Other companies use their advertisements to

encourage loyalty: "Have It Yom Way" is the slogan ofone fast-food chain that wants its

customers to knowthat they can buy a "customized" product. ''I Want My MTV" is

another slogan designed to create customer loyalty.

Barriers to Competition. Companies with well-branded or trademarked products

may often "own" a market. Consider the market for aspirin. While it is common

knowledge that aspirin is the same, no matter who makes it, the relatively small number

ofcompanies that manufacture and sell aspirin go out oftheir way to differentiate their

aspirin through their brands. A new entrant into the aspirin marketwould face the

formidable barrier ofbaving to compete with several worldwide trademarks.

I
I

"
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organizational capital is the least advancedofthe three forms oftacit knowledge and is

not dealt with in detail here.

Knowledge / Know-How. Know-how, generally considered to be tacit, maybe

explicit--that is, it may be definable and describablebut still reside in a tacit form. Some

service companies, such as law firms and consulting:firms, sell access to their employees'

knowledge or know-how. Some manufacturingfirms also obtain value from the know-

howoftheir employees'in ways other than through its direct commercialization.

Employeeswith very specific skills--howto operate complicatedmachinery or how to

install and set up a factory, for example--possess knowledge or know-how thatcan be

converted into value.

Explicit know-how is knowledge that a firm knows its employeeshave. As a

defensivetactic, a firm may legally register its employees'knowledge as a trade secret.

This means that a companyhas exclusive rights to the use ofthis knowledge as long as

the companyfollows certain procedures to protect it and to restrict accessto it•. Other

individuals and organizations may not use knowledgethat is a trade secret.

A firm's know-how may provide offensivevalue by reducing costs or creatinga

positive image for the firm. For example, companieswhose know-how is well

documented in the form oftrade secrets or where the know-how is unique to the

corporation or widely known to be held by the corporationfind themselves less likely to

~_•••~~~-_.•~_.. _m•••••~be,th~target·{)f·litigation.-Kn{)w-h{)w~may·also·help"1l,.firm·position·its·imageor·,.····~·~····....~~··~~··~·······~

reputation. Perhaps one ofthe most famous bits ofknow-how is the formula for Coca

Cola. Know-howis also often used as a credentialfor companies that want to become
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"players" in an industry. Know-how can sometimes be as important as patents or explicit

knowledge.

HOWlS VALUE MEASURED?

~~~···~-····~··~··~·~Wliere·i1lemm's·mfeneCiii3rcapnans·angnea~nsVl.Sionanastrategy,11ic··········_···

roles for IC may become known, and their value measurable. The roles for IC are

typically divided into two sets: value creation and value extraction. The subdivision Into

these two, and further subdivisions as desired, make it easier to determine the

components ofvalue to be measured.

Once the ''what'' ofIC measurement is known, it becomes necessary to decide

how to measure it. Here it is useful to differentiate between measures and measurements.

Measures - the dimensions to be used in the act ofmeasuring

Measuring - the act ofcomparing the thing to be measured against the

standard dimensions proscribed.

Measurements - the numerical results ofmeasuring

Measures may be oftwo kinds: qualitative or quantitative. Qualitative measures

are typiclll1yjudgement-based and often are used where the item to be measured or the

attribute ofinterest does not lend itselfto precise or quantifiable measurement. One of

the most striking examples ofthisphenomena may be best exemplifiedbyusing a non

business intangible: love. Parents are often asked by their child "How much do you love

me?" The answer, ofcourse, defies quantification. Asrespondents to that question we

each tend to fall back on answers like: "A lot!"

'0



The point is that some things, even very important ones like love, do not lend

themselves to accurate or quantifiable measurement. Sometimes, when it is difficuh to

measure an Ieactivity directly, companies have found that they can use indicators rather

than measures. Because direct measurement often requires that something be completed

before it can be "counted", there are times when one wants to know about work-in-

progress. Indicators are helpful under these circumstances because they are less

definitive thanmeasure's. Although they also provide information on "amount, they are

often "fuzzy", using terms like "a lot" or "more than". Indicators are often defined in

terms that are not as black-and-white as normal quantitative measures. This means that

companies can define measures that are gray instead ofonly black and white.

Vectors are another form ofmeasurement that works well when measuring

intellectual capital activities. Vectors are helpful because they provide information on

direction as well as on amount. So a vector measurement might be that the company's

intellectual capital has "increased substantially" over the past year. This means that the

vector ofchange is positive in direction andthe length ofthe vector is relatively long. On

the other hand, some companies might find that their intellectual capital had "decreased

somewhat" as a result ofan early retirement policy. This represents a vector that points

in a downward direction, and one whose length is relatively short.

Quantitative measures may be integer- orvector-based, Forthe integer-based
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Exhibit 4. ExampleMeasuresfor IntellectualCapital
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For most ofus, when we think ofmeasurement, we immediatelythink of

quantitative measuressuch as feet, time, weight, dollars, and so on. Thesemeasures

allowus to determine where we have been, where we are going (in terms ofdistanceand

time), andwherewe are today in a physical sense. For companies, in the past largely

concerned with physical assets, measurement has traditionallycentered around

quantitative outputs-in particular amountsofproduet, dollarsand sometimes time.

Quantitative measuresprovide a precise snapshotofactivities ofthe firm. In providing

this snapshot, quantitative measurementrequiresthat there be points at which

measurement maybe taken. In other words, quantitative measurement requiresdiscreet

measurements and are very useful to tell us what has happened.

Qualitative measuresgive us a sense ofwhat is happening. Qualitative measures

are usefulto tell us the vector ofchangerather than the speed. Qualitativemeasuresare

useful to answerquestions such as "Is the amount ofyour firm's intellectualcapital

changing?" The answerto such a questionmight includethe direction(up or down)and

M



the general degree ofchange (a lot, a little, a moderate amount). Qualitative measures are

often most useful when put into the context ofthe :firm. For example, in a survey of

portfolio managerswhen asked to define their portfolio, managers responded in the

following terms:

The teclmologies included

StrategicObjectives and Intent for the portfolio

StrategicUse ofthe portfolio

• Value ofthe portfolio (both qualitative and quantitative)

Income and Cost associated with the portfolio

With the exceptionofthe final category, all ofthe other dimensionswith which

portfolio managers define and describe this set ofintellectual assets (a patent portfolio),

the ways it is measured are qualitative.

TheValue ofIntelleetual Assets for a Going-Concern

While the financial markets are interested in the current value ofknowledge

companies, the companiesthemselves are concemed abouttheir future value.

Knowledge companies generally manage their IC in order to create a :future income

stream and to supportthe strategythey have developed to achieve their vision. For this

reason, the primary reference point for the measurement ofthe operationalvalue of

value is the values ofthe firm. Economic value measurementmay bedone either

qualitativelyor quantitatively. Qualitative measures ofeconomicvalue describe the

manner in which an intangiblebrings utility to the firm. Quantitative measures ofvalue
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define the amount ofa stockor flow or the rate ofchange ofa stock or flow. Many

quantitative measures ofintellectual capital use money as the primary dimension for

measurement.

Two monetary measures ofvalue are price and cost. Price is the amount a

purchaser. is willing to pay in exchange for the utility received from an item Cost is the

amount ofmoney required to produce an item Both cost and price are considered to be

direct (and quantitative) measures ofvalue. But there are other, non-monetary or indirect

measures ofvalue as well

Qualitative measures ofvalue. Suppose a company, Acme Widget, wants to

know the value ofone ofits patents. One way ofexploring value would be to ask, "what

value does this patent bring to the firm. by its inclusion in the portfolio?" The answer

may be qualitative. The value ofthis patent to the portfulio depends on several factors:

1. The intended use ofthe patent

a. Commercialization. Ifthis patent is in the portfolio to be commercialized, its

value may be expressed as its usefulness to the firm. in commercialization

terms. For example, a patent that is by itseu:the complete technical basis for a

business would be qualitatively more valuable than a patent that required

other patented technologies to create a sufficient technical basis for a business.

b. Protection. Ifthis patent is not in the portfolio to be commercialized but to

protect another patent that the firm. does expect to commercialize, its value is

~~
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related to the amount ofprotection it provides to the patent(s) it is included to

protect.

c. Anti-competition.Ifthis patent is in the portfolio as an anti-competitive

measure, it is there to provide:

--blocking, denial ofaccessby competitorsto a pre-determinedfield of

technology, or

-sdesignfreedom, freedomfur the firm to continue conductingresearch

and development in a particular field.

d. Litiglltionavoidance. A patent may be in the portfolio to be used in

bargaining with potential litigants in order to prevent a trial or arbitration.

2. The patent's ability to exclude others

a. A patent may be able to exclude others from infringing on a firm's rights to

practice R&D as well as to exclusivelyuse the patented technology in the

marketplace. Patents that can excludevirtually all potential infringers have

high value for a firm. Patents with a limited ability to exclude·othersfrom

practicing in a field have lower value.

3. The company's ability to detect infringement

a. The degree to which infringementofa patented technology can be detected is

another measure ofthe value a patent may bring to its owner. It is difficult to

.. ""."" .."._~ ....."...."....~...•_"..__....~....detectJnfringem.ent ofa.patentedprocess.because.infringingapplications are·

usually inside a machine or system Infringement ofproduct patents is often

easier to detect because a product mayusually be seen in the marketplace.
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Patents whose infringement is easy to detect are more valuable than those

whose infringement is difficuh to detect;

Quantitative Measures.of Value. A range ofquantitative measures maybe used to

~~-~'''·--~·~·measurethe·vaIiieofiD.tellectWiI·ciipIt8L''bOihJnoneY:base<rlfudnot:'Thi11gs-iobe'--"~'~'~~'~'-'"

measured are often stocks (the total amount ofsomething) or flows (the change or rate of

change ofsomething). Exhibit 5 shows examples ofquantitative measures ofintellectual

capital value.
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Exhibit 5. EXamplesofQuantitative Measures ofValue

One final point concerning the quantification ofvalue is the importance ofthe

time dimension to value measurement. Some intellectual assets have current value to the

firm, while others represent value to be realized sometime in the future. Intellectual

capital management is the management ofthe firm's future. It largely deals with the
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processes for creating and commercializing innovations that will account for the firm's

future income stream Current intellectual capital, or the current stock ofintellectual

capital, is sometimes ofinterest to the financial markets. For this reason there are several

efforts afoot to create a reliable set ofmethods for capitalizing this set ofintangibles in

the form ofan intellectual capital balance sheet.

The measures used to value intellectual capital depend on the purpose of

measuring. Measurements ofthe current stocks ofintellectual capital are ofinterest

outside the finn. Ofinterest inside the firm are those measures that tell one oftwo things:

(1) are the innovations being developed proceeding as planned? (2) what can each

innovation be expected to produce in the form ofan income stream, and what is the net

present value ofthat income stream?

HOW IS VALUE CALCULATED?

A range ofmethods is available for quantifying value in terms ofmoney. The

method selected depends on the reasons the valuation is to be made and the degree of

precision required. The most common reasons for a knowledge company to produce a

money-based valuation ofan intangible asset are: litigation; tax-related transactions; joint

ventures; intracompany transfers; business decision-making; out-licensing/sale; in

licensinglpurchase; R&D investment; portfolio management; in-kind contributions;

The precision required ofa valuation may be determined bythe relative

importance ofthe result as well as the degree ofscrutiny to which valuation will

subjected. The amount ofpreclsion determines the amount ofeffort and resources
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expended on answering the question, how much is it worth (what is its dollar value)?

Exhibit 6 suggests a relationship between the reasonfor valuing, the expected degree of

scrutiny, and the level ofeffort required to produce a valuation.
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Exhibit 6. Relation between Circumstance, Scrutiny, and Valuation Effort

\Taluation Methods

Value is quantified in monetary termstbrough one ofthe three classic methods:

• Marketmethod. This method, probably the top choice ofeconomists, uses the

market price agreed upon by willing buyer and seller as the best dollar

measure ofutility.

• Income method. This method, usually used when there is not a market price

available, involves calculating the future streams ofincome and cost and then

discounting their sum back to present value.

M
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• Cost method. Perhaps the least preferred by economists, the cost method

calculates the costs requiredto duplicate (create an exact copy of) or replicate

(to create the functional equivalent of) an intangible,

,

Exln"bit 7. lists some ofthe advantages and disadvantages ofthe classic and other ,

frequently used methods for valuation ofintellectual assets. . .
G,

Method DescriDtion Advantal!:es Disadvantal!:es When Used '."

Market • Theeconomist's • Bestmatchwith • Difficult to find • Litil¢ion ~.•••
(classic) basicvaluation • Economist'sdefinition comparable Ips • Licensiog

method J ofvalue Transaction "
~;.

Income • A basic technique • Considers all factors • Difficult for • Litigation iF.(classic) on wbich many associated withvalue layman to
variations are • Consideredbest calculate

•••based alternative ifmadret 'T
h is unavailable

Cost • A calculation of • A thirdapproach used • No measure of • Litil¢ion
'"(classic) thecost to vAten the market utilityor

replicate or income approachis not marketvalue
;j reproduce available • Overhead

• Good methodfor allocations
brand-newtechnology difficult to ,

makeliustify I
Technol • Devisedby Dow, • Builds political • Requires • For internal J

ogy a good methodfor consensus assembly of use only
Factor internalvaluation • Methodical/systematic manypeople

• Gook worl<:book • Many ,

assumptions

"underlying h
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Probabil • Methodfor • Allows for • Can be costlyif • Where
ity- valuationunder qnantification of doneto meet "strategicness
Acljnste uncertainty elements of risk high precision n is important
d • Models the standards

,
Expecte development process
d Value
RiskIHn • Financially • Quantifies risk • Intensive • Financial
rdle focusedmethod • Mathematical analysis calculation Investment
Rate • Notfor the ....,

faint-at-heart 1'>
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forecasts

0,;;~~,~~~~,~~,~,~,~,1~=~".:,~,~~~~,~,~~,··:,~"==:c2t~~~~~I~:~~~~:~~L,I':'~~cesl,~~,,,~~,
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Exhibit 7. Table ofExampleValuationMethods

A comparison ofExhibits 6 and 7 reveals that valuationrequires a high level of

training and experience.

HOW DO INTELLECTUAL ASSETS AFFECT THE VALUE OF A FIRM?

The Relationship Between IC and the Dollar Value ofa Firm

There are many skepticswhen it comesto determining the value ofa firm's

intangibleassets. This is often frustratingto the IC faithful, One ofthe difficuhies with

determining the value ofintellectual assets is that a largeportion ofthe kind ofvalue it

may produce is in an indirect form. Indirectvalue (e.g.: strategicpositioning,reputation,

image) is difficult to quantifyin dollar terms and therebyto put into a form that satisfies

the skeptics. Yet anotherproblemwith valuingintellectualassets is that it is sometimes

difficuh to know what people in an organization hold to be ofvalue. We have all

~n
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observed that an idea that is held to be oflittle value in one organization may be ofgreat

value in another. This is because the two organizations value different things

The Relationship Between Intellectual Assets and the Dollar Value ofa Firm

Intellectual assets are important because they create the future products and

services ofthe firm. In other words, intellectual assets create the firm's future cash.

flows. We also know that the dollar value ofa :firmis generally thought ofas being

comprised ofthe sum oftwo ofits financial parts: the dollar value ofits tangible assets

and the present value ofits future cash. flows. Ifthis is true then it follows that

Intellectual assets are linked to the dollar value ofa:firm! The degree to which

intellectual assets link to future revenues is the degree to which they have an impact on

the firm's dollar value; and on its market value (or stock price)!

We know that the stock market values companies, in large measure, by their

ability to produce revenue, cash.flow and profits. The degree to which intellectual assets

are an integral part ofcreating revenue, cash. flow or profits is the degree to which it

impacts the dollar value ofthe firm and its stock price.

Summary

This paper has discussed a number ofkey questions surrounding the valuing of
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howthe value offirms having such assets may be calculated, as well as how individual

intellectual assets may be valued. Finally, the paper has discussed how the value ofa

firm may be effected by the value ofits intellectual assets.


